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Preface

The object and scope of this essay are described suffi-

ciently in the Introduction, and here it is only necessary

to mention a few points of detail which may be of assistance

to the reader.

I have tried to write in English, and to get away from

the polyglot, and often ambiguous, jargon in which agrarian

topics are commonly treated in India. In order to do this,

I have had to frame a precise terminology, choosing those

names which carry the fewest misleading connotations

The terms which I have selected for use are printed through-

out with an initial capital letter, as a tacit reminder to the

reader that they bear the definite sense which has been

explained at their first mention.

It has not, however, been possible to avoid altogether

the introduction oi Persian words and phrases, because

the meaning of these frequently require discussion, and

the subject of the discussion must be indicated In trans-

literation I have used as a basis the system recommended

by the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society, in which the

vowels have the continental values, and the consonants

are, where necessary, distinguished by lines or dots placed

under them. Unfortunately, these lines and dots, which

are indispensable to the linguistic scholar, are offensive to

ordinary readers, and greatly increase the difficulty of

accurate printing. Since I am writing mainly for students

who are not interested in linguistic details, I have adopted

the following compromise.

(1) In the text, the transliteration is simplified The

vowels have the continental values, and the long vowels are

marked as such; but the consonants are not distinguished,

except that the otherwise unemployed q is used to represent

a particular Arabic guttural. An inverted comma denotes

the Arabic latter 'am, in case where its indication has

seemed to be desirable.
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(2) The precise transliteration of the words so given in'

the text will be found in the glossary (Appendix H), follow-

ing the simplified form.

(3) In the Appendices, the precise transliteration is

used in cases where the terms or phrases under discussion

seems to require it.

(4) Proper names are given only in simplified form.

Linguistic scholars do not need to be reminded that the 7?

in Muhammad, for instance, is different from the h in

Humayun, while ordinary readers are not interested in the

difference.

(5) I have retained the ordinary spelling of words such

as Moslem or Mogul, and of names such as Calcutta or

Lahore, which have become incorporated m the English

language.

It will be noticed that my simplified transliteration is

very nearly that which is used in Volume III of the Cam-
bridge Hiatory of India, and the resemblance is not confined

to transliteration, for the views taken of the principal

characters, and the mam authorities, of the period in the

two books are substantially identical. It may be well

therfore to explain that my chapters dealing with this

period were ready for the printer before Sir Wolseley

Haig’s exhaustive volume was published; the similarity of

standpoint, and even the occasional verbal coincidences,

are not due to imitation or consultation, but are the result

of independent study of the same authorities In a few cases

where Sir Wolseley Haig’s interpretation of passages bear-

ing on agrarian matters differs from mine, I have re-

examined the evidence, but I have not found occasion

to modify the views which I had previously formed.

The method of citing authorities is conditioned by the

facts that the titles are commonly long, and frequently

similar. In order to reduce the footnotes to reasonable

bulk, I have selected arbitrary key-words to denote the

principal authorities, the full titles being set out under

these key-words in Appendix I.

In bringing together information drawn from so many
heterogeneous sources, I have necessarily been dependent on

the assistance of scholars working in many different fields.
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For help on particular points I am indebted to the late

VRight Honourable Syed Ameer Ali, and to Mr. C. E.

Carrington, Sir Atul Chalterjee, Mr. W. Christie, Mr.
G. L. M. Clauson, Mr. U. M. Daudpota, Mr. E. Edwards,
Sir William Foster, Professor S. H. Hodivala, Sir Walter
Hose, Mr. S. G. Kanhere, Sir Edward Maclagan, Mr. C. E.

A. W. Oldham, and Mr. G Chenevix Trench. Dr. L. D.

Barnett kindly read through the draft of Chapter I, and
supplied me with valuable references to literature dealing

with the Hindu period Mr R Paget Dewhurst, besides

contributing a substantial portion of Appendix C, has been

most generous in interpreting obscure phrases in the

Persian chronicles Sir Richard Burn supplied me with

a critical examination of the draft of Appendix E, and

helped me in many other ways Mr. B C Burt rendered

mo great assistance in the search for illustrative documents

in India collections. I have drawn freely on some
unpublished notes written in consultation with Mr A.

Yusuf Ali when we worked together some years ago on the

authorities for the reign of Akbar Lastly I must
acknowledge the assistance so willingly rendered through-

out my work by Mrs. R. W. Frazer and Aliss F. H.

Latimer, of the staff of the Royal Asiatic Society,

July, 1929.

W. H MORELAND
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Introduction

This book may be described as an essay in itstitutional

history. During the main period of Moslem rule in India,

lasting from the thirteenth to the eighteenth century, a

kingdom had three essential constituents, the Sovereign

who ruled it, the Army which supported the throne, and
the Peasantry which paid for both.

;
and the relation sub-

sisting between these entities was aptly presented in an

aphorism current in the early days, that “troops and
peasants are the two arms of the kingdom” The dynastic

and military history of the period is now tolerably accessible

to students, but it is impossible to obtain from the existing

literature a general or connected view of the position of

‘ the peasants in their relations with the State, and it is this

gap which I now attempt to fill.

The contents of my essay will possibly come as something

of a surprise to readers who are interested primarily in the

agrarian questions of the present day, and who may expect
' to find it occupied mainly by discussions of the rightsi

enjoyed or claimed by landholders and their tenants. 'Th^

prominence of questions of right is, however, a recent

development in Indian agrarian history, and belongs almost

^ entirely to the British period : in Moslem India, as in the

India of the Hindus, the agrarian system was a matter oJ

duties rather than rights. At its root lay the conception^

that it was the duty of the peasants to till the soil, and pay

a share of their produce to the State
;
so far as private rights

or claims were recognised, they were subordinate to this

fjjndamental obligation. The main subject-matter of my
essay is consequently an examination of the methods by

which the State’s share of the peasant’s produce was

assessed and collected, and of the arrangements under

which portions of it were alienated in favour of the classes

whom I describe collectively as Intermediaries.

It is not part of my present purpose to trace in detail

the transition from the Moslem system to that which now
»
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existSj but a brief reference is required to the main factors

which have operated, because it is only by consciously

eliminating these factors that we can reach a just idea of the

conditions which prevailed in the earlier period. 'It is a

commonplace of history that the nineteenth century brought

to Northern India a degree ofjAnternal tranquillity which

had not previously been enjoyed ;
and that the result was

seen in a rapid growth of population, and the development

of competition for productive land. In the Moslem period,

such competition scarcely existed, outside relatively small

areas
;
and we have to bear in mind that, in most parts of

the country, land was waiting for men with the resources

necessary for its cultivation. Another gift of the nineteenth

century was what is conventionally described as the Rule

of Law, superseding by degrees the personal rule of the Mos-
lem period

;
while a third factor, which is perhaps less

generally recognised, was the spread of benevolent or

philanthropic ideals which characterised the century, not

merely in India, but throughout the civilised world.' To

trace the operation of these factors is the task of the his-

torian of the British period . my object in mentioning them
here is merely to emphasise the point that, in trying to

appreciate the Moslem system, we must be careful to exclude

them from our estimate. In other words, we must get

away from the ideas of competition for land, of respect for

written law or precedent, and of modern administrative

philanthropy.

Such is the scope of my essay, but in order to explain the

method of study a few woi'ds must be said regarding its

genesis. The importance of the subject was impressed
forcibly on me some years ago, when I was collecting

materials for a sketch of the economic situation of India

in the time of Akbar. The fact that in the Mogul period

the State disposed of from a third to a half of the gross

produce of the land constituted it by far the most potent
factor in the distribution of the national income

;
while its

action in regard to distribution inevitably reacted on
production, so much so that we are justified in concluding
that, next only to the weather, the administration was the

dominant fact in the economic life of the country.
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Accordingly, in two earlier books, India at the death of

kkhar, and From Akhar to Auranyzeh, I included condensed

accounts of the relations which at the period subsisted

between the administration and the peasants These

accounts were based mainly on the original authorities, but,

in interpreting the obscure and crabbed texts, I followed

the work of previous students, who I assumed had mastered

the technical terminology of the subject
;

and, usually

accepting their renderings, I offered a description of the

main lines of the agrarian administration, reserving for

subsequent study some difficulties which appeared to be

matters of detail.

On returning to the subject, I found that these apparent

details increased in importance when scrutinised more

closely
;
and [ was driven gradually to the conclusion that

the guides I had accepted, Blochmann, Jarrett, Dowsori,

and other writers of the last century, busied as they were, in

exploring an entirely unknown field, had not fully mastered

the terminology employed in the literature of the period,

but had borrowed from modern practice in India, or some-

times from medieval practice in Europe, terms of art, or

picturesque phrases, which did not always give the precise

meaning of the originals, and occasionally involved serious

misrepresentation It was necessary, therefore, to study the

terminology afresh
;
and for this purpose I worked through

the printed literature of the period, together with such

relevant manuscripts as I found in this country, extracting

every passage in which an apparently technical term
occurred, and then bringing the passages together, and
inferring from them the meaning, or meanings, borne by
each term at different periods, or in different parts of India.

The results obtained in the course of this study form the

basis of the present essay, and sufficient illustrations of

my methods will be found in the notes and appendices
;

but at the outset it may be well to insist on the fact that

the terminology employed in the literature is fluid, so that

both time and place may condition the interpretation of a

particular passage The Persian language, as it was used

in Moslem India, possessed a wealth of synonyms
;
and

most of the authoiities observed what may be described as
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the canon of variety of diction, or, in other words, they

would do almost anything in order to avoid verbal repetition

It is natural, therefore, that a particular thing should

appear under various names
; but at the same time it must

be remembered that bureaucracy was highly developed in

India from the outset of the Moslem period, and, inside

the public offices, words already in general use were adopted

as precise terms of art. just as happens at the present day,

so that general and technical senses might co-exist. Some-
times, indeed, we find that different departments might

use a word in different senses, as in the familiar case of

mal An ordinary writer meant by that word “property”

or “possessions,” but in the military department it denoted
“booty taken m war,” while in the jargon of the financial

offices it signified “land-revenue”
;

its meaning in any
particular passage has to be inferred from the context.

These terms of art in some cases persisted, and in others

changed with the centuries, so that from time to time old

things appear under new names
;
while, on the other hand,

changes in practice might result in giving a substantially

meaning to an old-established term Differences in

ect of locality are also important
;
and, in particular,

5 noteworthy that, two centuries ago, the agrarian

K uage of Calcutta differed materially from that of Delhi,

.t which later on was to contribute to the misappre-

ions of the early British administrators in the North.

I

'his fluidity of the terminology is a matter of such

i.twificance ior the historian that it may be well to give

11
1‘ one illustration where the main facts are not open to

lute In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the

Arabic word Diwan was used by Indo-Persian writers in

a specific sense corresponding almost exactly to the modern
terms “Department” or “Ministry”. Thus the “Vazir’s

diwan” denoted the Revenue Ministry, because finance was
the main business of the Vazir; and, when anew department

was constituted, as happened from time to time, it was

styled the diwan of the particular branch of administration

with which it was charged.

The literature of the fifteenth century is scanty, and I

do not know when the change occurred ;
but, by the time of
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Akbar, the word Diwan had come to denote a person, not

an institution. In public affairs the Diwan was now the

Revenue Minister; and, since the Vazir dealt with revenue-

business, for a time the two words, Vazir and Diwan,

became in practice almost synonymous. In private business,

Diwan denoted, doubtless by analogy, a man who managed

a high officer’s financial affairs and is conveniently rendered

as “steward ” The Revenue Ministry was now called

Diwani, a term which does not appear in the earlier liter-

ature; and at this period the word was not applied to any

other Ministry than that which dealt with the business of

the revenue

As administrative organisation progressed, we find two
further developments. Inside the Ministry, each depart-

mental head came to be called Diwan. Outside it. a Diwan,

or Revenue Officer, was appointed in each province; and

when these provincial Diwans had been brought under the

direct authority of the Minister at Court, a new implication

was gradually imported In the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, diwani, or the revenue administration as a whole,

was contrasted with nizaraat, or faujdari, terms which
denoted the general administration, concerned primarily

with the preservation of the peace

The appointment of the East India Company as Diwan of

the province of Bengal led to a further change: the new
Diwan found it desirable to establish its own court of justice,

which was duly named Diwani Adalat, or “the Diwani
Court” and, as the result of subsequent developments, at

the present day diwani has almost entirely lost its older

meaning of revenue-administration, and in current use

signifies the civil courts of law. Diwani, as a synonym for

Vazir, has survived in some Indian States, where the Chief

Minister is so designated; elsewhere it is an honorific title,

conferred by the Government, or adopted by prominent

men of some communities, as the case may be. The
word has thus travelled a long way from the time when
a minister could be described as “sitting in the diwan ”

It does not appear to me to be necessary to justify at

length the method of study which I have described: its

justification is found in the facts, firstly, that there is no
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alternative, and, secondly, that it is fruitful of results.

There is, however, a practical difficulty in presenting these

results in convincing form To set out all the relevant

passages, with, in each case, enough of the context to show
their bearing, and to demonstrate how successive possi-

bilities must be ruled out, until the certain, or probable,

meaning is reached by a process of elimination—all this

would require a substantial number of volumes before the

subject was exhausted" while ray object is to present the result

as shortly as may be. and, if possible in a form which shall

not be entirely unreadable. The course I have adopted is as

follows. Having first ascertained the nature of a thing, I

have chosen an English term to denote it, giving preference

that one which carries the fewest misleading connotations,

explaining each term at the point where it is introduced,

and adhering consistently to a single use Detailed dis-

cussions of the precise nature of various Persian expressions

have been placed in footnotes or appendices, which indicate

the crucial passages, where any have been found, or, failing

them, a number of illustrative passages which I hope will

be sufficient for the critical student, while the path of the

general reader is encumbered by as few obstacles as the

nature of the subject permits.

The arrangement of the essay is chronological, not topical.

At one time I was tempted to adopt the latter course,

giving first a connected narrative of assessment, then of

assignments, and so on; but the various topics are closely

inter-related, and so much depends on the personality of

autocratic rulers, that, after a few experiments, I reverted

to arrangment by periods, which, as its happens, are well

defined. In course of Chapters VI and VII I have

endeavoured to indicate the first stage in the transition

from the Moslem to the British agrarian system, but, as

I have said above, it is no part of my present purpose to

describe the development of the latter in detail; and I have

not dealt with the transition in those regions where a period

of Sikh or Maratha rule intervened.

In bringing this eassay to a conclusion, I wish to make

quite clear that I do not offer it as a final treatment of the

subject. Probably there is still extant in India a body of
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literature which, when collected and explored, will throw
much additional light on some of topics where I have

felt the lack of material most acutely; and, despite the

pessimistic views prevalent in some quarters on the subject,

I hold to the belief that, scattered here and there, mainly

in private hands, there must be many documents relating

to grants, assignments, and other forms of tenure, as well

as to certain other aspects of agrarian administration,

which, if they could be brought to light, would enable some
future student to convert this essay into a history, by
correcting ray mistakes, and filling the gaps in my informa-

tion. We know that such dieuraents must have existed

in literally, enormous quantities; we know that a few of

them have come to light in the present century; we do not

know howmany survive; and all we can be sure of is that

the survivors are perishing year by year. I cannot now
take an active part in the search for such documents, but

I must not left pass this opportunity of appealing to the

local historical societies and similar bodies at work in

India, to grapple with this question in earnest, and to in-

vestigate in particular the treasures of the families which

have a long tradition of service under the State as

qanungos, or in other positions in the local administration.

Discoveries may be few, but the value of such documents
rises in proportion to their rarity ,and their location cannot be

forseen. Our knowledge of the form and content of Akbar’s

charitable grants of land has been materially increased by the

discovery of a bundle of old papers preserved by a Parsi

family in Gujarat, a locality where one would scarcely

have set out to search for Mogul documents; and it is still

possible to hope for other discoveries of the same kind.

The systematic collection and publication of such docu-

ments would furnish material of inestimable value for the

future historian, not merely of the agrarian system, but

of the whole life of the people of India.





Chapter I

Antecedents

1. THE HINDU SACRED LAW

A WRITER who attempts to describe the development of the

agrarian system of Moslem India is confronted at the outset

by a difficulty arising from the absence of any definite

starting-point. It is clear that the first Moslem conquerors

did not impose an entirely foreign system on their Indian

subjects: the observed continuity of institutions shows that

they took over portions, at least, of the system which they

found in operation, and adapted it, as time went on, to

meet changing needs/ The ideal starting-point would thus

be a description of the Hindu system as it stood in theory,

and worked in practice, during the twelfth century; but

nothing of the kind is known to exist, and the conditions of

the period make it unlikely that such a description was
ever prepared. It is conceivable that the progress of

antiquarian research may eventually make it possible to

write a historical account of the development of the Hindu
system, based on precisely-dated documents and inscriptions,

but I am ass\ired by scholars that adequate materials for

that task are not yet available.

Failing such accounts or descriptions, the most that can
be done is to offer a statement of the fundamental features

of the Hindu system, and indicate their logical, if not their

historical, connection with the institutions which we meet
under the early Moslem rulers. I attempt such a statement

in this chapter; but at the outset it is necessary to explain

that I am dependent on translations and secondary sources

for the voluminous Sanskrit literature, and mj^ experience

suggests that translations may be dangerous guides in

technical matters. Some of the greatest difficulties which
present themselves m studying the Moslem period arise

1
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from unrecorded changes in the relation between words

and things; and in ranging over the available literature of

the centuries which intervened between Asoka and the

Moslem conquest, one is constantly assailed by the doubt

whether similar changes may not have crept in to obscure

the interpretation of the record. My statement of the

elements of the Hindu system is thus necessarily tentative:

in any case it is required in order to explain the

terminology which I have adopted; and it may perhaps

be of some servi ce in directing the attention of specialists

to aspects of the literature which have hitherto received

inadequate examination.

For the durable or fundamental features of the Hindu

agrarian system we must turn to the Dharma, or Sacred

Law, the provisions of which could be refined or developed

by successive writers, bii-c not formally altered by legislative

or executive action. The Sacred Law contemplates an

agrarian position similar tn essentials to that which we find

at the opening of the Moslem period, and not very different

from that which persisted to its close. There is the King
in his capital, there is the Peasant in his village; and the

relations between King and Peasant give us, at any rate,

the skeleton of the system. Hitherto the Hindu King has

^
usually been presented by modern writers as an absolute

despot, divine in his person, bound by the Sacred Law.
and subject to the influence of public opinion, but untram-
melled by any human institutions. More recently some
Indian scholars have depicted him as holding a position

comparable to that of modern constitutional monarchs,
responsible to, or controlled by, councils or assemblies.

The difference, which I am quite incompetent to discuss,

is immaterial to my present purpose. The important thing

is that the Sacred Law postulates, under the title of King,

a sovereign in the technical sense; whether the King acted

independently, or by and with the advice of Ministers or

Councils, makes no difference to the statement which
follows.

I have chosen the word Peasant to denote tlie other party

to the relation, because on the whole it seems to involve

less danger of misconception than any substitute which
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'' ^
is available.^ I The Peasant is the man who, whatever the

incidents of Ira tenure may be, cultivates a holding entirely '

or mainly by his family labour, for his own profit, and at
j

his own risk. He must be distinguished on the one hand
from the Intermediary, who claims 'a share of the produce,

but does 'not himself take an active part in production,

and on the other hand from the serf whom he feeds, or

the hired labourer to whom be pays wages.;

\^The Sacred Law® presents King and Peasant in a bilateral

relation, which is defined more precisely in regard to duties

than to rights. The duty of the Peasant is, firstly, to raise

produce, and secondly, to pay a share of his produce to

"the King. Performing these duties, he can expect the

King’s protection, and he can enjoy the balance of his

produce, subject, of course, to any rules for its expenditure

contained in the Law. The King’s paramount duty is to

protect his subjects; and, while he does so, he is entitled

to claim a share of the Peasant’s produce, to be expended

in accordance with the Law. In the statement the word
“produce” is used in its natural meaning as the gross yield

of the land, without deducting anything on account of the

cost of production;
,
in a later period we shall meet with a

few cases where some allowance was made for exceptional

expense, but I cannot trace any suggestion of assessing

revenue formally on the net income further back than the

period of British rule.®

It may be well to point out that the statement which has

just been given is not concerned with ' rights to occupy
1 The iiossiblo alternalives are farmer, cultiyator, ryot. “Parmer”

is too ambiguous in a country like India, where farming tli'- itvenue wa.s

for .!o long a inominent feature of the agrarian system. ‘‘Cultivator,”
the usual term in India, suggests to most English-speaking communities
a modem implement of tillage. “Byot” has changed its meaning in some
parts of India since the Moslem period, and now connotes a particular
form of tenure, while in others it has a more general signilioation, and it

IS thus ambiguous.
2 The statements in the text are based on the following volumes of the

translations published in the series Sacred BooTcs of the East: iinnu (XXV)

:

Vishnu (VII)
; Apastamba and Oautama (II); Va.sishtha and Ilaudhayana

iXIV) ; Narada and Brihaspati (,XXXIII).
® Since this paragraph was written, Dr. Bal Krishna lias argued, in the

Indian Journal of Economics, July, 1927, that in the Hindu system,
assessment was made on the net income. His argument does not appear
to me to be convincing, but I must leave its osamination to students of
the period.
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land: the Law looks to the duty of production, and not to

the right of occupation. Modern writers appear inclined

to take sides, sometimes rather forcibly, on the question

whether the land was owned by the King or by the Peasant;

but I have not yet found any scientific discussion of what
seems to me to be the antecedent question, whether the

conception of ownership of agricultural land had been

reached at the time when the Sacred Law was formulated.

There is no doubt that individuals or families could hold

heritable and transferable rights in particular parcels of

land, because the texts deal with inheritance, and with

transfer by gift, sale, or mortgage: the question is whether

the rights which were inherited or transferred amounted to

ownership in the ordinary sense of the word, or whether

they were merely rights to occupy subject to the King’s

pleasure.^ To put the matter in another way, the point on

which I have found nothing definite is whether the process

of disentangling the conception of private right from

nolitical allegiance had progressed so far as to justify the

ipplication of the word “ownership” to any of the agrarian

nstitutions existing during the Hindu period. I can raise

ihese questions, but it is not my business to answer them,

'f the rights in question amounted only to occupancy during

.he King’s pleasure, there is complete continuity between

.he Hindu period and the Moslem : if ownership, in the

nodern sense, existed during the former, it will be necessary

to explain how it was obliterated from the outset of the latter.

Moslem despots could of course have annulled the institution

of ownership while preserving other features of the Hindu

agrarian system, but whether they could have obliterated

the conception is a different matter.

I The teits discuss these private rights as between individuals, but say

very little as to their precise nature, or their relation to the Sovereign.

A few passages, however, indicate the existence of an over-riding authority,

notably one in Brihaspati (XXXIII, 353), where the King's action in

taking hand from one man and giving it to another is placed on the same

footing of inevitability as the diluvial action of a river. In the Arihasastra
again (p. 50). theie is a definite recommendation to eject peasants for

laziness or inelficieney. I am not .-.igiung that such passages aie conclusive,

but merely that they require to be taken into account when ^he question

of ownership is discussed Eeference may also be made to a couplet quoted

by a commentator on the .4rthososfra (p.140) to the effect that land and
water were not objects of private owner^p.
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Whatever was the natiire of the Peasant’s right, his

immediate interest under the conditions which have been
described must ha^e centred in the answers to two questions.

What share of his produce was claiiflfed by the King?
and, How the share was to be assessed and collected? On
the first question the texts differ, a fact which justifies the

inference that practice was not uniform,' but it may be said

that the rate regarded by the text-writers as appropriate

was one-sixth, falling possibly as low as one-twelfth, and
rising in times of emergency to one-fourth, or even one-

third.^ On the second question the texts are practically

silent, and it is permissible to draw the natural inference

that these matters were regarded as lying outside the

Sacred Law, and within the discretion of the individual

King.. Taking the texts as they stand in translation, it

might indeed be contended that they contemplate the

actual division of the produce, either by weighing or by
measuring, but I do not think they can be interpreted as

necessarily ruling out administrative expedients for simpli-

fying the procedure such as we find in operation during

the^ Moslem period.

^ t The fundamental Hindu system, as I understand it, was,

'then, that the Peasants paid a share of their produce to the

King, who determined, within certain limits, or conceivably

beyond them, the amount of the share, and also the methods

1 Mann (XXV. 236) lias one-cightli, one-aixtli, or oiie-twolfth of the

ci'op) but fuitlier on (427) it is allowed that a King 'who in tunes of distress

takes even the fouith part of the crops is free from guilt, if he protects

his subjects to the best of his ability. Gautama (TI. 227) has one-tenth)

one-eighth or one-sixth. Vasishtha (XIV. 8), and Baudbayana (XIV. 199)

have one-sixth. In Isaiada (XXXTII. 221) ue read of ‘‘what is called

the sixth of the produce of the soil)" an expression which suggests that
facts may have differed from theory, and that “the sixth” may actually

have been, some different fraction, just as the word tithe sometimes denotes

a fraction different from one-tenth. A commentator on the Arthasasira

(p. lOSn) declares that the word rendered “one-sixth’’ includes one-

fourth or one-third
; and the text of that work provides (]). 291) for

levying one-third or one-fouith in emergencies. The only statement of
fact I have found regarding the Hindu period in the Nortli is that, in

Kanauj undei Ilaisha, “the King’s tenants pay onc-sixth oi the produce

as rent" (T. Watters, On Tiian Cliwang’s Tiid'datn 176); but it

is possible that the Chino.so pilgrim rejirodnced his iiifonnant’s st.itcineiil

of the theoretical hgnio of the texts, rather than the actual facts of the

time. As regards the south, Mr. 0. H. Bao has shown (Indian Antiquary,

Oct. and Nov« 1911) that the proportion of one-sixth was exceeded

substantially in practice.
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of assessment and collection. This is precisely the ground-

work of the system which we find in operation in Moslem
India from the thirteenth century onwards

; ]
but we find

also various develcfpments of practice, whichth fact furnish

the origin of nearly all the tenures existing in Northern

India at the present day. In the next section I attempt

to set out the logical relations of these developments to

the fundamental structure.

2. DEVELOPMENTS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL
RELATION

The primitive method of realising the King’s share by

dividing the produce of each peasant persisted in Northern

India into modern times, as between landholder and tenant,

on a scale which renders possible a precise appreciation of

its advantages and drawbacks. It works best when the

area to be covered is so small that the claimant can transact

his business in person : its efficiency falls rapidly with the

increase in the area over which his claim extends. This

result follows from certain physical causes which have

bperated more or less steadily throughout the historical

period, and owing to which crops ripen simultaneously

jver large areas, while the produce may deteriorate very

^'apidly between ripening and storing. It is quite safe

therefore to infer that a King with an extensive territory

lad to face substantially the same difficulty as would
confront a large landholder at the present day, either to

employ expensive and wasteful staff for the few harvest-

weeks, or to lose a substantial portion of his claim owing
to deterioration of the produce while it is waiting to be

divided
;

and nearly all the variations in practice with

which we are concerned may be attributed to endeavours
to find a more satisfactory method.

For the purposes of study it is convenient to classify

the various developments into two groups. In the first,

the direct relation between the State and the individual

peasant is maintained, but the assessment of the State’s

share is separated from the collection : in the second, the

State ceases to deal directly with individual peasants, and
operates through Intermediaries of various kinds,
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A. Individual Assessment
Under this head we have to consider two methods,

Estimation and Measurement, which can be traced in the

Indo-Persian literature back to the thirteenth century, and
a third. Contract, which appears in the literature much
later.

In Estimation, the amount of the State’s share is deter-

mined by inspection of the growing crop, the peasant’s

liability is fixed before the produce is ripe, and its collection

can be effected at the most convenient time. This method
also has persisted into modern times as between landholder

and tenant. Its advantage lies in the longer period over

which operations can be spread; but, as in actual crop-

division, the master’s eye is an important factor in efficiency,

and, when the operation is carried out by subordinates

working over a large area, there is the ever-present risk of

the assessors conspiring with the peasants to defraud the

State, or the landholder.

The processes of Estimation and Division are very closely

allied. I think it may fairly be said that, at the opening

of the nineteenth century, wherever payments depended
on the season’s produce. Estimation was the rule, and
Division was usually confined to the rare cases in which
the estimate was disputed; and probably this practice was
of old standing It is convenient therefore to group the

two processes under the label “Sharing,” and I shall use

this term, distinguishing between Division and Estimation

only when the context requires.

Measurement appears to be in essence an attempt to

eliminate the risks attendant on Sharing by adhering to

verifiable facts. Under it an average, or standard, figiure

for the share of the State from the unit-area of each crop

was determined once for all, or, more 'precisely, until the

State should decide to recalculate it, and the actual demand
was assessed by measuring the areas of the crops sown at

each season; if, for instance, the State’s share was fixed

at 100 lb. of wheat for the unit of area known as a bigha,

then each bigha sown with wheat would be assessed at that

amount without reference to the actual yield. The accuracy

of the measurements could be checked at any time while
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the crops were on the ground, and the rest was a mere
matter of arithmetic.

From the thirteenth to the nineteenth century we find

these two methods of assessment, Sharing and Measure-

ment, in competition, and sometimes existing side by side,

a fact which suggests that, in actual practice, neither of

them could claim any very definite superiority. Later in

the period we hear of another method, which I shall describe

as Contract: under it a peasant came to terms with the

assessing officer to pay a fixed sum of money annually for

his holding, whatever crops he might grow; and this method

must be regarded as the origin of that which now prevails

.over the greater part of the country as between landholder

and tenant.

B. Assessment through Intermediaries

I have chosen the term Intermediaries to denote all the

various classes authorised or permitted by the King to

collect his share, and to retain a portion or the whole.

Intermediaries may be classed as Chiefs, Representatives,

Assignees, Grantees, and Farmers.

Chiefs .—At the opening of the Moslem period, we find

that large areas subject to the foreign kings remained in

the hands of Hindu Chiefs,^ who paid tribute for them in

cash, and that the King’s officers did not normally deal

with the peasants in these areas, or meddle in their internal

administration. In the earliest records the more important

Chiefs are spoken of as Rana, Rai, or Rap, titles which

still survive; their use at this period indicates that the,

Chiefs had been in theory, if not in practice, sovereigns in

their own right, and that they had submitted to the new
rulers, retaining most of their previous jurisdiction. As

time went on, the Chiefs came to be designated collectively

as zamindars, and there is historical continuity between

them and some of the zamindars of to-day, though there

have been important alterations in the conditions of their

tenure. In the past the Chiefs’ payments were determined

^ I use llic term Cliief us the oae least likely to misleads The woid
zamiudar has changed its significance in the course of history, and it now
means different things in different parts of India, so it is better to avoid

it in a general discussion, >
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on lines of which there is no precise record, but probably

by agreement or by dictation, as circumstances might

permit, while each Chief decided for himself in what way
he should collect the State’s share from his peasants

;
his

tenure depended on his loyalty, which meant primarily

the punctual payment of tribute
;

and here we meet the

idea, which is, perhaps, not yet wholly obsolete in India,

that default and disloyalty are the same thing. The
consequence of default was ordinarily a punitive expedition;

and, if it was successful, the Chief might either be dis-

possessed, or else reinstated on new terms.

Representatives .—During lai’ge portions of the Moslem
period the amount to be paid by a village for the King’s

share was commonly settled, season by season, or year by
year, between the official assessor and the headmen acting

on behalf of the peasants. The are- sown, or expected to

be sown, was taken into account, along with other cir-

cumstances, but the assessment was a lump sum, which
the headmen subsequently distributed among the peasants.

This method, which I shall describe as Group-assessment,

might approximate closely to the system of assessment

through Chiefs, in cases where a Chief’s authority was
limited to a single village, and the approximation might be

still closer if a Group-assessment was made for a whole
pargana with the Chaudhri or pargana headman; but there

was usually a distinction in point of duration. The Group-

assessment was made for a season or a year only, while

the Chief’s payment was fixed, not in the sense that it was
unalterable, but until the authorities decided to alter it.

Assignees .—The general idea indicated by this word is

that, instead of paying cash, the State provided for future

pecuniary claims by assigning to the claimant the King’s

share of the produce of a specified area, the assignment

carrying with it the grant of executive authority sufficient,

at any rate, to enable the assignee to assess and collect

the amount due. This institution is the most prominent

feature of the Moslem agrarian system. The area might be

an entire province, or a single village: the claim to be satisfied

might represent the cost of maintaining troops, or salaries

for civil or military service; and in normal times the bulk of
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the State’s claim on the peasants was assigned in this

way
Grantees .—In the same way, the King’s share due from

a specified area might be granted to any one of large 'classes

of claimants, by way of pensions for past service, rewards

for good conduct, or for literary or artisic achievement,

maintenance of deserving individuals, or of religious,

educational, or charitable endowments, and the like. ' The

position of a grantee was similar to that of an assignee,

and the distinction between the two classes was that an

Assignment \\^as conditional on future service, while a

Grant was not
;
but both classes were held during pleasure,

in the literal meaning of the phrase, and either Grant or

Assignment could be varied or summarily terminated by

order of the Ruler.

Farmers .—The idea underlying the method of farming

the King’s share seems to have been that an officer ap-

pointed to administer a province, or smaller area, could

effect a great adminisirative simplification by undertaking

to pay a fixed annual sum representing the net revenue of

his charge, thus relieving the executive of all detailed

financial responsibilities in regard to it So stated, the

method should not be condemned offhand in the case of a

large kingdom, in times when communication was slow and

liable to frequent interruption
;
but in Moslem India, as in

other countries, it tended to attract speculators, and ad-

ministration suffered through their efforts to make a profit

in their shoit term of office. In practice then we must

distinguish between the Governor on-farming-terms, chosen

primarily for his character and abilities, and the speculative

Farmer, chosen mainly or merely because his bid was the

highest

Farms of all sizes might be given, from a province, or

group of provinces, down to a single village
;
and we must

recognise that in certain circumstances various other

tenures tended to assume this form. From the purely fiscal

standpoint, a Chief was a Farmer, holding for an indefinite

term
;
and from the same standpoint headmen engaging

for a village or pargana were also technically Farmers.

Salaried assessors and collectors, again, might easily become
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j

Farmers by arranging to pay a fixed sum instead of

accounting for fluctuating collections and thus various

institutions, which must be distinguished for the purpose

of analysis, might be blended in practice, so that at certain

epochs the agrarian system presents a kaleidoscopic aspect,

with Chiefs and Farmers, headmen and collectors, each

assuming the appearance of the others.

Enough has perhaps been said to indicate the nature, and
the logical, though not the historical, sequence of the

developments from the primitive method of dividing the

produce, but a word must be added regarding the form in

which the State’s share was actually received. Each of the

methods enumerated could bo worked, so far as the peasant

was concerned, either in cash or in kind, the State’s share

of produce being valued, when this course was deemed
convenient, at rates determined in various ways. The
payments of Intermediaries, on the other hand, were
ordinarily assessed, and made, in terms of cash, at any
rate from the first century of Moslem rule.'^ I do not know
the date when the cash-nexus between the peasant and the

King (or his representative) first came into existence, but

the view that it is a modern phenomenon must be rejected

as unhistorical
;
as we shall see m the next chapter, the

peasants of the country round Delhi normally paid their

share in cash during, at any rate, the latter part of the

thirteenth century.

The question when these various developments originated

is one which must be left mainly to students of the Hindu
period. I suspect that most, if not all, of them date from

before the Moslem conquest, but all I can do here is to

point to some features which are probably, or certainly,

indigenous The most obvious example is the grant for

religious or charitable endowment, the existence of which

is established by surviving inscriptions, recording title-

deeds of dates far earlier than the Moslem conquest.

Assignments in lieu of salary were apparently recognised

There are a few eases on record where some ^art of, the revenue of a

province was stated in couuuoditiesb$.£r.> elephants from Bengal, hut they

aro clearly exceptional -M
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by the Sacred Law itself, for it is laid down in Manu’^ that

the officer appointed to be in charge of 100 villages should

enjoy the revenues of one village, and this provision seems

to carry the jagir, the great agrarian institution of Moslem

times, back to quite an early period of Hindu culture
;
but

in any case service-assignments were the rule in Kanauj

under Harsha, if we may accept the Chinese pilgrim’s

statement that “Ministers of State and common officials

all have their portion of land, and are maintained by the

cities assigned to them.” According to Professor Aiyangar,

the same system existed in the Chola administration in

the South, “the higher officers as well as the lower ones

being remunerated by gifts of land or assignments of

revenue.”

The practice of appointing provincial Governors on

farming terms prevailed in the Hindu Empire of Vijayangar,

and it is probable that the farming-system extended down
from the province to the village® under the Empire, as it

certainly did in this region after the Empire had collapsed.

It is a noteworthy fact that in the seventeenth century

•he agrarian system of the Vijayanagar territory was
practically identical with that of the Moslem kingdom of

Uolconda, and it is most unlikely that the former should

jave borrowed a new system from the latter : the more
jrobable inference is that Farming had become established

s the mainstay of the Hindu agrarian system in the South
jty the end of the thirteenth century, and that Alauddin
Khalji took it over at the time when he acquired the terri-

tories which later became the kingdoms of the Deccan.
We may say then that grantees, assignees, and probably

also farmers, belonged to the developed Hindu system.

I do not know of direct evidence showing the existence of

'^Sacred BooTcs of the East, XXV. 234 ; Watters (op. cit.) i. 1?6;
'« i\.iyaiigar) })• 184. TUe author of the drihasastra apparently objected to

the system (i^ 299), but he knew of its existence (p. 67).

2 The iJobitiou in Vijayanagar early in the sixteenth century is explained

by jMvmiz, .i i’oitugnese visilor wlio recorded his observations in detail,

(iSenelli J. Eorootlen Empire, 373; lie does not carr.v us below the province,

but in tlie next century the Hindu Oliiefa wlio ucre then in possession of

what had been Vijayanagar teriitoiy obtained their revenue mainly, if

,,
not exclusively, by farming, and T think it probable that thfs was a eon-

tinuation of the system practised under the lUmpire. The facts ate discussed

,1 in Chapter VIU of my book From Alchar to Awrangeeh,
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subordinate Chiefs, or ex-kings, paying revenue to a superior;

but the number of kings, and the frequency of war, during
the Hindu period furnished the conditions in which such an
institution would naturally arise, and the Arthasastra
recognises the existence, or at least the possibility, of

vassal kings, and of payments by them of taxes or subsidies.^

The same work speaks of taxes levied from whole villages,

an expression which points to something like the Group-
assessment of Moslem times

;
and, finally, the essential

feature of Measurement, payment of a definite quantity of

grain per unit of area cultivated, recurs m inscriptions*

from Southern India, dating from a period earlier than the
Moslem conquest of the North'

In this connection it may be appropriate to refer to the

modern practice of the Rajput State of Udaipur-Mewar,
a tract which was never subjected to Moslem administration,

and where it is probable the Hindu institutions have
survived in their integrity. Mr. G. Ohenevix Trench, who
has recently been employed in reassessing the State, informs
me that he found the three methods of assessment, Sharing,

Measurement, and Contract, in operation side by side, and
sometimes within the limits of a single village. Sharing
was ordinarily carried out by Estimation, at the rate of

one-third or one-half the produce (apart from cesses), but

the peasants had the option of claiming actual Division

and weighment of the produce on the threshing-floor. In

some villages. Measurement was the general practice

;

while, as far back as the records go. it has been the regular

rule in the case of crops such as sugarcane, poppy, or

vegetables, which are not handled on the threshing-floor.

The antiquity of the Contract system is proved by documents

going back in some cases for four centuries, and indicating

a long-established practice. Group-assessment is common
in the State ; Farming was discontinued only about half

a century ago
;
and Assignments to officials were until

recently a normal feature of the admmistration

Such IS the position in that part of Northern India which

has been least under the influence of Moslem practice; and,

1 See'Boolts VI find VII, and eepeeially p. 109,

2 Aiyarigir, 150j 175.
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taking into account along with it the facts which have been

indicated above, the inference may fairly be drawn that,

when we meet with an apparently new institution in the

Moslem period, it would be rash to accept it offhand as a

Moslem innovation. The possibility must always be borne

in mind that it may have been in existence for an indehnite

time before it happened to secure mention in one of the

chronicles
;
and a student who confined his attention to

India might be tempted to infer that the Moslem rulers

accepted in the lump the institutions which they found in

existence at the time of conquest. We must, however,

remember that the conquerors brought with them the ideas

of an agrarian system of their own, the mam lines of which

were laid down by Islamic law, and were not, m theory,

subject to alteration by Kings or Ministers. In the next

section, I shall attempt a sketch of the ideas which the

conquerors brought with them, and of the relation of those

ideas to the institutions which they found in existence

3. THE ISLAMIC SYSTEM

The most authoritative account of the early Islamic

system is to be found in a book recording the views of

Abu Yusuf Yaqub, who was Chief Qazi of Baghdad in the

eighth century, during the caliphate of Harun-ul Rashid.

At the root of the system, as described by him, lies the

distinction between tithe-land and tribute-land. Tithe-

land (ushri) was primarily the home-country in Arabia,

and conquered territory was included in it only when the

conqueror dispossessed the inhabitants and distributed the

land among his Moslem followers. This process was not

followed in India, at least to any appreciable extent; the

Hindu inhabitants were left in possession, and consequently

the country was technically kharaji, or tribute-land, that is

to say, the occupants became liable for the payment of the

personal tax (jiziya), and for the tribute Qcharaj) due from

the land they cultivated. The original idea was that this

tribute was taken for the benefit of Moslems in general;

1 Abu Tusuf, Kitai-vi KUaraj. See also the article on Kharadj in

The Euoyclopoedia of Islam, I am dependent on trausiations for the

Ar.ibic antlio rities.
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but,' when independent sovereign State developed in

Islam, the tribute realised by a particular State came to

be regarded, in practice if not in theory, as the revenue of

the Ruler, and, in India at any rate, the word kharaj can
safely be translated as land-revenue, or more shortly

“revenue.”^

In essence, this revenue consisted of a share of the produce
of the land The precise share was not laid down by
Islamic law, but the underlying idea was that the profits

of cultivation should be enjoyed by Moslems, and the

only limit recognised by Abu Yusuf (59, 95), was the danger

of checking production by over-assessment The actual

claim was decided by the Ruler in accordance with local

conditions, but he was free to demand the full economic

rent, or Producer’s Surplus, whatever it might be, provided

always that such a demand did not cause the peasants to

abscond, or reduce the area of their cultivation. The method
of assessment also was left to be decided by the Ruler, and
in the pages of Abu Yusuf- we meet with the two methods

which have already been described under the names of

Sharing and Measurement.

Abu Yusuf contemplated the maintenance of direct

relations between the Governor {Wali) and the peasants,

and he tells us little about Intermediaries. He condemned

(159, 160) Farmmg as oppressive, but his observations

show that it was familiar to him in practice; and he con-

sidered it to be legitimate in the case where the peasants

put forward one of their number to engage for the total

revenue due from them, an arrangement practically identical

with that which I have called Group-assessment. I have
not traced in his pages any direct authority for assessment

through Chiefs, or for Grants or Assignments, but it is

certain that these institutions were familiar to the Moslems
who established the fiijst kingdom of Delhi. Endowments
for pious purposes are an integral part of Islamic law

:

discussion of the various terms dcnotius' laiid-u'\('mio wiU he found
in Appendix A,

2 Sec (c.g.) j). 56; the land UJS measuicd iind .1 chaigc, iMitly lasli .nid

partly hind, was made on each unit of area; this is whitT call iTeasureineiil.

So (p. 74, 76), he recommends a share of the produce, to be dctei mined
or estimated, and valued at current prices; this is Ijhaiing.
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Assignments were made regularly by the Afghan kings in
the, twelfth century; and the Chief of Ghur paid revenue
{kharaj) to Ghazni, before he attained the status of an inde-
pendent king.^

Thus the system which Moslem conquerors brought with
them from Afghanistan to India was substantially identical

with the_system which they found in operation. They came
prepared to claim a share of the produce of the soil, and
they found the peasants accustomed to pay a share to

whoever might be in a position to take it
;

they were
prepared to assess either by Sharing or by Measurement,
and they found that both methods were known in the

country; they knew of Chiefs paying revenue for their

territories, and they found Chiefs ready to do so; they were
familiar with Grants and Assignments, institutions already

known in India, as well as with Farming, which was probably

practised there; and there can have been no great obstacle

to a fusion of two systems so nearly identical, when once

%eMoslems had established their rule by force of arms.

Two differences only require to be noticed. In the first

dace, the Moslem claim to the full economic rent was at

ariance with the arithmetical limitation to one-sixth (or

pme other fraction) of the produce recognised by the Hindu
acred Law; but, as we have seen, the limitation was some-

'hat elastic, and it would present no very serious obstacle

i> conquerors sufficiently strong to enforce their demands.
In the second place, there was a difference in regard to the

scale of the revenue-demand. If I understand the authori-

ties correctly, the scale laid down in the Sacred Law was
uniform, that is to say, the same proportion of the produce
was claimed from all crops alike, while the Moslem scales

were differential, making allowance for variations in the
cropping and in the source of irrigation. To take one
example. Abu Yusuf suggests (pp. 74-76), the following
charges. Wheat and barley, 2/5 when naturally watered,
3/10 when watered by wheels; dates, vines, green crops,
and gardens, 1/3; and summer crops, 1/4. Whether any

A.
assignments outside Indi.i and before the establishment

of the Delhi kingdom, see pp. 86, 87, 107, i2I, 132. Tor Ghur as a revenue-
paying ohiefsliip, see pp, 40-49; we are told that ivlieii the Chief rebelled
against Sabuktigin, he withheld the hharaj which was due.
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early attempt was made to introduce such differential

scales in the Moslem kingdom of Delhi is a question which
I cannot answer, because I have found no record of the

scales of Demand before the year 1300
;
but Alauddin

Khalji about that year followed what I take to be the

Hindu practice in demanding a uniform share of one-half

in all cases
;
in later times Sher Shah and Akbar also followed

the Hindu practice
;
and the earliest differential scale of

which I have found clear evidence in Moslem India was
that which was introduced in the Deccan by Murshid
Quli Khan in the middle of the seventeenth century.

It is true that a differential scale is recommended in a

Sanskrit work, the Sukraniti,- the text of which has been

used as an argument to establish the view that the practice

was part of the Sacred Law. This work is, however, com-

paratively modem
;

the references to artillery which it

contains show that, in its present form, it belongs to the

Moslem period
;
and so far as I can find, there is nothing

in it inconsistent with the view that it was compiled in the

seventeenth century, when a differential scale had in fact

been introduced in India The passage is, I think, best

read as an attempt to combine the two methods. The
traditional uniform share of one-sixth is duly preserved,

but its application is limited to barren and rocky soils

;

while for more productive land, higher shares, varying from
a half to a quarter, according to the source of water, are

recommended as the basis of assessment. That is probably

the work of a writer who knew the Sacred Law, but at the

same time was familiar v/ith a modern practice.

1 In any case, the differences which have been described

\ are matters of detail, and it may fairly be said that the

I
agrarian system which we find in operation in the fourteenth

' century was, in its essential features, in harmony with the

law of Islam, and also with the Sacred Law of Hinduism,

so that the conquerors had little more to do than give

1 Mr. Isliwari Pra&iul stiitvis {iledteval India p. <56) tli 't a diffeiciitial

scale was intioduced by the Arabs in Smd during tlio cigiitli ccutuiy.
1 have not traced the details of this arrangement m the ^rouicles, and
Ido not knov how long it lastedt bat I think it must be regarded as an
episode.

2 Translated by S.E. Sarkart Allahabad* 1914* p. 148,
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Arabic or Persian names to the institutions which they

found in existence
;
and even this process was not carried

out consistently, for in some cases the Indian names were

adopted at once, while in others they eventually ousted the

imported designations. Some details of this development
must be given, because the fluctuating terminology is one

of the chief difficulties in understanding the early chronicles.

To take the most important person first, there was at the

outset no established term for the individual peasant, but

peasants in the mass were regularly denoted by the Arabic

word ra'iyat, now naturalised in English as ryot. This

word meant a herd of whatever animals furnished sub-

sistence, and consequently deserved protection,—camels m
the desert, cattle in grazing-country, peasants on arable

land : its transfer in Indian use from the herd to the indi-

vidual did not occur, so far as I can find, until the eighteenth

century at the earliest
;
and throughout the Moslem period

it must ordinarily be read as a noun of multitude, the plural

forms being interpreted as “heads” rather than “peasants.”

I As regards the Chief, usage seems to have developed

gradually. Writing in the middle of the thirteenth century,

i^inhaj-ul Siraj^ used only specific Indian terms such as

lai or Rana ; a century later, Ziya Barni^ denoted the Chief

sually by Ichut, a word which I have found nowhere else in

f

ie northern literature, and employed zamindar in only a

;w passages
;
but Shams Afif, the next chronicler, used

zamindar frequently, and thenceforward it is the regular

designation.

For the village, we find the Persian word deh from the

outset, supplemented later on by the Arabic mauza
;
but

the aggregate of villages known in Hindi as pargana was

given different names. The earliest writers generally used

the Arabic gasba (not yet specialised in the modern Indian

sense of “town”), but the Hindi designation’ appears in

1 T. Nasiii : Eai occuis as early as> p. 9, and frequently thereafter, .i'>

does Bana.
® Bjrni uses Ji, hut in too many igos for citation; zowtndar appears

on p 3i6 refeinng to Chiefs outside the kingdom, and on p. 539 it denotes

for the first time Chiefs subject to the K^ig of Delhi. The word Jihut

. is discussed in Appendix C.

I 3 Afif : the hist use is on p. 99.
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Shams Afif, and pargana becomes thenceforward the usual
Persian phrase, though qasba retains its place as an occasional

synonym.
In Hindu times there were headmen and accountants for

parganas and for villages. These positions continued to

exist under the Moslems, but while two of the old designa-

tions were adopted, for the others substitutes were introduced.

The pargana-headman remained the chaudhri, the village-

accountant remained the patwari: the village-headman, on
the other hand, was re-named muqaddam, and the pargana-

accountant became qanungo.'

This diversity of practice is, I think, significant of the

conditions in which the fusion of the Hindu and Moslem
systems took place. So far as we can see, there was no
attempt at systematic re-naming: if an Arabic or Persian

equivalent lay ready to hand, it was employed, while a

convenient Hindi designation might survive • a Persian

name first adopted might give way to Hindi in course of

time, and one Persian name might be displaced by another.

The facts point to a fusion worked out by practical men,

and not by theoretical jurists, men whose immediate object

was to get in the revenue, and who, we may suspect, were
ready to follow the line of least resistance, rather than seek

for guidance from the Qazis and other professed expounders

of Islamic law.

This view is borne out by what we know of the attitude of

the early Moslem Kings of Delhi. I have not found precise

information on this point for the first half century, but

regarding Balban, who was first deputy, and then actual,

King for a total period of nearly forty years, we know®

that in matters of administration he did what he thought

was best, whether it was technically lawful or not. Alauddin

Khalji explicitly claimed the same freedom, and exercised

1 Chaudhri and patwari appear in Barni, 288. The specialisation of the
word muqaddam was apparently gradual; in some passages in Burn! it

seems to point definitely to village-headmeni but in other" it retains its

general sense of “ prominent men it had become dednitely specialised

in the sixteenth century. The first reference I have found to the qanungo
is in T, Slier Shahi {Elliot, iv.414), but ho appears there as an old-established

institution.
® For Balban ’s attitude, see Bamii 47; for Alauddin, id. 29017: for

Muhammad Tnghlaq, id. 461» 492, For Firuz, see Afif, 99, 129, ;ind

passim.
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it regularly in practice; Muhammad Tughlaq combined
extraordinary subservience to the Khalifa with systematic

and gross breaches of Islamic law ;
and it is only in Firuz

that we meet a ruler who regularly sought guidance from

jurists, and framed his policy in accordance with their

rulings. As will be explained in the next chapter, we have

no record of the actual circumstances attending the assump-

tion of fiscal authority by the Moslem conquerors, but the

facts which have been stated lend probability to the view

that, at any rate, it was not dominated by meticulous

ecclesiastics.

The reader will perhaps ask if the concurrence of the

Hindu and Moslem systems is a fortuitous coincidence, or

can be explained on historical grounds. I cannot give a

definite answer, but the latter alternative seems to me to be

more probable. Tithe-land is definitely an Arabian insti-

tution, but the rules regarding tribute-land appear to have

been worked out to meet the situation arising from the

Moslem conquests towards the East; and it would not be

matter for surprise if the indigenous institutions of those

regions resembled those of India. The question must,

however, be left to students of the pre-Islamic history of

Persia and Iraq, a subject of which I have no knowledge.



Chapter E

The 1 3th and 1 4th Centuries.

1, THE MOSLEM KINGDOM OF DELHI

The Moslem Kingdom of Delhi dates from the year 1206,

when Qutbuddin, the Governor appointed by the King of

Ghazni, assumed the title of Sultan and ascended the

throne. At this time, however, India had already obtained

some experience of Moslem rule. Apart from the episode

of Arab rule in Sind, Afghan Kings had maintained governors

in Hindustan^ for more than a century
;

and, since the col-

lection of revenue was an essential part of administration,

we must assume that contact between the Hindu and Islamic

agrarian systems was established during this period. Of the

details of this contract I have found no record, and the nature

of the arrangements for collecting revenue can only be

guessed. The position of the Moslem governors was at

times precarious, and the force at their disposal can scarcely

have been sufficient for the effective subjugation of the

country nominally in their charge
;

the conditions suggest

rather centres of authority at Multan, Lahore, and (later)

Delhi, and a sphere of influence round each fortress, varying

in extent with the personality of the Governor and the other

circumstances of the time. Reading back from the facts

of the next century, we may infer that the Hindu Chiefs

were the dominant factor in the situation, and that the suc-

cess of a Governor depended on the relations he could

establish with his neighbours, relations which would depend

I i«Hiiidti8tan” in the cUTorieles is a word of fluctuating meaning, but

at this period the general sense is the country to the South and East of

the centre of Moslem power, wherever it might at the mommt je located.

When, for instance, the King of Ghazni in 1098
‘‘i

Hindustan (T. Nasiri. 22), his charge was merely a corner of North West

India ! but about 1250 the King of Delhi marched to Kanauj on ’'i''

Hindustan (W. 210) In the thirteenth and fourteenth eenturw,ai d

uBunily points to the country bqrond the Ganges, or, less commonlj, t,o

Bajputnna and Central India.

21
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partly on his personal qualities, and partly on the force he
could command

; but in the absence of any record of facts

it is useless to carry conjecture further.

The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries form a well-

marked period in.the history of India. During it, the Kings

of Delhi ruled with something like continuity from the

Indus to Bihar, and from the Himalayas to the Narbada,

with temporary extensions of authority further to the

South and East ;
but by the end of the fourteenth century

this large kingdom,was disintegrating, and it was soon to be

replaced by a number of independent States. The principal

first-hand authorities for the period are three. Minhaj-ul

Siraj, who was 'Chief Qazi of Delhi in the middle of the

thirteenth century, recorded the history compendiously from

the days of Adam.^down to his own times
;
nearly a hundred

years later Ziya Barni, a retired official, took up the story

where Minhaj-ul.Sira] had left off, and carried it down to the

early years of Firuz
;

while Shams Afif, also an official,

writing soon after the year 1400, essayed to complete Ziya

Barm’s unfinished work. So far as regards the agrarian

system of the period, practically everything which is found

in later chronicles can be traced to one or other of these

writers ;
and, while I have referred to the condensed accounts

given by Badauni jFirishta, and others, I do not think it

necessary to cite 4hem as authorities. Of the three con-

temporary chroniclers, the first was apparently little in-

terested in agrarian topics, but the second and the third had

personal connections with the Revenue Ministry, and furnish

much relevant information. It is given in the official jargon

of the period, which was soon to become obsolete, and is

consequently at times difficult to interpret ;
but it is un-

doubtedly authoritative, and, so far as I can see, is not

vitiated by prejudice or flattery, two characteristics which

are in evidence occasionally in the accounts of political or

dynastic affairs.

Some description of the administrative organisation of

this large kingdom is necessary for our present purpose.

From the outset we find it broken up into regions which I

shall describe as Provinces, in charge of Governors^
;
by

^ The position of the Goveriioi at this period is disenssed m Appendix B.
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“Province” I mean a primary division of the kingdom, and

by “Governor” an officer who received orders directly from

the King or the Ministers at Court. These provinces varied

in number with the size of the kingdom, and possibly also

with its development
;

but most of them appear in the

chronicles with sufficient regularity to be regarded as per-

manent, though two or more might on occasion be held by
a single Governor. Apart from the ordinary provinces,

two particular regions require separate notice

1. The Delhi Country^ (liavali-i Dehli). This region

was bounded on the East by the Jumna, and on the North
by the Siwaliks, or rather by the line of forest at their foot.

On the South it marched with Mewat, a fluctuating boun-
dary, because at times the turbulent Mewatis threatened
Delhi itself, and at others they were penned up in the

Rajputana hills, but they were never really subdued. On
the West, it was bounded b5'^ the provinces of Sirhind,

Samana, and Hansi (known later as Hissar). Its adminis-

trative position was exceptional in that it had no Governor,

but was directly under the Revenue Ministry.

2. The River Country. This region is described in the

chronicles as “between the two rivers,” and translators

have usuallj’’ written of it as “the Doab.” That rendering

is, however, misleading, because in modern usage the Doab
extends to Allahabad, while the region referred to by the

chroniclers was much smaller
;

it lay between the Ganges

and the Jumna, and on the North it extended to the sub-

montane forest, but on the South it did not reach much •

further than Aligarh. During the thirteenth century, this

region was divided into three provinces, Meerut, Baran

(now Bulandshahr), and Kol (now Aligarh)
;
but Alauddin

brought it directly under the Revenue Ministry on the same

footing as the Delhi country. In a later section we shall

see how it was desolated under Muhammad Tughlaq,

These two regions formed the heart of the kingdom. The
provinces which can be identified outside their limits are

1 The wold occurs OLcasioii.illy in the geiieriil sense of “iicigli-

bourhood, ” hut in many passagos it denotes what w.is obviously a specific

administrative urea. It should not be identified with the subdivision

known in the Mogul period as Haveli-i Delhi, which was much less

extensive
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as follows. Below the River Country came Kanauj, and
below that Karra, the two together completing the area

now known as the Doab
;
but Kanauj had apparently some

.lurisdiction across the Ganges, while Karra extended across

both rivers. Beyond the Ganges, we find Amroha and

Sambhal' on the North, and next to these Badaun, In

the earlier period, the next province recorded to the East

of Badaun was Awadh (Ajudhiya, or Fyzabad), but later

we hear of Sandila between the two : and beyond Awadh
to the South-East was Zafarabad, which became known as

Jaunpur when that city was built by Firuz. To the North
of the Gogra was Bahraich

; then came a portion of Awadh
including Gorakhpur, and then Tirhut, or North Bihar
Beyond Tirhut was Lakhnauti, or Western Bengal,

which was sometimes a province, but usually a king-

dom, subordinate or independent according to circum-

stances.

Crossing the Ganges and returning westwards, we have the

province then known as Bihar, which was separate from

Tirhut The country lying to the West of this Bihar was

not really within the kingdom, and the next province we

meet is Mahoba, and next to it Bayana, which was united

with Gwalior during the periods when that fortress belonged

to the kingdom. Bayana marched with Mewat, the un-

administered region South of Delhi to which reference has

already been made. West of Delhi, the provinces were

Sirhind, Samana and Hansi (Hissar), and beyond them

Lahore, Dipalpur, and Multan. The last three were frontier

provinces ;
almost throughout the period the Mongols were

established on or near the Indus, and the danger resulting

from their presence was a determining faccor m the politics

of the kingdom.

To the Southward, Gujarat was a recognised province, and

there were some provinces in Malwa, but the chronicles say

curiously little about this region, and I am not certain of the

number. Of Rajputana also, we hear very little
;
there is

1 Ilii*! pail of RoIiiUvIwikI w.ia at liuios adimniaterecl as part

of tlie Eiver Coimtrj : I take tlu.s to be the ineaiiiujr of Alif'a octasiojial

phrase “between-and-beyond-tlie-two rivers.” In one passage (jr. 323),

Band seems to include Amrobn in the Biver Country> mentioning it, along
nith Meci ut, Baran, and Kol> as being under direct administration.
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occasionally a reference to Clutore as a province, but there is

little trace of effective jurisdiction in this region. This
enumeration brings us down to the line of the Narbada.
Alauddin carried the Moslem flag across this river, and for a
time there was a large and important province at Deogir or
Daulatabad, and others extending as far as the South-East
Coast, but this extension was not retained for long There
were thus in all from 20 to 30 provinces, the numbers varying
from time to time as the kingdom grew or shrunk

;

and the phrase “the twenty provinces,” used by Ziya
Barni (p. 50) in recording the resources of the kingdom
under Balban, may be taken as a more or less precise

description.

We have then the kingdom divided into provinces, while

the villages were grouped in parganas, and the question

naturally arises whether there was any intermediate ad-

ministrative unit corresponding to the district of later times.

I have failed to find materials for a decisive answer to this

question. In a few passages we read of “divisions” (shiqq),

in terms which suggest that these were in fact districts;

but the passages are not decisive, and leave room for doubt

whether these divisions, if they existed, were normal or

exceptional, or whether the word is not a mere synonym.

My impression is that during the fourteenth century the

word shiqq was coming into use as a synonym for the terms

which I have rendered “province”
;
but a full discussion of

the question would carry us too far, and, since it is not really

important for the present purpose, I shall leave the matter

open.

We have no actual description of a province at this period,

but it would, I think, be a mistake to picture an area with

strictly defined boundaries, and with uniform adminis-

trative pressure over all its parts. At the provincial capital

was the Governor with the troops maintained by him, and

there may have been smaller centres of authority, though

this is doubtful; in some villages, his officials might be dealing

directly with the peasants, in others there would be resident

grantees or assignees, in others—as I think the majority—

there would be Chiefs to whom the Governor looked for the

revenue. li Chiefs rebelled, that is to say, did not pay the
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revenue, the case was one for military force; and if rebellion

in this sense was widespread or serious, the King might lead,

or send, a punitive expedition to put matters right. It is

reasonable to infer that rebellion was conditioned largely

by distance or accessibility, that it was comparatively rare

near the provincial capital, and comparatively common near

the boundaries; and that there might be areas where the

Chiefs were practically independent, because the Governor

was not in a position to reduce them to submission. In

any case, the relations between a Chief and his peasants

would not be affected by the establishment of Moslem rule,

except in so far as more money might have to be raised in

order to pay the revenue; inside the villages the established

agrarian system would continue to function.

2. THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY

‘ There is no record of any large change in the agrarian

system of the Delhi kingdom earlier than that which was

.effected by Alauddin Khalji about the year 1300, and the

Question arises whether any inference can be drawn from

Vthe silence of the chroniclers regarding the thirteenth

century. So far as the first half of the century is concerned,

I do not consider silence as necessarily significant. Minhaj-

lul Siraj, the chronicler of this period, was an ecclesiastical

j

jurist, who for long periods was at the head of the qazis of

the kingdom; his chronicle shows no trace of interest in

economic or social matters; and I think it is quite possible

that he might have igi\ored changes of importance in the

agrarian system. He might indeed have noticed discussions

as to the legality of the system, if they had occurred in his

time, for in that case he would necessarily have taken part

in them; but he was courtier as well as qazi,® and it is easy

1 For examples, see BaiDi, 57 S. Balban did not d.ire to go on distant
wars of conquest owing to tbe tlueat from the Mongols on the frontier,
but he spent much of liis time in these punitive expeditions, to Mewat,
or Kanauj, or Badaun, as necessity arose.

2 His praise of King Balban is extiavagant, but he dues not mention
the fact, recorded by Barni (p. 47), that this King paid no attention to
Islamic law in matters of government. The topic was certainly important
to a man in his position, but it was obviously an inconvenient one at a
time when Balban ruled the Icingdom.
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to suppose that he would have passed over in silence

decisions which were unfavourable to his views.

The case is different with Ziya Barni, who came of

administrative stock, ^ and, as his personal narrative shows,
was interested in agrarian matters. I think it is probable
that he would have heard of, and duly recorded, any large

change made by Balban, the only ruler in the second half

of the century who is likely to have done anything of the
kind; and his silence suggests that there was nothing to be
told. However that may be, the only materials available

for this century consist of incidental remarks, and one or

two anecdotes. We see the peasantry supporting the

kingdom by the revenue they furnished, and we read of

rebellious, or defaulting. Chiefs being punished; but we
are told nothing of the methods by which the revenue was
assessed and collected, nor have I found any details bearing

on the life of the peasants or their relations with their Chief.

It is clear that Grants were freely given by the Kings, and
that Assignments were common; as regards the former we
have no particulars of interest, but something must be said

of the assignment-system, the scope of which was in some
respects wider than in some later period^t

For practical purposes we must distinguish between small

and large Assignments, both ofJwhich classes were described

as iqto, and implied liability to military service. By small

Assignments I mean those which were given to individual

troopers, who were bound to present themselves, with horses

and arms, whenever they were called up for service or in-

spection. Their position can be illustrated by file story

told of the “Shamsi iqtadars” (Barni, 60, 61). Early in

Bung Balban’s reign, reports were made to him regarding

Assignments which had been allotted to about 2000 troopers

in the time of Shamsuddin. Most of these men had become

old or unfit for service, and the rest had come to terms with

1 Barni tells us (p, 248) that his father was "Naib and Khwaja” in the

proTince of Baran ; the duties of the Khwaja at this period are not described,

but the word Naib indicates that he was Deputy-Grovernor, or the second

man in the province
;
and ho retained a position there long enough for his

son to acquire the soubriquet by which he is usually hnown. Barni^does

not tell us what positions he himself occupied, so probably he never rose

very high ;
but in one passage (p. 504), ho speaks of having been employed

at headquaiters for more thau 17 years under Muhammad Tughhiq.
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the clerks of the Army Ministry, and so escaped the liability

to serve; sons had been tacitly allowed to succeed their

fathers; the holders lived in their villages as if they were

proprietors; and a claim was now put forward that the

holdings were Grants and not Assignments. The King

passed orders on these reports, resuming the Assignments

of those who were unfit for service, and giving them small

pensions in cash, while the Assignments were continued to

men who were able and willing to perform their duties;

but subsequently these orders were cancelled on a picturesque

appeal ad misericordiam, and we are left to infer that, in

these particular cases, the Assignments were allowed to

develop into Grants free from liability.

The story is interesting for the light it throws on the

agrarian position in the vicinity of Delhi. An individual

trooper could apparently settle down quietly in a village,

and enjoy the revenue it yielded; and, tince these individuals

obviously regarded their holdings as well worth keeping,

ve must infer that the peasants accepted the arrangement

without much difficulty. The life of the village doubtless

vent on as before : the only novelty was the new revenue-

lollector who came to live in it, with the authority of the

(King behind him, but obviously with no great force at his

nwn disposal. We may guess that in some cases there may
have been friction due to the attitude of a particular as-

signee; but the duration of the Assignments indicates that,

in the thirteenth centurj--, as in later times, the peasants

were content to acquiesce in arrangements made over their

heads, and pay the revenue to anyone who claimed it with

authority.
’

No similar account exists of the larger Assignments, that

is to say, those held by men of position. Their existence

is indicated, but that is all, and we do not know whether the

position involved merely liability to personal service as

officers, as was the case in the fourteenth century, or whether

it included also the maintenance of a body of troops, as was

the rule in other Moslem countries at that time, and in

India during the Mogul period. Taking a general view of

the position, it is clear that Assignments were fairly common

in the neighbourhood of Delhi; but in this region there was
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also Beseiyed (khalisa) land,^ that is to say, land adminis-

tered directly by the Revenue Ministry for the benefit of the

treasury. The King thus drew revenue from two principal

sources, the receipts from the Reserved lands, and the

surplus-income® remitted from the provinces.

Something can bo added to this vague outline by arguing

back from the reforms of Alauddin to the 33 stem which he
changed. It is clear that, at the end of the thirteenth

century, the Hindu Chiefs were sufficiently numerous and
important to dominate the political outlook, and con-

sequently they must have been of groat importance from the

agrarian standpoint also. As remuneration for their

services to the kingdom, they were allowed a portion of land

free from assessm.ent, and the income from this source,

described as their “ right ” or “ perquisite ” (haqq), was
intended to suffice for their maintenance; but they were

suspected—and the suspicion is at least probable—of taking

more from the peasants than they paid to the State, so that

“the burden of the strong fell upon the weak,” to use a

phrase which occurs more than once in the discussions.

Clearly then the arrangements for assessment and col-

lection from the peasants were in the hands of the Chief,

where one was recognised.

Now the course of events in the thirteenth century was
not, on the whole, favourable to an increase of the Chiefs,

authority: despite occasional periods of weakness, there

was a considerable extension and development of the King’s

power, and it is probable that the Chiefs, regarded as a whole,

were at least as strong in the middle of the century as at its

close, and that they were stronger at the beginning than in

1 From the nature of the c.ase we hear very little of thi? topic, but a
Snpei iutendent of Eeserred Lands is mentioned in T. Nasiri (p. 249)
before the middle of the erntiiry The word Ichaliia me. ns “pure” or

“free,” hence, “unei cumbeied,” and its use in this epeci.il sense would be
natur.'il in the Eevenue Ministrj', but “Beserved” gives the actual position

more cleaily, bec.'use, i.t any moment, certain lands vcie kept apart for

the Treasury, nlule the remainder were assigned. The common rendering

“Croun riiiid's” is, T tliiilt, mi'le'iding, because in modem i se the )'hTaso

carries 11 ith it tire idea of permanence, while thoughout the hloslcin period

there was no j ciiti.'ner'ce whatever, reserved land being ; ssigned, and
assifincd land Lc.ig rr^oicd, it the iwll of Eu1k_ or hlinislcr; the dis-

tinction Cctnccn lie tiio clisfes was peimanenf, but n paiticular area

might ififs ficm ri c to the other at any moment.
® Bni^Ins inccuie IS denoted by the wold famaeil (Batni, 164, 2C0, Arc.).
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the middle. It may well be, then, that the chroniclers'

silence in regard to agrarian changes is explained by the fad

that there was nothing to record; that throughout the

century the old agrarian system continued to function under

the established Chiefs; and that their methods were followed

in the areas where Moslems were in direct contact with

peasants. The relations between Governor and Chief

would probably be, in the main, matters for negotiation,

while the relations between Chief and peasants would be

outside the scope of the Revenue Ministry, which would be

gradually accumulating experience in the management of

the areas which were neither held by Chiefs nor assigned to

individuals. It cannot be said that this view is established

by an adequate mass of recorded facts, but it seems to me

to be the most probable interpretation of the few facts

which have been preserved.

( As regards the areas managed by Moslem officials, the

only fact which emerges is that the position of the headmen

was recognised.) The passages given in Appendix C show

that tjn the matter of perquisites headmen were on the same

footing as Chiefs; and it is safe to infer that, in the one case

as in the other^ the perquisites were intended as remunera-

tion for service to the King, or, in other words, that the

villages which were not under’Chiefs were managed through

their headmen,^ There is nothing on record to show the

extent of the headman’s authority: all that can be said is

that his position was recognised by the Moslem adminis-
’

tration.

Before leaving this centuryj^it may be well to ask what

was the attitude of the sovereign towards the peasants under

his rule. The question can be answered only in the case of

Balban, whose power extended over nearly half the period.

In his advice to his son, whom he placed on the throne of

Bengal, he insisted (Barni, 100), on the danger of making

excessive demands on the peasants, even when they were

justified by precedent, and on the need for firm but just

administration. With regard to assessment, he advised a

middle course: over-assessment would result in the im-

poverishment of the country, but under-assessment would

render the peasants lazy and insubordinate; it was essential
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that they should have enough to live on in comfort, but they
should’ hot have much more. It may fairly be said then
that Balban had grasped the main principles of rural economy
in an Indian peasant-State, at a period when the environ-

ment afforded little scope for individual advance
;
he aimed

at a peaceful and contented peasantry, raising ample

produce and paying a reasonable revenue; and he saw that

it was the King’s duty to direct the administration with

this object in view.}

3. ALAUDDIN KHALJI (1296-1316)

In the year 1296, Alauddin obtained the throne of Delhi

by the murder of his uncle, the reigning King, and con-

solidated his position by lavish distribution of the wealth
he had obtained by his raid into the Deccan.^ Just at first,

he appears to have thought that a kingdom so obtained would
stand of itself; but from a succession of revolts in the opening

months of his reign he learned the need for vigorous ad-

ministration, and thenceforward he stands out as a strong

and absolutely ruthless ruler, intent only on the security

of his throne and the extension of his dominions. The
changes made by him in the agrarian system did not arise

from any economic, still less any philanthropic, motive,

but were inspired solely by political and military con-

sideration. Personally he was unpopular, at the outset

he had no trustworthy body of nobles or officers on whom to

rely, nor could he count on the support of orthodox Moslems;
his subjects were ready to rebel, while the Mongols, massed
on the Indus, constituted a perpetual danger on the frontier.

The need for security, internal as well as external, was thus

the dominant note of his policy, and extension of the

kingdom was deliberately postponed until he judged that

he was safe at home.

1 The narrative in the text is based entirely on Barni (241 ff.), who
wrote from personal knowledge, and who condemns some portions of

Alauddin ’s coudurt severely, while he praises certain of
_

his measures

Ho may fairly be regarded as impartial, at least in intention ;
and, from

the form in nliieh he gives the King's legulations, 1 judge that he must

have had access to the official recoids, oi else had preserved copies of some

important documents. His chronology is difficult, for dates are often

wanting, and his narrative does not always fo^w the order of time } but

close reading usually makes it possible to nscertain the sequence of events,

though not the actual dates.
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Internal security was the first consideration, and, in or

near the year 1300, the King took steps to bring his officers

under closer control. His regulations issued with this

object were numerous and varied, but the only measure
which concerns us is the resumption of nearly all the

existing Grants, which at his accession he had confirmed^ to

the holders, the idea being apparently that men of position

should have no income independent of the King’s con-

tinued favour. This measure is important as showing that

Grants were in fact held merely at the King’s pleasure, and

were liable to resumption at any time; but the area affected

by it cannot have been large relatively to the extent of the

kingdom, and the outstanding fact is the action which was

taken about the same time to keep the Hindu Chiefs and

rural leaders in subjection.®

The view taken by Alauddin and his counsellors was that

Chiefs and leaders would be rebellious so long as they had the
'

resources necessary for rebellion; and a consideration of the

actual position suggests that this view was probably sound.

The Chiefs had behind them a long tradition of independence,

maintained entirely by the sword; they cannot, in the mass,

have had any particular reason for loyalty to the foreign

rulers who had annexed the country by force, and who

derived a large revenue from it; while the arrogance of

individual Moslems® must have furnished on occasion a

1 BiTTii, 248, for coiifiimatioTi ;
and 283, for resumption. The resump-

tion extended to religions endomnents as well as personal giants, and

Tvas effected Pummarily, one stioke of the pen, ns Doi'son rendered

the passage
_

•

2 A translation of the iiassape dealing with this pction is given in

Appendix C. Barui speaks of ‘'the Hindus,” hut here, and in various

otter passages where the phrase ocenrs, the context makes it plain that

lie is thinking of the upper classes, not of tho peas-ants. Taking his book

as a -whole, I would infer that he thought of tho kingdom as consisting not

of two elements but of three—Mo.slems, Hindus, and the “lierds, ” _or

peasants. In this passage, the details which follow show that the question

really at issue was how to break the power of tho rural leaders, the Chiefs

and the headmen of parganas and vUlages ; in point of fact, the rcgulition

was favour.ablc to tho .smaller peas,ants, in so f-ir as it insisted on the le.adets

bearing their fair share of the burden—the weak were not to pay for the

strong.
s See Barni, 290, for an extreme instance of this arrogance. The Qa^i

of B lyana l.iid it down as Islamic law that Hindus must show the utmost

reverence to the collector of revenue, so that ‘‘if the collector sfiits into
^

a Hindu’s mouth, the Hindu must open his mouth to receive it without

objection. ”
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strong incentive to rebellion. It is easy then to believe that

( the Chiefs, or some of them, were in fact ready to throw off

the Moslem yoke whenever an opportunity should occur,

and that they employed their surplus income largely in

strengthening themselves in the traditional ways, by main-

taining troops and accumulating weapons; but, however
this may be, the view accepted by Alauddin led directly to

a change in agrarian policy, designed to deprive the Chiefe of

a large part of their resources. The measures taken were:

1. The standard of the revenue-Demand^ was fixed at

one-half of the produce without any allowances or deduc-

tions.

2. The Chiefs’ perquisites were abolished, so that all

the land occupied by them was to be brought under assess-

ment at the full rate.

3. The method of assessment was to be Measurement, the

charges being calculated on the basis of standard yields.

4. A grazing-tax was imposed apart from the assess-

ment on cultivation.
' These measures were in themselves well suited to achieve

the object in view. A Demand of half the produce cannot

have left the ordinary peasant with any substantial surplus,

and would thus strike at the private revenue which the

Chiefs were suspected of levymg; while the assessment of the

Chiefs’ holdings at full rates would reduce them practically

to the economic position of peasants, and the grazing-tax

would operate to diminish their income from uncultivated

land. The economic result would be to draw the bulk, if

not the whole, of the Producer’s Surplus of the country into

the treasury; to stereotype the standard of living of the

ordinary peasants; and to reduce the standard of living of

the Chiefs, who would not be in a position to maintain

troops, or accumulate supplies of horses and other military

requirements. The only question that arises is whether
^ such a policy was, or could be, carried out effectively.

On this question we have the definite statement of the

chronicler that the regulations were strictly enforced, and

r The word “Demand” is used to denote the daim actually made by
the State, as distinguished from the other senses borne by reveaue, ”

The later ambiguous term is analysed in Appendix A.
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that their object was realised. As the result of some years’

continuous effort, the Chiefs, and the headmen of parganas

and villages, were impoverished and subdued; there was no

sign of gold or silver in the houses of the “Hindus”; the

Chiefs were unable to obtain horses or weapons; and their

wives were even driven by poverty to take service in Moslem
houses. We may suspect some rhetorical exaggeration in

the language of the chronicle; but the success of the King’s

policy seems to be established by the fact that, six years

after its adoption, his kingdom was at peace, and he was

able to detach strong armies for his long-meditated project

of the conquest of the Deccan. Nor is there any record of

serious internal revolt during the remainder of his reign;

and we may fairly accept the inference that, for the time

being, the Chiefs were set aside, and the Administration

was brought into direct relations with the peasants through-

out a large part of the kingdom.

The extent of country over which these regulations

operated is not entirely clear.' The chronicler gives (p. 288)

a long list of provinces, but, as commonly happens with such

lists, some of the names are corrupt, and, in the absence

of any definitive text, there is no certainty that others may
not have dropped out in the course of copying Taking the

list as it stands, we learn that the regulations were applied

by degrees to Delhi, the River Country, and the rest of the

Doab. To the East, Rohilkhand was included, but not

Awadh or Bihar; to the South, portions of Malwa and

Rajputana were included, but not Gujarat; while on the

West, all the Punjab provuices are indicated with the

exception of Multan. So summarised, the list inspires some

confidence, because it covers the centre of the kingdom and

omits the outlying provinces; but, as I have just said, the

possibility remains that some of the omissions may be the

work of copyists. Even, however, if the list has not been

accidentally curtailed, it represents a very large adminis-

trative achievement on the part of the Deputy-Minister,

Sharaf Qai, to whose efficiency the chronicler pays a

glowing tribute.

The establishment of direct relations with the peasants

over this large area must necessarily have involved a rapid
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increase in the number of officials; and in the 14th, as in the
16th, century such an increase was apt to result in an orgy
of corruption and extortion. That something of the sort

occurred on this occasion must be inferred from the chroni-
cler’s description (pp. 288—9) of the measures taken by the
Deputy-Minister for the audit of the local officials’ accounts,

measures so drastic as to render the Service unpopular for

the time being; “clerkship was a great disgrace,’’ and execu-
tive position was accounted “worse than fever.” The only
point, however, which concerns us is that the records of the

village-accountants were used in the audit. This is one of

the very rare glimpses we obtain of the interior of a village

at this period, with the accountant recording meticulously

every payment, whether lawful or not, made to each official.

We shall see in a later chapter that Aurangzeb’s Revenue
Minister advised his controlling staff to adopt the same
expedient in order to detect unauthorised levies by their

subordinates; and we may fairly infer that the functions

of the village-accountant constitute one of the permanent
features of the agrarian system.

The main changes effected by Alauddin originated in the

effort to realise internal security; but one important detail

was the result of the pressure of the Mongols on the froi '"•K

Shortly after the adoption of the regulations which

just been described, the King made an expedition

Rajputana. It was not very successful, and whenlnplli

returned with his army tired and disorganised, a stlwUl

force of Mongols appeared suddenly outside Delhi. F

short time the kingdom was in imminent danger; and, \

the Mongols eventually withdrew, the King turned

attention to the prevention of such attacks in future,

frontier defences were duly re-organised; but, in add

to the troops stationed there, he decided that it was neces-

''sary to maintain a large and efficient standing army, not

scattered over the country in Assignments, but concen-

trated in the neighbourhood of the capital, and paid in cash

from the royal treasury. Here, however, financial con-

siderations obtruded themselves. It was a time of in-

flation; prices, and consequently wages, were high; and it
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was found that the accumulated treasure of the kingdom

would very soon be exhausted if the necessary forces were

maintained. To meet this difficulty, Alauddin determined

on his famous policy of reduction and control of prices, so

that the resources of the kingdom might be able to bear

the expenditure deemed to be necessary for its security.

A little must be said on the general aspects of this policy,

because on the one hand its possibility has been questioned,

while on the other hand its extent has been exaggerated.

It seems to me that the chronicler’s account must be

accepted in substance, to the extent that, in and near

Delhi, prices were in fact reduced, and were stabilised at

the lower level for a period of about twelve or thirteen years,

a period which was not marked by anything like serious

dearth, though some reasons were unsatisfactory.^ Ziya

Barni had no motive for inventing such a story, and, what is

more significant, he obviously did not possess the power of

economic analysis which would have been needed for its

invention. The long and detailed price-regulations

(pp. 304 if.) can be summarised very shortly. Their essence

was, (1) control of supplies, and (2) control of transport,

with (3) rationing of consumption when necessary, the whole

system resting on (4) a highly-organised intelligence, and

(5) drastic punishment of evasions. ' This summary, it will

be seen, applies almost precisely to the system of control

which was elaborated in England during the years of war,

and which was proved by experience to be effective. It is

quite inconceivable that a writer like Ziya Barni could have

invented these essential features out of his head; but it is

quite conceivable that, in the economic conditions of the

time, a King like Alauddin, aided, as he certainly was, by
competent Ministers, should by degrees have arrived at the

essentials of the policy he was determined to enforce. He

1 Barni implies (p. 308) that there were seasons which would otherwise
hare meant famine in Delhi, but his language shows that he was straining
for effect, and consequently it requires to be discounted. Other references
to "famine” indicate that the word meant for him a scarcity of provisions
in the city, rather than .a deficiency of production throughout the country;
and we should not be .pistified inferring from his language that there
was a famine in the ordinary sense during the pei'iod, though there were
seasons when, without Alauddin’s regulations, a rise in prices nould have
been needed to draw adequate supplies to the capital.
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was it must be remembered, strong just where modem
systems are weak, for he could rely on an elaborate organi-

sation of spies, and there was no sentimental objection in

the way of effective punishment.^

( The question of practicability is, however, mainly a

matter of extent. No attempt was made to keep down
prices throughout the kingdom; effort was limited to Delhi,

where the standing army was concentrated; and the regula-

tions extended only to a region sufficiently large to ensure

the isolation of the Delhi market. Isolation was favoured

by the cirumstances of the time. In the North lay the

submontane forests, to the South the disturbed and un-

productive country of Mewat. The city depended for its

ordinary supplies on the River-Country to the East, and

on the productive parts of the Punjab to the West; the

cost of transport was necessarily high in the case of bulky

produce; the industry was specialised in the hands of the

professional merchants^; and, given effective control of

these, the isolation of the market could be completely

effected.

The point which specially concerns us in these regulations

is the supply of agricultural produce. The whole revenue

due from the River Country and half the revenue due from
Delhi, was ordered to be paid in kind and the grain st^

collected was brought to the city, and stored for issue aij

required; while peasants and country traders were com
pelled to sell their surplus at fixed prices to the controllec

merchants, with heavy penalties for holding up stocks. '.

think it is quite clear that this rule involved a change irj

practice, or, in other words, that, in this part of the country,

collections had been ordinarily made in cash, and not in

produce, during the thirteenth century. Taking all the

^ There are definite indications that the system was perfected by
degrees. At the outset (p. 304), the King wished to avoid severe pimish-
ments, but the shopkeepers would not abandon their practice of giving
short weight (p. 318), until at last a rule was made that on detection, the
deficiency should be cut from the seller’s poison; and (ji. 319) the fear of
this punishment proved sufficient to put a stop to fraud.

® Barni calls the professional merchnnts karavamyan, they may safely
be identified with the banjarax of later times. The merchants were com-
pelled to deposit their wives and childTcn as 'ecurity for their conduct,
and these pledges were settled near Delhi under the control of an overseer
(p. 306).
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regulations together, they lend no support to the view which
has been occasionally put forward, that Northern India was,

at this period and even later, a country of Arcadian sim-

plicity; the cash-nexus was well-established throughout

the country, there were grain-dealers in the villages as well

as in the cities, and we may safely infer that prices were a

matter of interest to the peasant at least as far back as the

thirteenth century.

The result of the changes in the agrarian system introduced

by Alauddin, and maintained throughout the rest of his

reign, may be summarised as follows :

1. Delhi and the River Country, together with part of

North Rohilkhand, were Reserved (khalisa), and were
managed by the Revenue Ministry, through its officials, in

direct relations with the peasants The Demand was fixed

at one-half of the produce, assessed by Measurement, and

collected, wholly or partly, in grain. There were doubtless

some Assignments of Grants in this region, but apparently

they were not important. The peasants were restricted in

the sale of their surplus produce, the prices of which were

fixed by authority.

I
2. Round this nucleus lay an inner ring of provinces

administered by Governors in direct relations with the

peasants, claiming half the produce, assessing by Measure-

,ment, and—apparently—collecting, m cash. There is no

record of restrictions in regard to marketing in these

regions.^

3. In the outlying provinces the Governors had not been

placed in direct relations with the peasants, and we may
assume they continued to deal largely with the Chiefs:

we are not told what was the Demand, how it was assessed,

or in what form it was collected; and we can only guess

that no change was made in the arrangements previously

in force.

A glimpse of the position occupied by the Chiefs in this

reign is furnished by the story of the birth of King Firuz,

as related by the chronicler Shams Afif (pp. 37 ff.). The

I Grain was ordered to be stored in Halwa, as wellj as in Delhi, hut

Baim does not say that any restrictions were enforced on the Malwa

peasants.
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Governor of Dipalpur selected as a bride for his brother the
daughter of a Hindu Chief living within his jurisdiction.

The Chief rejected the proposal in terms which were re-

garded as insulting, and the Governor thereupon led his

troops to the spot, and proceeded to collect the year’s

revenue by force directly from the headmen, who would
ordinarily have paid it to the Chief. The suffering caused
by these measures induced the lady to sacrifice herself for

her tribe, the marriage duly took place, and King Firuz

was its offspring. The point of the story lies in the chroni-

cler’s remark that the people were helpless, for “in those

days Alauddin was on the throne,” and no protest was
possible; and itmay fairly be inferred that a strong Governor,

serving under a strong King, could treat the Chiefs very

much as he chose.

Alauddin was, as a rule, opposed to the alienation of

revenue by way of Grant or Assignment. As we have seen,
' he resumed all existing Grants early in his reign, and he
appears to have made few, if any, in later years. His Court,

indeed, was brilliant, but rewards to scholars and artists

were on a moderate scale, and apparently they were usually

given in cash.' As to Assignments, he probably disliked

the whole system, for the later chronicler. Shams Afif, records

(p. 95) that he condemned assignments of villages on the

t ground that they constituted a political danger, the assignees

forming local ties, which might easily develop into an

opposition part5-. He certainly did not give small Assign-

ments to individual troopers, his large army at the capital

being paid entirely in cash
;
and there is, so far as 1 can find,

no record of his giving large Assignments to officers. It is

quite possible that some Assignments were given or con-

tinued, because the silence of the chronicles is not conclusive

on such questions, but it is clear that the practice had, for

the time being, fallen out of favour. Of Farming, I have

found no trace during this reign. Here, too, it is possible

that our information is incomplete ;
but, speaking generally,

1 Barm, 341, 3G3'G. Ut, AUiuiltlm (omliict tlul ui

Mahmud of Ghariii. The latter, he says, would have given a country

or a province to a poet like Amir Khusru, while the former merely offered

him a salary of 1000 tankas.
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the reign was characterised by vigorous, direct adminis-

tration, and not by such expedients as Farming or Assign-

ment.

4. GHIYASUDDIN TUGHLAQ (1320-1325)

Alauddin’s system did not survive its creator.^ His son

and successor, Qutbuddin, a charming and popular lad,

devoted himself entirely to pleasure. He formulated no

agrarian policy of his own, but his father’s minute regulations

were allowed to lapse in their entirety. The revenue-

Demand was reduced, but in what manner is not recorded

;

the work of the Revenue Ministry fell into disorder
; specu-

lative Farmers appeared ; Grants and Assignments were

made lavishly; and the capital, following the king’s example,

indulged in a period of debauchery, during which the ad-

ministration went to pieces. Qutbuddin was eventually

murdered by a favourite, who ascended the throne and

exterminated the royal family
;
but the favourite and his

adherents were in turn exterminated by Ghiyasuddin
Tughlaq, a Frontier veteran who, in the absence of any

other candidate, became king with general consent.

Ghiyasuddm reorganised the revenue administration of

the kingdom. The proportion of produce which he claimed

is uncertain, and the point is discussed later on
;
he dis-

carded Measurement in favour of Sharing
;
and he restored

the Chiefs to something like the iiosition they had lost.

His reasons for changing the method of assessment are

indicated in the phrase, “he relieved the peasants from the

innovations and apportionments of crop-failure,” a phrase

which is cryptic as it stands, but which can be interpreted

from the later history of assessment by Measurement.

Under this method, the peasant’s liability depended on the

area sown, and consequently he was, in theory, bound to

pay the full Demand even though the crop might be an

entire failure. In practice, however, such a rule could not

1 Barni (pp. 381 ff.) is agaiu the only contemporary authority for the

reigns of Qiitbnddm .‘ind t+hiyasuddm. It is ilenr that he was a great

admirer of the latter 's reforms but his account is extremely crabbed and

unsystematic ;
from the style, I judge it to be a compilation, nom notes or

from memory, of phrases which he bad beard directly from the King.

A translation will be found in Appendix C.
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be enforced, because, when the charge was relatively heavy
as was the case throughout the Moslem period, the peasant
would be unable to pay. Almost wherever we read of the
system then, we find reference to allowances in case of crop-
failure. Under Akbar, the rule was, as we shall see, that
the area of faUure was deducted, and the charge made only
on the area which matured; and I take the word "apportion-
ments” to indicate that something of the same sort was
done under Alauddin, the area sown being apportioned
between “success” and “failure”; while the other word
“innovation,” can be explained by the fact that he had
introduced Measurement in places where it was not already
customary. It is matter of common knowledge that such
allowances for crop-failure require an administration both
honest and efficient. They have to be made hurriedly,
often at the very end of the season

;
there is little time for

adequate verification of the facts
;
and the local staff are

under strong temptations to negotiate with the peasants,
and to overstate, or understate, the extent of loss according

to the amount of the gratification they receive. In the
conditions which prevailed in the fourteenth century, it

seems to me to be quite certain that Measurement must have
involved a large amount of extortion and corruption of this

kind, and it is possible that the alternative method of

Sharing was open to less objection in practice
; but, however

that may be. Measurement as the standard method of assess-

ment now disappeared, to be restored two centuries later

by Sher Shah, yj

p In regard to the Chiefs and headmen, Ghiyasuddin re-

3ected Alauddin’s view that they should be reduced to the
' economic position of peasants. They had, he considered,

large responsibilities, and were entitled to remuneration

accordingly
; their perquisites were to be left to them

without assessment, and their income from grazing was not

to be taxed
;
but the Governors were to take measures to

prevent them from levying any additional revenue from the

peasants. In this way it was hoped to enable the Chiefs

to live in comfort, but not in such affluence as might lead

to rebellion. So far as this policy was carried out in

practice, it luaj be inferred that the Chiefs regained in
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essentials the position they had held in the thirteenth

century, but—where the Governor was sufficiently strong—

with less freedom in regard to their treatment of their

peasants.

A third element in the policy of Ghiyasuddin was his

insistence on the dignity of provincial Governors, and on a

correspondingly high standard of conduct on their part.

It is clear that, at his accession, speculative farming of the

revenue was common
;
and the Ministry was crowded with

touts and pests of various kinds, whose functions have to be

guessed from the designations applied to them,—“spies,"

“farmers,” “enhancement-mongers,” and “wreckers.” The

King put a stop to the activities of these pests, and chose

his Governors from the nobility
;
he ordered that they were

to receive all due consideration from the audit-staff of the

Ministry
;
but he made it clear that their position and .

dignity would depend on their own conduct. They might

honourably take the ordinary perquisites of the post,

described as “a half-tenth or half-eleventh, and the one-

tenth or one-fifteenth of the revenue”; while their sub-

ordinates were allowed to appropriate “a half or one per

cent.” in addition to their salaries
;

but exactions were to

be limited to these figures, which we may assume were

already traditional,^ and any substantial misappropriations

were to be sternly punished.

These orders call for a few words of explanation regarding

the relations which subsisted between the provincial execu-

tive and the audit staff of the Revenue Minisitry. The

audit was periodical, not continuous. An official was left

at work for some time, and then called to the Ministry for

the two-fold process denoted audit (muhosoba) and recovery

(mutalaba)

;

the auditors, as might be expected, strove to

bring out a balance due, and payment of this balance was

enforced by torture. The first mention I have found of

recovery by torture is in the proceedings of Sharaf Qai,

which have been referred to under the reign of Alauddin

(Barni, 280). There is no suggestion in that passage that

officers of the rank of Governor were tortured, but the orders

^ Batuta, who was in India during the next reign, mentions (lii. 1 12)

that Governois received a half-tenth on the revenue as a regular thing.
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of Ghiyasuddin indicate that they had not been exempt,
since he found it advisable to prohibit anything of the kind.

The prohibition was renewed (574) by Firuz, so it may be
assumed that torture had been practised under Muhammad
Tughlaq. The next chronicler, Shams Afif, also records

(341) the friendly nature of the audit of Governors’ accounts

under Firuz; but elsewhere (488ff.) he tells how a high

officer was flogged periodically for some months in order to

recover what he had embezzled when Deputy-Governor of

Gujarat. We may infer then that, while torture was an
ordinary incident in the case of officials, it might be applied

under some kings, or in exceptional cases, even to an
officer of the rank of Governor. The subject recurs in the

sixteenth century, when, as we shall see in a later chapter,

some of Akbar’s officers practised recovery “after the

ancient fashion”; and the flogging of defaulting Governors

is recorded in the seventeenth century in the kingdom of

Golconda.^ It is necessary therefore, in trying to realise

the position of revenue-payers, to bear in mind that a

Governor or other official might have a very strong motive

for oppressive conduct in cases where the choice lay between

torturing defaulters and being tortured himself.

Apparently the Governors appointed by Ghiyasuddin,

while they were to be men of rank, were to hold their posts

on farming-terms, that is to say, the surplus-revenue, to be

remitted to the treasury, was to be a stated sum, and not

a matter to be settled by annually balancing accounts of

actual receipts and sanctioned expenditure. This seems

to me to be the most reasonable interpretation of the orders

that the Ministry should not make “an increase of more
than one-tenth or one-eleventh on the provinces and

country by surmise and guess-work or on the reports of

spies and the representation of enhancement-mongers.”

The Demand on the peasants was, as we have seen, to

be assessed by Sharing, and would therefore depend on the

seasons: the Ministry would not be in a position to vary

the amount of revenue, except by varying the share which

1 See Methwoia 's delations of ih« Kingdom of Golclconda, in Pwchaa Bis

Pilgrimage, 4th edition, p. 996. A Governor of Masulipatam “for defect

of full paymenti was beaten with canes upon the back, feet, and beUy,

until be died. ’ ’
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was claimed; and minute variations in the share are re-

corded on no other occasion, and are in themselves highly

improbable. On the other hand, if the Governor was liable

to pay a stated sum by way of surplus revenue, it would be

the natural procedure of the Ministry to endeavour to in-

crease this sum as quickly, and as largely, as possible. The

result of"such an increase would be that, in some form or

other, the Governor would increase the burden on the

peasants, and this would tend to hinder the development

of the country, which was the King’s great object. To

limit the enhancement on a province to about ten per cent,

at a time would from this point of view be a reasonable rule

of practice: development would be gradual, and the Gover-

nor’s payment should increase pari passu, but should not be

allowed to get ahead of the paying-capacity of the province

The sentence I have just examined has been read^ in a

different way, as stating that the Demand was limited to

one-tenth or one-eleventh of the produce. This interpretation

would be a welcome addition to our knowledge of the period,

but I do not see my way to accept it; the references to spies

and enhancement-mongers cannot, so far as I see, be

interpreted on these lines; the context indicates that the

reference is to the relations between the Ministry and the

Governors, not between the Governors and the peasants;

and the point of the passage is enhancement of the sum

payable, not the fixing of its proportion to the produce.

The proportion claimed by Ghiyasuddin is not stated else-

where in the authorities, and we can only infer that he did

not alter the figure which he found established, but this

figure again is not on record. Ziya Barni tells us merely

(p. 383) that Qutbuddin “removed from among the people

the heavy revenues and severe demands’’ imposed under

Alauddin. The passage is rhetorical rather than precise;

it cannot possibly mean what it seems to say, that he

abolished the land-revenue altogether; and we can only

guess that he reduced its incidence to some figure below

Alauddin’s claim of half the produce, or in some other way
alleviated the burdens on the people.

1 rshirarl Prasad, Medieval India p. 231. Tbs sama view is taben ia

tlie Cambridge 'Bistory (lii. 123).
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In any case, the reign' of Ghiyasuddin was too short to

establish a new tradition, and its main interest lies rather

in the formulation of policy than in the results achieved.

The soldier-king was interested, first of all, in the welfare

of the troops, and, next to them, in the prosperity of the

peasants. His ideal was that his peasants should maintain

the existing cultivation, and should effect a steady, if

gradual, extension as their resources increased; and he

realised that progress in this direction depended very

largely on the quality of the administration. Sudden and

heavy enhancements were, in his judgment, disastrous:

“when kingdoms are obviously ruined, it is due to the op-

pressiveness of the revenue and the excessive royal demand;

and ruin proceeds from destructive governors and officials”.

Ghiyasuddin thus stands in the line of succession from

Balban; his son was in a few years’ time to furnish a striking

example of the danger of departing from his policy.

5. MUHAMMAD TUGHLAQ (1325-1351)

Ghiyasuddin was succeeded by his son, Muhammad

Tughlaq. The character and capacity of this King have

been ^frequently discussed, and, since Ziya Barni is the

principal contemporary authority for the reign,^ the dis-

cussion has necessarily involved the question of his im-

partiality: on the one hand. Professor Dowson curtailed

his translation of what he called “a long strain of eulogy,”

on the other hand, Mr. Ishwari Prasad writes of him as

“bitterly prejudiced” against the King. The truth is, I

talro it, that the chronicler found himself confronted with

a task which was beyond his capacity. He could under-

stand, and depict, kings like Alauddin or Ghiyasuddin,

strong, simple men with obvious motives; but Muhammad

was a more complex character, his conduct was a mass of

iBariii’s account of this Tcigu begins on p. 454 ; his eatimates of the

B3ne are on pp- 496-7, 504. Dowson ’s remirk quoted in t^ tot is on

pTSSof Elliot, iu : Mr. Ishwaii Prasad 'a critic'ms are in Ch. X of his

Medieval India, especially the notes on p. 238, 260. Ibn Bntnta, the

otiber eontemporarv cuithoritj, gives siiieh intereating infonnatioii re*

garding some aspecta of the reigQi but h© throws littl© light on the agrarian
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inconsistencies, and the final position of the chronicler is

not one of uncritical eulogy, nor yet of prejudiced detrac-

tion but of astonishment and perplexity. He tells us that

he had never heard or read of such a character, he could not

place it in any known category, and, more than once, he

,

j^akes refuge in the view that the King was one of the
^

*
wonders of creation, in fact, a freak of nature. In such a

position, it is safe to assume that the chronicler’s language

is exaggerated in both directions : he was striving to em-

phasise the contrasts presented by the reign—the King’s

brilliant gifts and his practical incompetence, or his sub-

servience to the Khalifa and his disregard of Islamic law,
,

and both sides of the case are inevitably overstated. It is

advisable then to discount the chronicler’s superlatives, but

there is, so far as I can see, no reason to distrust his state-

ments of fact regarding the Kira’s agrarian measures, the

only topic with which I am at present concerned.

For this reign we have no formal statement of agrarian

policy, and no direct indication of the King’s ideal; but we

have a series of episodes which fall into two groups, the

treatment of the provinces generally, and the special mea-

sures taken in the River Country. One of the King's

earliest measures was an attempt to assimilate the ad-

ministration of the outlying provinces to that of Delhi and

the River Country, which were, it will be recalled, directly

under the Revenue Ministry. The chronicler gives a

caustic description of this attempt at centralisation, which

is closely in accordance with his picture of the King as a

brilliant but impractical man; he tells us of detailed accounts

being submitted from the most distant provinces, and of

the uttermost penny in them being wrangled over by the

audit staff at the capital; and he mentions that the ex-

periment lasted only for a few years. The sequel is not

formally recorded, but two episodes show that the specula-

tive Farmer supervened in the provinces. One episode

(p. 488) is that of a man who had taken a three-year farm

of Bidar, in the Deccan, for a payment of a kror of tankas.

The chronicler describles him as “by occupation a corn-

merchant, timorous, incompetent’’; he was a stranger to

the locality; and, vhen he found that he could not realise
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more than a third or a fourth of his contract, he went into

rebellion, and shut himself up in the fort. He was,

however, easily captured, and was sent as a prisoner to

Delhi.

The other case' is that of the farmer of the province of

Karra. The chronicler’s scorn for him is expressed in

language too idiomatic for exact' translation, but “a con-

temptible, drug-soaked, little idiot” gives, I think, the

general sense. He took the farm without capital, adherents,

or resources of any kind, failed to collect even a tenth part

of the sum he had promised to pay, and then, gathering a

rabble round him, went into rebellion, and assumed the

title of king. The rebellion was easily crushed by the

nearest Governor, the rebel farmer was flayed, and his skin

duly sent to Delhi. Even if we assume that the chronicler’s

description of these two speculators is overdrawn, the fact

remains that they were speculators pure and simple, with

no local ties, and no claim to be governors except that thdr

offers of revenue had been accepted. Nor would we be

justified in inferring that these two farms were exceptiona .

The only reason for the chronicler’s record of them

they resulted m rebellions, the heading under whic t e

episodes are recounted, but their terms are state in sue

a matter-of-fact way that it is reasonable to ^
they were typical of the ordinary provincial

after the attempt at centralised administration ^ad took^

down. We hear of the speculators who failed and rebelled,

, . f’iimer iB murdvlci ilmngri
1 Barm, 487. Tlie do.scnptioii of

Jt,,, >> teiice “contemptible
bhangilchvrafati. Tlio first nic.-inh

, n Bhangri denotes
fellow,” and the last “«o"sen‘>ical” or lUionu

Dewluirst,
addiction to the nsc of hemp-drugs. tn

, posisibly a
describes bhangi as .a meaningless apposime, o

j take the
TniTiw.tior nllnsinil fn its SenSO of “SWCeper. v.o.in niinwn.l tn

. _ f men of 'low caste, received higii Court ap-

and so on, who were made equal to nobles,
greener’s tender is not

pointments and provinces.
tlic word conveys nothing

therefore absolutely inconceivable, but inoiwmj

more than abusive assonance.
, ^ Ueccau country had tieeu

2 Ibn Batnta was told (iv.49) that fte enh« T^s
farmed to a Hindu for 17 krors, and H + Vigjde given in the text,

may TiossiWv l>c a dMoited account of the hTSt epiw &

but it leads myru like ii different occurrence*
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but not of those who succeeded in meeting their engage-

ments, or who submitted to the penalty of failure ; and the

nature of their relations with Chief and peasants is left •

to be imagined.

The fate of the River Country during this reign must be

told in some detail. Here, as elsewhere, the precise dates

are sometimes uncertain, but the sequence of events can
*

be traced : the story extends over nearly a quarter of a

century, and the main features are—ruinous e^anc^ment

of revenue, loss of niarjketj_ restriction of cultivation, re-

bellion, drastic punishment, attempts at restoration de-

feated by the failure of the rains, and, finally, a spectacular

policy of reconstruction, ending in an almost complete
’

fiasco.

At the outset of his reign, Muhammad decided (p. 473)

to enhance the revenue of the River Country, which was,

in the main, reserved for the treasury. The enhancement

was ruinous’^ in amount, the peasants were impoverished,

and those of them who had any resources became dis-

affected. Not long afterwards, the King carried out his

plan of transferring the capital to Deogir in the Deccan,

and in the year 1329 Delhi was evacuated by practically

the entire population. The economic effect of this measure

on the peasants in the River Country can be readily under-

stood from a study of Alauddin’s regulations. Delhi was

the one large market for the surplus produce of the country,

and when that market was summarily abolished, there would

be no object in raising produce which could not be sold
;

in

1 Barm, 473. The eiihaueenient is described /'S yahi ba Hah wa yahiiii

hist. Mr. Ishw.Tri Prusad rightly objects {Medieval India, 239».) that

Dowsoii 's rendering (Elliot, iii. 238) “tenor five per cent, more” does not

explain the results which followed; while he observes, also rightly, that

the altei native rendering, “ten or twenty times ’
' is impossible if takffl

literally. The fact is that the phrase is rhetorical and not arithmetical;

it is one of Ziya Barni’s favourite locutions, and be runs np and dow
the scale, ten-fold 1 00-fold, 1000-fold, according to the humour of thj

moment, and not with any precise numerical significance. The idea or

percentage is iiiled out by such xiassages as that on p, 30, where an incr^
of “one to 100” brought tears to the spectators’ eyes, or that on p 5Wi

where it is said that the effect of irrigation will be to increase the oatW

“one to ICOO.” Other passages are 84, 91, 109, 138, 294, 368, 394, 532;

the list is not exhau.stive, but it suffices to place the meaning of the pmsM
beyond doubt, as “huge,” “maivellous,” “enormous,” or any rhetor*®"

expi cssioii suited to the context.
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other words, cultivation must have been curtailed, and the

revenue correspondingly reduced.*

^Some years later, perhaps about 1332, the King returned
for a time to Delhi (p. 479), leaving the capital still in the

Deccan, and found that, as the result of the excessive

exactions, the River Country was in disorder
; stores of

grain had been burnt, and the cattle had been removed
from the villages. Such conduct, in the circumstances of

the time, constituted rebellion, seeing that the primary duty
of the peasants was to till the soil and pay the revenue

;

the country of the rebels was therefore ravaged under the

King’s orders, many of the leading men were killed or

blinded, and when Muhammad returned to the Deccan,

we may safely in Ter that he left the River Country more
unproductive than before.-

Then, somewhere about the year 1337, came the restora-

tion of Delhi as the capital (p. 481); and when the troops

and the city-population, returned, they found that supplies

for them were not available, for, in the chronicler’s rhetoric,

“not one-thousandth part” of the cultivation remained.

The King endeavoured to reorganise production, and gave
advances {or the purpose, but at this juncture the rains

failed, and nothing could be done. Eventually (p. 485),

the King, to 'cther with his troops and most of the city

population, moved to a camp on the Ganges, not far from
Kanauj, vhere supplies could be obtained from the provinces

of Karra and Awadh. After staying there for some years,

Muham.mad returned to Delhi,® and spent three years in

administrative business, including (p. 498) an attempt to

restore the River Country to prosperity.

With this object a special Ministry was constituted, the

region was divided into circles, and ofhcials were posted to

*Biini does not say I'ow tlie enh. need assessment iv.is ni.ide in the

River CountiT at the time, though he mentions th..t eesses weie im, osed

m the process' A1 tei chioniclc, T Mubai.iksh hi, siiys it uas by Measure-

ment, and this i^, rot impiob lile (Or. 53l(*i /• 3‘ir ).

* Ibn Batut.i . Miied '.t reihi in 1334 (lii. 9', '44). The King was then

at Kanaiii, nherc ha 'icnt . ftei the Eivei Cu mt y h d lieei, i v god, so

that pi ob bly this took pi coin 1333. „ ,

3 Lathed 1

1

gnen 1 y Ibn E ti t.i (ui. 33°. ’56), tl'e d tc ot the Kug’s

letnrn woild be : bout 1341. He was at Delhi «hen the Kh.Uif.i's enioy

arrived in 1343 (Baim, 492). Ibn Batuta left Delhi in 1342, and his narra-

tive then ceases to be of uso for chronological purposes,
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them with' instructions to extend cultivation, and improve

the standard of cropping. These aims are expressed in

magniloquent language : “not a span of land was to be left

imtilled.” and “wheat was to replace barley, sugarcane to

replace wheat, vines and dates to replace sugarcane’’
; but

in essence the underlying idea was obviously sound, and,

as so often in this reign, it was the execution which broke *

down. The officials, nearly 100 in number, who were chosen

for the purpose, were an incompetent and esurie)it lot,

They undertook to complete the task in three years, and

started out with ample funds for the grant of advances;

but much of the money vas emk62zled, much of the waste

land proved to be unfit for culth alien, of 70 odd lakhs
’

issued by the treasury in the course of two years, “not one-

hundredth or one-thousandth part” produced any effect,

and the officials were—naturally—in fear of drastic punish-

ment. Before, however, the fiasco became manifest, the

King as called away to the Deccan, whither he wont in

the year 1345. The chronicler opined that, if ho liad re-

turned to Delhi, not a single one of these officials would have

escaped with his life
;
but he was not destined to return,

and, under his mild successor, the advances were wi ittcn

off^ as irrecoverable.

The story speaks for itself, and only tv o points in it

icciuire notice. In the first place, the desolation of this

tract has sometimes been attributed solely to a long series

of bad seasons, but the summary I have given shows that

it was essentially administrative in its origin. There was

undoubtedly severe famine in parts of India at this period,

and the first attempt at rc.'loratiou was defeated by a

failure of the rains
;
but the second met with no such obstacle,

and in view of the later failure it is not easy to suppose

that the earlier attempt would in any case have been suc-

c essful. It will be recalled that in this chronicler’s language,

the word “famnne” usually refers prim,arily to the popula-

tion of the city. There was clearly famine in Delhi when
1 ATif, ;3.4. This dironicler puts the total of advances at 2 hiors,

i I ni ’J ligii! e of 70 odd lakhs is apparently for the first two years only, and
the balance may have been issued later ; but it is perhaps more probable
that the sum had been exaggerated by tradition in the half century which
intervened before Afif wrote.
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it was repopulated, because the country on which it depended
for supplies was unproductive

;
but the failure to produce

arose, not merely from the want of rain, but from the

dispersal of the peasants, and that dispersal must be at-

tributed solely to a series of administrative blunders.

The other point in the story is that we now meet for the

first time with the idea that improvement in cropping^

should be one of the objects of administrative action. In

the declarations of agricultural policy which have already

been examined, stress is laid solely on maintenance and
extension of cultivation : Muhammad Tughlaq may not

liave been the first to insist on the alternative line of action,

but the earliest record of its official adoption comes in his

reign. Its expression is, as I have said, magniloquent,

and the pictme of Meerut or Bulandshahr as a country of

vines and date-palms is calculated to evoke a smile, or even

a snear
;
but the idea itself was sound, and from this time

forward it is a recognised element in agrarian policy.

The position in regard to Assignments in this reign is

not recorded by the Indian chronicler, but some idea of it

can be obtained from a book which was written in Damascus,®

and which mentions Muhammad Tughlaq as the reigning

sovereign in India. The military organisation in Delhi

differed, we are told, from that of Egypt or Syria, in that a

commandant was not required to maintain troops out of his

own resources
;

the troops were paid from the treasury,

while the commandant’s income was personal. Their

personal income was given to them in the form of Assign-

ments of revenue; which ordinarily yielded much more
than the estimated value

;
and some of the higher officials

at headquarters also had “towns and villages” for their

salary, or for part of it. This account fits in with what has

been said above regarding some previous reigns. The

Assigiment of this period differed from that of the Mogul

^ lu tho Cambridg'’ History (hi. 161) tliis passnge ii taken .o onliTnr,'

change in lotitiou of croiis ;
but I raid it as me laing ex.n lly nli.it it

that iiifeiior Clops were to be replaced by siipeiior.

2 The Masatig-ul Absar of Shahabuddiu. I have not seen^the levt of

this work, an.l quote from the extracts given in ISUiot, iii. 573 If. 1 con-

jocturelhal 'towns" in the phrase “towns and villages,” may repio-'ciit

"gusiiof," in which case “parganas" ivoull be the piobable aioamiig.
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Empire in that it represented only personal salary, and not

the cost of maintaining troops
;
the pay of the provincial -

troops was separately provided, and liad to accounted

for, as the orders of Ghiyasuddin show
;
and Alauddin’s

decision to pay his troops in cash still represented the

working rule at this period. The statement that the *

Assignments “bring in much more than their oalimated

value” is of particular interest, because, so far as I can find,

it is the first reference in the literature to the Valuation of

the kingdom, a topic which comes into prominence in the

next reign. The extent to which Assignments were given

. cannot be deduced from this account, but facts recorded ’

incidentally by Ibn Batuta^ show that officials were, at

least normally, paid in thic way; and, since the salcries were

very high, the area on which they were charged nnist have

been extensive. Farming and Assignment may thus be

regarded as the most prominent agrarian inslinitions of

the reign.

6. FIRUZ SHAH (1351-1388)

Muhammad Tughlaq was succeeded by his cousin, Firuz,

a man of mature age, who had been for some time employed

in the administration of the kingdom. There is some little

difficulty in estimating the value of the contemporary

authorities for this reign. Apart from a brief memoir

written by the King himself, we are dependent on the

records left by Ziya Barni and Shams Afif. The former

deals only with the first six years of the reign : it is clear that

this period was a far happier one, at least for the bureaucracy

at headquarters, than the later years of Muhammad
Tughlaq

;
and I think that the closing chapters of the

chronicle show definite signs of failing powers, Ziya

Bami died at an advanced age before his self-chosen task

could be finished, and what he wrote regarding this reign

consists largely of loose and rhetorical eulogy, the language

of which must be discounted at a rather high rate. The

other chronicler. Shams Afif, grew up under Firuz, by whom

^ Sob oapociilly iii. 400-102, wUeco detiib are givea of tlie salaries

allotteJ to Ibu Bituta and his companions
; in oach cise an appropriate

Assigumsat vas mide.
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he was employed in the Revenue Ministry
;

but he ^'l^rote

late in life, when his patron was dead, when Delhi had been
sacked by Timur, and when the kingdom was rapidly falling

to pieces. The contrast between the present and the past,

on which he so often insists, is sufficient bv itself to explain
the warmth of his recurring eulogies of his deceased patron,
and his language also must be rather heavily discounted

;

but fortunately he was fond of relating anecdotes, and a
study of the gossipy reminiscences contained in his later

chapters makes it possible to form a more just idea of the

quality of the king’s administration than can be obtained

from the formal portions of the ciironicle. Firuz was a
devout Moslem, and rome of his recorded actions towards
Hindus maj' evoke criticism at the present day

;
but, taken

as a whole, he may be described as benevolent, but essen-

tially weak.^ His reign was undoubtedly a golden age for

the bureaucracy at headquarters, the source from which
our information regarding it is derived

;
but control over the

provincial Governors was lax, some very unsuitable appoint-

ments to these posts are recorded, and there is room for

doubt as to the extent to which the king’s benevolent in-

tentions were realised in the more distant provinces. The
heart of the kingdom, however, appears to have been peaceful

and prosperous for the greater part of the reign.

On his accession Firuz found the revenue administration

in disorder, and one of the first tasks" of his Minister was

to reorganise it. That there must have been disorder is

clear from what has been already said : the River Countrj'^

was still depopulated, while the provinces had fallen into

the hands of speculators, who, it may safely be inferred,

had been more concerned to make an immediate profit

than to adhere to any regulations which were in force. The

proportion of produce now claimed as revenue is not stated

1 It la O' perhaps be objcclcl that a re illy ^^elk kiiip; couhl aul haic

held the kingdom together for ncirly loity joirsj but hhi iir had froiii tin

outset the services ot a Vuzir of eveeption il stiuiigth .ind loyalty j i

Khinjahan M.qbub who wis succeeded by his soUi .mother sfrom; nol

(for the most p 11 1) loy il lliuiator ;
and these two m a muc i Ic irl_ .i.

backbone of the iidministration t’lroughoiit t'le reign. The coUip-.c

began when the second KlianjaUan became disloyal.

^Barni, 571 ;
.Vfif, 94. These passages are tr.tnslitel and discuss'd in

Appendix C.
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in the chronicles, and I can find no contemporary authority

for the view which has been put forward by some modern

writers that it was only one-tent h^ ;
the actual figure is a

matter of conjecture. The method of assessment adopted

was Sliai’ing, and we are told that “apportionments and

cxcc33-do nand-i, and crop-failures, and conjectural-assess-»

meats’’ v/ere entirely abolished. Tne words rendered

“apport'oiments” and “crop-failures” are the same as

those which have been noticed in connection with the

refori-is of Ghiyasuddm, and their use here ncay indicate

that Measurement had boon practised in .some places during

Muhammad Tughlaq’s reign
; but it is also possible tliat the’

chronicler was writing at random, and mcro’y expressing

his own preference for the method of Sharing. The other

two expressions are not explained, but theyi" point to ex-

actions over and above the regular revenue. So far then

as concerns the Demand to be made on the peasants, the

position was that they were to pay a share of their produce,

and nothing more
;
there is nothing to show whether the

payment was to be made in cash or in grain. The question

'

Who was to receive the payment? brings us to two iaiportant

topics, the provincial Governors, and the Assignees

Ziya Barni makes it clear (p. 575) that, at the outset

of the reign, the provincial Governors, like the other high

officers, were chosen for their personal character, and not

for speculative offers of revenue
; and the administration

was again purged (p. 574) of touts and pests, as it had been

purged by Ghiyasuddin. At the same time, the severity

of the Audit and Recovery procedure was relaxed
;
while,

by an altogether exceptional order, the value of the

Governors’ annual presents to the King was set off® against

1 Possibly some other witers may hare been misled, as 1 tv.ts for a tinioi

by tbe jihiaso in Dowson’a lendering of tbe King’s Memoir (Jilliot, iii. 377),

‘‘First the I-ftoray or tenth from cultivated laud",’' As the ]ihrasa stands,

“tenth” 1corns to be heie an c\i)l.iiiation of JJiaraj, but the text shosvs

ele-arly tbiit it must be road as un alternative, the rnfeii'iico beiug to the

fundamonlal rules of Islamic law oxplaincd in Ch'i;ilor t. 'I’Jic hing is

enumci.itiiig tlie lawful sources of revenue: ‘-first, iha Uuiruj, iha ushiih

and tbc ' il'il : next tbe jt'riy i,” etc.
3 Afif, 268. In this reign the OovcriiorB came every year to pay their

ipspocls to the King; the pie eu.s (/./lidaiufi) offered on the occasion con-

sisted lai sely of slavts, 1 commodilv which Firuz value) highly, and which
he 13 said to have accumulated (p. 270) to the number of 180,000*.
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the revenue due f rom their provinces. The position of the

Governor was therefore such as to make for fair treatment

of the revenue-payers, and the evidence of rural prosperity

during the reign suggests that on the whole the peasants

had a reasonable chance.^ Cases are on record whore the

King’s discrimination was at fault, as when a Deputy-

Governor, who had already been dismissed for misconduct

in Samana, was appointed to Gujarat, and after some time

had to be dismissed again, to the great relief of the people-

;

but there are not many such cases in the chronicles, and
they may, I think, bo regarded as exceptional.

At this period, however, the Assignee must have been
more important to the peasants than the Governor, for

Firuz relied largely on the Assignment system. The salaries

of his officers were lixed in cash on what appears to be an
exceedingly liberal scale, and the cerresponding amount of

revenue was assigned to them, while the practice of assigning

villages to individual troopers was revived. Shams Afif

doubtless exaggerates, when he says (p. 95) that all the

villages and pargana.= were assigned to the army, for the

King must have had some revenue lor himself
;
but it may

fairly be inferred that Assignment was now the usual

arrangement thi oughout the kingdom.

The precise nature of the Assignments given to troopers

is obscure Some pa.s.'^ages in the chronicles suggest that,

according to Ihe usual practice, the troopers assumed charge
of the village.:, assigned to them

;
while another, and very

difficult, passage can he read in the sense that a trooper

was not piaced in direct coiilact whb his village, but merely

received a document entitling him to draw his pay from it,

and that he discounted this document with one of the

1 Barni, 574, say.® that as the result of the King’s orders, the prorinco®

became cultivated and tillage extended iridely. Aiif, 295, says that not .a

single village in the Kiver Country rcm''ined uncultivated, and that in the

provinces there -neie “four cultiv.'ted villages to the Tcroh” (l§ niilosl.

The la guago of both urriteis is ihetmcl, but we may safely infer froia jI

that there was ninth impioveincrt coiir’ared with the picceding reju.
Moie s t'sfactory eiidenec is cort bied iii a later passape fAfif, S'.il.

which rcco’ds the ]
ic'crv.'.fion foi sio't of a large are. inllililLha

the este. Sion of cu’tivat'on had iidrrrd the supply of e lUi . nd, it

area had not been preseived, it would, we are told, have come nndi .

cultivation liie the ic®t of the kingdom.
® Afif, 454, 455. A uapiity-Governor was appointed in cases when ’’

Governor held also a post ..t Cpurt.
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bankers at the capital who specialised in this business, and

who made a handsome income out of it. The difference

might I e material to the revenue-payers, but it does not'

affect the matter with which we are immediately concerned,

that in this reign the bulk of the revenue was assigned ^

The wide extension of the practice of Assigmnent brings

us to a technical but important question of procedure, “

which, in the absence of any recognised name, I shall describe

as Valuation The salaries of officers, and the pay of

troopers, were fixed in cash
;
the revenue-Demand, assessed

by Sharing, necessarily varied from, season to season with

the area sown and with the yield at harvest
;
and the duty

of the Revenue Ministry in allotting Assignments v'as thus
'

to see that each claimant received a fluctuating source of

income equivalent on the whole to the amount of his fixed

claim. For this purpose, the actual Demand of any par-

ticular year would not serve as a standard
;

if a man was

entitled to, say, 5000 tankas yearly, it would not suffice

to assign to him an area which had yielded 5000 tankas in

the previous year, because this figure might be altogether

exceptional. Wherever then the Assignment system pre-

• vailed, there must have been some sort of calculation and

record of the standard, or average, Income which villages

and parganas could be expected to yield, ono year with

another, to the assignee
;
the future Income, in fad. had to

be valued in order that claims upon the State might be

met
;

arcl it is this process, together with the record of it,

which I denote by the term Valuation We must think of

a list of the parganas and villages of the kingdom, maintained

in the Revenue Ministry, and showing the value of each from

this point of view
;

as each order for an Assignment was

received, the task of the Ministry would be to find in this

list an available area with a Valuation equivalent to that

' Afif iiiiifoi mly speaks of the tioopprs’ villages in the si.me h.iigviagf

as he uses of oi duiaiy As'igi'mcr.ts, and his .* ccoinit (pn. 12C, I

) of t’-'U way

in which tlie aimy was rehtted in Gujarat iinplics tU t the tioo ers were

dependent on supplies fioni their vilh.grs. . nd i ot fioni financier 11%
]>;,S8 ge (r. 296) legardiig the docnniei ts (if' q) wr.s- icad by DoWfoo

^lllliot, 111 . 3‘-b) as describing three methods of paying the troops (n) As-

tigrmeiit, (b) p,ash, (e) xtlaq •. while Ii vine (/nipeiiw? Gi-ecffeer, ii.
365)J

identified (c) with (a), but his language indic.ites some lack of confidence.

The pi ssage is so ohsciire that T can foim no opinion on tlie point.
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of the Assignment, and, having found it, to allot it to the
claimant.

It will be obvious that successful administration must
have depended on a Valuation substantially in accordance

with the facts. Where the income was over-valued, claim-

ants would be disappointed, and the result would be a dis-

satisfied Service, a thing which no Moslem king in India

could affordlo tolerate; if it were under-valued, claimants

would be contented, but the resources of the kingdom would
be dissipated. We have seen in the last section that, under
Muhammad Tughlaq, the Assignments were said to yield

much more than their estimated value, or, in other words,

in his time under-valuation was general At the outset

of his reign, Firuz ordered a new Valuation to be prepared;

the work took six years (Ahf, 94), and the total came to

5^ krors of tankas. This is the first actual record of a

general Valuation which I have found in the chronicles, we
shall meet with others in the Mogul period, when they bulk

largely in the administrative literature.

Firuz retained this Valuation throughout his reign;

and, since cultivation extended largely in the period, we
must infer that his officers benefited progressively as the

actual Income mounted above the accepted figure. This

fact alone would go far to explain the glowing descriptions

of the general happiness given by Shams Afif, a bureaucrat

thinking primarily in terms of his own environment; while

the fiscal effect would not necessarily have been serious,

because the revenue from the Reserved sources would also

have increased as the result oi extended cultivation. Some
allowance must also be made for the fact that the prices of

produce were now on a much lower level than had ruled in

the second quarter ol the century, after Alauddin’s regu-

lations had been allowed to lapse Shams Afif insists

(p. 293-4) on the fact.s that the prevailing cheapness was

not due to any action taken by Firuz, and that, while prices

varied with the seasons, the general level remained low,

in other words the mam eflects of inflation had now dis-

appeared, and the increase in cash revenue would be less

than proportionate to the increase in produce due to ex-

tended cultivation On the whole, however, it may be
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inferred that assignees of all classes enjoyed at least theii

fair share of the prosperity of the kingdom; and we may

perhaps go further, and say that they were under less

temptation than usual to exploit the peasants who had come

imder their control. The nobles at any rate became rich

(p. 297), and accumulated large stores, while we now begin

to hear of great fortunes being left at death, a topic which
"

becomes familiar in the Mogul period.

Firuz was liberal in the matter of Grants At his ac-

cession, he restored^ to the claimants large numbers of

Grants which had been resumed by his predecessors, and

in the early years of his reign he made fresh Grants “every

day” to the host of candidates present in the '-apital. The

chronicler speaks of the restoration of Grants which dated

from 170 years back; this carries us beyond the establish-

ment of the Delhi kingdom, and the passage is so fervid that

not much stress can be placed on its v/ording, but it is

allowable to infer that Firuz recognised his predecessors'

Grants as establishing a claim which ought to be satisfied.

This inference is confirmed by a passage in the King’s

Memoir, where he records that he directed claimants to

Grants which had been resumed to produce their evidence,

and promised that they should receive the land, or anything

else, to which they were entitled. In this reign, therefore,

we come within measurable distance of the idea of a pro-

prietary light in Grants; but the idea was not destined to

develop, and in the Mogul period the practice of arbitrary

resumption was well established.

Under Firuz we hear very little of the Hindu Chiefs, the

'

other important class of Intermediaries. The general

averments of continued tranquillity, taken with the absence

of records of punitive expeditions, suggest that their relations

with the Administration were normally friendly, but I have

found no details throwing light on their position, except

in regard to two Chiefs belonging to the province of Awadh.

When the King was marching through this province on an

expedition to Bengal, the Chiefs (Rai) of Gorakhpur and

Kharosa, who had formerly paid their revenue in Awadh, but

for some years had been in “rebellion,” and had withheld
1 Barni, 551

;
Futiihatj na in Elliot, iii> 386, and Or. 2039, /. 304r.
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their pasonents, came to make their submission (Bami, 587),
and offered valuable presents. At the same time they paid
into the Camp treasury “several lakhs” of tankas on account
of the arrears of former years, and agreed to the sums to be
paid in future, for which they gave formal engagements
They accompanied the King for some marches through their

country; and, in recognition of their submission, orders
were issued that not a single village of theirs was to be
plundered, and that any animals which had been seized

were to be restored. I think we may reasonably take this

incident as typical of the period. The Chiefs had “re-

belled” when the disorganisation of Muhammad Tughlaq’s

administration gave them an opportunity; but when the

royal army reached their country and resistance was im-

possible, they submitted with a good grace, and renewed
their engagements. We may assume that, i ^ they had not

done so, their villages would have been ravaged in the

ordinary course. It will be noticed that formal engage-

ments were taken for the revenue fixed to be paid in future

years. This makes it plain that at this period the revenue

due from such Chiefs was not assessed on the produce of .

each season, as was done in the case of peasants, but was
more like a tribute, the amount of which was settled by
negotiation for some time ahead.

Lastly, we have to consider the attitude adopted by

Firuz towards the peasantry. According to the eulogies of

the chroniclers, it was substantially the same as that of

Ghiyasuddin. The administration was to aim at extension

of cultivation and improvement m cropping; and, with these

objects in view, it was to treat the people equitably. After

discounting the language used, we are justified in concluding

that this policy was on the whole carried out, to the extent

that cultivation extended, and rural prosperity.increased;

but Firuz also made a specific contribution to the tradition
^

of agricultural development by undertaking the construction
(

of irrigation-works. Some of these, it is true, were intended
|

in part to bring water to the new cities which he built; but

that they served the country also is apparent from the state-

ment (Afif, 130) that during the rains officers wore specially
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deputed to report how far the floods caused by each canal

had extended, and that the King was exceedingly pleased

when he heard of widespread inundation. The canals were

thus of a somewhat elementary type, and should not be

thought of in terms of those which now exist in the Punjab,

but their value to the country cannot be questioned; thc^

same chronicler records (p. 128) that in the country round

Hissar, where formerly only kharif crops were grown, both

kharif and rabi crops could be matured with the aid of the

canal. The extent of their value can be inferred from the

fact that they brought in an annual income of two lakhs of

tankas; this is not a large sum when compared with the

,

Valuation of the kingdom (5] krors); but obviously it was

important for the limited areas where water was made

available.

The assessment of this irrigation-revenue furnishes some

points of interest. To begin with, the King referred to an

assembly of jurists the question whether he could lawful!)

claim any income in return for his outlay, and was informed

that it was lawful to take “Water-right” (haqy-i slurb), a

term of Islamic law, denoting a right, separate from tha‘

of the holder of land, arising from the provision of water

The jurists defined this right as “one-tenth,” presumabi)

of the produce, and the King proceeded to assessment

accordingly. The chronicler’s account of the procedure

(Afif, 130) is highly technical, and I am not absolutely certain

of its meaning, but a distinction was apparently drawn

between existing villages, and the new “colonies” (in the

modern Indian sense of the word) which were founded in

country previously uncultivated. From the former, water-

right was collected, and its amount, together with the

entire revenue derived from the “colonies," was excluded

from the public accounts, and paid into a special treasury,

the receipts of which were earmarked for the King’s chari-

table expenditure.

1 Tlio Jledaya, tranblated l>j C Ilaiiiiltoii) iv. 147. Thomas, m !“'

ChroincJet, of the Tathan liiiiys of Delhi, p. 271«, took the •I'-sessment >'

ten iJCi cent, on the total outlay, but it seems to me doubtful whether m
idea so closely allied to usury would have found favour uith Mod®
jurists of the period. I have found no authority showing how water-righ

i\aa to he laleulated in ordinary cases.
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One difficulty arises in interpreting this account. Revenue
due from the peasants was assessed by Sharing, and con-

sequently the ordinary Demand would increase automatically

with every increase in produce resulting from the supply of

water
;
at first sight then, there was no reason for a separate

assessment The water-right was claimed on the specific

ground that the King was entitled to some return for his

outlay
;

but the Sharing-method of assessment would of

itself have yielded an adequate return The point is not

explained by the chronicler, but the explanation is to be
found in the circumstances of the nine We have seen that

the Valuation was not altered durme the reign, and con-

sequently the benefit of irrigation would accrue to the

assignees
;
the Slate could hope to benefit only from the

Reserved areas administered by the provincial Governors.

If the Governors held on fanning terms, that is to .eav.

if they were liable only to remit fixed sums to the treasury,

then the benefit of the canals would enuio to them, and the

King would in fact derive no income until the contracts were
revised The terms on which Governors held their provinces

during this reign are not on lecord, but all incidental referen-

ces to their position are consistent with their holding on farm-

ing terms, and I think this explanation is, at least, probable.

The reference of the water-question to jurists is not an

isolated occurrence. In his general administration Fiiuz

endeavoured to follow the rules of Islamic law, and in

regard to finance m particulai he insisted^ that no taxation

should be received in the treasury which was not slricth'

lawful In accordance with this principle, he abolished ail

miscellaneous cesses. Most of the examples given are of

the nature of town-dues, but the inclusion of the grazing-

tax seems to indicate that his orders were intended to relievo

the villages as well as the cities from these imposts. This

action had no permanent effect, for cesses of the same nature

were abolished by Akbar, and again by Aurangzeb, but were

still in existence at the openmg of tlie British period . wo
may, however, infer that the order' were effective for the

time, or, at the least, that Firuz tried to limit the buiuens

on the peasants to the regular revenue-Demand.

1 Futuliat, as jji Elliot, iiit 377 ,
Or. 2039, /. 3C0r.
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7. SUMMARY

The death of Firuz marked the end of an epoch. In the

course of a few years the kingdom broke up, and during the

first half of the fifteenth century there was no longer a ,

single predominant Moslem power in India. The Deccan

and Khandesh, Gujarat and Malwa, Bengal and Jaunpur,

had become independent kingdoms
,

Lahore and Delhi

were sometimes at variance
; and for the time being there

was no opportunity for the revenue administrator to make

his mark on the institutions of the country as a whole. .

Before leaving the fourteenth century, it may be well to

attempt a summary of the features of the agrarian system

as it had developed under the Khalji and Tughlaq dynasties

The King’s share of the peasant’s produce was fixed by

Alauddin at one-half
;
the figure during other loigns is not

recorded, but was probably less, rather than more As

regards the method of its assessment, there were two

currents of opinion, one of which favouied reliance on the

area sown, while the other looked at the produce reaped,

Individual kings chose one method or the other, and

doubtless their orders were carried out in the country which

they administeied directly; but the larger area was con-

trolled by Governors, sometimes holding in farm, or b)

Chiefs retaining their internal jurisdiction, and ii would

be rash to infer absolute uniformity of practice thioughout

the kingdom. The more probable view is that the different

methods of assessment persisted side by side, gaming or

losing ground in accordance with circum.stances, but neither

yielding entirely to the other
;
and the existence of Assign-

ments must be regarded as a factor working strongly in

favour of local diversity, because it involved the appearance

of a large number of persons more intent on collecting their

dues than on the maintenance of any particular method of

assessment. The form in which the Demand was ordinarily

made on the peasants is not recorded in so many words

but the fact that Alauddin, for special reasons, ordered col-

lections in some areas to be made in grain shows that cash

payments were, at any rate, common, though in this matter,
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as' in others, individual Chiefs and assignees may have
followed their own inclinations.

It can be said with confidence that the records of the

century disclose no trace of either the institution, or the

conception, of private ownership of land in the sense which

the term “ownership” bears to-day. All forms of tenure

were liable to summary resumption at the King’s pleasure,

and, with a succession of despots of strong characters and

varying views, the phrase “ihe King’s pleasure” must be

taken in its literal sense
;
even religious endowments, the

nearest approach to what would now be called ownership,

could be annulled bj a stroke of the pen The attitude of

Firuz to Grants in general was, indeed, such that a right of

ownership in them seemed to be developing, but this de-

velopment was not destined to proceed through later

periods. So far as the peasants were concerned, the idea

prevalent in Hindu times, that cultivation was a duty to

the State, and not a right of the individual, still persisted,

and manifested itself on occasion m administrative practice.

The position of the Chiefs was a matter of politics rather

than of law. Ordinarily they could hope to retain their

jurisdiction so long as they paid the stipulated revenue;

when they defaulted or rebelled, the matter in dispute was
settled by force or by diplomacy according to circum-

stances.

Regarding the internal organisation of the villages, the

chronicles are silent, and, if we take them by themselves, it

IS almost impossible to point to a single definite phrase

indicating the existence of anything which could be described

as an organised village
;
chance references to the headman’s

perquisites, and to the records of the village-accountant,

are practically all that has survived. The inference that

such institutions did not exist would, however, be unjusti-

fiable. We shall meet them at later periods, bearing in-

disputable marks of their great antiquity
;

it is incredible

that they should have originated in the intervening cen-

turies
;
and there are no grounds for questioning their con -

tinuity from a date antecedent, at any rate, to the MosletJi

conquest. It is better to interpret the silence of the

chronicles, not as showing that organised villages did not
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exist, but as indicating that at this period they did not

present any serious administrative problem. The Moslem ,

administration was concerned mainly with the problems

presented by the Chiefs, who, within the area of their

authority, stood between the peasants and the Government
The extent of country allowed to remain in their hands

cannot be calculated, but it was certainly important

The policy adopted after the lapse of Alauddin’s regulations

may be regarded as on the whole favourable to the Chiefs,

and would make for stability so long as revenue was paid,

and friendly relations were maintained with the local

authorities
,

but obviously the individual Chief had no

security as against a King sufficiently strong to oust him
Whether the peasants enjoyed in practice the security

of tenure which is nowadays regarded as a primary condition

of successful agriculture, is a question on which the records

of the period throw no direct light The episode of the

River Country shows that they could be driven to abscond,

but it stands by itself, and there is no hint of anything which

could justly be described as ejectment It is clear, however,

that there was fertile land to spare, waiting for men with

the resources needed to bring it under the plough
,

and,

m such circumstances, the question of ejectment is of little

practical interest, because the essence of good management

is to keep the peasants at work, and help them to extend

their holdings. Nor could the connected question of

limitation of rent arise in such circumstances, since, on the

assumption’ that rent-paying tenants existed, they would be

certain of a welcome elsewhere, and consequently would be

in a position to resist unreasonable demands. Tlie facts

on record are too scanty for a precise description of the

position of the peasantry as a whole, but what facts there

are, are consistent with the existence of a fairly stable

condition in normal times, the peasants of a village culti-

vating more or less land according to their needs and re-

sources, and treating their tenants, if there were any, well

enough to keep them at work. Given reasonably good

' 'J’lie qiii'Stion of tenants Inuig in tie village but not included in tlie

Uiotlierliooil is discussed in Chapter VI. 1 have found no evidence to

-hon TvliptluT such tenants existed in the fourteenth ,;entnry.
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weather, and a reasonable administration, a village would
continue to function

;
failure of crops, or oppressive ad-

ministration, might send the inhabitants elsewhere
; later

on, the village might be repopulated, either by its former
inhabitants, or by new settlers, as the case might be

;
and

another cycle in its history would then begin.

The view that productive land was waiting for men with
adequate resources is fully established by the agricultural

policy of those sovereigns whose pronouncements are on
record

;
their primary object was extension of cultivation,

with an immediate increment of revenue accruing from each
field brought under the plough. Two methods of securing

this object are indicated in addition to administrative

pressure. One of these was the provision of State irrigation

works, so that, in the picturesque terms borrowed from

IslamicJaw, the “dead lands” might be brought to life
;
this

expedient was, so far as the chronicles show, practised only

by Firuz, and it does not again become prominent until the

reign of Shahjahan. The other expedient was the grant

of advances, which are mentioned particularly as the foun-

dation of Muhammad Tughlaq’s attempts to restore the

River Country, but in terms which imply that the practice

was already familiar. It is safe to infer that capital was

the principal requirement for the accepted policy of de-

velopment ;
but the records show that, in this period, as in

later times, State advances were apt to be embezzled by the

officials employed in their distribution, and consequently

the value of the expedient was in practice limited. For

the second line of development, improvement in cropping,

no practical measures are indicated in the chronicles
;

possibly some effect was produced by a combination of

advances and administrative pressure, but we are not told

of any actual progress in this direction. We have merely

the praiseworthy aspirations of Kings or officials
;
the result

is matter for conjecture.



chapter III

The Sayyid and Afghan Dynasties

1. FROM FIRUZ TO BABUR (1388-1526)

Dtjbing the first half of the fifteenth century Delhi was

ruled for a time by the line of Firuz, and then by a short-

lived dynasty of Sayyids. The only contemporary authority

I have found for this period is the Tarikh-i Mubarakshahi,’

which was written about the middle of the century. Judg-
'

ing by its contents, the author was not interested in agrarian

topics, and he tells us very little about them
;
but it may

well be that there was very little to be told. -The kingdom

was now small, and, within its reduced limits, the royal

authority was weak
;

the Hindu Chiefs tended to become

independent, while the Moslem Governors were apt to be

insubordinate. Much of the narrative relates to the King’s

annual expeditions undertaken with the object of collecting

the revenue, and punishing rebels or defaulters
;
and it is a •

striking fact that in these expeditions Governors and Chiefs

were treated very much on the same footing. The King

marches towards Gwalior
;
the Chiefs pay the customary •

revenue, or do not pay it, as the case may bo. He marches

towards Badaun, and the Governor either comes to meet

him and settle his accounts, or else shuts himself up m the

fort, and is treated as a rebel./^The position for the time

being Resembled that which we shall meet in the eighteenth

century, when all titles and jurisdictions became confounded

in the talixq or “dependency,” that is to say, ’^e area over

which an individual, whether Governor or Assignee, whether

Farmer or Chief, exercised de facto authority.
1 Mucli of tliis chronicle is translated in Klliot, iv. 6 ff. I have usd

Billot’s 1IS„ which now forms jiait of Or. 1673, cheeking it by Or. 5318,

which is attributed to the seventeenth-eighteenth century. The blanls

in Elliot’s MS., noticed by Dowson, occur also in this earlier copyi and ftf

two must be regarded as constituting a single authority. So far as I have

seen, the only difierence between them are the clerical mistakes made by

Ellicit’s eopyiat ; asDowson remarks, his MS. “is in a fair handwritiigi

but it is full of errors.
’ ’
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! Ifi these circumstances, it is, at the least, improbable
that any general agrarian measures were instituted, still

less, enforced. The conditions would make for diversity of

practice in assessment and collection, and the probabilities

are that each individual dealt with the peasants very much
as he chose. We may guess that Group-assessment gained

ground at the expense of Sharing or Measurement, because

it was more suitable to the conditions which prevailed, but

we have no precise knowledge on the subject. A few
casual references^ show that Assignments were given, and

that is practically the only definite fact which I have found.

In the year 1451 the Sayyid dynasty gave place to the

Afghan family of Lodi, and Delhi began to recover a part

of its former position. The southern kingdoms, indeed,

remained independent, but the Afghan power extended

eastwards
;

and, after the final reduction of Jaunpur in

1493, it can fairly be described as holding the North of

India^^ I have found no contemporary authority for the

Lodi dynasty, and the later records® are in many respects

unsatisfactory
;
but they indicate that during this period

the Assignment was the most important agrarian institu-

tion, and that it had now taken the form which is familiar

in the Mogul period, that is to say, the assignee was bound,

not merely to loyalty and personal service, but to main-

tenance, out of the assigned Income, of a body of troops

available for the King’s needs. Assignments would thus

be fewer in number, but individually more extensive, than

in the reign of Firuz. Bahlul, the founder of the dynasty,

appears to have based his throne definitely on this in-

stitution ;
it was the offer of Assignments® which attracted

to India the Afghan leaders who constituted his effective

strength ;
holders of large Assignments were expected to

1 -we are told (Ellioti v. 7lt 75) that the Lodi family held rarious

AsBignmenta under the Sayyid dynasty.
2 The Tarikh-i Daudi dates from the reign of J.aliangii , the Tarikh-i

jSalatm from late in the reign of Akbar, and the Makhzan-i Afgli'iri was
completed in 1612. For the two former, I have to dei'ciul on the liaus-

lations in Elliotj ivi v; for the last, I have used also Dorn’s translation,

“History of the Afgh.ans,” and the HAS MS. 60 (Morley)> which was used

by Dorn.
3 Elboti iv. 308-10. The existence of Beserved land is indicated in

idem.iv. 410, v. 75.
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maintain smaller men on the same terms
;
and, while some

land was Reserved to provide revenue for the King, it is
^

probable that the great bulk of the kingdom was ad-

ministered through assignees rather than salaried officials.

The attitude of the Afghan officers towards their Assign-

ments can be inferred from the fact that at one time they

set up a claira^ to treat them as heritable
;

but the King

insisted on a clear distinction between private property,

which would be distributed according to the law of in-

heritance, and public offices and Assignments, in which no

vested or contingent rights accrued. Subject, however,

to this distinction, the facts on record justify the statement ,

that the Afghan assignees had something like a free hand

in the management of the land, and the peasants, placed

under them. It is easy therefore to understand the silence

of the chroniclers regarding general orders during this

period
;
the only order of the kind which I have noticed is

that which was issued by Ibrahim Lodi requiring that

collections should be made only in grain.®

The reasons for this order, and its duration, are matters

of some little interest. The chronicler attributes it to low

prices resulting from uniformly good harvests, but there are

grounds for thinking that scarcity of the precious metals

was the decisive factor. The prevailing cheapness ex-

tended, we are told, to all classes of merchandise, not merely

agricultural produce, while “gold and silver were procurable

only with the greatest difficulty”; and this is only another

way of saying that the precious metals had appreciated. A

probable interpretation of these statements is that the

course of trade at this period did not bring the precious

,

metals into Northern India in sufficient quantities to

satisfy the demand, which is one of the permanent economic

features of this region. Adequate supplies could be ob-

tained only through the seaports of Bengal and Gujarat.

When one or other of these tracts was under the rule of

Delhi, trade could move freely, and, apart from trade, the

revenue could come up country in cash
;
when they were

independent, and cut off from Delhi by lawlessness along

the roads, there would be no remittance of revenue, and trade
I Tillliot, ir. 327. 2 Elliot, iv. 476.
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would necessarily be hampered. At this time Delhi had
bean cut off from the coast for a century or more, and the

cumulative effect of reduced supplies of treasure must have

been important. How long the order remained in force

is uncertain ;
we know, as will be seen in the next chapter,

that cash collections were the rule in the beginning of

Akbar’s reign, but I have found no indication of the date

when they were reintroduced.

In assessment, as distinguished from collection, the

assignees appear to have had at this time a perfectly free

hand, at least in practice
;
on no other theory is it possible

to 'understand the proceedings of Farid Khan, the young
Afghan who, some years later, was to drive the Moguls out

of India, and ascend the throne with the title of Sher Shah.

In the reign of one of the Lodi Kings, that is, some time before

the year 1526, Farid Khan was appointed to manage two
parganas held bj' his father in Assignment, and he set to

work to increase the prosperity of the holding by means of

just administration.^ He found the land held partly by
peasants and partly by Chiefs

;
the former he regarded as

the true source of prosperity, the latter as dangerous

nuisances.

His first step was to give the peasants their choice as to

the system on which the Demand should be assessed ®

;

It is significant that they were not unanimous on thisi

question
;
some wished to pay by Measurement, others by

Sharing, and Farid let them do as they chose. Having

decided this, his next step was to protect the peasants from
|

extortion on the part of the chaudhri, or pargana-headman,

and the muqaddam, a term which had now become definitely

specialised to denote the headman of a village. We have

seen in the last chapter that Alauddin had aimed at

1 I’arid’.s proceedings ere described in the Tarikh-i Slier Sliahi (Elliot)

IT. 3J2). The text of this chronicle is fluid) ns cx])l')ined by Donson ;

the MSS. I have seen lire an inferior lot, but they support Elliot’s veision

of this pass.age. The precise date is unceit.sin : E.iiid lost the miniigfincnt

in the reign of Ibrahim (1517-1526), but it is not clear how long he held it,

and his initi.il proceedings may belong to the time of .'^ik-ai d'li.

® We now meet new names for the diffeient methods of usses iiiti.t.

Me.asiirement is denoted by jarib. Sharing by qumat-i ghalla. The account
in the text differs in some points from that given in Professor Qaniiugo’s

Slier Shah (Oalcuft.i, 1921); the differences are explained in J.17.A.S.

1926, p. 447 ff.
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preventing this kind of extortion, owing to which the weak

bore the burden of the strong : in the same way Farid told

the headmen that he knew the oppressions and exactions

of which they had been guilty towards the peasants, and

in order to check such malpractices, he fixed the payments

to be made in connection with assessment, either the fees

for measuring the area, or the fees for determining and

collecting the amount of produce. Further, if in this matter

we may trust the chronicler, who was much addicted to

putting long speeches into his characters’ mouths, Farid

declared the policy he intended to pursue. The headmen

were to be confined strictly to the prescribed fees
;

the

revenue was to be paid punctually, season by season
;
the

assessment, though it was made on the area sown, was to

take due account of the yield
;
but, a fair Demand having

been fixed, collection was to be rigorous. Having settled these

matters, he dismissed the peasants, who carried away with

them written documents defining the terms of their tenure.

Some villages however were in “rebellion,” that is to say,

they were not prepared to submit to the assignee’s authority

;

in order to deal with these, Farid raised local levies, plun-

dered the rebel villages, and confined the inhabitants, until

the headmen submitted and gave security for their good

conduct in the future. In the case of certain rebellious

Chiefs, his action was even more drastic, for he rejected

their offers of submission as insincere, and exterminated the

rebels, killing the men, enslaving their families, and bringing

settlers from elsewhere to the ruined villages. As the result

of these measures, we are told that rebellion ceased, the

parganas quickly became prosperous, and Farid’s reputation

as an expert manager spread far and wide
;
but after some

time his position was affected by family quarrels, and, when

he was displaced in favour of his half-brothers, he set out

to seek his fortune at Ibrahim Lodi’s Court at Agra.

It will be seen from this description that the situation

which confronted Farid Khan was in all essentials similar

to that which had prevailed in the fourteenth century. So

far as the peasants were concerned, there was the funda-

mental liability to pay a share of the produce to the King

or his representative, and failure or refusal to pay
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c^tituted an act of rebellion. The method of assessment
had to be decided by authority, and on this matter finality

had not yet been attained. In the fourteenth century
there had been two schools of opinion, one preferring to

assess on the produce gathered, the other on the area sown.
In the sixteenth century the terminology had changed, but
the conflict between the two methods remained

;
and even

in one small region the peasants took different views, while
Farid himself was clearly open to conviction, and allowed
the two methods to continue side by side. He recognised,

however, that assessment on the area sown could not be
carried out entirely without reference to the yield. Ghiyas-

uddin Tughlaq had, as we have seen, regarded this defect

as fatal to the method
;

Farid, concerned with a smaller

area, and in a position to give personal supervision to the

process, was prepared to make the necessary allowances.

The only apparent novelty in his arrangements is the execu-

tion of written documents. I have not read of these in the

fourteenth century, but it is quite possible that they were

executed then, and in earlier times; all that can be said here

is that the documents now familiar, the potto given by

authority, and the qahuhyai, or acknowledgment of the

peasant’s liability, are at least as old as the sixteenth

century, and may be much older.

The position of the Chiefs remained unchanged. In

the sixteenth century, as in the fourteenth, they were

Intermediaries between the peasants and the central

authority
;
and, where they existed, the assignee had to

look to them, and not to the peasants, for his Income.

The action taken by Farid Khan shows that an assignee

could in practice exercise the full powers of the executive

administration
;
he had not to apply to a Governor or other

official to coerce his recalcitrant debtors, but coerced them

himself, with forces raised at his own cost
;
and, in cases

where he judged it desirable, he finally abolished their

claims by what, in the circumstances of the time, was

probably the only effective method, killing the claimants

and reducing their families to slavery. The assignee in

fact could exercise the powers delegated to him by the King

practically as if he were King himself
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At this stage then, Farid Khan does not come before us

as an agrarian reformer. He worked the system which

he found in existence, and made the best of it by close

personal supervision
;
accepting in substance, as we may,

the chronicler’s assurance of his success, we may fairly

infer that it was due to the man rather than the methods.

For about twenty years after his dismissal, the man was

engaged in tasks of a different nature, and when we next

meet him, it is in the person of Sher Shah, King of Hindustan,

reorganising the administration in the light of his past

experience. Before, however, we turn to his constructive

work, a few words must be said on certain points affecting

the Lodi period.

I have found nothing to show what share of the produce

was claimed as revenue at this time It is prima facie

improbable that the Afghan kings and their assignees should

have been content with less than could be realised, but their

claims probably varied with varying power of enforcement

;

diversity may therefore be conjectured, but in the absence

of any authority the question must remain open. For a

time, the revenue continued to be collected in cash, but,

as we have seen above, early in the sixteenth century

grain-collection was made the rule. A few details are

available regarding the conditions of tenure of Assignments.

For one thing, it is clear that the allocation of these had

raised difficulties in regard to any small Grants or endow-

ments which might be included in them
;
Sikandar Lodi

issued general orders under which the assignee was bound

to respect existing tenures of the kind.^ The same passage

mentions that the assignees’ accounts were settled at the

Revenue Ministry without formalities or difficulties ;
while

we are told also (iv. 453) that under Sikandar the assignee

was allowed to keep any excess over the nominal Valuation

which he could secure from his Assignment. In this latter

respect, the procedure was much more favourable to the

assignee than that which prevailed in the Mogul Empire,

when excess realisations were claimed by the State, as we

shall see in a later chapter. Apart from Assignments,

1 Elliot, iv. 447, 8. The terras used for the small tenures are jnM

waztfa. At other periods viazifa eommonly meant a stiiiend paid in casu.
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Grants were made commonly during this period (iv. 450)

lor the maintenance of scholars, saints, or persons with some
sort of claim against the King. These Grants were, as a

rule, comparatively small
;

their total value is a matter of

conjecture, but taking Grants and Assignments together,

there can be no doubt that the greater part of the revenue

of the Afghan kingdom was alienated, and that the real

masters of the peasant were the assignees.

One passage (iv. 414) of some importance remains to be

noticed. In describing Sher Shah’s introduction of Measure-

ment as the general rule, the chronicler says that “before

his time it was not the custom to measure the land, but there

was a qanungo in every pargana, from whom was ascer-

tained the present, past and probable future slate of the

pargana.” In point of time, this is the earliest mention I

have found of the qanungo as the local authority who
furnished the information required for the assessment of

his pargana
;
but ho is presented as an established institution,

and there is no reason to doubt that the post dates from
before the Moslem conquest. His appearance in this

connection suggests that before the reign of Sher Shah
the revenue Demand was ordinarily fixed for a village or

pargana as a whole, and not on the individual peasant

.

the passage thus points to either Group-assessment, or

Farming, or both. The one essential for these methods
was the local information provided by the qanungo, showing
what each village had paid in the past, and what new factors

had to be taken into account in its assessment
; so far as

we know, he was not in a position to furnish such information

separately for each individual peasant (which would have
been the duty of the village-accountant), and his appearance

on the scene is always a suggestion, though not a proof,

that either Group-assessment or Farming was for the time

in operation, alongside of the methods of individual assess-

ment, which never entirely disappeared, or at least recurred

after any temporary disappearance. Probably then the

period under review was chracterised by one, or both, of

these methods, but definite evidence is wanting.

It is possible that a clue to the position is contained in a

sentence in the Ain (i. 296), which states incidentally that
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under Slier Shah Hindustan passed from Sharing and ,

(a doubtful word) to Measurement. The doubtful word

was printed by Blochmann as muqtVi. I can find no such
*

word in the dictionaries, nor have I met it elsewhere in the

literature
; but derivatives from the same root are applied

in some cases to Assignment, in others to Farming, and it

would be possible to render the passage either “from Sharing

and Assignment,” or “from Sharing and Farming.” The

exact meaning must remain obscure until other uses of the

word in a similar context come to light. !

2. SHER SHAH AND HIS SUCCESSORS (1541-1555t

Passing for the moment over the first, unstable, period

'

of Mogul rule, we come to Sher Shah, one of the outstanding

administrators of Moslem India, and the only sovereign

who is known to have gained practical experience in manag-

ing a small body of peasants before rising to the throne oi

a peasant kingdom. The main source of information re-

garding his administrative activities is the chronicle o'

Abbas Sarwani to which reference has already been made

but it is confirmed and supplemented by a chapter in the

Ain-i Akbari. In itself, the chronicle’ is fairly good his-

torical material, but the manuscripts differ widely, and, so

far as I can learn, nothing has yet been done to establish

a definitive text.

The administrative unit'adopted by Sher Shah was the

existing pargana, each of which was placed in charge of two

officers, shiqqdar and amin,- with a treasurer and clerks,

^ Tlie mfiteiitil iJoitioiib of tlie diionkle (tr.iiislated bj K. C. Hajlcy) iri

111 Elliot, iv ; for the state of tlic MSS., .sec p. 302. I Itiiow of no jiriuU’i

icxt. The MSS. I haio exaiuiiicd are Or. 164 and Or. 1782 in the Britis'

Museumi and Ethe, 219, in the India Office, ns 11011 a.s an Urdu vcraii*

(Ethe, 220). All these appear to belong to one family, and omit som

important senteneos found in the translation ;
all arc obviously eareles-

copies, and I should not like to assert their authority against the m
specified MSS. on which tlie transliitor iclicd.

2 Elliot, iv. 413. The term shiqqdar clearly does not denote the

ministrator of a sliiqq, in tlie sense of aii .iggrcgutc of parganas, foaiw

iiccasionally at an earlier pciiod ; at this time it is applied eousisloau;

to the revenue officer of a single pargana, iiliether a State officiai or tli'

.servant of an assignee. Sher Shah’s designation for his district olliecr-

Mas “shiqqdar of shiqqdnis,” rendered ‘•chief shiqqdar” in the translation

‘‘Amin” appears in all the MSS. I have examined, and is clearly ap

propriate
j
the variant ‘‘.imir,” winch is giien in the translation, is i®

probable, and I conjecture that in the MS. of the translation (which

have failed to trace) the n may have been misread as r<
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while for purposes of control the parganas were- grouped
in districts, now named sarkar. The general attitude of

the administration is shown in the instructions given to the
district officers that “if the people, from any lawlessness or

rebellious spirit, created a disturbance regarding the col-

lection of the revenue, they were so to eradicate and destroy

them with punishment and chastisement that their wicked-

ness and rebellion should not spread to others,”—an obvious

restatement of the principle on which Sher Shah had acted

when he was managing his father’s Assignment. In regard

to assessment, however, the King's views had changed.

As manager, he had allowed the peasants to choose the

method they preferred
;
as King, he imposed the method of

Measurement on practically the whole of his dominions,^

and various passages show that its successful operation was
the test by which his officers were judged. Thus in the

Punjab hills, the Governor held such firm possession “that

no man dared to breathe in opposition to him, and he col-

lected the revenue by measurement of land from the hill

people”
;
while the Governor of Sambhal (in Rohilkhand)

“so humbled and overcame by the sword the contumacious

zamindars (Chiefs) of those parts that they did not rebel

even when he ordered them to cut down their jungles, .

.

and they reformed and repented them of their thieving

and highway robberies, and they paid in at the city their

revenue according to the measurements.”^

Measurement then was enfoi’ced even in notoriously

rebellious tracts, and the only recorded exception to its

application is in the distant country round Multan, which

had suffered greatly from disorder, and the acquisition of

which gave peculiar pleasure to the King. Here the

Governor was ordered to repeople the country, to observe

the local customs, and to take only a fourth share of the

produce as revenue.* The conditions obviously justified

exceptional treatment in this tract, and there may also

have been exceptions elsewhere, though none are recorded ;

but there can be no doubt that Measurement was the general

rule in practice, and not merely in theory.''

1 Elliot, iv. 415. 416.

Elliot, iv. 399 : Maldizan-i Afghani, I.O. (Ethe) 60, f, 121,
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As regards the share of the produce which was to bo taken

as the basis of the assessment rates, the chronicle presents

a difficulty. The translation says that one share was to bo
^

£»iven to the cultivator and half a share to the headman,

presumably as representing the State, and this would mean

a claim to one-third of the produce
;
but this clause does not

appear in any of the manuscripts I have seen, and, if it stood

by itself, it might be an incorrect gloss. The point is,

however, settled definitely by a chapter in the Ain,^ which

reproduces a schedule of Sher Shah’s assessment rates,

showing the method by which they were calculated. For a

few special crops, mainly vegetables, cash rates were fixed,

and these are not recorded
; but for all the principal staples

the “good,” “middling,” and “bad” yields per bigha were

added up, one-third of the,total was reckoned as the “average

produce” (maliSttl), and one-third of this was taken as the

revenue-Demand. A single example will suffice
;

wheat

was assumed, or calculated, to yield 18 maund.s (good),

12 (middling), and 8-35 (bad)
; the “average produce’

obtained by totalling these figures and dividing by three

comes to 12-38J, but was taken as 12-38^-, and the revenue-

Demand on each bigha of wheat was one-third of this, or

4 maunds, 12'; sors. I have found nothing to show whethei

Ihe Demand on the peasant was made in grain, or whether

he was called on to pay cash at rates fixed by the adminis-

tration ;
as has been explained in the last section, wo know

that collection in grain was reintroduced under the Lodi

d> nasty, while collection in cash was the rule in the earlj

'ears of Akbar’s reign, but we do not know v/hen the change
'

was made.

In examining this schedule of rates, we must recognise

that the units in which it is expressed are uncertain. It is

given in the Ain as a document of merely historical interest,

and, to my mind, it is highly improbable that the compiler

should have taken the trouble to recalculate it in terms of

Alcbar’s bigha and maund, which were introduced after it

bad been finally discarded. We know from the Ain (i. 296)

^ Ain, i. 297 fl'. : .Tarrett’s rcndeiing (ii. 62 ) ia not quite literal, Pio-

fessor Qamingo, in Iiia monograpli on 5/ier Sftalt (Calc. tfi, 1921), argucil
^

([I, 373) that SliPi ilaimed only a fourth share, I li ive examineil
’

hiB arguments in iletal in .T.R.A.'t., 1926, pp. 448 II,
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that under Sher Shah the unit of measurement in use was
that of Sikandar Lodi, and we know also the relation of

this unit to that of Akbar; there is, I think, a definite pre-

sumption that the schedule relates to the Sikandari bigha,

but I have found no authority to show the precise unit of

weight which was in use at this time. We cannot then use
the schedules to calculate the productivity of the soil under
Sher Shah; but wo can see that, whatever the units, the
suitability of the rates must be judged, firstly, by the

standards of yield, and, secondly, by the area over which
they were applied.

On the first point, the terms “good,” “middling,” and
“bad” are obviously not based on any scientific distinction,

but indicate working by rule of thumb; men of practical

knowledge and experience might reach in this way a figure

which would approximate very closely to a true average,

men without the requisite qualifications might go very
widely astray; and the only thing to be said is that Sher
Shah, who personally administered his kingdom in great

detail, was certainly not a fool, and had practical knowledge
of the agriculture of at least one corner of his dominions.

On the second point, it is uncertain' whether this schedule

applied originally to the %vhole kingdom or whether it is one

of several local schedules, subsequently selected for general

application under Akbar. In general application it broke

down, as we shall see in the next chapter; but might have

lasted for Sher Shah's reign of only five years, and there

is nothing in his character inconsij tent with the idea that he

may have imposed a general schedule on the entire kingdom.'

Apart from his action in regard to assessment, Sher Shah

appears to have initiated no large changes of system.

Assignments continued to be granted, as we know from

various incidental references," and there is no suggestion

of any alteration in the conditions attaching to them;

while the reign was, perhaps, too short for the emergence

of such difficulties in regard to their 'Valuation as were to

1 Tile ouch tic -i mUkH i' iittac’lcil to lUc v.-ord siln'iliili' i--

Tt wouia lie idiomitio to midwitas the Bolicdule, imidyins that tlicre ^^.ls

only one; Init it can lie read also as a sehednle, suggesting that it w.as one

of several,
^ E.g Ellioti iv 415, where one officer is mentioned as holding the

Sarkar of Sirliind, and another held l&int and other parganas in Eolulkhand.
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trouble Akbar. The ten years which followed Sher Shah’s

death were a period of confusion, during which we naturally

hear little of the revenue administration. Islam Shah,

we are told, replaced Assignments by cash salaries and
abolished all the old regulations regarding them'; but we
find him shortly afterwards offering a choice of Assignments
to his bi other, and converting cash stipends into Grants

of land, so that no permanent change in policy can be in-

ferred, and his action was probably intended merely to bring

under closer control influential men whom he had reason to

distrust. With this exception there is nothing to record,

and we may fairly assume that the Revenue Ministry, now
known as Diwani, not Diwan, continued, in the absence of

orders to the contrar3', to carry out Sher Shah’s sj^stem in

so much of the kingdom as remained intact.

In my opinion, it would be a mistake to suppose that

conquests of themselves made much difference to this

permanent institution. The chief motive of a conqueror,

as distinct from a raider, was to secure the revenue of the

conquered territory; and, in order to do so, he would hava

to rely at the outset on the existing machinery for assess-

ment and collection. The immediate effect of a conquest

would be, on the one hand, to replace some assignees by

others, leaving the assignment-system intact; and, on the

other hand, to give the Ministry a new master, whose orders

would be carried out v/hen thej’ were received. If he gave

no new orders, the Ministry would presumably follow the

most recent orders, interpreting them in the light of de-

partmental tradition, but not making formal changes with-

out due authority. A strong King, like Ghiyasuddin

Tughlaq in the fourteenth, or Sher Shah in the sixteenth

century, might inaugurate his reign by the introduction

of new methods ; conquerors of a different stamp might be

content to accept the methods which they found. Where
then there is no record of a change, it is reasonable to

assume administrative continuity; but in the period we
are now approaching, assumption is unnecessary, for we
shall see in the next chapter that Akbar began by adopting

Sher Shah’s methods, and changed them only when they

had definitely broken down.
' Elliot) IV. 't79-Rl V, 'IS?.



Chapter IV

The Reign of Akbar (1556-1605)

1. INTRODUCTORY

The suggestion which was made in the last chapter, of a

measure of administrative continuity throughout periods

of violent political change, applies to the first episode of

Mogul rule (1526-1540). There is nothing in the literature

to indicate that cither Babur or Humayun made any altera-

tions in the agrarian system of northern India, and the few
references I have traced to the subject suggest that they

accepted what they found We read of Babur distributing

Assignments among his followers very shortly after the

battle of Panipat,' and his own summary account of the

kingdom^ must have boon based on Indian records, for it

notes that Mewat had not been administered by his pre-

decessor, while the statement that 8 or 9 krors, out of the

total of 52, related to “parganas of Rais and Rajas, who,

as obedient from of old, receive allowance and maintenance”

is definite evidence of continuity. Humayun® confirmed

the Assignments which had been given by his father, and

we hear of his granting new Assignments in Bengal and

elsewhere; Khondamir’s account of the reconstruction of

the central administration, though it mentions revenue

business as being placed in charge of one of the four Ministers,

suggests no change in the actual work of the Ministry; and

I have found no single passage to indicate any material

alteration in the arrangements. The few months in 1555-6

which constituted the second portion of Humayun’s reign

obviously afforded no opportunity for the introduction of a

^ Gulbadau, lib.
3 Baburuaui’x, 520. The fi^'ures gncii Ity Bibiir are dcbenbed lu Iho

Bersliii ^e^slo^l as jami {idem, .Vpp. 1’., Uv.), .md possibly he was quoting

the Valualiom\liicli was lu force at tlio time of liis eouqucstj jamn is Ihe

regular term for Vuluatiou,
» Gulbadan, 20b, 158. EUiot, v, 123, Ml.

79
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change in system, and we may fairly treat the accession of

Akbar as the opening of a new period.

Akbar succeeded to the throne in 1556, when he was only

14 years old; the period of his personal rule began in 1562,

and lasted until his death in 1605. For the present purpose

this long reign falls into two divisions; up to the 24th regnal

year (1579-80) the revenue administration may be described

as a series of experiments, while thenceforward the authori-

ties indicate that stability of system had been attained,

though adjustment of details was still required. Materials

for the study of the earlier period are fuller than for any

previous reign, and throw light on both the past and tlie

future; but the texts are by no means easy to interpret,

and the account which I give in this chapter will be found

to differ in some important matters from those which have

been furnished by previous writers.

The main authorities for the period are the Akbarnama

and its concluding section, the Ain-i Akbari, which must be

regarded as a distinct, though not unrelated, work. These

authorities are official, and in addition to them we have

various unofficial chronicles, the most notable of which

bear the names of Nizamuddin Ahmad and Badauni. The

unofficial records are indispensable to a correct appreciation

of the environment, but they throw little direct light on the

details of the agrarian system; a few passages from them

will require our attention, but the main lines of the story

must be drawn from the official documents.
The Akbarnama is a formal chronicle of the reign, pre-

_

pared under the Emperor’s orders by Shaikh Abul Fazl,

’

one of the foremost writers of the age, and a man absolutely

devoted to his Imperial master; it is characterised by a

strongly individual style, and generally, by a due sense of ,

proportion in regard to subject-matter; and as a piece of

literature it must be given a high rank. To the historian,

^"^ts chief defect is an economy, or, according to some students,

an occasional_ perversion, oT^^Qiel;ruffi, in matters where^the

naked facts might have been unpleasant to rec^l; it requires

^
therefore to be. read critically in^ light of other accounts,

but for our purjDoses this def^t is not a very serip.us matter.

The Ain-i Akbari, which' in point of form is the
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concluding section of the Akbamama, presents very different

features. Its purport, as described in the preface,’- is to

record such of _Akb.ag!a-a£tivities “as illustrate the wnrjdly
side of his na^r^^ his greatness as a kin^Hiis work as

a spiritual leader being intentionally passed over; and Ihe
author adds, with entire justice, that he is offering students

“a present, which may seem difficult to understand, but
which is easy; or rather, which may seem easy, but is in

reality difficult.”

The work is heterogeneous. The latter portion consists

mainly of a description of Hindu culture, and does not con-

cern us; the earlier portion, which I shall speak of shortly

as the Ain presents an account of the action taken by Akbar
in each of the different departments in which the adminis-

tration was organised, and thus carries out the declared

object. No one who has read the Am and the Akbarna'iia

side by side can regard them as the work of the same
author; the Ain is a jumble of all styles- and no stvlc at ail,

the lack of proportion is glaring, the diction is often crabbed

and technical. Some small portions are clearly from the

pen of Abul Fazl_,_as Blochtnann pointed out in his preface

to the text,‘'hut it is equally clear that those which most

concern us arc the u ork of veryjjiffercn^wrTOrs. Taking

the bodS~iis a'whole, it'must bs regarded as a~Folloc1^ i of

official paoers contributed by^the varipij.s adininislrc.-twe

de'pm'tments, edited ly Abul Fazl, and containing occa'-ipnal

matter from”his pen, but hi esscnce_cpn':isting of wi^al the

departments furnished and the editor did. not reject. The

chapT^s which deal with the agrarian system can bc_UiitlLr-

stood only: as_the work of one oi~more officials in the Rev> me
Ministry, too familiar with its routine to explain delL ils,

and, I think, inclined to be_ reticent oyer depaTt;ni.n'al

failures; it is ojen to us to explain obscurity as^Jhe rc alt

erEher', of faulty drafting, or of hasty editing, but •wt_. m
never asRiime that the writers werejgnorant of their sub .,1.

While the two works are distinct, they are not unrel. i
I.

In some passages the Akbamama gives a sum.on \ o c

AJh, to which It refers for details; in otJiers,'the Akbamama
^ Ain, i. 7; Blocbmann, i. z>

3 On tlie style see Bloebmann ’a preface, i< 4.
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furnishes some details which are wanting in the parallel

passages in the Ain; and reference will be made further on

to a case in which the former seems deliberately to supply

the text of official documents which had been omitted from

the latter. We must then read the two together as com-

plementary; neither tells us all we want to know, but

nearly all is contained in one or other; and in the case of

some gaps, at least, we may suspect that the editing was at

fault. In the description which follows, I begin with the

history of the heart of the Empire, from the Punjab to

Allahabad, tracing first the assessments, then the Assign-

ments, and then the course of certain scandals which

supervened: I then examine the working of the Regulation-

system in its final form; and conclude with a survey of the

arrangements in force throughout the Empire in the latter

portion of the reign.

2. THE METHODS OF ASSESSMENT

This section relates mainly to the country which, from

the 24th regnal years onwards, was included in the five

provinces of Lahore, Delhi. Agra, Awadh,^ and Allahabad

A sixth province, Multan, comes into the story in the 15th

year, and a seventh, Malwa, also appears in the records,

but the figures relating to it are so eccentric as to suggest

that in practice it must have had an assessment system

of its own. Pul very briefly, the story which has to be told

is one of tlyee sets of assessmenirrates. which may be called

respectivelyi' )"Sher Shaffis.”<^hthe qanungo," and3‘'the

ten-year”; all three come -under the general type which I

have described as Measurement, that is to say, a charge,

varying with the crop, on the area sown; and the transition

from one set of rates to another represents a gradual ap-

proximation to a workable system.

As has been indicated in the last chapter, Akbar,or
rather, the Regent, Bairam Khan, ^gan_ by adopting_for

general use a sch^ule of assessment-rates. wElcHTEad-been
iianicd by Sher Shah- on the basis ordaiming for the State

1 I letam the sjielhng Awadli PS a tacit Jcminilcv that Aibar’s piovincc
(litferod materially in extent from the country now hpown as Ondb.

® Am, 1 . 297, 347. The p.as3ages bearing on this section aic discussed

in Appendix ii.
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one-third of the averagejaaduce. statedJg yain. with rates
fix^dJn_gashJor a few crops only Under Akbar, the actual
Demand was made m all cases in cash, the grain-rates being
commuted on the basis of current prices. This schedule
could not be made to work. The terse official verdict'

on it was, in literal version, that “abundant distress used
to occur”; its use in the Reserved districts was suspended
in the 13th year; and, after a short period of Group-assess-

ment in those tracts, the second or qanungo rates were
introduced. The actual working of both sets oi rates can
be traced in a chapter of the Ain entitled “The Nineteen-

Year,” which requires a little preliminary explanation.

The short text of the chapter- tells us merely that the

figures appended to it, showing the cash-rates demanded in

each year on a bigha, were collected after the most diligent

investigation; then follow tables arranged by provinces,

showing the demand per bigha in dams (normally 40 to

the rupee) on each crop in each year, from the 6th, which
was presumably the earliest for which figures were available,

to the 24th, when the practice of commutation was aban-

doned. The figures are wantmg in some manuscripts, and,

where they have been copied, discrepancies are numerous,

as is usually the case in such statistical tables. Blochmann.

in his note to the text, describes the figures as a whole at

untrustworthy, and this verdict may be taken as accurate,

in the sense that no argument can safely be based on any

particular item, because of the risk that that particular item

may be corrupt; but even a careless copyist gives most of

the figures before him correctly, and in this particular case

we have the great advantage of a separate table of rates for

each province. When the figures for all five provinces show

a definite tendency in one direction, it is safe to accept them

as evidence of what actually happened; and the instances in

which this occurs are so numerous that, after analysing them

in detail, I am convinced that the following account can

be accepted as substantially accurate.

1 Fanman lanj rafti, Ain, i. 347.
s Ain, i. 303 fC. J.irrett (ii. 67) i'i,5gcjts in n footiintu •>oine ( oii'ici tioii

with the lunar cycle of nineteen years, but tliis appears to be unneces«nry.

I take it that the table gives all the figures th it could be traced mi the

records, which happened to be for 19 years.
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From the^h to the 9th year, a single set of commutation*
rates v;as adopted for all five provinces, with only a few
local variations. In the 6th and 7th years, for instance,

wheat was everywhere charged 90 dams; and, since we must
allov/ for local variations in season and in productivity

as large as at the present day, and for very much narrower

markets owing to the higher cost of moving bulky produce,

it is impossible to believe that uniform prices can actually

have prevailed, alike in town and in country, all the way
from Lahore to Allahabad. The only reasonable inference

is that the uniform grain-Demand fixed by the schedule in

force was commuted bj”^ a single price-list, probably based

on the rates prevailing in the Imperial Camp.
This inference is supported by the fact that in these j ears

the pulses were very heavilj’ over-assessed relatively to

cereals. As has been explained in the last chapter, un-

certainty regarding the units employed prevents us from
drawing conclusions regarding actual productivity from the

data contained in Sher Shah’s schedule, but relative, as

distinct from actual, productivity can be .stated with some
approach to precision. Taking the relative productivity

from this schedule, and the relative normal prices^ from

another section of the Ain, we find that, if the assessable

value of wheat, stated in money, is put as 100, the correspond-

ing figures for jowar lsorghum) ought to be 66, and for gram,

53. In the 6th year, the assessment on jowar works out

to 55, so that, relatively to wheat it was slightly under-

charged; but the figure for gram was 89 instead of 53, and

another pulse (inotli) was overcharged on the same scale.

The obvious explanation of this anomaly is that pulses

1 Tlie jiiK'CP r-onsidored to here.TsoB.ible in Akbar’s leign ere given in

Am, i. 60 ff. In J S.A.S., 1918, p 375 ff., I showed th.it the relation between

these iint'C'- was very much the same as erusted in the yems 1910— 12) and

a simil.ir leldtioii holds in all the other figures I have tested. Prices ol

wheat and giain, for instance, have v.iiied enoimously in the course ot

SIX ecntinie^, but the value of n pound of whe.it in 'teimsof a pound ol

gr, m h s been one of the most stable relations in histoiy. It m.iy be

well to ..cld th. 1 this reliilion is obscured m some modern w oi ks. where the

wtoii;; fig.MO h;.s been t. ken for gum. Two kinds of gr. m a le referred

to oc'- i^ir.ii lly ill the chroi icles, “K ihuli.” which was an exotie. and cost

moie than whet, .md “hl.ick,” the common kind, which co’t leas. Edward
Thomas, in The ChionicUs nf the Palhan Kings of Vrlln, p. 429, showed the

price of gi-.-m (nuTchud) under Akb-nr as 161 d ims; this represents the price

of the exotic, country gram being priced at 8 dams.
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all over the country were assessed on the basis of the high

prices necessarily prevailing in a large camp crowded with

animals; but, without carrying the analysis further, it may
fairly be said that these uniform rates, and this over-assess-

ment of pulses, were sufficient by themselves to render the

assessments unworkable.

In the 10th year there was the beginning of a progressive

change, in that the staple crops were valued at local prices,

a practice which naturally reduced the overcharge on the

pulses. The evidence of this change is found in the appear-

ance of maximum and minimum rates in place of a single

figure. In Awadh, for instance, a region lying at some dis-

tance from the capital, wheat, .having been charged 90 dams
in the 9th year, was charged 52 to tO dams in the 10th,

and gram, which had been 80 dams, was charged 40 to 56.

It is of course impossible that a local assessing officer should

have been allowed an option to assess at -lO, or at 56; the

only reasonable explanation is tliat these are local rates

applicable to different parts of the province, and since the

grain-Deniand was still uniform, tne differences in charge

can be attributed only to differences in price. Assuming

that the local prices wore correctly fixed, this measure

would operate to mitigate the worst evils which had come

to light, but there .still remained the fundamental defect

of a uniform grain-charge over a wide region of varjdng

productivity, a delect wliich must have been felt increasingly

as the area of the administration extended.

The cash-rates from the 10th to the 14th year show no

general tendency beyond a gradual increase in this local

differentiation, hut from a passage in the Akbarnama

(li. 333), we learn that they ceased to be used m assessing

the Reserved land. In the 13th year it was found that

Muzaffar Khan, the Minister who was in charge of both

general and revenue administration, was overworked, and

he was relieved of the charge of the Reserved land, which

was entrusted to Shihabuddtn Ahmad K.iai. Tnis officer

discontinued the detailed annual assess nent, aid in

place established a nasaq, a term which, as is explained in

Appendix D, I interpret as Group-assessment (or possibly

Farniing), of a village, or a pargana, as a whole. The
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duration of this arrangement is not recorded, but I think

that it may be taken as femporary. and that’ it ended when,
in the 15th year, the qanungo-rates came into force

The method of calculating these rates is not on record,

and the rates themselves have not been preserved; but the

information which is available^ appears to me to justify

the conclusion that each qanungo was required to prepare

for his pargana a schedule of crop-yields in the same form

as that which had previously been in use, showing the

Demand on each crop, stated in grain, as one-third of the

average produce
;
that is to say, the basic rule of assessment

was unchanged, but it was applied separately to each

pargana, instead of to the Empire as a whole. The Demand
continued to be made in cash on the basis of local prices,

and the figures for these still required the Emperor's sanction

from season to season
;
the important difference was that

the grain-Demand, to which these figures were applied, was

now based on local, instead of genera], productivity. It

is perhaps going too far to speak of “each pargana” : there

was indeed a qanungo m each pargana, but some of these

charges were very small, and it is probable that schedules

for adioining parganas would sometimes be identical or

nearly so. I suspect that the grouping of parganas into

assessment-circles, which characterised the next set of

rates, may really have originated at this time, but I have

found no evidence on the point.

At the time when this change was made, the Revenue

Ministry was in charge of Muzaffar Khan and Raja Todar

Mai. The former was still responsible for the general ad-
"

ministration as well, and we may infer that the real author

of the qanungo-rates was the Raja, a figure equally

prominent in history and in legend. As we shall see,

Todar Mai was not responsible for the introduction of the

next change in assessment, so that when his rates are

spoken of by later writers, the reference ought to be to those

which are now under discussion.'-^

The introduction of the qanungo-rates can be traced in

the figures of “The Nmeteen-year,” which we have already
t The inform.ition on this point is brought togethoi in .Appendix B.

^
2 My reasons for diseurdiiig the much later account of Todar M.il 's rates

*

given in the chronicle of Klnvaii Klian will be found in Aj)pendi.x B.
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followed. The rates for the 15th year show definite dis-

continuity in the case of each province. New crops are

introduced for the first time, and action was obviously

taken to ensure that all schedules should now be formally

complete. There is marked widening in the gaps between
maximum and minimum rates, as well as increased diver-

gence between provinces, results which would naturally

follow from the adoption of local schedules, giving two
variables in each case—grain-Dcuiand and price—instead of

a fixed Demand commuted at varying prices : and, speaking

generally, it is certain from the figuies that a general change

in assessment was made in this year, though in some cases

its full effect was not obtained till a year or two later.

From the 15th to the 24th year, on the other hand, the

recorded rates show no general di'continuity, and are con-

sistent with the inference which can be drawn from the

silence of the authorities, that the method of assessment

remained unaltered during this period.^ We may infer

also that the rates were on the whole equitable, so far as the

grain-Demand was concerned, for wo are told very clearly

that their supersession was due to the breakdown of the

seasonal commutation, and there is no suggestion that the

grain-rates themselves were at fault. The Ain (i 347)

attributes the difflculticb which ensued to the expansion of

the Empire : the determination of the prices to be used in

calculating the Demand was frequently delayed, and this

led to constant complaints both flora peasants and from
assignees, until the Emperor devised a remedy. The
explanation is convincing when we allow ior the fact that

the seasonal commutation-prices required Imperial sanction.

It is not possible to propose such prices until the prospect

of the harvest is reasonably assured
;
and, as things go in

Northern India, very few weeks elapse between that period

and the time when collection must begin. We can easily

imagine how delays might occur : the proposed rates for

Multan, for instance, might reach Agra by courier, only to

find that the Emperor was marching to Patna or AhmcdaLad,
or perhaps that he had delayed his return from Kashmir. In

1 In partioulai there is no sign of change in the nineteenth year, when
some writers have suggested a revision of asses.sment-ratcs.
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such cases the local authorities would have to start collec-

tion, a process which must never be delayed, on the basis of

their proposed rates
;
and then would come orders from

Court altering the rates, which would necessarily involve

a hurried adjustment of the Demand in the middle of the

season, to the annoyance e£ everybody concerned.

The Akbarnama (iii. 2821 gives substantially the same

account in more elegant language, but it adds a point which

the departmental record ignores, that some of the price-

reporters “were rumoured to have strayed from the path

of rectitude,” a suggestion v/Iiich wo need not hesitate to

accept as probable It adds also that the officials at head-

ouarters, in other words, the staff of the Revenue Ministry,

were distressed and helpless, until a solution was found by

Akbar himself. We may then accept the concurrent ac-

counts that the invention of the final, or “Ten-year”

schedules of rates was the Emperor’s own idea, and not

that of his officials

The distinctive feature of the new schedules, which are

on record in the Ain, is that the Demand-rates on all crops

were fixed in cash, not in grain, so that the need for seasonal

commutation was obviated. The account of their calcula-

tion is obscure,^ but .my reading of the authorities is that

the rates adopted wore the average of those which had been

fixed for the previous ten years, the period during which the

qanungo-rates had been in force. In the schedules, the

parganas are grouped into what may be described as assess-

ment-circles, with a schedule {dastur) * for each circle
;
and

it may fairly be said that the grouping was, on the whole,

satisfactory, for most of the circles of which I have personal

knowledge are fairly homogeneous from the standpoint of

productivity.

The view that the new rates were averaged from ten

years’ experience cannot be checked arithmetically. For

the qanungo-rates, we possess only the maximum and

1 Till, .lutiiorities are diseJi'seJ in Ajijiendu JJ.

- It w.ia sliowic ill J.E A.S., 1918, jip. 12, 13, tU':t tlia word d'lslur does

not ill the Am carry the me.'iiiiiig of a loeal are.a uttnhuted to it by some

modern waters, but ivas the precise ofBcial designation of a schedule o'

cash-rates, ns distinct from ray‘

,

which denoted a schedule of grain-rates

(J.E.A.S., 192£i, pp.454 ft.).
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minimum charge made in each province, and can say nothing
more than that the average lies somewhere within these

limits; where, for instance, wheat was charged from 40 to

75 dams, it is not permissible to take 57: dams as the

average rate, because the extremes may, for all we know,
refer only to a few small parganas, and the charge on the

bulk of the province may have lain close to either of them.
Without the aid of averages, exact comparison between the

two sets of rates is impossible; taking probable figures deter-

mined by inspection, the general result is that, while the

ten-year rates show no such extreme figures as those of

some earlier seasons, extremes being naturally eliminated in

the process of averaging, their range is, on the whole, some-

where between 10 and 20 per cent, higher. We must
remember that Akbar’s bigha was not introduced until

the 31st regnal year, and that it was about 20 per cent,

greater than the unit previously employed'; it is to my mind
highly improbable that the voluminous tables of the “ 19-

year” rates, which were certainly struck in terms of the

earlier unit, were ever re-calculated in terms of a unit which
was adopted after they had become obsolete; and, if the

ten-years rate were in fact averages of the charges for

10 years, but necessarily adjusted later on to the enlarged

bigha, they would in fact show some such increase as is

disclosed by inspection Too much weight must not be

attached to this argument, because the process of inspection

is very far from being infallible; my point is merely that the

ten-year rates, as we have them, stand somewhere about the

level which would be reached by an average of ten years’

actual charges adjusted for the increase in the size of the

bigha.

No later changes in the methods of assessment are re-

corded during Akbar’s reign. It is open to us to conjecture

that the rates, as given in the Ain, may have been modified

in details between the 24th year, w hen they came into force,

and the 40th year, when that record was completed; but

the general system was clearly maintained. The operation

of Akbar’s invention was two-fold, Administratively, it

1 Aui,i. 294, 296.
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got rid, once for all, of the vexatious business of com-

mutation, and made it possible for the local authorities to

assess the Demand in each season in time for prompt col-

lection. Economically, its etfect was to transfer from the

State to the peasantry the benefit and the burden of fluctua-

tions in prices resulting from seasonal variations or other

causes. Having regard to the high pitch of the assessment,

the question naturally arises whether such a transfer was

wise, or even possible; the answer is found in certain oc-

currences recorded after the transfer was made. In the

43rd year we are told (Akbarnama, iii. 747), that, incon-

sequence of Akbar's prolonged residence at Lahore, and the

resulting rise in loc al prices, the revenue-Demand in this

region had been increased by 20 per cent., on his departure

prices fell, and the increase was discontinued by his orders.

In this case, the State resumed at least a porfion of the

benefit which the system secured to the peasants; it is the

only case I have found, but the silence of the chronicles m
such matters is by no moms conclusive.

On the other hand, there is a striking series of cases where

the State was forced to resume a portion of the burden it had

shifted. Between the 30th and the 35th regnal years,

"Northern India was threatened with disaster^ fiom a series

of exceptionally favourable seasons. In the circumstances

of the time there was no adequate market for the surplus

produce, prices inevitably fell heavily, and producers who
could not realise their stocks had difficulties m paying the

revenue. Substantial reductions were made in the Demand
in three provinces, Allahabad, Awadh, and Delhi, in the

30th j ear and again in the 31st; the same three provinces,

along with Agra, received further remissions in the 33rd

year, and portions of them again in the 35th. There is no

record of any remission of revenue for the opposite cause

of unfavourable seasons, though we know® that five years

later famine was raging in this tract; the explanation is,

I think, to be found in the fact that the system in force

provided for automatic remissions in case of crop-failure,

1 Alcbuinama, iii. 463, 494, 533, 577.

® Elliot, VI. 193. For remissions on account of crop-failure, see Ain, i.

288.
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and consequently there would be no record of any special

orders on the subject. In general terms then, we may say
that in practice the State continued to take some share in

the benefits and the burdens which in theory had been

entirely shifted to the peasant.

Such is my reading of the history of assessment in the

older provinces during this reign A uniform set of grain-

rates per bigha, valued first at uniform, and then at local,

prices, gave way to local grain-rates valued at local prices;

and, when commutation broke down, schedules of cash-

rates were fixed on the basis of past experience, which lasted,

so far as we know, for the remainder of the reign. The
theoretical basis of the revenue-Demand, one-third of the

average produce, remained intact; the changes made were
matters of administration, determining only the methods
by which the Demand was calculated It should, however,

be added that our knowledge of the last decade of Akbar's

reign is imperfect. The historical account in the Ain stops

abruptly at the 24th year; the Akbarnama, which carries

the story further, becomes less detailed after the 4^rd, when
its author was sent on service to the Deccan, and breaks off

in the 46th year, when he was murdered; while the “com-

pletion” of the work, prepared by a later writer, is very

concise and pays no attention to agrarian topics. It is

possible then that definite changes may have been made
during this period, or else, what I think is more probable,

that a gradual evolution may have been m progress, but

on these points speculation is useless.

One important question remains : Did these assessment

rates apply to the whole area of the provinces, Assigned as

well as Reserved, or only to the portion administered directly

by the Revenue Ministry? We have seen in the last

chapter that under the Lodi dynasty assignees had m
practice entire freedom in regard to assessment; I have

found nothing to show whether this freedom lasted into

Akbar’s reign, or had been curtailed under Sher Shah.

It is clear, however, that the second, or qanungo-rctos,

directly affected assignees, because their complaints about

delay in commutation are specifically recorded (Ain, i. 348)

;

and a passage in the Akbarnama (iii, 381) makes it quite
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plain that the ten-year rates were equally binding on

assignees and on official collectors. For the greater portion

then of the reign, if not for the whole, the sanctioned

assessment-rates were binding on the whole country to

which they applied, with the exception—probable, though

not recorded—of those tracts for which Chiefs paid a definite

tribute instead of a varying annual revenue.

This does not necessarily mean that every assignee

complied, in all its details, with the schedule in force.

An ordinary m.an, intent only on realising the Income to

which he was entitled, and, if possible, a little more, would

naturally follow the line of least resistance, and fall in with

any local customs he might find in operation. The true

implication is, I think, that the sanctioned assessment-rates

set the standard of Demand throughout the whole country.

An assignee would not in ordinary circumstances be content

with a lower Income than they would yield; he might try

to collect something more, but activity in this direction

would be controlled by the fear of anything like a scandal.

Assignees might, as we shall see, be called on to refund any

sums which they were known to have collected in excess of

their sanctioned Income, and any considerable excess would

set informers and enemies to work; while the Emperor

was accessible to complaints, and Akbar would probably

have taken serious notice of any open disregard of his

orders in regard to assessment. The conditions of the

period then suggest that peasants under an assignee would

ordinarily pay as much as, but not much more than,

peasants in the Reserved areas.

3. THE ASSIGNMENTS

We have just seen that in one important feature the

Assignment-system in force under Akbar differed from that

which had prevailed earlier in the century, and this fact

may serve as a warning against any assumption that its

nature remained unchanged throughout the period of

Moslem rule. During the Mogul period most of the in-

cidents of the system are readily ascertainable, and their

study is essential, because, almost throughout the period,
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the great bulk of the Empire, sometimes seven-eighths of

the whole, was in the hands of assignees.

As the designation implies, the essence of the system was
to set aside particular items of recurring revenue to meet
particular items of recurring expenditure, usually, but not

invariably, the salaries and expenses of the Imperial Service.

In the Mogul period, it is correct to speak of a Service,

and not of Services, because at this time there was practically

no differentiation in regard to functions. Once appointed,

an officer’s time was entirely at the Emperor’s disposal
;
he

might be employed either on military duties or in civil

administration
;
and, if he had no specific employment, he

was required to remain in attendance at Court, unless he
obtained permission to go elsewhere In addition to this

general obligation of service, he was under the liability to

maintain at his own cost a definite force of cavalry available

at all times for the Emperor’s needs
;
and an officer who did

this was entitled to receive an Income, defined exactly in

money, corresponding to his rank. Some officers received

also recurring sums by way of reward,^ that is to say, an
addition to their Income with no corresponding liability

for expenditure. An officer’s Income, including any reward
he might receive, was thus always defined in money, but

the actual payment might be made either in cash from the

treasury, or by assignment of the revenue of a specified area,

or partly in one way and partly in the other.

Up to the end of the seventeenth century, with the ex-

ception of one short period, payment by assignment was
the rule of the Mogul Empire, and payment from the

treasury was exceptional. A few Assignments, which

carried special administrative jurisdiction, were allocated

by the Emperor’s personal order
;
thus a district surrounding

a fort like Ranthambhor or Kalinjar usually went with the

command of the fortress, and some historic areas, such as

Kanauj or Jaunpur, were treated in the same way
;
but, in

the ordinary procedure, allocation was the work of the

Revenue Ministry. The Emperor made an appointment or

> iMom. The rewards we read of were usually eiijojed h.v Iiigli ollicei-,

a term which includes the Princes and other members of the Imjieiial

family
;
ladies, in particular, normally received at least a portion of their

.
Income in the form of reward.
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promotion, or granted a reward, and the order went to the

Ministry to be carried out.^ This business was certainlj'

heavy. The chronicles show the frequency of appoint-

ments and promotions, and each order would have to be

followed by the allocation of an appropriate Assignment

,

while each transfer might involve a series of adjustments,

because an officer who was moved from, say, Lahore to

Patna, would often prefer, or might on occasion be required,

to exchange his Assignment in the Punjab for one in Bihar.

I have not found precise details of the internal organisa-

tion of the Ministry in Akbar’s time, but some incidental

references show that then, as in the next century, it con-

sisted of two main branches, one of which managed the

Reserved districts, while the other, k nown as the Salary

Office, handled all questions regarding Assignments. The

work in the latter branch can be readily visualised An

order comes to provide for a particular officer an Assign-

ment yielding, say, a kror of dams, the unit in term.s of

which salaries and rewards were defined
;
the records must

be searched to find vacant districts or parganas estimated

to yield just this Income, and no more
;

existing arrange-

ments may have to be disturbed in order to provide it

;

and everyone concerned, not merely the new assignee, but

existing assignees who either want a change or want to be

let alone, will be busy making interest, and, as we shall see,

sometimes offering bribes, in order to secure their objects

-

In dealing with such cases, the essential record was an

estimate of the Income which an assignee could reasonably

expect to obtain from a district or pargana, and the story

to be told in this section relates mainly to the vicissitudes

of this record, for which, as has been explained in Chapter

II, I have selected the term Valuation.
1 The proeecluTp jb detailed ill Ain, i. 193; bat this chapter relates nholly

to proceduic in the military department, vhere the orders were drawn up,

and does not go into the manner in which the Hevenuc Ministry handled

them, a mattci which has to be deduced from scattered passages.
2 Bayazid, an old collector, tells us (f 154) how, when Akbar gian*t,ed

him a pargana by way of pension, he went to the Ministiy to settle details,

and quarelled over them with Ilaja Todar Mai, who was then in charge

of the work. Tlawkms {Early Travels, p. 114) describes the constant

changes in assignments in his time, so that everything depended on how
a man was “Iiefnended of the Vizir." i.e. the head of the Bovenue Ministry;

probably tilings were worse in his time than nndei Akbar, but in essentials

it was the same system.
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We are not told how, when, or on what basis, the first

Valuation was made. We know only that it is described

as raqami, a term of doubtful significance, that it was in use

in the early years of Akbar’s reign, and that it had to be

discarded in discreditable circumstances ^ My reading of

the official records is that at first, under the regency of

Bairam Khan, Assignments were made too lavishly, and
the small Empire could not provide the necessary Income;

the Revenue Ministry met the difficulty by writing up the

Valuation arbitrarily, so that the assignee of. say, a kror

of dams would get a district stated on paper to yield that

sum, but in fact yielding less In such circumstances, the

corruption which we are told supervened was obviously

inevitable The figures in the Valuation had become irre-

levant; each assignee was concerned to get the largest

possible real Income; and, while his claim might be tormally

satisfied, the amount of his real Income would depend solely

on the favour of the Ministry, which might offer him a

choice of two districts, both valued on paper at the same
figure, but one yielding only a half, while the other yielded

three-quarters, of the nominal sum.

This Valuation was consequently discredited, and in the

11th regnal 5’ear Akbar ordered a new one to be prepared.

The method of iis preparation is not described, it was based

on a calculation of the actual yield, but was apparently

adjusted in some way, for the figures finally adopted were
close to, but not identical with, the actual yield as calculated.

The matter is not of great importance because this second

Valuation did not last for long It is clear from the account

in the Akbarnama (hi. 117), that the change of record

was not accompanied by reform in the working of the

Ministry; the clerks used to increase the figures without

measure, and used to “open the hand of corruption’’ in

increasing and decreasing them; each man did as he liked for

his own objects, and the result was a serious threat to the

morale of the Imperial Service, which became perme itocl

with discontent.

Akbar evidently took a very serious view of the situation,

for in the 18th regnal year he decided (iii. 69) on drastic

The iiJssagLS beainig on this topic arc examined iii Aiipendix E.
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action, to put the bulk of his Service on cash salaries, and

take the northern provinces under direct administration.

The decision was welcomed, or possibly inspired, by Raja

Todar Mai, but it was opposed by his superior officer,MuzafEar

Khan, and action was delayed until the next year, when the

latter officer had fallen out of favour. In the 19th year, a

large staff of collectors was appointed (iii. 117), and posted

to circles formed for the purpose; the working of this large

administrative enterprise will be examined in the next

section, and for the present it must suffice to say that, so

far as our information goes, it was carried on for five years,

and then abandoned Direct management extended to

what may be called the old provinces,^ Multan and Lahore,

Delhi and Agra, Awadh and Allahabad, and also to Ajmer

and Malawa; but there is no reason to suppose that it was

applied to the territories of, at least, the more important

Chiefs, and it is probable that the two last-named provinces,

where such Chiefs abounded, were not very greatly affected.

I have found in the chronicles only three references to

the existence of Assignments during the period in question

in the regions taken under direct administration. Two of

these,* Chunar and Ranthambhor, were administrative

charges with an Assignment attached, and cannot be re-

garded as indicating a general departure from the principle

of direct administration; the third is a reference to certain

Rajputs who had been settled, apparently for political

reasons, on Assignments in the Punjab, which they retained

until the 23rd year, and it also may fairly be regarded as a

special case, so that we may mfer that, from the 19th to the

24th year. Assignments were not made in this tract in the

ordinary course, and consequently there was no need for a

Valuation.

In the latter year a new Valuation was drawn up, based

on the facts of recent experience. According to my reading

of the obscure passages * in the authorities, an average was

1 It is coiivenieiiti ljut not stiictly correct, to speak of provinces at this

ponod. The oiganisatioji of the Empire in provinces dates only from the

24th regnal year (Akbarnam.a, hi. 282).
2 Akbarnama, iii. 158, for Chunar, iii. 210, for Bauthambhor, iii, 248, for

the Punjab.
8 The passages are discussed in Appendix E.
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struck of the Demand for ten years, the period during which
the qanungo-rates had been in force, and the figures were
then raised to take account of the improvements in cropping

which had been established during the period; but, what-
ever the detailed procedure may have been, the fact that a

new Valuation was prepared suggests strongly that by this

time it had been decided to revert to the practice of Assign-

ment, and this suggestion seems to me to be established

definitely by the references to Assignments in these pro-

vinces during the next decade. This evidence may be sum-
marised as follows, the references given being to the third

Volume of the text of the Akbarnama.
At the end of the twenty-fourth year, orders were issued

(287) to certain named persons, and the other assignees, of
the provinces of Allahabad and Awadh

In the twenty-fifth j'^ear, orders were issued to ihe assign-
ees of Malwa (314), and Ajmer (318); while there is a
reference (345) to the other assignees in Lahore.

In the twenty-sixth year we read (348, 350) of two assign-

ments in Lahore, of various assignees (370) at Bahraich, m
Awadh, and (372) of some other assignees in Lahore.

In the twenty-seventh year we hear (397) ot an assign-

ment in Delhi; and in the twenty-eighth, of orders (398) to

various assignees in Awadh and Allahabad; of the assignee

(413) of Kalpi, in Agra; and (422) the assignee of Raisin, in

Malwa. i'

In the thirtieth year, general orders issued (464-5) that all

assignees in ihe North should prepare tor the expedition to

the Deccan.
In the thirty-first year, we read (489) of an assignment

in Malwa, and (512) of one in Ajmer.
In the thirty-second year, we read (525) of assignments in

Lahore, and in the thirty-fourth year (536) of Multan

—

apparently the whole province—being given in assignments.

Further, in the records of remissions of revenue, which
have already been discussed, the sums remitted in the Reserv-

ed areas of Allahabad, Awadh, Agra, Delhi and Lahore are set

out, with the observation (533) that those made by the

assignees can be estimated from these data.

While then there is no formal record of a change of policy,

the evidence shows definitely that after the 24th year

Assignments again became common in all the provinces

where the system had been abandoned; and it may be added

that the orders issued by Jahangir on his accession (Tuzuk.

4) leave no room for doubt that by that time much of the
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Empire was in the hands of assignees. Some previous

writers on the subject (including myself) have interpreted
.

the decision taken by Akbar in the 18th year as showing

that he disliked the Assignment-system, and determined

to do without it; but, the facts summarised above render

this interpretation improbable. It is possible that, for

the time being, he was disgusted with the system, and tried

to find an alternative, but, if so, five years’ experience of

the alternative sufficed to convince him; it is, I think,

more probable that his action amounted only to a suspension

of the system until adequate data could be collected for a

really serviceable Valuation, and that he restored it as

soon as the necessary experience had been gained What-

ever vi-^w’ may be taken on this question, the fact remains

that, from the 23th year onward, the Assignment again

became a normal feature of the agrarian sj'stem of the Em-

pire as a whole, and it retained this pontion until the end

of the seventeenth century.

It has been said above that an assignee was permitted to

realise only his sanctioned Income, and was required to

account to the treasury for any sums which he might collect

in excess. I have not, however, found any important

references to this topic during Akbar’s reign, and discussion

of it may be postponed until a later period, when the

evidence is more extensive. It is possible that the practice

of recovery developed gradually as an alternative to fre-

quent revisions of the Valuation, but on this point I havo

found no information; all that can be said is that there is '

no subsequent record of any general re-Val nation such as

took place in the 24th year.

Before leaving the subject, a few words may be said re-

garding the distinction between service Assignments (in-
'

eluding rewards), and the various Grants and endowments

which in the records of the period are grouped under the

term suyurghal. In practice, the distinction was one

1 Tbe passage ill ttie Akbirnami (iii. 117) wUiuii descubed tUc emergeiiei'

goes oil to say that, first, the Idni-ieror took the country under direct 1

administration. The word “ fiist” (nrjfchw.stin) uiiy have been intended .>

to denote th.il the meisuie w.is inwely a preliminary to further actioni

but I can find uo “second ’ ’
iu the context.
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mainly of procedure. The Emperor authorised Grants,
injiash or in land, at his pleasure, just as he made appoint-
ments or promotions; but in the former case his orders were
carried out, not by the Revenue Ministry, but by the high
officer of State designated Sadr. The administration of
this department has a chequered history^ into which it is

unnecessary to enter; periods of liberality, or even prodi-

gality, were punctuated by spasms of economy, but on the
whole the amount of revenue which was alienated in this

way was substantial. The tenure of such Grants can be
described only as “during pleasure”; many of them were
intended to last for a life, or for more lives than one, but a

change of policy, or even of personnel, might in practice

be followed by annulment or drastic reduction, as the

passages quoted by Blochmann show.

A further distinction in the procedure was that, while

Assignments were made in terms of Income, Grants of land

were made commonly in terms of area. A claimant was
granted so many bighas of land in a specified locality, and
the local officials were then directed to demarcate the land,

and put him in possession. The procedure in force at this

period can be studied in a series of documents® which have

been preserved in a Farsi family in Gujarat. In some of

these documents the Grant is strictly personal, while others

are drawn in favour of the grantee "with his children,” a

phrase which is open to more than one interpretation, but

which certainly indicates a grant for two lives at least.

One interesting detail which emerges from these documents

is the fact that, between the 40th and 48th legnal year.s,

Akbar had issued a general order reducing by one-half all

the Grants of land for maintenance existing in the province

of Gujarat, action which furnishes definite proof of the con-

clusion expressed above that the tenure was strictly “during

pleasure”; while the instances of confirmations or renewals.

1 The procedure is deseribed in Am, i. 158, nnd the hi-tory summarised

in Blochmaim^s note (i- 270 ff.) on In*? traDsl 'I'oii of ilio eUapter. Allow-

ances in cash were at tlua period de3',riijted ivliiJc Lir.auls of l.iiai

were milk or ma/laci-i via'a^li. „ „ .

2 For these doeumeuta see S. II. lloiln.ila, .SUidu., la /„r,i Wsi uni,'

167 fe ; J. J Modi, The Parsees at the Court of Akbar, J.K.A.S. (Uombuy),

1902, pp. 69 ff,; andd Farman of Emperor Jahaiifftr, tdem, \92V, pp.

419 ff.
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and the language addressed in the orders to local officials,

suggest that, in practice, grantees were subject to inter-

ference by subordinate authorities also.

While, however, a Grant might be summarily with-

drawn or modified, there is reason to think that its con-

ferment created in the mind of the recipient some sort of

expectation that he and his family would continue to benefit

by the liberality of the State. Apart from the published

documents which have been quoted above, I have heard of

quite a number of others, in libraries or in private hands,

the survival of which suggests that they were considered

to be worth keeping. Such documents cannot be regarded

as ' title-deeds to a particular area, or to a stated income;

but they constitute evidence that at some period in the past

the family possessing them had benefited by the King's

favour, and in the Moslem period that fact probably counted

for something when a new request was pufforward.

V 4. THE COLLECTORS

The account given in the last section of the appointment

of collectors throughout the northern provinces follows the

official version, which, in my opinion, is correct as far as

it goes, but is in some respects incomplete. In this section

I propose to examine the account contained in the chronicle

written by Abdul Qadir Badauni, which at first sight con-

flicts seriously with Abul Fazl’s story. In considering

Badauni’s version, it mut be remembered that he wrote

as a disappointed man, for he had not received the pre-

ferment he expected, while his religious feelings were out-

raged by Akbar’s attitude towards Islam; he was therefore

definitely on the opposition side. I should myself be

inclined to describe his chronicle as reminiscences, or even

journalism, rather than history. He selected his topks

less for their intrinsic importance than for their interest

to himself; he did not, so far as I can judge, indulge in

romance, but he presented the facts he selected, as coloured

by his personal feelings or prejudices, in bitter epigrammatic

language which'pre.sumably gave him satisfaction, but which
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must not be taken too literally. His account of the col-

lectors is a brief review of a somewhat lengthy story;

he did not trouble to set out the dates, but concentrated,

as I read it, on the points which seemed to him of interest

The following^ is the portion which concerns us

In this year [nineteenth regnali, a new idea reached the
heart for extending the cultivation of the country and im-
proving the condition of the peasants. The parganas of the
empire, dry or irrigated, in towns or hills, in deserts or

jungles, by rivers, reservoirs, or wells, were all to be
measured. . so that in the course of three years all the waste
land should be cultivated and the treasury be benefited , .

.

Eventually the-se regulations were not properly observed.

A great portion of the country was laid waste Ihrough the
rapacity of the collectors, the wives and children of the
peasants were sold and scatteied abroad, and everything was
thrown into confusion.

But the collectors were brought to account \muhasaba^ by
Raja Todar Mai, and manv good men died from the severe
beatings which were administered, and from the tortures of

the rack and pincers. So many died from protracted con-

finement in the prisons of the revenue anthorities that there

was no need of executioner or swoidsman, and no one cared

to find them graves or graveclothes.

These paragraphs furnish a good illustration of Badau"'’'’

methods of work. The opening sentences are based

Nizamuddin Ahmad’s Tabaqat-i Akbari, which he Mn >

as the foundation of his chronicle, but the wordinsj^

heightened almost to the point of distortion; and he i

breaks the chronological sequence of his narrative to rec

the rest of the story, which is not alluded to in the eai
'

chronicle. The points which require our attention are ih.
|j|j|

the motive for the aiopointmont of collectors, their

sequent misconduct, and Todar Mai’s drastic measures of

audit.

As regards motive, Badauni represents that the objeci

of direct administration was to extend cultivation, benefit

the peasants, and increase the revenue; the official version

is, as we have seen, that the object was to remove the causes

of the dissatisfaction which was ruining ihe iroiale oi the

1 B.q<laimi, 11. 189. I follow generally Lone’s Ir.ii’sl.ilion, as ann’iulHl

in the crr.Tta-list. >’oi the opciing clause, Lone gives “ a new ide.' cjiiie

into his he-nil.” blit there is 10 roso’* in the le.\t to whom “Ins canuln.

and 1 tube the pUr.ise to Le imjcison.il, .iiul conlemiituoiis,
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Imperial Service. The passage in the Tabaqat-i Akbari

on which Badauni’s account is based runs as follows:

“Since much of the land of Hindustan was uncultivated
and fallow, and was capable of being cultivated in the first

year, to the advantage and profit alike of peasants and the
Revenue Minister, the Emperor (compliments) after careful
consideration ordered that the area of the parganas of the
Empire should be examined, and that the extent of land
which, after cultivation, would yield one kror of tankas
should be separated off, and entrusted to an official (compli-
ments) That official was to be designated Krori, and sent

to the pargana with a clerk and a treasurer, so that by his

efforts and exertions the uncultivated land should be
brought under cultivation, and the correct Demand
icalised.”'

We have thus two unofficial chronicles in conflict with

the official version. Now the motive alleged by Nizamuddin

Ahmad and Badauni is in itself creditable, and, what is more

to the point, would have been regarded as highly creditable

in official circles in Akbar's reign; why then should it be

ignored in an official, and ordinarily eulogistic, record,

which, in place of it, reveals discreditable facts, for inability

to secure the maintenance of an honest Valuation is certainly

not creditable to the administration concerned? It seems

to me that in such a case we are bound to accept the official,

and less creditable, version, in the sense that the direct

cause of the change was, in fact, Akbar’s determination to

put the remuneration of the Imperial Service on a more

satisfactory basis; but to take this view is not to charge

the unofficial writers with deliberately inventing a more

creditable motive. What I suggest is that, while Akbar

had his own motive, the Revenue Ministry, possibly with his

concurrence, introduced another.

It is easy to realise what the change must have meant

from the departmental standpoint. The Ministry had

hitherto been in a position to give effect to the traditional

policy of agricultural development only in the relatively

1 My TCiulpiiiie of tins p.iss.ago is hneed mi Or. 2274. f. 20?i rJieckcd

by Add. 6543, f 238, aiul HAS 46 (irnrlcv), f 262. Add. 6543 is defective

in the opening sentenee, the eopyi-t hiiviiig pii.ssed fiom the first to the

second appearance of the word “cultivated.” HAS 46 has many verbal

blunders, but agrees geneially. The version given in Elliot, v, 383, is

substantially diffcicnt; the liRS. on wliicb it is iiared are not specified,

and consccjiiui tly I have 1 ten unnblc to exaniiue the diffcitnces in detail.
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small areas which were directly under its charge
;
the new

order gave scope for its activities over the whole of Northern

India from Multan to Allahabad
; and it is quite safe to

assume that the traditional policy was impressed on the

small army of collectors recruited at this time, and probably

in terms sufficiently rhetorical to provoke Badauni’s

sneers.

Again, we can scarcely suppose that the Ministry would
be anxious to give publicity to the discreditable facts

placed on record in the Akbarnama
;
the obvious course

for it was to emphasise the secondary, and creditable,

motive, and to ignore the other The reasons for reticence

no longer existed when the Akbarnama was being written,

because the events in question had passed into history
;

but at the moment the most prudent course would be to

say nothing in public about them, but to give currency to

the version which the unofficial chroniclers have pre-

served.

It is not necessary to assume that in taking this course

the Ministry acted indepe-idently, for Ak’oar himself may
have thought it wiser to make public a version which did

not accurately represent his real motives. In any case,

it is easy to see how the unofficial account could have gained

currency; while it is to my mind quite impossible to suppose

that Abul Fazl invented the discreditable versio n which
appears in the Akbarnama.

As regards the subsequent events, the silence of the official

record regarding past scandals, of no particular importance

from the writer’s standpoint, is too natural to require ex-

planation
;

but, as a matter of fact, two documents pre-

served in the Akbarnama seem to me to afford ample,

though indirect, confirmation of Badauni’s story, in that

they disclose, firstly, gross oppression by the collectors,

and, secondly, a ferocity in audit which was followed by
the practical supersession of Raja Todar Mai. ’riiese

documents are difficult, as well as important
;
and, in order

to understand them, it is necessary to enter into some details

regarding the Raja’s position in the administration.

To begin with, we must recall the concurrent tradition

that Todar Mai joined to honesty and great capacity the
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qualities of obstinacy, ill-temper, and vindictiveness

and we must also remember that, apart from his eminence

as revenue administrator, he was a consistently successful

Commander in the field. As such, he was frequently called

away from the Ministry for military duty, and between the

19 Lh and 261h years he had very little to do with its activities.

In the 18th year he was sent to Bihar, and then to Bengal.

A temporary arrangement was made at this time, under

which his staff in the Ministrj^ was not to be changed, and

his policy was to be carried out
;

so we may infer that he

was in fact responsible for the original collectors, though

ho was not actually in charge at the time of their appoint-

ment. He returned to the Ministry in the 20th year, but

was almoot immediately sent back to Bengal, and the

charge of the Ministry then fell to Khwaja Shah Mansur

From Bengal the Raja went to Gujarat, and then, in the

22nd year, we find him and Shah Mansur working together

in the Ministry; but there was clearly friction, and Muzaffar

Khan, the former Cnief Minister, was recalled to Court,

apparently to moderate between them, for they were ordered

to work “in consultation with” him. Next year Todar Mai

went on special duty to the Punjab, and, when Muzaffar

Khan left Court, Shah Mansur remained sole Revenue

Minister, in which capacity he was serving in the 24th year
;

Akbar had intended that the reforms of that year should be

introduced by the two Ministers jointly, but, again, he

found it necessary to send Todar Mai to Bengal, where he

remained until the 26th year

During this interval a bitter quarrel broke out between

the Raja and Shah Mansur, and the latter was imprisoned

pending enquiry into his conduct. He was reinstated

shortly afterwards
;

but, in the last days of the 25th year,

he was executed on a charge of treasonable correspondence

with the enemy. Next year Todar Mai returned to the

Ministry, and in the 27th year reached the zenith of his

career, being practically Chief Minister of the Empire.

While holding this position, he wrote ttm _fir^of the two

documents which we have to examine, ^ set of proposals

'"iTktbanrimi, iii, 861, M lasii iilunn.i, a. 123 ffi. Tiie siiurniry wliitlT’

followo of Tolu il il N cm )loyui'iit !> bud oi Akbiiuinii, iii. 80, 158,

193, 207, 214, 215 243, 250, 255,232, 316, 327, 372, 331,40), and 457.
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for removing defects in the local revenue administration,

which were duly sanctioned by the Emperor. During the
next year his responsibility was reduced to purely revenue
matters, and, not long after, he was for a time practically

superseded, being directed to work “in consultation with”
Fathulla Sliirazi, a foreigner whom Akbar had invited to

his Court from Bijapur, and who was given the temporary

appointment of “Imperial Commissioner” {Amin-ul mulk),

with orders to wind up old cases which had been pending
in the Ministry from the time of Muzaffar Khan, that is to

say, since about the 23rd year. The Imperial Commissioner

produced the second document, and his proposals were
sanctioned in the 30th year.

We may say then that from the 21st to the 25lh year the

real Revenue Minister was Shah Mansur. Now Badauni’s

account suggests that direct administration made a good
start, and then failed, for ho says that eventually the regula-

tions were not properly observed; we may therefore attribute

the breakdown to Shah Mansur’s term of office When
Todar Mai resumed effective charge of the Ministry, he tried

to put things right; and, if wo read his proposals, which are

given verbatim in the Akbarnama (iii. 381), as practical

measures intended to remove definite defects, it is easy to

see what the defects were. Local officials had varied the

sanctioned assessment-rates, and had demanded too much
from the peasants; the collector’s clerks, in collusion

with the village headmen, had oppressed the peasants;

oppression in connection with the annual measurements

had resulted in progressive contraction of cultivation;

advances to peasants had been given without adequate

security; there had been frauds in connection with the

records of calamities; there had been many irregularities

in making and crediting collections; there had been no

effective control over the local officials. Between this

indictment, which rests o.a the authority of Raja

Todar Mai, and Badauni’s rhetorical description of mal-

administration, there is no essential difference; it is

only a short step from a progressive decline in cultivation,

to “a great deal of the country being laid waste”;

oppressive over-demand and fraud in regard to collection
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would lead naturally to the sale of wives and children,

which was a recognised process for realising arrears; and,

speaking generally, Badauni’s account is confirmed in

essentials by the oiiicial record.

Turning to his description of Todar Mai’s severity, it

is to my mind impossible to read the appointment of the

Imperial Commissioner m any other sense than as showing

that Akbar thought the Raja had gone too far. Todar

MaTs proceedings, as described by Badauni, were obviously

a revival of the old, ferocious, process of audit called

muhasaba, which we have seen in operation in the fourteenth

century. The process was not j'et obsolete, for the same

writer tells us (ii. 280) that in Bengal Muzalfar Khan

“practised muhasaba according to the ancient custom”,

and it is perhaps significant that some of the cases which

the Commissioner was appointed to settle dated from the

time when that officer was working in the Revenue Ministry.

These proceedings had clearly been dragging on for years,

collectors being brought to account with repeated floggings

and tortures in the old style, till Akbar decided to bring

the matter to a close

This view is entirely borne out by the nature of the Com-

missioner’s proposals The document is exceedingly ob-

scure, dealing, as it does, with minute details of the relations

betv/een the Ministry and the local staff; but its general

purport is correctly represented in the statement that it

was designed to make the position of a collector tolerable.

We may infer from its terms that, in the practice of the

period, each individual collector was held personally re-

sponsible for the revenue assessed on his charge; but that

the “check on receipts,” to use the modern administrative

phrase, was occasional rather than continuous. That is

to say, a collector was left for some time with an open

account, which was audited, at the Ministry and not locally,

on the occasion of his removal or transfer, or else when he

was called to headquarters for the purpose; he had then to

satisfy the auditors that he had collected and paid to the

treasury all that was due, or, failing that, to make good the

sum for which he could not account satisfactorily.

Reading the Commissioner's report in the light of this
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practice, and arguing from his recommendations back to

the position he was trying to improve, we reach the state of

things depicted in the following summary.’
1. The auditors had been careless and had neglected

orders
;
they had guessed, instead of relying on actual figures

;

and had shown excessive balances. Consequently, the cun-
ning had prospered, while the honest had suffered

;
and

collectors who could have settled a small balance were
frightened by the size of the inflated demand.

2. The rule that the accounts should be based on a list of
the receipts given to peasants had been ignored, and unsup-
ported statements ot collections had been corruptly accepted.

3. The demands made on the collectors had been based on
standard figures, or hastily compiled data, and not on the facts.

4. Excess collections had not been properly treated (the
details of this clause are obscure)

5. The auditors had not allowed for the inevitable fluc-

tuations of agriculture, in consequence of which some villages
are improving while others are deteriorating

;
they had held

collectors responsible for all deterioration, but had not
credited them with improvement The proper course was
to look at the result as a whole.

6. A quarter of the collector’s pay had been kept in

deposit against possible arrears, and this had been withheld
indiscriminately, when it should have been withheld only in
cases of culpable negligence.

7. The collectors had not been allowed the staff they requ-
ired, or their pay for time spent on duty after the issue of an
order of removal, or for the time of their attendance at audit.

8. The collectors had been harried by futile correspon-
dence.

I have omitted from this summary a few clauses which

refer to various matters affecting the local administration,

but those which I have summarised appear to me to furnish

definite proof that the methods of audit which the Com-
missioner found in operation had been such as to make an
honest collector’s position intolerable

;
and it must be re-

membered that some of the cases he investigated had been
dragging on for years. The essence of the report is that

collectors had been held liable for far more than was really

due from them
;

and, with an obstinate and vindictive

Minister like Todar Mai, dealing with the staff employed !

by his bitter enemy, there is no difficulty in believing that

^ This summaiy is based on the text given in Ahbarnama, iii. 87 4 ff.,

Slid differs ill some paragraphs from Mr, Beveridge's version
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Badauni’s account, while it may be exaggerated in detail,

is founded on substantial facts. The author of the Akbar-

nama closes his description of the matter with the observa-

tion that the old accounts, were thus settled, and that,

through the efforts of the just and sagacious Imperial Com-

missioner, the Ministry became a “house of delight” : we

can safely infer that that description did not apply to it

before the Commissioner’s reform.^

On the whole then it seems to me that Badauni’s account

can safely be accepted as supplementing the official record

in this matter, but a few words must be added on the

literary problem presented by the two documents we have

been considering. Why are they in the Akbarnama at all?

Their proper place was in the Ain, following the chapter on

the “Ten-Year-period,” which breaks off so abruptly

As the text of the Ain stands, Akbar took nc action worthy

of record in revenue matters between the 24th and the 40th

year
;
yet the author of the Akbarnama considered the action

embodied in these documents to be so important that he

departed from his usual practice and inserted them in

extenso. I can find no other instance of lengthy and

technical departmental records being given in the Akbarnama

in full, and from the literary^ standpoint, which was the

standpoint of the author, they are a gross disfigurement

on his work
;
why did he so disfigure it, when he could so

easily have secured their insertion in the Ain ? I know

of no evidence bearing on the question : there must have

been some strong motive at work, but its nature is a matter

for conjecture. My own guess is this. The draft of the

Ain contained a full account of the transactions we have

been considering in this section, including the two docu-

ments : Abul Fazl in editing the draft cut this portion out

as undesirable, but subsequently, when the canon of the

Ain had been closed, he decided, or else Akbar ordered,

that these important documents ought to be preserved;

and he inserted them in the third volume of the Akbarnama,

iBayazid (f. 154 } gives us an interesting glimpse of I’athuUa s work i

the Ministry .at this time- As has been mentioned in a
. 1“ ,’

Todar Mnl lost his temper with Bayazid in an argument

pargana. Aftei the quarrel h.id gone on for some days,

vened, and referred the matter to Aklur, who decided m Bivazid s tavo •

I
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which was still in process of compilation, and was in fact
incomplete at the time of his death. This is a mere guess,

arising out of the facts, but not established by them; my
only justification for offering it is that the problem must
present itself to any student of the subject.

With the completion of the Imperial Commissioner’s
work,'we reach a period of apparent stability in the revenue
administration, a period which, it we may rely on the

silence of the authorities, continued to the close of Akbar’s

reign. The changes made m the 24th year, the intro-

duction of assessment-rates fixed in the money, and the re-

version to the practice of granting Assignments, con-

stituted the foundations, but the need still existed for re-

forming procedure, both in the districts and in the Ministry,

so far as concerned those portions of the northern provinces

which were retained under direct administration. The

district procedure was reformed by Todar Mai, that of the

Ministry by Fathulla Shirazi, and, in order to complete this

section, it is necessary only to refer to some changes sub-

sequently made in the organisation of the Ministry. In

the 34th year Todar Mai died; two years later, the work of

the Reserved areas was distributed on a territorial basis

among four officers working at headquarters under the

Minister; and in the 40th year a more important change’

was carried out, a separate Diwan being posted to each

province, to work directly under the Revenue Minister’s

orders. I take this to mark the beginning of the adminis-

trative dyarchy, Diwani and Faujdari, which is so familiar

a feature of the next two centuries. Henceforward the

revenue administration in each province was conducted

under the orders of the Revenue Minister, and mdependently

of the officers charged with the general administration.

Up to this year the provincial Diwan had been an officer

of the Viceroy’s staff; for the future he was to be an officer

on the staff of an Imperial department.

1 Akbarnama, ui. 605, 670. I had not come across this latter pasaage

when I saggested (J.E.A.S., 1922, p. 22) that the change might date from

the reign of Jahangir,
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5. THE WORKING OF REGULATION SYSTEM

The working of Akbar’s revenue system in what appears

to be its final form, and which may be called the Regulation

system, must be studied in those chapters’ of the Ain which

prescribe the duties of the collector and his clerk. These

chapters belong to a group which can be read only as con-

taining the working orders for various officers in force at

the time when the Ain was compiled. They are not essays

in history, or descriptions of a system, but, alike in form and

in content, they are definitely orders, assuming a knowledge

of the system, and prescribing the manner m which it is to

be worked. As such, we may safely take them as the orders

actually in force; some points in them indicate that Todar

Mai’s proposals of the 27th year had been incorporated, with

later modifications, in detail; other provisions suggest a

gradual development by way of piecemeal amendment,

such as is familiar in codes of administrative practice at

the present day; and there is no room for doubt as to their

nature and purpose.

The chapters in this group show some curious contrasts

In the case of the Viceroy of a province, stress is laid rather

on general conduct than on specific duties, and a high

ideal is presented in rhetorical language, fortified with

apposite quotations, from the poets; but, as we go down the

scale, the rhetoric disappears, and details of specific duties

become prominent, till we reach the local treasurer, the

chapter relating to whom can be compared only to a portion

of the Civil Account Code used in the British period. Con-

fining our attention to the chapters dealing with the col-

lector and his clerk, it is obvious, in the first place, that

their complete application extended only to the areas

Reserved for direct administration; as we have seen in an

earlier section, the Assignment system had by this time been

restored in the north, and, while the sanctioned schedules

of assessment-rates were binding on assignees, there is

nothing to suggest that any attempt was made to enforce

on them uniformity of procedure in detail. So far as I

I Ain, 1.285—288. These chairterj must bo lead togctlier, the details

in the. lattei suj)|jlementiiig the more general provisions of the former.
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know, there is no record showing the extent of the Reserved
areas at this period, or the number of collectors employed,
and all that can be said is that the rules applied directly

only to a portion, and probably a small portion, of the
Empire, though we may conjecture that indirectly they
may have set a standard of procedure for the area in the

hands of assignees.

In the next place, it is important to realise that each

of these chapters has a definite structure, dealing successively

with different branches of the work, so that each separate

provision must not be read as applying indiscriminately in

all cases. The latter course would land us in various con-

tradictions, a thing being allowed in one place, and pro-

hibited in another
;

but. il due attention is paid to the

context, these apparent contradictions disappear, and we
find a carefully drafted code of practice, tedious in point

of detail, and omitting much that we should like to know,

but, taken as a whole, intelligible, and obviously workable

by officers familiar with the system and with the technical

language used in the department.

•The environment in which the code was intended to

operate is not fo' in ally described, but we can discern in its

provisions the elements of a village such as is familiar in

later periods, a number of peasants each in separate posses-

sion of liis holding, with one or more headmen occupying

a privileged position, and with an accountant, the paiioari,

keeping records of cultivation, assessment, and collections,

records which were available to the administration, but

belonged to the village, and not, as now, to the State.

The collector’s attitude towards the peasants is defined in

precise terms. He was to be the peasants’ friend, and as

such was to be accessible to them without intermediaries.

He was to treat each peasant as an individual
,
and, in

order to be able to do this, he was required to familiarise

himself with agriculture in its local aspeci’s He was re-

quired also to recognise the importance ot the headmen
in developing the village as a productive unit, and, in cases

where their efforts were successful, he was to allow them a

share in the results, the proportion of 21 per cent., cal-

culated on the cultivated area, being suggested as
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appropriate ;
but he was prohibited from coming to terms

with them for a revenue-Demand assessed on the village as a

whole, a course which was condemned as leading to

inefficiency and oppression. The headman in fact was

useful, but he was not to be given too much authority.

What I have spoken of as the traditional policy of de-

velopment is given a prominent place. It was the collector’s

duty to secure extension of cultivation, and improvement

in cropping
;
the general idea was that he should offer liberal

terms to peasants to induce them to increase production,

and should hold them firmly to their engagements when

once engagements had been made. In order to secure

improved cropping, he was authorised to reduce the sanc-

tioned assessment-rates on high-grade crops
;

while, for

extension of cultivation, he was empowered to depart from

the regulation system of assessment by Measurement, and

agree to practically whatever the peasants wanted, to either

Sharing or Group-assessment, and to payment in either

cash or kind. It is somewhat remarkable that there is

no specific reference to sinking wells, a topic which is promi-

nent in some later documents of a similar type
;
provision

is made for advances of capital to needy peasants, and pre-

sumably this would cover loans for wells, but the omission

is nevertheless noteworthy.

The provision that Group-assessment, which was pro-

hibited for the village as a whole, might be sanctioned

in the special case of land newly brought under cultivation,

carries us back to one of the proposals made by Raja Todar

Mai m the 27th regnal year. Interpreted strictly, the

accepted method of assessment involved the measurement

in each season of every field under crop, and, in cases where

the fields were well defined and under continuous cultiva-

tion, this must have meant much repetition of labour, and

much harassment of busy peasants. The Raja wrote^ with

reference to the progressive decline of cultivation in the

Reserved districts: “if the cultivated land is once measured,

the capacity of the peasants being mcreased yearly, a partial

Group-assessment should be sanctioned.” I take this to

mean that the actual size of the defined fields in regular

1 Akbam.-ima, iii. 381.
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cultivation should be carried on in the records from year to

year, instead of measuring them every season; while the
newly-broken land should be assessed summarily in block,

and not measured in detail. This proposal was sanctioned,

but presumably experience showed that greater elasticity

was required to meet the divergent views of different bodies

of peasants, and the later rules give an option where Todar
Mai’s proposal gave none. It will be remembered that Sher
Shah, in his early years, had found that, even in two
parganas, the peasants were not unanimous as to th e method
of assessment to be preferred; and in the much wider area

over which Akbar’s rules applied the recognition of diversity

was obviously reasonable.

Some additional light is thrown on the policy of develop-

ment by the chapters in the Ain' dealing with the assessment

of land which had fallen out of cultivation, and then been
broken up afresh. Tnree scales of assessment were recog-

nised, to be applied according to circumstances. In the
first of these, the assessment began at two-fifths of the

ordinary rates, and rose to the full amount in the fifth year.

In the second, and more favourable, scale, a very low charge
in giain was made for the first year, rising by degrees until

the full Demand was taken in the fifth, while under the
third scale, applicable to land which had been uncultivated

for five years or more, the initial charge was nominal,

rising to one-sixth, one-fourth, and finally one-third of the

j

produce. A collector was thus in a position to contribute

' materially to the recovery of villages which had been

impoverished by calam ities

From development, the rules pass to details of the pro-

cedure in the seasonal assessment by Measurement. It is

not clear whether or not the practice of taking the areas of

defined fields from previous records was now in force; the

rules speak of measuring, but the term might cover a

shortened procedure in which an existing record of area

was accepted or merely checked. The most important

feature of this part of the rules is the treatment of crop-

^ Ain, i, 301. Jarrett 'a readeriag, tiro-fiftlia to four-fiftlia of the proti uoi

,

ia not supportel by the test, anl Is in issjible, besuise the “reduced ”

ehsrges 33 eilciilitcl woull b3 raire I’nn 'th-* orVtnsrr n-'inml of oii>'

third.
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failure. Areas of failure were to be noted during Measure-

ment, and deducted from the total area of the plot before

the Demand on it was calculated; while injuries to crops

detected after the assessment had been made were to be

reported, with details of the area affected, to the authority

to whom the assessment statement had been transmitted.

These provisions obviously constitute an essential part of

the system, for, considering the high pitch of the assessment,

crop-failure must have been a very serious matter. For

the rest, the procedure was simple. The crop on each

field was first noted; the entries for each peasa iit were then

brought together; and the total Demand on him for the

season was calculated by applying the sanctioned assess-

ment-rates. These totals gave, when added up, the Demand
on the village, and an assessment statement for it was then

sent, we are told, “to Court”—presumably at this period

to the Revenue Ministry, though, after the change in

organisation already noticed, the sanctioning authority

would probably be the provincial Diwan.
The rules then pass from assessment to collection.

Peasants were to be encouraged to bring their revenue in

cash to the treasury as each instalment fell due, but col-

lecting agents were also sent to the villages, and the headmen

and village-accountants also took part in the process.

There are no orders regulating the disposal of grain collected

as revenue, and it may be inferred that the practice was too

rare to require general rules. The remaining provisions

deal with treasury procedure and miscellaneous matters,

including numerous periodical returns: all that need be

noticed here is that the collector acted as the local agent

of the Sadr in connection with the demarcation of Grants,

and that the formal prohibition of a long list of miscellaneous ,

exactions—from the jiziya, or personal tax, imposed by

Islamic law but not claimed by Akbar, down to the cus-

tomary present (salami) fro-m a head man coming to pay his

respects—suggests the possibility of a substantial illicit

income being within the reach of the collector.

When we scrutinise the detailed provisions imposing so

many specific duties on the collector and his clerk, the
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question naturally arises whether their performance was
possible in practice. We do not know the size of a collector’s

charge at this period; but, assuming that the standard of a
kror of dams fixed in the 19th year had not been altered

materially, and taking the Demand on a bigha as ranging
round 40 dams, the figure indicated by the assessment-

rates, a circle would contain somewhere about 250,000

bighas of cropped land, and the duties imposed by the rales

could not possibly have teen carried out by the officials in

person. We must regard them rather as the heads of

staffs employed by themselves and on their reponsibility;

we know^ in fact that collectors had agents (gumashta),

and we may assume that in the same way the clerk had a

staff of writers, one of whom would accompany each

measuring-party in the field That there might be several

parties at work simultaneously in each circle is plain from
Todar Mai’s proposal (Akbarnama. iii. 382), that the number
employed should be adjusted to the area to be measured,

and that the collector should station himself at a central

place whence he could visit them all.

It is, I think, possible to obtain a general view of this

system as it must have presented itself to an ordinary

peasant. He knew beforehand the extent of his liability

to “the State, and could plan his season’s cropping with a

knowledge of the amount of cash he would have to find;

but he was necessarily ignorant of the prices at which he

would be able to sell his produce So far as the revenue-

Demand was concerned, he was not exposed to the tyranny

of a village oligarchy, but, on the other hand, he would

have to reckon with the exactions of the measurement-

party and the subordinates employed in collection. He
•might be harassed further by an energetic collector intent

on the extension of cultivation and the improvement of

cropping, without due regard to the possibilities of the

locality; or he might find himself placed in relations with a

prudent and sagacious officer who would assist him to make

the most of his resources. Thus the effects of the system

must have depended wholly on the manner of its adminis-

tration: according to circumstances, it might be either

1 Scr, f r/

.

.vibamama, lii. 457, nkero 11c piniKfli/cs, ini£cor.(li.<t is

noticcil
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helpful or intolerably vexatious: and evidence is wanting

to show which alternative is nearer the truth. We may

safely guess that neither was universally true, that there

were good collectors as well as bad, and that the balance

was determined, in the last resort, by the personal qualifica-

tions of the Emperor. We can believe then, if we choose,

that the system worked reasonably well in the Reserved

districts under Akbar's rule, and yet went to pieces under

Jahangir; but we know only that it had disappeared before

the accession of Aurangzeb

Peasants in Reserved districts were, however, but a small

proportion of the whole; "iid the ordinary man had to look

to the assignee to whom circumstances entirely beyond his

control might entrust Iris destinies. The literature of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries does not of itself

enable us to form a definite judgment regarding the conduct

of the assignees. All that can be said is that frequent

changes in Assignments undoubtedly made for inefficient

and oppressive management, because they rendered any-

thing like a const rucfive policy a waste of elTort A col-

lector might work u p his district, and be rewarded for doing

so; an assignee might lose his holding before his efforts began

to bear fruit, and in all ordinary cases would have been

very unwise to sink capital on such precarious security.

There is not sufficient evidence to justify a precise state-

ment as to the length of Assignment-tenure in this reign

1 have found no record of any formal rule on the subject,

and, while the chronicles disclose instances of large areas

changing hands at short intervals, the instances are too few

to form the basis of a confident generalisation. Probably

there were more cases than we hear of where an assignee

retained his holding long enough for a constructive policy

to be carried out; but the facts on record show, at any rate,

that the duration of the tenure was absolutely uncertain,

and, if an assignee had no assurance of retaining his holding,

then wc cannot suppose that an ordinary man would take a

long view, or do much beyond collecting the largest possible

income. In general, then, there was probably better hope

of development in a Reserved district in charge of a com-

petent collector It must, however, be recalled that the
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^tinction between Reservation and Assignment, though

precise at any given moment, was not permanent. The
chronicles contain numerous instances of an area being

transferred from one category to the other, and there are

some indications that the Ministry aimed, as it naturally

would, at keeping in its own hands the most productive,

and most easily managed, land. Thus one of Akbar’s old

collectors tells how he represented that the district he was

managing was not fit to be reserved, and accordingly it was

assigned; and the same authority speaks of a pargana as

having gone to ruin, because a proposal had been made to

assign it, and the collector had consequently neglected it.^

Such sidelights on the actual position are unfortunately

too rare to serve as a basis for any general conclusions. A
few tracts can be identified as regularly Reserved, but data

are wanting to show the areas in which peasants could hope

for some measure of stability of management, and all that

can be said is that instability was probably more usual.

6 THE FINAL POSITION

The materials used in this section are contained mainly

in a portion- of the Ain headed “Account of the Twelve

Provinces,” which is purely descriptive, and may almost

be called the Gazetteer of Akbar's Empire Each province

is taken in its turn; notices, varying somewhat widely in

value, are given of the topography, agriculture, revenue-

system, industries, and standard of life; then follow descrip-

tions of particular towns and localities; then certain statistics

relating to the province; and finally its history The

scheme of the various notices furnishes definite evidence of

uniformity of design; but the execution is much less uniform,

and it looks as if each province had been dealt v/ith by some

official with special knowledge of it, working on a pre-

served plan, but not held strictly to the plan in all its

details. The account is not found in all manuscripts; and

it appears to have been maintained, or completed, after

1 Baya7itl, f. 149,154. HaT(kiiis (ffaWw TrarcN, 1 141 spr.ilv's of .'i-iMKiicd

land being taken by tlie King, “if it be rich ground and bkely to y>eld

TniiTilt i fmuch.”

® Ain,
» in some ca se

i. 3R6 fl. The inform.ation given in the Account can be ehecked

fiipin the schedules of assessment-rates beginning on p. 348
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the rest of the Ain had been definitely closed, because,

while the title refers to the twelve provinces constituted in

the 24th year, reference is made in the preface to thijpe

others, Berar, Khandesh, and Ahmadnagar, which were

later acquisitions, and the first two are described in some

detail. The precise date to which the materials relate is

thus uncertain, but we can use the account to form a general

view of the position in the Empire about the 40th regnal

year. It may be added that the Account was clearly

edited^ by Abul Fazl personally, and that he was working

on it as late as the 43rd year.

The revenue-systems in force are stated for most of the

provinces in precise official terminology; and. where a

formal statement is wanting, the actual position can usually

be determined from other information contained in the

Account. The facts may be summarised as follows.

The six older provinces, which formed the heart of the

Empire, Multan and Lahore, Delhi and Agra, Awadh
and Allahabad, were mainly, but not entirely, under the

Regulation system, which has been described in the last

section. The revenue-Demand was regulated by the

schedules of ca sh-rates, to be ap plied to the area sown in

each season; and these schedules, which are set out at length

in the Ain. were, as we have seen, applicable to Assignments

as well as to the Reserved areas. Certain tracts, however,

were administered on different lines. The two largest of

these were the mountainous district of Kumaun in Delhi,

and a rather vaguely defined region to the South of Allah-

abad, described as the district of Bhathghora; these appear

to have been left entirely in the hands of Chiefs, some of

whom were practically independent rulers. In the case

of a few other sub-divisions, there are suggestions in the

statistics^ that the same position prevailed but they form

in the aggregate only a small proportion of the total area.

The provinces lying beyond this nucleus show less

uniformity, and each must be mentioned separately. On

1 The opening pnragraph® of the description of Malwa (Am, i. 455), bear

the mark of Ahul Fazl ’a pen, and include .i ner'ional reminiseence of

Ujjnin in the 43rd year, when the editor visited the city on his way to too

Deeenn.
8 These suggestions are evphiincd in Appendix 6.
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the West, Tatta, or Lower Sind, was assessed by Sharing,

the State’s claim being one-third of the produce; I have

found nothing to show whether the Demand was made in

produce, or was commuted in cash.

The Mogul province of Ajmer represents generally the

modern Rajputana, excluding the eastern portion, which

belonged to Agra In Akbar’s time the province was
heterogeneous, some parts being administered on the

Regulation system, while the remainder was left in the

hands of the Chiefs. The standard of the revenue-Demand

was low, being described as one-seventh or one-eighth of

the produce, “and money little,’’ a cryptic phrase which

may possibly i-idicate that pay.neil m kind prev^ailed.

Judging b3
' the form of the statistics, three districts, Ajmer,

Ranthambhor, and Nagor, were administered mainly on

the Regulation system. Of the other districts enumerated,

Bikanir was obviously left entirely to the Chief; Sirohi was

divided between four Chiefs; while Jodhpur and Chitor

were held mainly by Chiefs, though some parganas m them

were directly administered. Schedules of assessment-rates

are given for all districts except Bikanir and Sirohi, for

which they “had not be 21 prepared"; but in the cases of

Jodhpur and Chitor they inus* be taken as applicable onlj’

to the subdivision administered directlj" by the Mogul

authorities

Malwa was another heterogeneous province The Regu-

lation system had been introduced, at least formally, but

it certainly did not extend to the districts of Marosor

tMandasor) on the West or Garha on the East, the ligures

for which can be interpreted only on the view that they

were held by various Chiefs; while there is room for doubt

as to the position in other portions of the province. The
actual facts cannot be ascertained in detail,^ but so much is

^ Am, i. 331, The jjroauiug of .isMsiineiit cirirlea 111 Alilwi is uni iitclli-

Siblo. Iljafling the text as it sliii'ls, o'l di® lines followed in other

provinces, TJjjaitt mid U-iisin would be in 010 circle, but the schedule

shows them as set).iratc, and some words have appareiitlv ili[iped out of

the deseriptioui The most jirobible reiding is that (i_) no schedules _wcie

framed for Garha and Mirosor; (2l one schedule applied to Chanderi and

Biisin; (3) j second schedule to Jlindo; (4) a third, named IJ,ijainj to

the remaining seven districts. Beiders who aic dependent on .larrctt s

translation will find the figures for U.irli.i under the enoinoiis hculing

Kaniiuj (ii, r?;.
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clear that, of the three assessment circles which are recorded,

only one ( Raisin-Chanderi) had a workable schedule of

rates The second circle, that of Mando, had no rates for

any spring crops except melons, while of the autumn crops

rates are entered only for sugarcane, cotton, henna, and

waternuts, a ludicrously inadequate presentation of the

cropping of this region. The third schedule, which ap-

parently applied to seven districts, is equally defective for

the autumn crops, while in the spring it gives merely poppy,

oilseeds, melons, and some vegetables. Schedules of

assessment rates which ignore the staple produce of Malwa,

millets, wheat, and pulses, cannot possibly present a correct

view of the actual position; and it is scarcely conceivable

that the compilers of the Ain should have been able to give

some, but not all, of the sanctioned rales actually in force

The only"^ explanation of the data which presents itself to

me is that the Regulation system had been applied in its

integrity to two districts. Raisin and Chanderi, but else-

where all that had been done was to fix cash-rates for a few

market-crops, leaving the food-grams to be assessed on

some other system, the nature of which is not on record

Bihar’ was not one of the provinces which were brought

under direct administration in the 19th year, and hence

there cannot have been adequate data for preparing schedules

of cash-rates live years later, nor are any such schedules on

record. The Account shows, however, that the Regulation

system had been applied to most of the province, and we

may conjecture that this step was taken at some date between

the 25th and the 40th year. The system had not been

extended to the district of Monghyr, and in some other

districts there are subdivisions which seem to have been

left under Chiefs; in all, 138 subdivisions out of the total of

199 were “Regulation ”

In Bengal Akbar maintained the method of assessment

which was in operation at the time when the province

was annexed It is described as nasaq, a term which, as

is explained in Appendix D, is of uncertain import; it

1 In some works of the period the name Bihar is limited to the oountrj

South of the Ganges) ljut in the Ain xt bears aabstantially Us P*'®?!'’

meaning, including Siran, Chiniiiir.iu, and Tirhul on the N’orth or to

river-
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points clearly to assessment on the village or larger unit,

but leaves room for doubt whether the assessment was
made with the headmen or with farmers. In this position

there is of course no record of sanctioned assessment rates,

and the eighteenth-century tradition that Todar Mai made
a detailed assessment on the individual peasants is un-
supported by any contemporary evidence.

Orissa appears in the Account as part of Bengal, and its

assessment methods are not described separately. Judging
by the form of the statistics, the position was similar to

that of Bengal
;

but two districts, Kalang Dandpat and
Raj Kahandra, were obviously held as units by Chiefs,

and tbcje rre indications of Chiefs’ holdings in .some of the

other districts on a smaller scale

To the East of Orissa lay a region which is sometimes
referred to as the province of Gondwana, but no such province

had been constituted at this time The territory was in

possession of independent Chiefs, or of Chiefs who had made
some kind of submission ;

and the holdings of the latter

class are entered under adjoining provinces Passing over

this territory, we come to Berar At the time of conquest,

this province had for a long time been under nasaq, and this

arrangement was maintained by Akbar
;

as in the case of

Bengal, it remains uncertain whether the village-a.ssess-

ments were made with the headmen or with farmers. The

greater portion of the province was, however, obviously

left in the possession of Chiefs, and some subdivisions,

though their names appear in the statistics, were admittedly

still independent.

Kuandesh, the Dandes of the Ain, was a small province,

organised as a single district, lying just South of the Narbada.

The assessment system in force is not specified, but the

form of the statistics sugge.'ts that it may have been similar

to that of Berar.

Gujarat, the last province on the list, presents certain

difficulties. It was not brought under direct administra-

tion in the 19th year, so assessment rates for it could not

have been prepared on the usual lines, nor are any assess-

ment schedules on record. In the text of the Account we
find the phrase “mostly nasaq, and Measurement is little
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practised”
;
but the statistics for all districts (except Sorath)

show the areas assessed or valued for most parganas, and,

since we can scarcely set aside these figures as imaginary,

we must suppose that, at some period or other, the culti-

vated area had in fact been measured. It may be conjec-

tured that the Regulation system had been introduced at

some period after the 19th year, and then discarded for

'

Farming or Group-assessment, made with the aid of the

data so obtained, but there is no evidence on which to found

a definite ccnclusicn.^ The statistics indicate the presence

of Chiefs in the whole district of Sorath, and in a few place.";

elsewhere. >

The foregoing summary takes no account of the systems

in force in the mountainous tracts of Kashmir and Afgam?-

tan. The arrangements in these regions were complex and

peculiar, being adapted to the local condition, and the

clescription in the Ain contains rruch that is of interest to

local historians, hut throws no light on the working of the

revenue administration of the Empire as a whole. The'

facts which have been brought together appear to justify

the general statement that, at least up to the 40th regnal

year, Akbar adhered to the Regulation system, and extended

it as far as circumstances permitted, but made no attempt

to enforce it without regard to local conditions; and the

most interesting question remaining is. How far local con-

ditions were recognised inside the Regulation tracts ? or,

in other words. What portions of those tracts were in fact

left under the jurisdiction of the Chiefs?

The data on record do not enable us to answer this ques-

tion, for the indications on which we have to rely are of

varying value. We can say with confidence that Rajputana

was largely Chiefs’ country, and we can discern something

like a ring of Chiefs round Gondwana—in the South of

Allahabad and Bihar, in the West of Oi-issa, in the North

of Berar, and in the Ea.st of Malawa—but as regards the heart

of the Empire much unceitainty exists It i.s probable that

r It is possiMe tl'fil Toflar Mai may have iiiti'odueecl Measuremfflt
j

during Ins \isit in the 23rd year ‘-to correct the Valuation, and iinnsact

the business of (lujarat” (T Akban ; Add 6543, f. 247t.), but

found no lerord of nhat he did on this occasion,
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the general attitude of the Administration was hostile, and
that Abul Fazl represented it correctly when he wrote in

the Akbarnama (ii. 60) that “the general custom of Indian
zamindars is to leave the path of single-mindedness, and to

have an eye to every side, and to join anyone who is vic-

torious or is making increasing stir”
;

and we may perhaps
assume that in ordinary cases the presumption was against

the Chief
;

but, at the same time, we must recognise that

Akbar was not the sort of man to carry a general principle

too far in the practical work of administration.

The country now known as Oudh is of particular interest

in this connection, because local traditions declare that

many of the Rajput Chiefs maintained their authority

practically intact throughout the iMogul period Nothing

of the kind is suggested in the description of the province

contained in the “Account,” while the statistics do not

indicate that a single subdivision was in any respect excep-

tional
;
and, taking the official record as it stands, we might

infer that the Regulation system was in force throughout

every district of the province. It may be conceded that

local traditions are likely to exaggerate the authority

enjoyed by the Chiefs, but it is not easy to disregard them
altogether. I suspect that the truth lies somewhere between

the two versions
;

and that, while the administration >

functioned effectively on the normal lines, in practice it

worked largely through the Chiefs, who were permitted to

retain a portion of what their peasants paid
;
but I have

failed to find anything that can be called evidence in support

of this view, and the question must remain unanswered

until new facts come to light.



Chapter V
The Seventeenth Century

1. JAHANGIR AND SHAHJAHAN (1605-1658)

The iaformation which we possess regarding the agrarian

system in the first half of the seventeenth century is scanty

and incomplete. I have found no relevant official documents
‘

for this period
;

the contemporary chronicles indicate no

important changes
;
and, if we could rely on their silence,

we should be justified in inferring that the methods of

assessment elaborated under Akbar, and described in the

last chapter, remained in operation in their integrity. This

inference is, however, negatived decisively by general orders

issued by Aurangzeb in the year 1635, which show that by
‘

that time Akbar’s methods had become almost entirely

obsolete
;
and we must conclude that between 1594, when

the Ain was completed, and the accession of Aurangzeb, either

unrecorded changes had been formally made, or else—what

is, I think, somewhat more probable—that Akbar’s institu-

tions had gradually decayed. The position disclosed by

Aurangzeb’s orders, which will be examined in detail in the

next section, is that, while Sharing was authorised in

certain, unspecified, backward tracts, the general rule of

the Empire was Group-assessment, with the alternatives of

Measurement and Sharing held in reserve, to be used only m

cases where the headmen would not agree to a reasonable

revenue-Demand for the year. I can trace no orders

authorising such a change, and my reasons for thinking

that probably it came about of itself are, firstly, that, if

formal orders were issued, we should expect to find some

mention of them in the chronicles, and, secondly, that

gradual decay is what might be expected in the circumstances

of the period.

It will be apparent from what has been said in the last

124
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chapter that seasonal Measurement was costly and cum-
brous. We must regard it as an effective expedient under

a strong administration, but probably unworkable, and
almost certainly oppressive when the Ministry was weak,

or was unsupported bj' the energy of the Emperor; while

the cheaper and simpler alternative of Group-assessment

lay ready to hand, prohibited indeed by Akbar in the Re-

served areas, but quite familiar to the Revenue Ministry,

and actually in operation in important secti'^ns of the

Empire. Remove Akbar's personal influence, and the

gradual extension of Group-assessment would be the line

of least resistance, as the administrative difficulties of

Measurement recurred. For a lime, at least such a change

would not necessarily be evil, in fact, I am inclined to

think that, in the circumstances which prevailed, the best

arrangement for Northern India would have been an alter-

nation. Measurement being practised for a period long

enough to furnish adequate data of productive capacity,

and being then replaced by Group-assessment based on

those data, and continued until such time as economic

changes should render them obsolete. It is even con-

ceivable that some such idea may have operated to

produce the change in question, but in practice there is no
sign of alternation However, and whenever, the change

was introduced, we have to accept it as a fact, but before

examining Aurangzeb’s orders in detail, it will be well to

bring together the few items of definite information which

we possess regarding the first half of the century.

The distinction between Assigned and Reserved tracts

stands out clearly in the chronicles relating to this period;

a relatively small portion of the Empire was administered,

so far as the land-revenue was concerned, by the provincial

Diwans under the direct orders of the Ministry, while the

bulk was assigned on the lines described in the last chapter.

In the year 1647, the annual income from the Reserved

- area was taken as 3 krors of rupees, while the aggregate for

th'e
* Empire was 22 krors, so that great majority of

the peasants were under assignees; and, while the proportion
^ Badslialmaiu.i, TT. 713* Tliis ebromule w.is rlrawu uy utiiler tiie

i^mperor'H onlpis, airl t’le in it mijr roiioaibly Ijo I
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111 y have varied from time to time, this statement applies

in general terms to the whole of the period under considera-

tion. It may be worth while to summarise at this point a

sketch of the financial history of the century winch is given

in the biographical dictionary known as the Maasir-ul

Umra; it is not a first-hand authority for this period, and

the exact figures may be open to question; but the matter

contained in the sketch is not likely to have been invented,

and probably it represents the truth in substance, if not in

every detail. According to this authority, under Akbar

the rapidly increasing Imperial expenditure was more than

covered by the growth of the Empire, and reserves in cash ,

were accumulated. Jahangir neglected the administration,

fraud became rife, and at last the annual income from the

Reserved tracts fell to 50 lakhs of rupees, while the annual

expenditure was loO lakhs, and the accumulated treasure

was drawn on for large sums. Shahjahan. r i his accession,

put the finances on a sound basis: heresevad tracts cal-

culated to yield 150 lakhs as income, fix. d the normal

texpendilure at 100 lakhs, and had thus a arge recurring

oalance for emergencies. Expenditure rose far above this

limit, but careful administration raised the reserved income

,0 300 lakhs (the figure given above) by 1647, and to nearly

too lakhs by the end of the reign. Aurangzeb at first

*.'ndeavoured to maintain the balance between income and

xpenditure, but his long wars in the Deccan were ruinous,

and at his death only 10 or 12 krors of rupees were left in

the treasury, a sum which was rapidly dissipated by his

successors.

So far as Jahangir is concerned, this account is closely

in accordance with what we know from the chronicles,

and from the observations of foreign residents in India.

For the latter part of his reign he left the administration

entirely in the hands of his wife and her brother, a position

which would naturally result in extravagance and in-

efficiency; and his detachment from financial questions is

apparent in the silence of his Memoirs as to what was going

^ ilsiasmilnmrsi, II. 81311. TUq bibUograpliic il note in Elliot (vin-

187) sliois'j tU.it the iiutUornUip of tUc diction iry ii eompo’iite, but no part

of it IS o-irlici tU in tUo oig’atojnt'i eciituty, and it w is compiled lU the

Di.ei;.iu, not in Nortlicrn India.
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on in the Revenue Ministry. A few passages, however,
from this work require notice. One is the seventh clause

of the regulations which he issued (Tuzuk, 4) on his accession

to the throne, to the effect that officials and assignees

should not take peasants’ land into their own cultivation

by force. We may infer from this that cases of the kind

had occurred, and had given rise to scandal; in most parts
of the Empire there was productive land to spare, but there

would often be choice plots coveted for their productivity

or situation, as Ahab coveted Naboth’s vineyard, and it is

in accordance with what we know of Jahangir’s character

that he should have condemned such conduct, though we
cannot be confident that his ordons were vigorously enforced

In another passage' the Emperor, whose taste for choice

fruit is notorious, states that fruit-trees were, and had
always been, free of any demand for revenue, and that a

garden planted on cultivated land was forthwith exempted

from assessment; but the language indicates, what is

known from other sources, that a cess on fruit-trees was
among the items of miscellaneous revenue which survived

repeated prohibitions.

The only definite innovation which Jahangir records- is

the institution of the Grant-under-seal {altnmgha)

,

which is

of interest as constituting the nearest approach to land-

ownership, in tlie modern sense, which appears during the

Mogul period. The scope of such Grants was limited to

the case where a deserving officer applied for a grant of his

“home” that is to say, of the village or pargana in which

he was born: in this case the grant was to be made under
a particular form of seal, and was not to be altered or

resumed, so that, by contrast with the other tenures of the

period, it may be regarded as permanent, though naturally

an absolute Emperor could not be prevented from annulling

it. This Grant-under-seal, it may be noted, was not an

^ Tu/uk, 252. The oil fi uit trn»'> i-.lloi] .s T ^7 /?*
,

.Vkliiir had
ii-raitted this imjiost (Am, i. SOI).

* Tuzuk, 10; B idshalmami, If. •?09 .-Vt the uiieum" of tin UiitWi

period tlaima to alt-iinghii giants were not nnrouimou, bi.t the doiguation
had come to ho used Inosily during the disorders of the eighteenth eentuij ,

thus the grant of the Diwani of Eeng.)l to the Ea't India Company oas
descrihed .IS ..It.iioolia f.Vit, hi'on ’s Trfnfi'.r fl'’°2n i. 56], bit it r. •mot

lu!i‘iljly bo hiuiiglit 111111111 the nripiial definition.
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Indian institution, but was avowedly copied from Central

Asian practice. I have not found records to show the extent

to which such grants were made during the seventeenth

century, but they seem to have been very rare. In the

twenty j'ears covered by the Badshahnama, the only case

I have noted is that of a successful doctor, who, among other

rewards, received a village by this title; and later records

contain no suggestion that it became of practical importance

during the rest of the century

Such is the meagre record of Jahangir’s personal activities

in connection with the agrarian system. A few sidelights

on its working during his reign can be obtained from other

sources. We know’ that, in some cases at least, Viceroys

and other high officers were appointed on farming-terms;

but there is nothing to suggest that such farmers were

entitled to recewe any part of the revenue from the Reserved

areas, which were administered by the Diwan on behalf of

the E mperor. These farms of high office must thus be dis-

tinguished from the arrangements in force in portions of

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. At that period

the Governor-on-farming-terms enjoyed the entire revenue,

of which the land contributed probably by far the largest

share; under Jahangir, the land-revenue was controlled by

a separate department, and the provincial Viceroy would

enjoy only so much of it as was yielded by his personal

Assignment. It is possible that the Diwans may have

farmed out some of the Reserved lands, but I know of no

evidence on the point; there is no doubt, however, that

assignees® sometimes farmed their Income, and consequently

we must recognise that Farming was familiar in practice

to the peasants at this period.

^ Hoe. 210: Terpstra, App. VT. According to the Viceroy of Bihnr’s

statemepte, as rcporded by Boe, he paid II lakhs yearly for the post

He received 3*6 laklis as ^^ponsion (presumably inav\), and made 7 lakhs

out of the pay of liis mule (mavsni) ; tbe net result would be that his actual

income depended on what he could rnnko out of the jirovince by mis*

cellaneous exactions, his authorised receipts being more than covered by

the .amount of the farm. There i**, however, ohvloua room for mistakes

in figures refolded in this wnv, and it Tvould be dangerous to base ary

argument on the details.
2 Pclsaert (p. 54) recorded that an assignee who was in ottendarce on

the king eitbrj sent his employees to manage his Assignment, of ciW

handed it o^cr to a rolleetor on fi rming terms.
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We get somewhat nearer to the peasant in an account,^

written shortly before 1630, of agrarian practice in Gujarat.

Anyone, we are told, “who wants to cultivate any land,

goes to the headmen of the village, who are called muqaddam,
and asks for as much land as he wants, at the place winch
suits him. This is rarely refused, but almost always granted,
because here not one-tenth part of the land is cultivated,

and so anyone can easily obtain his choice, and the area he
needs; and he may sow as much as he can till, on condition

of paying the dues to the lord ” This account brings out

the fundamental difference from the present time, when the

productive land is fully occupied, holdings arc ordinarily

permanent, and a successful poa.-ant often has difficulty

m finding room for extension, so long as there was land to

spare, the peasant could pick and choose, and, while it is

reasonable to suppose that the ordinary man retained certain

fields as a fixed holding, it was possible for him to extend

or contract his operations according to his resources and

other conditions; while there was room for administrative

efforts such as were prescribed in Akbar’s i ules lor collectors,

directed towards bringing waste land into cultivation, and

preventing cultivated land from falling vacant. The

account also fits in with the provision made in the same

rules for rewarding the headmen for their exertions in

developing a village.

According to this authority, an assignee in Gujarat

usually received three-quarters of the produce from the

peasants, so that poverty was general, and few of the peasants

were possessed of any means The figure given is probably

an exaggeration, because a somewhat later writer,- who
almost certainly had this report before him, wrote that one-

half, or sometimes three-quarters, was paid; and, assuming

that this includes cesses or miscellaneous exactions, it points

to the practice of assessing at half the produce which we
find well-established under Aurangzeb.

^ Gujarat BeportF f. 21. flic expression ‘‘nol oue-tenlli pait” slioiilil

not be taken in a striet arithiiieticil sense; llie wriloi of tli' leport fre-

quently uscil figures rhetorically, and 1 do not tliiiik he ineiiit to s.'iv

more than that there was plenty of lind for ererybody. He uses the word
•‘lotd” (hoe)

) in several other passages to denote the assignee,
® .r. van Tnist, Veschrijvl'ige viii /« fiea, c. xli. This book was first

published in 1638
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The only other fact which requires mention regarding

this reign is the agrarian instability^ which resulted from the

frequency of changes in Assignments. William Hawkins,

the first Englishman to enter into negotiations with

Jahangir, attributed the prevalent lawlessness to the op-

pression which the “clowns,” that is to say, the peasants,

experienced at the hands of the assignees; and he blamed

the system for this evil, writing that

“a man cannot continue half a year in his living, but it is

taken from him and given unto another, or else the King

taketh it for himself (if it be rich ground and likely to yield

much)
,
making exchange for a worse place; or as he is befrie-

nded by the Vazir. By this means he racketh the poor to gel

from them what he can, who still thinketh every hour to be

put out of his place. But there are many who continue a long

time in one place, and if they remain but six years their

wealth which they gain is infinite if it be a thing of any sort

"

Hawkins did not write as a mere spectator, for Jahangir

had given him a small appointment, and he had prolonged

business with the Revenue Ministry regarding the allocation

of his Assignment. He mentions that the Minister of the

time was displaced as the result of many complaints made

by noblemen who “could not receive their livings in places

that were good, but in barren and rebellious places, and

that he made a benefit of the good places himself, but

there is no sign of any change in the system. We maj

suspect that Hawkins exaggerated the frequency of transfers,

but that they were frequent appears from other evidence

Terry, writing a few years after Hawkins, noted that high

officers usually received a remove yearly, and this would

ordinarily involve alteration in their Assignments. The

Dutch writer of the report on Gujarat, which has been

quoted above, said that assignees were “transferred yearly,

or half-yearly, or every two or three years,” and consequently

none of them could “make any certain calculation in advance

regarding the places which are given them, for to-day they

are masters of a great place, to-morrow they are removed

r For Hilwkiiis, see Etnly Travtls, 83, 91, 93, 114; for Teuy, i'-iem, 32&

Tho passage in llie Gii.iar.al Deport is f, 9 of the chapter dealing vfit"

Broach. For Pel-saert’s observations, see 64 ff.
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from it.” Pelsaert, too, writing in Agra in 1626, laid stress

on the instability of the position of the great men in the
Empire; and, when we read the statements of these observers

along with Jahangir’s own memoirs and the other chronicles

of the period, we cannot avoid the conclusion that anything
like a far-sighted policy of agricultural development must
have been impossible in the buJk of the Empire, because no
assignee could count on retaining his position long enough
to reap the benefit of his exertions We must remember
further that the period was one of growing luxury and
extravagance, so that the needs ot the assignees would tend

to increase, and it was the peasant who had to pay; all the

circumstances of the time point to the probability of im-

poverishment, rather than development of the resources

of the country

The contemporary chronicles tell us even less of the

acUvities of Shahjahan than of Jahangir A later writer*

indeed, refers to orders issued by him for the increase and
welfare of the peasants, to his constant attention to the
revenue administration, and to his practice of rewarding
those collectors who developed their circles; but I cannot
trace any record of the orders themselves. The fact that

successful collectors were rewarded is made clear“ in the

Badshahnama, and the Emperor’s attention to finance

can be inferred from the account already quoted of the

increase in revenue during his reign; what general orders he
issued, if there were any, remains uncertain.

The reign was marked also by the construction of some
canals for irrigation, but the chronicles are silent as to

the revenue side of these enterprises, and it is matter for

conjecture whether or not water-rates were charged;

possibly' the resulting increase in land-revenue was re-

garded as sufficient remuneration, since, with annual or

seasonal assessments, the return would be almost immediate.

I have found no record of any other changes, and. so far as

the chonicles go, we might look on the reign as a period of

1 Sea Elhot, viii 171. The vord rendered “eollectors” is cftafcladar; I

have not found an earlier usa of it, but by the middle ot the century

chahla had come to denote the eiicle of a collector Badshahnama, I,

1.409), and rhnlludai may safely he tahen Irie !'!. derotii g the collector,

* £.g B .l'l..ilmama, II, 247, Sl"^,
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agrarian tranquillity; but it is impossible to disregard the

observations ot Bernier, made in the opening years of

Aurangzeb’s reign, that by this time the pressure on the

peasants had become excessive, that agriculture was

suffering, and that the land was going out of cultivation.

The significance of these facts will become apparent when

we have examined the conditions disclosed by Aurangzeh's

orders.

2. AURANGZEB’S ORDERS (1665-1669)

The agrarian situation in the early years of Aurangzeh's

reign can be learned with some approach to precision from

two farmans, or general orders, issued from the Revenue

Ministry under the authority of the Emperor ^ The first

of these orders, which took effect from the 8th regnal year,

1665-6, was directed to secure “the increase of cultivation

and the welfare of the peasants.’’ The preamble contains

a description of the metheds ot assessment tnen m force in

the Reserved areas, and points out certain defects; a general

order follows, indicating the procedure to bo adopted in

future; and then come 15 detailed clauses, constituting a

manual of practice, which was addressed primarily to the

provincial Diwan and his subordinates, but was intended

also for the guidance of the staff employed by assignees

The second order was issued in 1668-9 with the specific

object of ensuring that, throughout the whole Empire, the

revenue should be assessed and collected in accordance

with the piinciples of Islamic Law; it deals mainly with

the action to be taken, and the attitude to be adopted,

towards individual peasants, constituting in effect a fore-

runner of the revenue and tenancy legislation of the British

period.

The extant copies of both orders are addressed to

1 The- U'xt of the fariii'iiis «ith tTaubh.tioJis puMibhccl )j\ ProfefS°f

.Tadiuiath S.nr]ciir in .r, A. S 11., June. I9C6, p. 223 11. Trfinsbtioas w*
toiind also 111 the same .'.ulhor's Xii'dit* in ilvgtot liidiu, /> leSfl,™®*
thu knoiMi ilSiS. are enumerated. Tn the refeiemcs belowj 1 I'nte “11’ ™
the faiman to Bashik Das, and “H” for that to ilnhammad HashiB- i

discussed these documents in J. JR. A. S., JanuaiTi 1922, but I had

at that time detcitedthc relation nhieh the latter bears to the PataH’O'

Alamg.n.
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ujdividuals,^ but their application is obviously intended to

be general, and we may reasonably infer that a copy was
sent to each provincial Diwan, addressed to him by name;
the earlier document is based on enquiries made throughout
the Reserved and Assigned areas of the Empire, while the

latter applies specifically to the revenue officers of “the

Empire of Hindustan from end to end
*’

The two orders are distinguished by a marked difference

in the terminology employed. The language of the earlier

IS substantially that which was used in official documents in

the time of Akbar. and prc.'ients no serious difficulties in

interpretation, though a few phrases are obscure The later

order is expressed in the terms of Islamic Law. and is

obviouslj’’ related to the extant collodion- of Fatwas. or

rulings given by ecclesiastical jurists on questions referred

to them by the Emperor. The farman is based either on

these fatwas or on some earlier pronouncements of similar

.purport; and it must be taken as part of Aurangzeb’s

attempt to conduct his administration in accordance with

the religious system of which he was so devoted an adherent.

The first order is characterised by precise and logical

arrangement, practically identical with that of Akbar’s

rules for collectors, and it shows us in operation the ad-

ministrative dyarchy, the introduction of which was noticed

in the last Chapter. Revenue from the Reserved areas

was expended by the Emperor, not the Viceroy: and it was
as.sessed and collected by the Revenue Ministry, acting

through the provincial Diwans Accordingly, we read

nothing about Viceioys or Governors; all references are to

’ Tlio firsi order is addressed 1o Bf.liil» Dus Krnrii Imt its teiiiis show
th.nt it WAS intended for n inorintial Diw.iii. lieeiinse it instriiLts him how to

eontrol the Amin, the Aniil or Kinii, mid the treasuiei, who constituted

the Diwan ’s staff. The word ‘•Kroii,” must therefore be read aa a

soubriquet rather than a designation: ‘ueh soubriquets were commonly
employed when tlieie weic two or nuue officers bearing one name, and
presumably Hashik Das had been a Kroii befoie piomoiion to the post

of Diwan. I haie not traced a leferenie to him in the phroinolcs, but they

do not give anything like a coniidcte list of provincial Diwans at thn
period. The recipient of the seeoiid order, iruhaiiiinad Haslum, was,

according to Professor Saxkar, jirovimial Diwan of Gujarat.

3 Fataioa-i Alamgiri, title oTTshr and Kharaj." The text is Arabic,

and 1 know of no published translation: that which I have used was made
for me by !Mi. V. M. Daiidpota.
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the staff employed under the Diwan, which conslstecl of

three sections, the Amins, whose primary businera was
assessment, the Kroris, who were concerned mainly with

collection, and the Treasurers, who handled the money when

it was received. These subordinates were posted to circles

(chakla), which were not identical with the districts of

Akbar’s time, but were presumably arranged with reference

to the amoimt of work.

The motive underlying the first order is the need for

increased control over this localised staff: the central

authority complained that it was kept in ignorance of

agricultural conditions, and was not in a position to check

the reports which it received. The preamble of the order

allows us to see v'hat had been happening; a sanguine as-

sessment would be made at the beginning of each year,

but the collections were apt to be disappointing, and the

deficiency would be explained, on paper, as due to allowance

for calamities, which were suspected to be fraudulent in-

ventions. In order to put the administration in a stronger

position, instructions were now issued for the submission

of more detailed annual returns for each village; but the

opportunity was taken of codifying the practice of the de-

partment, and it is this portion of the document which

gives it historical value.

Following the order in which the subject-matter is ar-

ranged, we may begin with the development policy of the

Ministry. This follows closely on the lines with which we

have become familiar. Extension of cultivation comes

first, then increase in the area under high-class crops, then

the repair and construction of wells for irrigation. Peasants

who co-operated actively in carrying out this policy were

to be treated with consideration, and their reasonable

requests for assistance were to be met; but the idea of cul-

tivation as a duty owed to the State w'as still paramount,

and flogging was specifically authorised in cases where

this duty was neglected (R. 2; H. 1-3) The operation of

such rules as these would neccessarily depend to a great

extent on the individuality of the local officials; since ex-

tension of cultivation and increase of revenue were the

declared aims of the Ministry, its staff must have been
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judged largely by the results attained; and there were
obvious inducements to practise towards the peasants the
severity which characterised the general administration of

the time. Excessive severity would indeed defeat itself,

because it would drive the peasants off the land, as we
see later on; but we may reasonably infer that the peasants

in Reserved areas were ordinarily kept under strict discipline.

The basis of the revenue-Demand was now higher than
under Akbar: his standard of one-third of the produce had

become the minimum, while more could be claimed, up to

a maximum of one-half (H. 6, 16). Within these limits the

local officials were apparently allowed some discretion;

but, seeing that their primary duty was to increase the

revenue, we may infer that the actual Demand worked out

nearer the maximum than the minimum. In practice,

however, the arithmetical side of assessm ent was less promi-

nent than in Akbar’s time, because the methods had been

changed,

The methods in force are described clearly m the preamble

of the first farman. In some villages where the peasants

were poor. Sharing was practised, at rates adapted to the

local conditions, ‘-one-half, one-third, two-lifths, or more,

or less”; but Group-assessment was the regular rule. At
the beginning of the year the assessor (Amin) iixed the total

sum to be paid by a village, or apparently on occasion by

an entire pargana, on a consideration of the available data,

mcluding recent assessments, and the area to be cultivated

in that year; the village could refuse the assessment offered

by the Amin, in which case the revenue was taken from it

by either Measurement or Sharing, apparently at the dis-

cretion of the local officials; but, in the circumstances of

the period, we may reasonably infer that refusal was the

exception.

The Demand on the individual peasants was thus ordi-

narily left to be fixed by the headmen ;
and, as usual, we

find that, in the official view, ‘‘the burden of the strong”

tended to fall on the weak. The provincial Diwan was

therefore instructed (R. 6) to examine the distribution

(tafriq) of the Demand in every village which he had oc-

casion to visit, and to rectify any unfairness on the part of
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headmen and accountants.^ The Diwan was required also

(R 1 1 ) to examine the records of receipts and payments

kepi the village accountant, and, by comparison with

the official accounts, to determine the amount misappro-

priated by each individual, whether an official, or a headman

or accountant; the latter classes were to be allowed onlv

their established customary dues, and anything necoived

by them m excess of these was to be recovered

Here, by a rare chance, we find in official records some

glimpses of the inner life of a village, and they agree pre-

cisely with what we leal n from the records of the carh

British period. Wherever Group-a.ssessment was practised,

the headmen and accountants, or a dominant clique,^

occupied a dual position. In one aspect they wmre the

champions of the village, negotiating the assessment with

the officials, and bearing the brunt of any official severity

which might be practised; in the other, they were potential,

if not actual, oppressors of the smaller or less influential

peasants, overcharging them for revenue, and levying

additional sums for village-expenses, an item characterised

in general by elasticity Official records naturally bring

the latter aspect into prominence and it is impossible to

discover to which side the balance inclined; but we may

safely infer that, then as now, the vill ages varied greatly

among themselves.

Turning from assessment to collection, the instructions

1 Tiie secniul '3Ulj<.e2tioii ot this eliuse (if.C) coiitiiiii nii obsi Jrc if

fi'rencc tn (Dmiinnih. I’rofessor Sirkar renders tins “mii.uvfally appio

liriiited l.iiuls.’’ 1 have not lie.ud the expressiuii in eiirieiit use inthi'

sense, iiiid have found no i).nr.iUel iiassages. but, fjom llie etyimlog.i ™
the eonti'Xt, I siispe,'! it to refer r.illier to the “ni irs;in, ” by wliieli headmen

would natiirallv protect tbemselves. They had imdei taken to pay ? fiiea

sum, and if they demiuded only th.at sum from the peasants, some o'

tliesc miykt default, and the loss would f.iU on the lioidnien. It would I'f

natural therefore to beoin by charging the pe.isint! surnetiiiug more thin

the sum due from them, so that the solvent men would help to pay fm

the insolvent; and such a practice, once started, would be veiy likel.vto

develop into a serious abuse. I think this subsection nie.ins that tne

Jliivan w IS to look into this question, and ensure th.it a large "niirgin

should not stay in the po' kets of the headmen. A qiiotiition giyou in

I’ii.iplei \ i shows ill it 111 the country iieu Ilidhi the headmen octa-ioniil

charged more than they had to pay, and uiijojol the diffeienee.
-a i a

2 r take -‘doinimint .-lique ” to be the meaning of mutaghnllibuti m K -

The e.xistenee of such cliques in a village was a prominent feature oftne

jiosition in tlie early d.iys of Biitish rule, mil they weie ilc.arb ot om

standing in the eighteenth ccntuiy.
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to the Treasurer (R. 8) make it clear that cash-payments

by peasants were usual; and the absence of any provisions

for the disposal of revenue received in kind suggests that

this practice was not general, though it appears to have
existed in localities where currency was normally scarce.*

Payment in cash is indicated also by the language of the

preamble, which refers to low prices as a calamity on the

same footing as drought or frost. In the practice of Group-
assessment, the Demand was fixed for the year, not, as in

the alternative methods, for each season; and it was realised

by three instalments (R. 4), fixed apparently with regard to

the circumstances of each pargana

In ordinary seasons then the position of the village was
clear. The Demand was assessed at the beginning of the

year in a lump sum, which was distributed over the peasants

by the headmen; the peasants paid the headmen as the crops

matured, and the latter satisfied the demands of the col-

lector. The arrangements might however be upset by the

occurrence of a calamity, “drought, frost, low prices, or

other”; for Group-assessment, aiming at a Demand ap-

proximating to half the produce, was open to the same
objection as Measurement, that even a moderate loss of

produce might render the realisation of the assessment

impossible. In such an event the revenue staff was required

(R. 9) to be active and vigilant, to revise the assessment

in accordance with the actual produce, and to take special

care that the apportionment among the peasants was not

left in the hands of the headmen, accountants, or dominant
cliques.* The second farman adds the detail (H. 9) that

r Professor Sarkar has bliowii (Sl'/d'C.N in liluffhnl Ivriuiy p, 217) that
in parts of Orissa rerenuc was paid lU kind during Aiiraiigzcb’s reign,

but this was one of the tr.acts where currency was normally scarce, and
cannot be taken as typical of Northern India.

* There is some difficulty in interpreting the phrase "stirliasfii calamity ' ’

in B. 9. The content shows only that it refers to a calamity in which the
distribution (tafriq) depended on the lioadmcn .and .account ints, and that
this practice was not to be permitted. The only illiistr.itive passiges I

have found are Khwafi, i. 733, and ili.asirulumra, lii. 498, which arc one
authority, not two. In them taslikliis-i sarbasla is used to dcscniic the

method of assessing revenue by a cli.iigc ou each piM^jut. Here the

word clearly means “per he.idi” or noirly its ctyniologic.il inc.iniiig;

and the same sense seems to fit the passage under consideration. A
“sarbasta calamity ’ ’ would be one in which tho village authorities sent
up a list showing the loss of each peasant separately; and the possibilities

of fraud in a pi occeding of th it kind are sufficiently obvious to oxiilaiii the
prohibitiou.
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half the actual produce was to be left to the peasants, and

it draws a distinction (H. 10) between calamities occurring

before, and after, the crops were cut; allowance was to be

made for the former, but not for the latter, a rule which sur-

vived in the administrative tradition of the nineteenth

century.

The administration was required to see that exactions •

from peasants were limited to the lawful demands, and

three classes of prohibited exactions are specified (R. 10).

The first consists of those cesses which had been forbidden

by the Emperor, who followed in this matter the general

line taken by Firuz and by Akbar The second is ‘‘charges

,

m excess of the revenue,” which may be interpreted as

customary levies made by officials. The third is described

by the word baliya, which in ordinary use may mean either

“misfortune'’ or “oppression”; here it probably denotes

some particular form of oppression which was common at

the time, but I have found no illustrative passages to assist

in its interpretation. So much is clear, that various forms

.

of exaction prevailed, and that they were definitely pro-

hibited; how far the prohibition was effective remains a

matter for conjecture.

The orders which have been summarised above applied

primarily only to the Reserved areas, a small fraction of the

Empire, but their provisions were intended, at the least,

to set a standard of procedure in Assignments, for the

officials employed by assignees were to be urged to act in

accordance with them. Here again it is a matter for con-

jecture how far these orders took effect. Aurangzeb’s local

administration was not characterised by efficiency, so that

assignees probably enjoyed more freedom than in Akbar's

days; but a curious provision suggests that the provincial
,

Diwan was in fact in a position to influence the local staff

employed by assignees. He was required (R 12) to report

on the loyalty and efficiency of the assessors and collectors

employed in Assignments, and a promise was given that

punishment should follow on an unfavourable report. R

is not easy to understand how the Revenue Ministry could

ensure the punishment of subordinates employed by an

assignee, but the promise is there, and we must infer that,

in some way or other, it could be made effective.
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3. THE APPLICATION OF ISLAMIC IDEAS
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In the preceding section the general situation in the early

part of Aurangzeb’s reign has been described with the aid

of both the extant farmans issued under his authority

It remains to examine those provisions of the later order

which relate specifically to Islamic law, and in doing this,

it is necessary to realise the position of the ecclesiastical

jurists on whose pronouncements (fatwa) the order is

obviously based. There is no reason to suppose that the

jurists were in touch with the actual working of the Revenue
Ministry; their authorities consisted, not of rules and orders

issued by Sher Shah or Akbar, but of lav/-books and com-

mentaries written, for the most part, in other parts of Asia,

in Arabia, Syria, or Iraq. The authorities are duly quoted

in the extant fatwas, and we find among them such names
as Abu Hanifa, Muhit, or Abu Yusuf, men whose experience

had been gained long before, and in countries altogether

different from India. The officials who drafted the farman

obviously followed the fatwas closely; and the result was
necessarily to import into the Indian system terms, ideas,

and institutions, which are not easily brought into ac-

cordance with the facts of Indian life.

As an example of exotic terminology, we may take the

description of the peasant as Ttialik, a word which originally

denoted a king, but in process of time has come to mean
an owner. The anonymous commentator whose observa-

tions are included in Professsor Sarkar’s translation of the

farman was obviously puzzled by the unfamiliar term, for he

suggested that the word must refer to the owner of the crop,

implying that there could not be an owner of the soil;

but the fact is that malik was the term used, no doubt

appropriately, in other Islamic countries, and it was carried

over to India, where it was not applicable to the local con-

ditions. Similarly as regards ideas, the force of parts of

the farman is distorted by the conception of land devoted

permanently to a particular crop. We are given detailed

rules for land under dates and almonds, which were almost

irrelevant in India, but we find nothing about the par-

ticular difficulties connected with characteristic Indian
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crops such as sugarcane. In the same way, the farman

stresses the distinction between tithe-land and tribute-land,

which, as we have seen in Chapter I, lies at the root of the

Islamic system
;
but I have failed so far to find a single case

of tithe-land existing in India, and if any existed, it was

certainly unimportant in extent. We must not then read

the order as recognising peasants’ proprietary rights, or as

indicating the existence of an important date-growing

industry, or as necessarily implying the prevalence of tithe-

land; and in a few other cases the question arises whether

the provisions of the farman were really required, or whether

they are mere surplusage, introduced by the conditions

in which ii was drafted.

The only cne of these questions which requires discussion

relates to the distinction drawn throughout the order

between two forms of tenure, denoted by the words

muqasama and muwazzai. These words are not defined in

the order itself, but the distinction between them is brought

out clearly in the fatwa, which shows that, under the

former, land paid revenue only when cultivated, while,

under the latter, it paid whether it was cultivated or not.

The same distinction appears in the order (H. 2) and its

provisions show that muwazzaf was a form of what I have

described as Contract-holding, where a fixed sum is paid

for the occupation of land, independent of cropping or

produce; while the term muqasama is sufficiently wide to

cover both Sharing and Measurement
,
applying in all cases

where the amount of the revenue-Demand depends on the

produce of the season Now up to the date of this order,

I have found no definite evidence to show that Contract-

holding existed as a tenure in Moslem India,^ and the

question arises whether the references to it are mere sur-

plusage, or were in fact required by Indian conditions.

On this question two considerations suggest themselves.

The first is that Contract-holdings were quite common in

1 Payment of wazifj, i,e. muw.izzaf-teniu'e, ig mentioned in tlie Ain

(y 294), blit in a diiquisition on the genera] IsLimie icvoniic-system, and

with no suggestion that wazifa wag paid in India. In the Indian chronicles

the word wazifa occur.s frequently, but in none of the passages noticed

does it refer to ponsaiits’ tenure; the usual meaning is an allowance

granted, ordinarily in cash, by the Emperor to a learned mm or some otter

claimant on his libeiahty.
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some regions at the opening of the British period
;

either,

then, they existed in the time of Aurangzeb, or they had
come into existence during the eighteenth century. The
latter alternative is improbable, because it was a period
of disorder, during which men lived from hand to mouth,
and were unwilling to commit themselves in advance. The
refusal of peasants to bind themselves to pay revenue for

even so short a term as five years is one of the most re-

markable facts in the early British records; at that time

popular opinion favoured annual assessment, with entire

freedom for the future; and it is hard to see how a system
of Contract-holding could have come into existence in such
an environment. The probability then is that the system
was of old standing.

This view is strengthened by the facts, which have been

given in Chapter I, regarding tenures in Udaipur. In that

region, which never came under Moslem administration,

the existence of Contract-holdings is established by extant

documents, some of which go back for four centuries, and

the inference seems to be almost certain that they are a

Hindu institution, not a modern introduction. The fact

that there is no trace of them in the earlier literature of

Moslem India does not constitute a proof of their non-

existence; it may equally be read as showing that Moslem
administrators found no occasion to interfere with them.

While then direct evidence is wanting, it is permissible to

conjecture that Contract-holdings may in fact have per-

sisted from the time when Moslem rule was first established

in Delhi, not as a general institution, but in particular

localities, or particular circumstances, in which they were
found to be convenient; and therefore that Aurangzeb’s

orders regarding them were required to enable the Diwan
to dispose of difficulties which arose from time to time.

The alternative view, that the provisions m question are

mere surplusage, introduced from an exotic system of law

for formal purposes, is not, however, disproved by positive

evidence; in the present state of our knowledge, the matter

is one of probability.

The orders indicate that the administration recognised

the existence of certain rights to retain, and dispose of.
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a holding. A Contract-holder was ordinarily succeeded
by his heir (H. II), and he could lease, mortgage, or sell

his rights in his holding (H. 12, 13) Inheritance is recog-
nised by implication in the case of an ordinary peasant also,

because provision is made (H. 17) for the disposal of a holding
when there is no heir; and power to sell or pledge is also

recognised by implication in the same case (H 16). These

provisions do not indicate any fundamental change in

system, because, as we have seen in Chapter I, rights of

inheritance and transfer are recognised by the Hindu

Sacred Law.

It is noteworthy that there is no explicit provision for

the dispossession of an inefficient or defaulting peasant,

similar to that which is found in the Arthasastra; and this

omission is common to the two farmans, for the earlier one

lays great stress on complete and punctual collections

(R. 4, 5), but is silent as to the action to be taken against

defaulters. It is impossible to suppose that an adminis-

tration concerned with getting the largest possible revenue

should have been left powerless in the event of con-

tumacious default; and the true reading must, I think, be

that the necessary powers were inherent in the adminis-

tration, but that at this period they were not of practical

importance because of the scarcity of peasants, a topic to

which I shall return.

In the same way, Aurangzeb’s orders, like those issued

by Akbar, do not provide for the sale of a peasant’s family

for default; but we know from various authorities’ that this

process was in the fact available to the local officials. Thus

Badauni records, as we have seen in the last chapter, that

in the reign of Akbar, “the wives and children of the

peasants were sold and scattered abroad.” Pelsaert,

writing in the next reign, tells of the wives and children

of defaulters being “made prize” and sold Bernier states

that defaulters were “bereft of their children, who are

carried away as slaves.” Manrique, in describing Bengal

under Mogul rule, wrote that “when the wretched people

have no means of paying this (the revenue demanded in

1 Badauni, ii. 189 ;
Pelsaeit»47 ;

Bernier, 205 ;
Manrique, i.53, in flio

Society 's tranplation {^Travels of ^Tiy Seianiian MaTirique^ I?//}.
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advance], they seize their wives and children, making them
into slaves and selling them by auction.” We must not
then read the orders as a complete code of procedure, pro-
viding for all possible emergencies; the reasonable view is

that thay deal only with those matters on which a ruling
was thought to be required, and that the treatment of

defaulters was not one of these.

An interesting provision in the farman is that which relates

to the residual right of a Contract-holder who was unable
to cultivate, or had absconded (H 3.) His right to the
holding remained in existence, and he was entitled to resume
it when in a position to do so; but, during the period of

absence or inability, the officials were empoweied to let the

land on farm, and if the income so obtained exceeded the
contract-revenue, the surplus was to be paid to the holder
This is the earliest suggestion I have found of anything
analogous to the malikana, or allowance to a landholder

excluded from settlement, which was an important subject

in parts of the nineteenth century.

If Contract-holdings already existed at this period, it

may be said that the orders we have been examining in-

troduced little of importance into the Indian agrarian

system. The provisions which clearly derive from the

fatwas are matters ot detail; rules regarding appoitionmcnt

of the liability for revenue in case of transfeis (H 12, 13),

revenue to be levied on vines and almond trees (H. 14),

liability of Moslems to pay revenue instead of tithe (II. 14),

exemption from assessment of land devoted to the endow-

ment of tomb (H 15)—such rules as these could be en-

forced without making any appreciable alteration in the

Tridinn system as it had developed under previous Moslem

"sovereigns, and they were doubtless useful to an adminis-

tration which may have had to decide such questions in the

course of its ordinary work. The system however in its

broad outlines remained unchanged
,
unless we accept the

view, which seems to me improbable, that Contract-holding

was now recoenised for the first time.
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4. THE SCARCITY OF PEASANTS

One feature of Aurangzeb’s orders remains to be noticed,

the stress which is laid on the need for keeping, and for

obtaining, peasants. In previous chapters we have seen

that, from the thirteenth century onwards, extension of

cultivation had been the most important item in the official

policy of agrarian development; but the earlier declarations

point to an increase in the size of holdings rather than in

the number of peasants. Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq, for in-

stance, wished to see the peasants extending their holdings

year by year; and Akbar’s rules for collectors contemplate

the same process, while the topic of absconding peasants

finds no place in them. By Aurangzeb’s time, however,

absconding had become a serious matter for the adminis-

tration. It was to be examined in the course of each annual

assessment, and great efforts were to be made to secure

the return of absconders, as well as to attract peasants from

all quarters (R. 2); while the detailed rules for dealing with

the holdings of absconders (H. 3) suggest that cases for

disposal must have been numerous. Judging from these

orders alone, we should infer that at this period the limiting

factor in cultivation was man-power rather than material

resources, and it becomes necessary to look for the reasons

why peasants had become scarce.

There are no gr ounds for thinking that the population of

Northern India was declining seriously at this period.

Taking a general view of such facts as are on record, it may

be said that throughout the country population tended to

increase rapidly, subject to recurring checks from war,

famine, and disease. During the first half of the seventeenth

century. Northern India was, comparatively speaking,

peaceful. There were indeed occasional rebellions and

civil wars, but the destruction of life in the course of these

incidents was not unusually great The drain on man-

power caused by the conquest of the Deccan was possibly

substantial in the earlier part of the period, but after about

the year 1630 there was not much serious fighting; while the

Maratha trouble had not come to a head at the time when

Aurangzeb’s revenue orders were issued On the whole,
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thea, the political and military history of the period does

not suggest any serious check on the natural growth of

population

The records of famine are undoubtedly incomplete,' but,

so far as they go, they disclose no very serious calamity m
Northern India during the first half of the century. There
had, indeed, been heavy mortality in the year lo96. but the
effects of this would have disappeared by 1660. There are

indications of scarcitj' in the Punjab in 1614-15. and again

in 1645, and in Oudh in 1650, but I have found no record of

serious loss of life
;
while the calamity of 16J0, which fell

so heavilj' on Gujarat and the Deccan, did not extend to

the North. Rajputana suffered severely m 16413, and Sind in

1658-0, but in both cases the loss was local, The famine

of 1660 was severe and widespread m the South, but the

only indication of its influence in the North is a statement

in a ehronicle of the next century that “crowds of people

from all parts made their way to the capital." If “the

capital" in this passage denotes Delhi, as is probable but

not certain, then we may infer either that the North was
affected, or that people came from the affected region to the

North in search of food. Between 1660 and 1670 we read

of famine again in the South and in Gujarat, but not in the

North It is. I think, quite certain that the population in

the former regions must have declined heavily after 1630
;

but, from the recorded evidence, there is no reason for

thinking that there was any serious general decline in the

country frum the Punjab to Bengal

The evidence regarding epidemic disease is even more
scanty than that which refers to famine, and the only point

which emerges is that bubonic plague- was present in

Northern India during the first half of the century. The
Emperor Jahangir tells us that a dreadful epidemic had

spread from the Punjab as far as Delhi, and caused great

E disuussed tills sub ictt ill 'omc length iii Uh, VIE of J'lom A7:bai lu

nurdiii/eh, where del I lied Tcfeicnces will be found to the sumin.iry giv. u
ill the tc\t. The Puii]iib seareitj of lt45, wiiiih i'- not inenlionod there,

la raeorded iii Badshahiiain.i, El, 489.

* For rhgue, see TuzuU, 162> 225 ;
U.tdshaliii.iiiiu, 1, i. 489, if. S5''

Khwali, i. 755, and 11. 3S2, The identity of the disease is iisiially indn- ife.l

by 1 efI'l ciicos to either the presence of biihoes, or the effect on rUs .'iid

lllloC.
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mortality, but had wholly subsided in the year 1616
; the

symptoms are not described, but the language used points

to plague.^ Either the statement that the disease had

subsided was premature, or fresh infection supervened, for

plague was prevalent in the city of Agra in 1618, in 1632,

and in 1644, and in Delhi in 1656 ;
while it was virulent in

the Deccan and Gujarat for several years before 1689. It

is possible then that the rural population of the North

had been affected by a prolonged epidemic of plague at the

time when Aurangzeb’s orders issued, but I know of no

direct evidence in favour of this view, and on the other hand

there is definite and credible evidence that the scarcity

of peasants was due to flight, not death.

This evidence is contained in the survey of the Mogul

Empire- which Francois Bernier wrote for Colbert, the

eminent French statesman, about the year 1670. Bernier

was well qualified for the task he undertook. He came of

peasant stock, and was thus in a position to appreciate the

agrarian situation which h^ found in India
;

while, at the

same time, he was a highly educated man, having taken a

Doctor’s degree at the University of Montpellier, and he

had travelled widely, in Asia as well as Europe, before he

reached India about the time of Aurangzeb’s accession.

He spent eight years at the Emperor’s Court in practice as

a physician, he was on familiar terms with some of the higii

officers, and his opportunities for acquiring knowledge were

thus much greater than those of an ordinary traveller.

That they were well used is apparent from his observations

on various topics, such, for instance, as the supply of gold

and silver, which can be confirmed from the Dutch and

English commercial records of the period
;
and there are no

grounds for rejecting his evidence on the question which

concerns us—the scarcity of peasants, and their readiness

to abscond.

This scarcity of peasants had clearly impressed itself

^
'Plus opidenui' is mciitioueJ iii >oiu.; Fiitjr/ Ki'i'OiiU jV!

liir W 1II1J.UI i’oitor ’s SitwplcJiis Uarj Cjlc.idji of Uocamenls in
,

Office-, see Nos. 377, 379, 334, 393. Tlie informitioa is, however, not ai

first Umd; one report (leel.n el it w is "not the plngne, ” lint this is uy b

mains concliisive
2 Boniier. The IjiUci to Uolhart hagiiis on p. 200; the ostrnct given i

on p. 203; the subject of ubsuondiug recurs ou pp. 226, 232.
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very strongly on his mind, and it is noteworthy that he does

not attribute any part of it to exceptional mortality. Had
plague been raging throughout the country, he, as a prac-

tising physician, could scarcely have ignored the fact; but
be is quite definite in attributing the evil, not to any such

cause, but to the severity of the administration, which
drove the peasants to abscond. Much of the Empire, he
observed, was

“badly cultivated, and thinly peopled; and even a con-
siderable portion of the good land remains unfilled from
want of labourers’

;
many of whom perish in consequence

of the bad treatment they experience from the Governor.
These poor people, when incapable of discharging the
demands of their rapacious lords, are not only often deprived
of the means of subsistence, but are bereft of their children,

who are carried away as slaves. Thus it happens that many
of the peasantry, driven to despair by so execrable a tyranny,
abandon the country, and seek a more tolerable mode of

existence, either in the towns, or camps; as bearers of

burdens, carriers of water, or servants to horsemen. Some-
times they fly to the territories of a Raja, because there

they find less oppression, and are allowed a greater degree
of comfort.”

According to Bernier, then, the peasants were being

driven by administrative pressure into other occupations, or,

into regions where the Mogul administration did not operate;

and his account, which is in itself credible, fits in precisely

with the situation depicted in Aurangzeb’s orders, a

peasantry heavily assessed and kept under strict discipline,

but decreasing in numbers to an extent which was seriously

embarrassing the administration. The increase in adminis-

trative pressure which had occurred during the first half of

the century must be attributed either to Jahangir, or to

Shahjahan, or to both Emperors. According to the tra-

ditional account summarised in an earlier section, we must

look to the reign of Shahjahan for most, if not all, of the

increase, since the revenue from the Reserved areas rose in

that period from 150 to nearly 400 lakhs; but more definite

evidence is wanted for a final verdict.^ All that can be

^ The quotation is fiom the published translatiou ;
^‘peasants would

be a more precise rendering than “labourers” of the word luiovreurs,

* In Fiom Alhar io Aurangiei, Ch. VIII> see, 5) T argued that the in*

creaf-od picssHic during SlirlijalitK^sTfigi* icflcdcd m cfitfJJii reTfUTse

fitatistk^ lunu survived, T lia^c sii.cc fonrd tlifit ll'c aigimeiit
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said with certainly is that, by the early years of Auran^zeb's

reign, administrative pressure had increased to a point

where it was tending to defeat its object, even in the Re-

served areas; and we must infer that the injurious effects

were greater in Assignments, because of the short and pre-

carious tenure on which they were usually held. Taking

Aurangzeb’s orders as they stand, it would have been possible

for a provincial Diwan, endowed with the necessary capacity,

tact, and integrity, to work up the revenue of his charge

by degrees; it would have been obvious folly on the part

of an ordinary Assignee to attempt anything of the kind,

seeing that he must expect to lose the Assignment before

the results of his efforts would be manifest. Whether any

provincial Diwan at this period was in fact a successful

revenue-administrator is doubtful, for Bernier tells us’ that

the Reserved areas were farmed, and in his description of

the prevalent oppression he draws no distinction between

officials, farmers, and assignees; all that can be said is

that there was some room for successful administration in

the one case, but scarcely any in the other.

Here the story which I have been endeavouring to tell

comes to its conclusion, so far as the assessment of the

peasants in Northern India is concerned. I have traced no

reference to any important change during the century

and a half intervening between Aurangzeb’s accession and

the establishment of British rule in the North; while the

practice which was found in operation by the early British

administrators is precisely that which is described in

formally defective, became the itatistics foi tl'C ni'enmp of tlie reign are

described ns linsil, -nbile tlio later figures aie javui. Vollowing previous

translators, I had treated these teims as synonj mou!', but. as is esplaiufu

in Appendix A, a distinction must be drawn between them, and the

aie not directly eoiniiarable. To re-establisli tlie argument, it womube
neoess.iry either to find figures for the jama at Shah )ahan ’s accession, or

to determine the precise relation between hasil and jama at that period,

and niy seareli for these data has so far proved imsuccessfiil.

^ Bernier, 224, 225. He writes of assignee.^ under tlic name “timarlots,

which he had presumably learned during bis travels in Turkey; it denotes

the holder of a tenure involving military service, and apparently in-

distinguishable from the n«slgnmenta of the Mogul Empire, It is
^

think, neoessaiy to ic.ad tho passage as st.'.ting that Farming was invariable

in the Eeservod areas, tliough we imist ", (ji'shide lliat it was a coinniou

pi actu e.
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Aurangzeb’s orders of 1665. Thus Holt Mackenzie, writing

in 1819, quotes’ a description of the procedure in the Delhi

territory at a time when the native institutions had not

been disturbed, which shows that the person in authority

—

whoever he might be—“made settlements with the village

zamir.dars for such a fixed annual revenue as the latter

agreed to pay, or he took the Government share of the crops

in kind, or be levied the established pecuniary assessment

according to the quantity of the land cultivated and the

species of crop grov/n ” Here we have Group-assessment

in the foreground, with Sharing and Measurement behind,

exactly as in the time of Aurangzch; and the standard of

the revenue also was unchanged being “half of the produce

of land fullj' cultivated.” while in practice as much was
taken “as the cultivator could ailor d to give” Similarly

Lord Moira, in his Minute of 1815, described the early

British practice in the following terms: “The Collector

considers the former assessment of the village, compares it

with all the information he has received, and, having

endeavoured to form an estimate of its capability, offers it

to the pioprietor at the rate of assessment he conceives it

capable of yielding. The proprietor denies the extent of

capability, when the Collector threatens measurement, the

dread of an exposition of the real state from which will

generally induce an acceptance of the offer ” Here again,

we have Group-assessment, made on general considerations,

as the regular practice, with the threat of Measurement in

reserve, almost exactly as the arrangements are described

in Aurangzeb’s farman.

We may take it then that the method of Group-assess-

ment, which, at some unascertained time, superseded the

methods favoured by Sher Shah and Akbar, persisted as

the ordinary practice in Northern India until the end of the

Moslem period. The interest which the intervening years

possess for us lies in the developments affecting Inter-

mediaries, which resulted in the fusion of Assignees and

Grantees, Chiefs, Headmen, and Farmers, into a body of

1 Rev. Sol., i. 89, 90 (Holt Miickeniie) j 323 (Lovd Moira). Tlie words
“village zamindar’ iii the first qnotntion denote the peasai ts art:i]i>

tUioii^h their headmen.
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landholders, which was to be recognised by British law as

homogeneous; the earlier stages in these developments

form the subject of the next section.

5. INTERMEDIARIES UNDER AURANGZEB AND
HIS SUCCESSORS

We have seen in a previous section that, in the middle

of the seventeenth century, the great bulk of the revenue

was assigned, as much as 19 krors out of the total of 22;

and consequently the assignees were at that period much

the most important class of Intermediaries between the

Emperor and the peasants. During the next half century,

a gradual change occurred, and shortly after the end of

Aurangzeb’s reign, Assignments, taken as a whole, had

become unremunerative, and were naturally unpopular:

they continued to be made, bu energetic men preferred

a title resting on force to one which was based on paper, and

in the course of the eighteenth century the Taluq, or

“Dependency,” came to take the place of the Assignment

as the most prominent agrarian institution.

The unpopularity of Assignments is a familiar topic in

the chronicle written by Khwafi Khan shortly after Aurang-

zeb’s death. The most noteworthy passage is a digression,'

where, after describing the liberality of Shahjahan in

equipping his cfficers for active service, the chronicler

proceeds to stress the contrast between past and present.

Nowadays, he says in effect, perhaps one or two in a hundred

of the wretched assignees may get a morsel of bread from

their Assignments, but the rest are starving mendicants;

while those who are nominally on the cash-roll may possibly

receive their pay for a year or two at most. The passage

is rhetorical, and the writer was obviously a pessimist,

so that his language must be somewhat heavily discounted;

but there is no reason to suppose that it does not represent

in substance the opinion current in the first quarter of the

eighteenth century. Perhaps its most significant feature

* Khwafi. 5,622.
such passages as ii,

1722-?.

The approximate date of this chronicle is Ajed ly

378, where the year of wntizg is given as li35B,
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is the recognition that it might be better to be on the cash-
list than to have an Assign uent No suo'.i preferei^e is

suggested by the records of the earlier period, during whi ch.

all high end favoured officer's received Assignments as a

matter of course, while the only changes in conditions re-

corded in the chronicles during the interval were on the
whole in favour of the assignees.

One of these changes related to a practice by which the

assignees were required to pay for the keep of the animals
, in the Imperial stables.’ This practice became a serious

burden during the reign of Aurangzeb, when the income
from Assignments was declining, so that the demand made
by the stables on an individual might even exceed the total

he was able to collect; but under Shah Alam those charges

were so adjusted that no grievance remained. The other,

and more important, change in practice was the dis-

appearance of the audit. During the seventeenth century,

itlvas the duty of the provincial Diwan to see that assignees

did not retain more than the sums to which they were en-

titled, and to recover any excess for the treasury. On the

other hand, an assignee could claim to be reimbursed for

deficiency in his actual Income arising from certain causes,

though it was difficult to establish such claims in the face

of the determined opposition of the accountants. An
Assignment thus involved a ijeriodical contest of wits, in

which the assignee needed to employ competent agents,

and probably to spend money freely on bribery, if he was to

retain what he had succeeded in collecting; but during

Aurangzeb’s reign the practice gradually decayed, and the

audit-procedure had become obsolete when Khwafi Khan
wrote.®

The reasons for the unpopularity of Assignments must!

then be sought, not in changes in administrative practice,
|

'

but in the conditions of the time, the decline in agricultural /

production, and the weakening of the central authority.

1 KliwHfi) ii, 602.
2 For tirM riouiphcitci ** Sf'V Tiia ik 22, 89i 190,3?^; Salili,

Siqi, 234; Kii Till, i. 753, ii. 87. 397. TiiU a re.nyery might be sub-

stiutial in uuijint aiiji'its from the rejonl in Siqi. 170j that Skayista

Kliauwaa surcli irgi-.l 132 liklu of rJi)ea« for wait U- Uni eollc.’teil in

018653 of hii rtiitlifjri*!'] I [ncoiii5 while Vicoroy of Bengal.
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The flight of peasants from the land to more attractive

occupations, which was considered in tho last section,

undoubtedly continued, and was probably intensified, i

during tho reign of Aurangzeb; and when peasants decreased,

the assignees’ Income was necessarily reduced. We may

indeed reasonably infer that the process, once started, was

apt to be cumulative, because an assignee, with a short and
'

uncertain tenure, would ordinarily try to make good some

part of his loss by increased pressure on the peasants who

remained at work, and increased pressure would in turn

strengthen the motives which tempted peasants to abscond,

A progressive decline in the Income yielded by Assignments >

would of itself explain their unpopularity, but in addition

there was the risk that the assignee might not be able to

obtain possession oven of what remained

So far as the Deccan is concerned, this risk arose pri-

marily from tho activities of the Marathas. The story of

Aurangzeb 's attempt to maintain his position in the South

can be read elsewhere, and it must suffice to recall the fact ’

that the Marathas steadily extended both their settled

dominions and their claim to share in the yield of a much

larger area. A passage in Khwafi Khan (li. 7>H ff.) shows

that within ten years of Aurangzeb’s death this claim,

which in form amounted to one-fourth (chauth) of the

'

revenue, had in practice risen to nearly one-half; while

in villages which had been restored after depopulation, the

gross produce was divided equally betwee n the Marathas,

the assignees, and the peasants. Thus an assignee could

not hope to realise anything like the share of half the

produce, which had formerly represented his Income, and

it must always have been doubtful if he would be allowed

to realise anything at all in the areas where the Marathas
_

maintained their separate staff! of revenue-collectors. It is

easy then to understand that a cash-order, ev en on an almost

empty treasury, would have been preferred to an Assignment

in the region dominated by the Marathas.

As regards Northern India, our information is very incom-

plete, for the chronicles tell us little of what was happening ,

in the North after the year 1682, when Aurangzeb trans-

ferred his Court to the Deccan. All that can be said is that
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the Administration was gradually losing its hold on the

country, officials were getting out of hand, and strong men
were beginning to assume an attitude of independence

Khwafi Khan tells a story (ii. 861), which is perhaps typical

of what was going on. For some years before 1719, an

Afghan named Husain Khan had gone into rebellion, and

taken possession of some parganas in the neighbourhood of

Lahore; the officials employed by the State, and by the

assignees, were driven out of their charges, the Viceroy’s

troops were more than once defeated, and Husain Khan
was for a time practically independent, but ultimately he

was killed in a skirmish with the Viceroy. Further South

we get glimpses of the revolt of the Jats near Agra, which

resulted eventually m the establishment of the State of

Bharatpur ^ The local traditions of Oudh show that, by

the end of the seventeenth century, Chiefs and officials

alike were engaging in the struggle for territory;- and these

incidents cannot be regarded as exceptional An assignee

could no longer rely on the authority of the Emperor; he

had to expect that other claimants to the revenue would

appear, and he must either repel them by force, or submit

to the loss of his expected Income.

The eighteenth century was thus a period when de facto

possession came to count for much more than title, and it

was characterised by an apparent assimilation among the

different classes of Intermediaries, of the kind which, as

we have seen, occurred in the disorganisation of the Delhi

kingdom after the death of Firuz This assimilation is

reflected in the history of the word Taluq, ‘ which may be

rendered as Dependency The word and its derivatives

appear occasionally in the earlier chronicles as denoting

the relationship between a person and his position, whether

official or territorial, but there is no sign of any specialised

IKUwafi. 11 111 1683, KUin Jalun was sent fiom tlio Ueci-an to puiiiUi

the Jatb (316). Mo titled, and there w.i» more tiouble in 1690 ( 39'1i.

The chionicler does not pursne the sabjccl. but the story of the rise of the

R+Tin a-in he lead in the Imperiul Gazellcer, viii. 74.
*

2 See e.a , W- C Benctt, The Chief G'xins of the Itoy B iruUy Dislri, I

(revised edition, 1895), p. 36 ff.
, . , i , i i

3 More iiieciselv Ui‘aUuq. The derivative word Ulundai, “holder ot .i

t.iliici,'” though fimiliai. is best avoided in n gener.al discussion, bec.'iiise

its meaning now varies in different provinces.
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or technical meaning up to the middle of the seventeenth

century, when the Badshahnama was written In the

Maasir-i Alamgiri, which was completed in 1710, there

are signs of specialisation, while Khwafi Khan, writin-;

some years later, used the word definitely in the special

sense which was current in the North at the opening of the

British period, that is to say as denoting a tract of country

held in possession, whatever the nature of the title.’ An

official or a Chief, an assignee, or even a foreign power,

could have a Dependency in this special sense, for possession

was coming to be the only thing that mattered. In the

next chapter we shall have to record the results which

ensued when British officers came to administer Northern

India, and tended, not unnaturally, to regard Dependencies

of all sorts as held in the same tenure; here it must suffice

to note that the term, in its special se a se, came into promi-

nence in the period of disorganisation, when the value of

rights or claims depended mainly on the power to enfoics

them.

Among the various holders of Dependencies, we have seen

already that assignees had lost the leading position they

occupied in the middle of the seventeenth century. Mean-

while other classes of Intermediaries had increased in im-

portance. The decay of the central administration neces-

sarily strengthened the Chiefs; and this term must now be

extended to Moslems, since men of this religion had in fact

established themselves in positions not to be distinguished

from those of Rajas or Rais. Strong Viceroys might become

de facto Kings, as happened in Oudh, in Rohiikhand, and in

Farrukhabad; and officers of lower rank might in the same

way establish themselves as practically independent within

a smaller area. Farmers also had similar opportunities,

which were increased by a prolongation in the terms for

which farms were given, and by the practice of accepting

^ Kluvafi KIuii in Ills fint vol.iino appUej tlic wonl iiiflifferentl.v totin'

area lield Ijy au assignee (i. 266, 224); by .i Ciief— ToJhpur (i. 238), ami

•flujli ii B iiidel.i (i. 516); aiij by a foreign iiower—“tlie toluq of tlir

Portuguese” (i. 469). Its use becomes more cnminon in tlw aecoul

volume, when he was writing of his own time: e<0. "zimindars ^
owntaluq” (li. 89); the tabiqs of assignees (114); “the tnluq of the

Paujdirof Mulher” (277).
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premiums in advance and, speaking generally, we must
regard the period which followed the death of Aurangzeb
as one in which men of these various classes were competing
with one another in a struggle for territorial position, and
the revenue which it brought. Rights to receive the revenue
could still be granted by the Emperor, but the power of

the Empire could not enforce his orders, and the right might
often be given to whoever had secured possession by force.

The results of these conditions were manifest when the

northern provinces came under British rule, as will be
described in the next chapter.

Before taking leave finally of the Assignment system, a
few words may be said regarding the practice of Valuation

during the seventeenth century. The only reference I have
found in the chronicles to a formal revision is Jahangir’s

order (Tuzuk, 9) appointing a Diwan to revise the Valuation

of Bengal. There is no record of the result, but, as will be
explained in Chapter VII, there are indications that re-

visions were subsequently carried out in this province.

The maintenance of a general Valuation during the first

half of the century is established by various passages, some
of which are quoted in Appendix A, contrasting the Income
of a particular region with its Valuation. Some statistical

records® of the next century indicate obscurely that a change

in practice took place during the reign of Aurangzeb, for

figures for his Empire are given in three columns instead of

two. The first, which is headed jama-i dami, may safely

be taken as the formal Valuation, and the third {hasil-i

sanwat) as current, or recent, Income
;
but the second

{hasil-i kamil), which is not explained in any document

within my knowledge, is more difficult to interpret. The

heading means “complete” or “perfect” Income, and

points to some sort of standard figure, but its nature, and

the method of its calculation, are matters for conjecture.

My own guess is that “perfect Income” is an office

abbreviation of “Income of the perfect year”; that is to

1 In Farrukhsiyar’s reign “lakbs «erc rc.iliscd by sale of farms of tke

Eeserved parganas" (Kliwall, ii. 773). A little later, the practice of

farming Tvas condemned ns ruinous to the Empire (ii. 948), but it was
not cliscor.liniied for long.

2 'lOfliciil mnnu.ils’' {Dasiur-u1 amal), Or. 1779 and 1842; Add. 6588.
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say, that sometime in this century, when Income was found

to have diverged from Valuation, the Ministry, instead of

laboriously calculating a new Valuation on the lines followed

under Akbar, chose the figures of some particular year as a

standard to serve the same purpose
;
but, for some reason

or other, the obsolete figures were preserved alongside of

the new standard, so that the three columns showed re-

spectively the old and new Valuations and the current

Income The idea of a typical, or standard, year (sah

kandl) existed at least as early as the reign of Akbar,^ and i

the adoption of such a standard for Valuation would not be

an altogether unreasonable expedient, but I can find no

positive evidence on the subject, and all that can be said

with confidence is that some sort of Valuation was used

m the Ministry until the practice of Assignment decayed

in the eighteenth century.

1 AKbanuim.i, iii. 457 ;
BndsUahnaina« I, ii. 287,



Chapter VI

The Last Phase in Northern India

I. INTRODUCTORY

^

The last phase of the Moslem agrarian system in Northern
India must be studied mainly in the initial proceedings of

the administrations which succeeded the Moslem power;
and the most suitable area for this purpose comprises the
country which at the opening of the nineteenth century
was described as the Ceded and Conquered Pi’ovinces,

together with the “Benares Province or Zemindarry,"’ or,

in the nomenclature of to-day, the United Provinces ex-

clusive of Oudh, Kuiraun, and parts of Bundelkhand.^
The extant records relating to this area may be regarded as

sufficient for the present purpose; but at the same time they

are incomplete, and also treacherous, so that it will be well

to explain the exact position in some little detail.

The earliest English administrators in this region were
necessarily ignorant of the local conditions; while their

proceedings were governed by orders founded on ex-

perience gained in Bengal and Bihar, experience which
was in some respects seriously misleading. They knew that

the primary business of the administration was to arrange

for collecting the State's share of the produce of the land,

and the first task assigned to them by Iho orders issued in

Calcutta was to find the landowners, and compound with

them for its collection on the lines which had been adopted

1 The rpvemie liistoTT of the Ronaies |)ro\ince begins in_ the year 1787)

when Jonrlhan Duneas became liCMflmt; he wns authoiised to cirry

out a settlement of the icvenuo. ami his overatioiis were given legal force

by Bengal Hegiihition II of 1795. The ‘‘Ceacd Prosinees,” acquirecl in

1801, surrounded Oudli on three sides, and ronipriscd the present Goi.’ihh-

pur division on the Ejst, lioliilkhaiid on the West, and tlie lowec Poab
on tbo Pouth and Poiitli-West ; I'.ii riikb.ili.id w.is added a ye ir 1 'ter.

The “ Conquered Piovinces” inelnded tho rest of the lloab uiid biaall

areas to the West of the Jumna, while parts of Biradelkhnud were acquired

about the same time.

157
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in Bengal. The question, Who is the landowner? was,

however, cneto which no precise answer could be given.

For one thing, the rights which in the aggregate constitute

ownership, in the English s^se of the word, were not as a

rule vested in one person, but were distributed irregularly

among the various parties connected with the land; and for

a other, the collapse of the Mogul administration had pro-

duced an environment in which might counted for more

than right As the administrators came into closer contact

with the facts, they learned by degrees that the important

thing was, not to search for non-existent landowners, but

to ascertain and respect the rights, interests, and privileges

of the different parties found in enjoyment of the produce

of the soil; but, before this stage had been reached, many

dubious claims had been recognised, and many existing

claims had disappeared, so that the first formal Record of

Rights did not represent accurately the position at the end

\ of the Moslem period.

j The attitude of the people, especially the important

classes of Intermediaries, contributed materially to this

result. As we have seen in the last chapter, the collapse

of Mogul authority had resulted in a misleading appearance

of uniformity among these classes. Assignments had

declined in importance, while farms of the revenue had been

given for longer terms, and tended in practice to become

hereditary. The position of a hereditary Farmer looks

from the outside very like that of a Chief; and Chiefs and

Farmers alike had been busily engaged in extending their

spheres of influence, bringing into their Dependencies, by

fair means as well as foul, the peasants of villages who wanted

only to be left alone, and were ready to pay the King’s

Share to anyone who would undertake the King’s duty of

protecting them against interference from outside. When

English administrators looked for landowners, it was usually

these Intermediaries who presented themselves; some of

them, at least, realised from the outset that the English

were offering a new, and possibly a stable, form of tenure;

and men who had been following the road leading to kingship

naturally strove for ownership when they found that king-

ship was beyond their reach
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The peasants, on the other hand, were slow to come for-
ward, deterred partly by ignorance, partly by the require-
ment that they should engage for a term of years to pay a
cash-revenue based on the existing standards, which left

no margin for unfavourable seasons. At first, many dubious
claims were recognised, but the new “owners” frequently
failed to pay the revenue for which they had engaged, and
were summarily displaced; and for a short time the whole
position was unstable. The details of this period, and of the
gradual approach to stability he beyond the scope of this

essay; my only reason for referring to these topics is that
they explain why it is impossible to present anything like a
quantitative account of the position at the end of the
Moslem period, to say with precision what districts or
parganas were held in what tenure, or what portions of

agricultural land were liable to what burdens.

Leaving quantity aside, it is possible to describe the

position at the beginning of the period of British rule; but
the records available for this purpose are, as I have said,

treacherous, and make it very easy for the student to go
seriously wrong. As usual, the main difficulty is the ter-

minology. The earliest administrators brought with them
the technical vocabulary of Bengal, so far as they had
succeeded in acquiring it, and applied the terms to things

which looked like the originals; but appearances were some-
‘

times misleading, things were found for ' which Bengal

supplied no names, words had acquired different meanings

in different places, and, as time went on, in the mouths of -

different officers; and the confusion became so great that

Holt Mackenzie, the Secretary to the Government of India,

writing in the year 1819, suggested^ that in issuing Regula-

tions it would be advisable “to adopt the use of artificial

words, barbarous as they may seem, and altogether to avoid

the use of terms already in use until the uniformity of their

1 Rev. Sel. i. 131. As examples of the pitf.ills in tliose records it in i.v

be noted that the familiar term khui'cislit is oftfii nppliel in the sense

now accepted to land caltivated by a lindholder, but mjrc freqientlv it

means land held by n resident pemnt who is not a linlliDller. A-, uni

is applied to two different clisses of paisinti. .u Michin/ie points oaf

Wlint he docs not mention is tint he hinnelf uses zunuid tr m .af loi>l

three senses, to denote (n) wl.'it t call CUiefsi (b) a partio ilir claai of
]>easants, (c) persons of whatever class allowoi to engine for the revenue

of a village.
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acceptance throughout the country is fully ascertained."

This heroic counsel was not followed, and in any case it

could not have affected the records already in existence-

but the fact that it was tendered is a sufficient danger-

signal. A student who dips in the records of the period

in search of a particular fact will probably be misled; it is

necessary to master each record as a whole, interpreting the

technical terms with one eye on the future and the other

on the past, to take into account both the individuality

of the writer, and the locality from which his experience was

drawn, to discard pre-conceived ideas as to the meaning,

and occasionally to suspend judgment for the time being.

In the account which follows, as in the earlier chapters, I

have endeavoured to minimise the risk ot misconception

by selecting, as far as possible, terms which carry no mis-

leading connotations, and by explaining the sense in which

I use them.

2 VILLAGE ORGANISATION

At the opening of the nineteenth century^ an ordinary

village in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces might be

expected to contain, in addition to the peasants engaged

in cultivation, three classes of inhabitants, landless labourers,

village servants, and recipients of charity. The class of

landless labourers was, as it still is, widely spread, and of

great economic importance, but, being landless, these men

lie outside the scope of the present discussion, and it must

suffice to say that, so far as it is possible to judge, they were

rarely free, and scarcely ever slaves; they may perhaps be

regarded as in a state of rather mild serfdom, the incidents

of which varied within wide limits. The village servants

were remunerated by methods which bear the stamp of

antiquity They usually had a claim on the peasants’

crops, assessed sometimes on the area sown, sometimes on

the produce gathered, sometimes on the plough, the oldest

unit recognlshd in the industry. Their claims were some-

times met m cash, but more usually in produce, and, apart

from the seasonal or annual dues, many of them were

1 Kicept where other referenetM are given, the f icts smniuaiiscd in

this seetio'i .iii'l Ihosp wiiiili folio'v will be founil in three volumes,

the Duncan llecoids, .-ind Iteveiiue Selections, i and li.
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allowed to cultivate small portions of the village lands,

retaining the entire produce for themselves. Analogous

to these service tenures were the lands granted by way of

charity; the holders of these also enjoyed the entire produce,

paying nothing on account of the King’s share.

Service and charitable tenures were common at this

period,' but in an ordinary village they occupied only a

trifling proportion of the land under cultivation. The
bulk of it was held by the peasants, who fall into three

classes, the organised bodies which I shall call Brotherhoods, ‘

peasants living in the village but outside the Brotherhood,

and peasants living in another village and coming into work.

The position of the non-resident peasant was purely con-

tractual. The managers of a village with land to spare were
glad to And outsiders to cultivate it, peasants in a neigh-

bouring village might be induced to cultivate it on certain

terms; and the bargain was struck according to the views

of the parties.

The position held by peasants living in the village, but
outside the Brotherhood, was less clearly defined Some
reports of the period presented them as entitled to continue

in occupation at established rates of rent; others as entitled

to occupy, but liable to pay whatever rates might be de-

manded, the maj ority as liable to be ejected at the end of

each successive year. These discordant reports may well

represent real local differences, but the truth is that what-

ever views were expressed on the subject were at this period

largely theoretical; land lay waiting for peasants, and, so

long as that condition persisted, the question of peasants’

rights could not arise in practice on any considerable scale.

I
A manager might, or might not, be able to turn out a

I

peasant, but he would be a fool to do so when nobody was

available to take his place; that is the gist of numerous
1 In the Eocords, tlio [)pis.nits forming tlie Brotherhood are iiHually

called villago-aamiiidurs; p'tltid ir*, sUarois. or porceucri. They are some-

times referred to in the aggregate as the “village community,” but this

term frequently covers other clciuents of the population, and, apait

fiomthis ambiguity, it has gatlieied so miny vague connot itioiis lliat I

piefer to .avoid it. “Biotherhool” is o -susioii illy used hi the Rccoids

in the sense which I intend, and not in any other, Noii-resulcMit |jcas.inls

wore called, as they still are called, pMkttsht, but with varied spelling

(r.g pykoost)- Resident peasants were called either, as now, oftopparhono,

or cUe kliudkashi.
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reports, and the absence of competition for land is borne

out abundantly from other sources.^ In the actual practice

of the period, these peasants usually came to terras with the

managers either once a year or once a season, and written

agreements were frequently exchanged; except in the case

of existing Contract-holdings, the peasants were usually

reluctant to bind themselves for a longer period, and theh

attitude was undoubtedly prudent at a time when the

natural risks of agriculture were supplemented by the

dangers arising out of the disturbed condition of the country.

In effect, then, the position of these peasants was con-

tractual, though the terms of the contract were probably

influenced by traditions dating from earlier times, traditions

which, under other circumstances, might have crystallised

out as definite right and liabilities.

The available records justify the statement that at this

period a Brotherhood existed in most villages, but certainly

not in all. The institution consisted of a number of peasants

held together by the tie of a common ancestry, each in-

dividual having separate possession of the land which lie

cultivated, but the whole body acting together, through its

representatives, in managing the affairs of the village, and

paying the revenue to whoever might be entitled to receive

it. The members were ordinarily grouped in divisions and

subdivisions on a scheme representing, or at any rate be-

lieved to represent, the operation of the Hindu law of

inheritance; am', land which was not possessed by an in-

dividual member might be held jointly by the members of

a subdivision, or of a division, or by the whole Brotherhood.

It was frequently observed at the time that the areas

assigned to the various subdivisions or individuals did not

correspond exactly with the areas they w ould have received

under the law of inheritance, so that a subdivision recorded

as holding, say, one-fourth of the village would not neces-

sarily hold one-fourth of the area; and two "explanations of

these discrepancies were recorded, both of which were

probably true in one village or another. The first explana-

tion was that the distribution took quality as well as quantfiy

a As an example, I may refer to Twining 's description of liis

from Delhi to Fateligarh lu 1794-5, Part II of Travels in India a Hnnafea

Years Ago (Loudoiii 1893).
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into account, so that an excess of area would represent
compensation for inferiority. The second may be given in
the words of the Commissioner of Agra.^ “The strong and
crafty too frequently in past and present times have got the
better of the weak and simple; the absence of those entitled
to share, or the incapacity (from non-age or other cause)
of some of the resident proprietors, has enabled others, on
pretence of deposit or management, to obtain and keep
possession of shares very disproportionate to their hereditary
rights” Here we meet with a feature still familiar in
village life, a few members of the Brotherhood acting as a
dominant clique, to the detriment of their weaker brethren.
Idealists have sometimes depicted the Indian villages of the
past as harmonious little republics, where every member
was assured of his rights; but there has been a good deal of

human nature in them, as there still is, and we must allow

for wide divergence of character, rendering such generalisa-

tions misleading. It is safer to hold that in the past, as

in the present, there were villages of all sorts.

The business of the Brotherhood was conducted by
managers or Headmen,® commonly one to represent each

main division. The position was filled in various ways,

but ordinarily it tended to be hereditary, subject to dis-

placement by the sharers for incompetence. The Headmen
dealt with those peasants who were outside the Brotherhood,

defrayed common expenses, and paid the revenue, realising

the money required from the members in ways that differed

widely
; and in a proper Brotherhood there was an annual

settlement of accounts, in w'hich the members participated.

At this period, however, the position of Headman was not

always one to be desired. The pitch of the revenue was,

as we shall see, very high, somewhere about half the produce;

Intermediaries looked primarily to the Headmen for pay-

ment
;
and default might be visited on their persons. An

ordinary man with a substantial holding was often un-

willing to take the risks attach^'d to the position for the sake
' Bar. Sal , li 342.
2 The usual name for the Headmiu nas mtigndclam, but wuqaiidim', were

found also in villages which had no Biotherbood. Thu tuim bectinc
unpopular early in the British period, because the people thought their
ruleis nii^.undorbtood it, and it was replaced by the hybrid "number-dor"
now natm alued in language as lambafdur.
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of the customary remuneration or perquisites which it

offered; and in the last days of the Moslem period the

Headmen were often either men of straw, or else men of

exceptional force of character. A person with a very small

stake in the village was put forward as nominal Headman,
prepared to abscond if his position became really dangerous'

or, in the alternative, the post was accepted by a man strong

enough to turn it to his personal advantage.

The usurping Headman was thus a characteristic figure

at this period, hut I think it would be rash to assume that

he emerged in it for the first time. The fullest description

of him is contained in the following extract from a docu-

ment^ which Jonathan Duncan transmitted to the Govern-

ment in the year 1794

“There are cases where there is one Zemindar, in whose

name the Pottahs have all along stood, who is very powerful,

and of whom all his brethren stand in fear, he collects from

his brothers and from the Ryots the Malgoozary or revenue,

taking on himself to settle for the whole of what he pays

to the Sircar (“Treasury,” or “Government”,) as he is in his

own person the master of profit and loss, and if

all the brethren should desire to enter into possession

with him according to their respective shares, he will not

admit thereof, but, at the same time, without preventing

them from carrying on their cultivation, only keeping them

excluded from any proportion of the general profit, having,

besides, this additional voucher in his favour, that for 5 or

6, or 8 or 10 generations, the ancestors of these brethren

of his have in like manner paid in their revenue to his

particular line of ancestors, but neither does he collect from

these brethren of his at the same rates as he does from the

common Ryots; so much the contrary; that if the common
Ryots pay for instance after the proportion of Rs. 3 per

Begah (bigha,) he will only take from these his brethren

at the rate of Rs. 2 per Begah, and the ryots and all submit

to this from ancient custom ”

That this aspect of the position of the Headman was not

peculiar to the Benares country may be seen from the

Report- which Mr T. Fortescue, the Civil Commissioner of

Delhi, wrote in the year 1820 on the revenue system of the

1 Eev. Sel., 1. 169. It will be seen tliut the vnlei of tins description

meant by "zemindar,” one of tlie Brotherhood, and by "ryots” peasants

outside the Brotheihood. "Pottiihs” {patta) -were the documents given

to the individuals nlio eugaged to pay the revenue. „
2 De Ihi Rccoi d.s, 69 tf. The quotations in the tevt begin with jifira. Iwi
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country West of the Jurena. He recorded that, prior to

British rule, “the predicament of the moquddums was
frequently very trying and involved much personal suffering.

If the moquddums acquiesced in the payment of a sum which
the proprietors disapproved, they were sure to load them
with abuse and reproach. Unless they had displayed the

most devoted zeal for the village by undergoing imprison-

m ent, stripes, starvation, etc,, and had been reduced to the
last extremity before yielding, the sharers were not satisfied."

Here we have the Headman as genuine representative of the

Brotherhocd and held strictly to his duties On the other
hand the position enabled the Headmen “often to outwit
their brethren and the ruling power for their own aggran-
disement. Thus, as I have before said, they would impose
a higher jumma (revenue) than they had agreed for with the
public officers and enjoy the difference, or they would agree
with each sharer to receive from him a certain proportion

only, by butlie (hatai, Sharing) of his crops, and take upon
themselves all the trouble and responsibility of paying and
satisfying the Government, by which means they secured
a large profit ” Thus, in effect, “they became a little

aristocracy; but in general thej"^ were the safeguards of the

community, and had its welfare at heart."

While then manj’ of the Headmen were faithful agents,

in some cases there might be a disintegrating force at work
within the Brotherhood, which, out of the original organisa-

tion, might produce a village Chief and a body of peasants

holding their land from him at favourable rates. Disinte-

gration could occur also as the result of external causes,

for drought, or intolerable oppression, might drive the

residents of a village to abscond en masse. There was a

general understanding to the effect that the survivors, or

their descendants, could claim to re-occupy the village

at any time; but, in the case of famine at least, there might

be no survivors to exercise the claim, and the village would

then remain derelict until new peasants were introduced

by someone anxious to draw a revenue from it. On the

other hand, there are indications that repopulation of a

derelict village might bring a new Brotherhood into existence

in place of that which had disintegrated, so that it would
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probably be a mistake to regard all the Brotherhoods as

dating from the same period. The institution is undoubtedly

very old, but, in the course of its long existence, man
y

particular Brotherhoods may have disappeared, and many
other may have emerged.

From what has been said already, it will be apparent

that at this period there was considerable diversity of con-

ditions in the villages of Northern India. The main types

may be described as follows. First, there was the derelict

village (wiran) ,
that is to say, an area recognised as a village,

but uninhabited and uncultivated, presumably because the

peasants had been driven, or induced, to abandon it. Next,

there was the village without a resident population, culti-

vated by inhabitants of other villages. These two classes

were, so lar as can be judged, of minor importance, and the

bu Ik of the villages may be divided into those with a

Brotherhood and those without.

The Brotherhood villages may be classed as “pure"

or “mixed,” the distinction turning on the presence of

resident peasants outside the Brotherhood. The pure type

was characteristic of that part of Bundelkhand which had

come under British rule: in it, all the resident peasants

were members of the Brotherhood, and, while individual

members might cultivate land in another village as well

as in their own, the resident peasant outside the Brotherhood

was practically unknown In the eyes of the early British

administrators, this fact served to differentiate Bundelkhand

from the country North of the Jumna, in which the mixed

type prevailed, if it was not universal. As a matter of fact,

in studying the Records, I have come across scarcely s

single village in the Doab or Rohilkhand in which cultiva-

tion was carried on only by the Brotherhood and the

village servants, though I have found cases where the area

held by other peasants was proportionately very small;

ordinarily the peasants outside the Brotherhood were an

important, if sometimes a subordinate, factor in agricul-

tural production.

The villages without a Brotherhood fall into two groups.

In the first come the somewhat numerous cases of what
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were then recent re-settlements, where the person entitled

to collect revenue had induced peasants to settle in a

deserted village. The inducements which were offered

frequently included the promise that they would be allowed

to remain there, and accordingly these peasants are shown
in the earliest records as having a right of occupancy. I

suspect that, m cases where the settlers belonged to a single

caste, they may have been on the way to form a new
Brotherhood when the process was arrested by the ideas

introduced by British administrators; but I have not

found a clear case of a Brotherhood actually originating

in this v/ay, and at any rate the administrators failed to

discover a Brotherhood in these cases. The other group

consists of villages which paid revenue to hereditary Chiefs,

or to individuals who, in the disorganisation of the time,

were establishing new chief-ships for themselves. There
were Brotherhood in some Cniefs’ villages, but in other

there were merely unorganised peasants, who paid their

dues to a manager’ appointed by the Chief, either one of

themselves or a stranger.

The foregoing analysis^ will show that the agrarian

system at this period was by no means uniform As I have
said in the prevnous section, it is impossible to state quan-
titatively the area occupied under each of these classes,

but there is no doubt that in the region now under ex-

amination the bulk of the villages were cultivated by mixed
bodies of peasants, each of them being managed by a

1 Suuli mimagers anpear in tlie Jiocoids under ilie ii.iiue tnugaddam,
wlnoU also denoted tlie Ilo.ulmen clioscn l»y members of a Brotlierliood.

The similarity botiveen the two kinds of nianageis is obvious if one looks
on a village from outside, boeiuse then functions appeal practically
identical: inside the village, there is an oiivious distinction between the
Headman representing the Brotherhood and the manager imposed on the
village from above.

* In the test 1 have endeavoured to couceutr.itc on the mam lines of
rural orgaiiisatioii, and have passed over various e.xceptioiis and anomalies.
Two of these, however, miy be mentioned, because of their historical

interest, (u) In some cises a lillige contained two Brotherhoods of
dittereut castes. Tina arrangement seems to have been unstable: either

one Brotherhood eventu.ally ousted the other, or the village was divided
into two on the basis of OMstiiig oi ciipation. Such partitions furnish an
explanation ot what are now known as LIuibtit villages, where a single map
shows tho lands of two m'luzus with the fields intermingled, (b) In some
cases a Brotherhood was spread over a much larger area than a village,

having presumalily been allowed to occupy a compact area, or else having
gradually absoibcd otlier vill.iges adjoiiimg the original foundation.
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Brotherhood but containing also other cultivators outside

the circle. In the next section I pass to a consideration of

the methods by which the King’s share of the produce

was paid.

3. THE PEASANT’S PAYMENTS

At this period there is practically no trace of direct

relation between salaried officials and individual peasants

The person entitled to collect the King’s share of the

produce, whether he held the position of Farmer, Assignee,

or Chief, ordinarily came to terms with the Headmen of the

village for payment of a fixed sum in cash, determined with

reference to the productive capacity of the village, but not

assessed in detail on individual fields or holdings. Now,

as under Aurangzeb, it was the Headmen’s business to

realise from the individual peasants the amount which had

to be paid. The King’s share also was unchanged in

amount, normally half the produce, and ranging downwai'ds

in particular cases to one-third; tho recipient aimed at

getting a sum of money representing approximately this

share, or if possible a little more, while the Headmen aimed a'

securing a lower assessment by concealing in various waysa

portion of the actual production of the village The amount

of the payment was still commonly fixed for the year, but

there was in some places a tendency to repeat the assess

ment until the amount became “customary” in the eyes ol

both parties.^

The pitch of the revenue-Deinand necessarily set the'

standard of the amounts to be paid by individual peasants,

since it was obviously better for the Brotherhood that land

should lie uncultivated than that its cultivation should^

involve the Headman in liability for more than he could

realise from it. As regards the peasants outside the Brother-

hood, the usual practice was to charge them with the revenue

plus some small addition representing the Brotherhoods

profit; in the Records this additional charge is sometimes

but not always, included in the rates entered as payable,^

and consequently these sometimes exceed the standard oi'

^ Dellu Beeords, p. 14.
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on&-half the produce, while in particular localities there were

various allowances and deductions, which further com-

plicate the figures; but for land in regular cultivation, and

not liable to injury from special causes, it may be said that

the rates recognised in the annual agreements between

Headmen and peasants ranged upwards, rather than down-
wards, from 20 ser in the maund {40 ser) of produce, and

that 22) ser was a common figure, representing 20 ser for

the Intermediary and 2! for the Brotherhood This

general standard of payments applied to the ordinary

cultivated land. For specially precarious fields, the charges

ranged from one-third to one-fourth, and down to one-

eighth, while there were recognised local scales of payment

for land which had been uncultivated for some time

As regards the methods of assessing the charge, a dis-

tinction must be drawn between the Doab. where the agree-

ments usually rested on the area sown, and the country

beyond the Ganges, where they usually rested on the

produce gathered In Rohilkhand and Gorakhpur, those

crops which are Inadled on the threshing-floor were ordi-

narily subjected to Estimation, and the estimated amount
according to the agreed share was valued at the prices

ruling in the nearest market, so that what changed hands

was cash, no' gram. Actual division of the produce was

rare, but it was the regular way of settling disputes over the

estimate in the few cases where these occurred. For such

crops as are not handled on the threshing-floor, the agree-

ments provided for cash payments at rates per bigha,

which appear to have been recognised in particular localities,

but differed even within a village according to the productive

quality of the soil.^ Thus in ordinary cases the Headman

received money from the peasants, though in exceptional

cases he might have to market a share of grain in order to

provide cash for paying the revenue.

In the Doab, the agreements usually fixed payments in

I In RoliilkUfiud tlip-.c rates wore kuiwn as ^abtii b- term wliifii still

smvives. It raiy sifely be rcferrodlo a.ibti, the offlci il “ime for Akjar s

develoiieJ rei 02iiie-sy<'tcui, tbo elwracloi istii- fe.itMre of wbieli was casb-

rates Varying with the crop. The crops p.iyxug sai/ti "',1

(1) sugnreanc ami iuiligo, where the produce must be worVel up as it is

oil, (2) poppyi and vegetables or garden eropsi where the produce is

g.itlieied from day to day.
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money in -the form of either crop-rates, soil-rates, or lump,

rents. Crop-rates were on exactly the same lines as Akbar’s

system, a fixed sum per bigha, varying with the nature of

the crop; but the schedules were much less elaborate, crops

of approximately equal value being grouped together, so

that the schedule for a particular village might show only

rice, other grains, sugarcane, cotton, and garden-crops

Soil-rates were altogether independent of the crop, and were

presumably based on the peasants’ intimate knowledge of

the capacity of the land they cultivated. Lump rents were

fixed sums for a fixed area, payable whether the whole area

was cultivated or not, that is to say, the holdings on which

they were paid were what I have called Contract-holdings.

In ail three cases there were customary allowances on account

of crop-failure, an obvious necessity when the charges were

pitched so high.

Throughout the provinces then cash-payments were the

rule, and the Headman could bring before the m embers of

his Brotherhood a sort of annual or .seasonal cash account,

showing what had to be paid out for revenue and other

expenses, what would be received from peasants outside

the Brotherhood or other sources, and what balance re-

mained to be realised from the members This balance was

then assessed on the individual members according to the

method customary in the village, sometimes on the season’s

yield, sometimes on each plough, but usually on the area

sown; and the Headman had to collect this assessment in

order to complete the necessary payments, and balance

his account.

It is clear from the records of the period that the

authorities who claimed revenue attempted to secure the

largest possible sum, which would represent the economic

rent of the village; but their attempt was not always suc-

cessful, and in cases where the Headmen could retain a

portion of the economic rent, it would be distributed among

the Brotherhood on the system just described, in the form of

a reduction in the Demand charged on their cultivation.

When this occurred, it was a matter of great practical

importance to conceal it, for, if it became known that the

Brotherhood was making a profit, the Demand on the
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village would at once be raised; and concealment was

effected, or at least facilitated, by the employment of a

special unit of area for the land cultivated by the Brother-

hood, To take <t case^ reported from part of what is now
the Ghazipur district, the net sum payable by the members
of the Brotherhood being Rs. 150, and the area cultivated

by them being 300 ordinary bighas, they had to pay only

8 annas per bigha; but, if this fact had become known,
there would have been prompt enhancement, so they kept

a special measuring-rope for their own cultivatirn, giving

a bigha four times the usual size, and thus only 75 bighas,

instead of 300, were recorded in the village papers, and the

payment on this area worked out at Rs. 2 per bigha, a

figure sufficiently high to avoid suspicion.

Where then the organisation of the Brotherhood func-

tioned effectively, the profit of the village was shared

equitably among the member.®, and competent Headmen
might be able to show a profit of reasonable amount; but

where a usurping Headman was found, he took much of the

profit for himself in the way indicated in the quotation given

in the last section, charging the members at rates somewhat
less than were paid by the other peasants, and remaining “in

his own person the master of profit and loss.” On the other

hand, there are cases on record where members of the

Brotherhood paid the same rates as other peasants, because

the assessment left nothing in the way of profit, and there

may have been cases, though I have not come across any,

where the Brotherhood actually paid rather more. The
economic effect of the system was thus to take out of the

^ lleliendr Ally Klian's icioit to .Tonatlian Duncan, Ilev, Pci., i, 170.

The statement that the nse of the special unit of area was intended to

conceal the facts was controTcited on coniectural grounds by Baden.
Powell (The Land-Systems of British fadto, ii. 138). Ilis argument was
that the officials ('would not in the least care for areas. They probfbly
bad no measurement, bnt a traditional assessment of tbe village. . . .

They eared nothing for how mneb land each sharer held, ns long ns the

whole demand was paid.” Anrangzeb’s faimnns, however, show that the

data of area were regularly taken into account in making the annual
assessments, so that this conjectural argument falls to the ground. They
show also that the officials weie oidered to make use of the village-accounts.

So th.at it is reasonable to infei that Slehendy Ally knew a\h.at lie was
writing about when he wrote that the special unit was used “tu the I'lul

that, should their putwariee’s accounts be ever called for by Government
or the Amil, the profits in their villages may not be known to amount to

so much. ’ ’
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village cither the whole or the great bulk of the Producer's

Surplus, the balance, when there was a balance, being divided

among the Brotherhcod or retained by the Headman, as

the case might be. In villages where no Brotherhood existed,

the question of distributing profits would not arise, any-

thing not taken by the manager remaining in the hands of

the individual peasant who had earned it.

4. THE INTERMEDIARIES

As has already been explained, the Intermediaries found

in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces at the time of

acquisition presented a superficial appearance of unifcimiij,

which had been produced by the ccnditions prevailing in llip

country during the ISth century. The cases in which

a claim to a taluq, or Dependency, was based on an Assign-

ment of its revenue were comparatively rare • the men whose

claims came before the British cfRcials were as a rule either

Farmers or Chiefs

At this period, when the central authority had almost

ceased to count, a Farmer held his position from whoever

might be de facto ruler of the region, and such rulers naturally

preferred men who possessed some sort of local influence,

because there was then some ground for hoping that they

would he able to fulfil their engagements To obtain local

influence, by fair means or by foul, was thus the first step

on the road of ambition; and the Records indicate that in

the years before acquisition there had been a scramble for

such influence over a large part, if not all, of the Ceded and

Conquered Provinces. The country was full of robber

bands, against whom the Empire afforded no protection;

and a village which wanted only safety might reasonably

offer to pay the King’s share of the produce to anyone who

would undertake the King’s paramount duty, thus going

back in effect to the fundamental idea of the old Indian

polity ’ Such an arrangement was, in the circumstances,

legitimate; but when a man went further, and said, “Pay

me the King’s share, or I desolate the village,’’ or followed

1 This process, -which it was the fashion to describe pictnrosquely as

infeudatioit) was of courfp not iiniversaii and I have not met with it West

of the Jumna. In the Delhi territory, Forteseue tells us that the peasants

organised then own defences. (Delhi Hecords, 1 1 P)
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some similar line of action, one can only sympathise with
villages which were thus forced into the growing Depen-
dency, The nucleus of a Dependency having been acquired,

the farm of its revenue could be secured, and the Farmer
could then set himself to consolidate and extend his position.

The tradition of short-term farms and frequent changes
had by now given way. Farms were commonly retained

for life, and might in favourable conditions be renewed
to the heir, so that in English eyes they appeared to be
hereditary tenures; and at any rate it is reasonable to say

that such Farmers were on the way to becoming Chiefs or

possibly even Kings, on the assumption of a continuance
of the period of anarchy.

On the other hand, the Chiefs, who, though they may
have had centuries of history behind them, had all along

been in the position of Farmers from the strict fiscal stand-

point, were as eager as the new men to extend their De-

pendencies; and we find cases where titular Rajas had taken

large farms in addition to their traditional areas. Thus
the first English administrators had to deal with Chiefs

who were also Farmers, as well as with Farmers on the way
to become Chiefs, and there is nothing surprising in the fact

that for a time the two classes were treated as one. In

point of fact, the early records of the period tell us very

little about the distinctive features of the Chief’s position,

and the only approach to a precise description that I have
found relates to the Doab country just north of Agra, which
formed part of the district then known as Saidabad-' In

this district, the country along the Jumna comprised

mainly Brotherhood-villages, but, further East, Brother-

hoods were exceedingly rare, and the tenures of the Thakurs,

or Chiefs, were described as of “infinitely higher antiquity”

than those of any of the peasants in their villages. The
relation between the Chief and the peasants was “nearly

that which in European countries subsists between the

landlord and his tenantry”; the peasants did not usually

form a Brotherhood, but were a heterogeneous body of

various castes and tribes; and the Chief contracted for the

revenue with one or more of their number, or else with a

t Rev. Sc'l., ii. 328 ff.
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manager from outside the village. The writer of the report

assumed that in these cases the original Brotherhoods had

been ousted at some distant date by the Chief, but this is

speculation, unsupported by evidence, and the hypothetical

date may, for all we know, lie far beyond the Moslem

conquest. The most significant feature of the Chief’s

tenure is that at his death his rights were not as a rule dis-

tributed according to the Hindu law of inheritance A new

Chief succeeded, chosen according to whatever custom

prevailed in the family, and he usually provided for the

necessities of his collateral relatives, but the cadets of the

family had to “look to their own exertions for sub-

sistence.”

This succession of an individual to the undivided rights

appears also in the traditional histories of some of the Chiefs

in Oudh,^ and it is a fact with which we must reckon. It

points to a recognised distinction between “property,"

which under the developed Sacred Law is ordinarily divided

at death, and “Chief’s Right,” which is not divided, and

must be regarded rather as a survival of sovereignty. The

fact that a Chief had acknowledged the supremacy of a

Moslem dynasty at Delhi or elsewhere made no difference

to his position within his own domain, so long as he was

allowed to retain possession of it; when his rights were

terminated, it was by superior force. This interpretation

of the facts is, even now, in accordance with the popular

attitude in Chiefs’ country; the Chief’s domain is still the

Ra] or kingdom, and within it his will may be very nearly

law; and while the tradition has gradually weakened, and is

bound to weaken further, I think its existence must be

accepted by the historian as definite evidence of a claim to

sovereignty, a claim which probably rests on the facts of a

more or less distant epoch, though records of the facts may

not have survived.

This conclusion must not however, be extended to the

1 See, for inetaiic’, Ilisloiy of the ij, by Bisliambar Nitli

Tholal (Cawnpore, 1900). This intciesting bttlo booh tiaces the tradi-

tional history of the Chiefs of Partabgarh baelt to the thirteenth century)

when Lukhan Pen carved out a domain foi liimsclf, and recounts the

Buccession of Chiefs for twenty generations See al=o, Benett’s Chwf

Clans of the Jloy JJarciUy District (revised edition, LufknoW) 1895) ;
uuu

Elliott’s CJiionicles of Oonao (Allahabadj 18C2).
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whole of the area which was found included in the
Dependencies held by Chiefs, because, as wo have seen, some
of them had been active in extending their Dependencies
in the years immediately preceding the establishment of
British administration; what portion of an estate recognised

by the law of to-day represents ancient sovereignty, and
what portion is a modern accretion, is a question of fact

to be determined separately in each case. We know of

landholders in Oudh whose estates date only from the
nineteenth century

; of others whose estates were founded
in the Moslem period; and of others again whose traditions

carry us even further back As with the Brotherhood, so

with the Chief
;
the institution is one of great antiquity, but

we must not infer that all Chiefs dale from the same period,

or that their possessions have renamed unchanged in

extent.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to complete this account of the agrarian system

as it existed in Northern India at the end of the eighteenth

century, it is perhaps desirable to see how the various

details tit in with the facts which have been discussed in

previous chapters The v-llage as a unit stands, it will be

seen, exactly where it stood in the time of Aurangzeb,

the revenue duo from it being assessed, usually for the year,

at a lump sum of money, fixed with reference to its pro-

ductive capacity, and intended to represent ordinarily half

the gross produce, bat not distributed by the assessors

over the individual peasants. Inside the village we find

the individual peasants contributing to this revenue on one

or other of the familiar systems, either on an estimate

(or sometimes a determination) of the produce gathered,

or by rates on the area sown, or by a lump sum payable for

the holding. The only apparent novelty is in the method

of rating
;
in many cases we find crop-rates exactly like those

charged by S'ler Siah or Akbar, but with simplified

schedules
;
but in others we find rates va rying with the soil

and independent of the crops grown.

I have not come across any definite evidence to show that

any of the Moslem administrators who attempted to deal

with individual peasants in this region, used these soil-rates,
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but there is one case in which they may have been

utilised in Moslem times, though the fact is not recorded

We have seen in Chapter IV that Ahbar’s administrators

prepared a set of assessment-schedules differentiated to

meet the local conditions prevailing in the different portions

of the Empire
; and I conjecture that, m defining the area

to which a particular schedule was to apply, they may have

boen guided, among other data, by the soil-rates recognised

in the villages, and used in determining intra-village pay-

ments. On this view, the division of Akbar’s Empire into

circles with separate schedules of rates would stand h
historical relation with the assessment -circles of the nine-

teenth century, which were based largely on the soil-rates

actually prevailing : but the schedules themselves were

not based on differan las of sail, but on diffareices of yield.

Outside the village, as inside it, there is no appare.!!

breach of continuity. A3sigiine.nts still existed, though

they had become much less important
;
the village paid the

revenue ordinarily to a Chief or to a Far.nir, and the fact

that farms tended to increase in duration lincls a ready

explanation in the changes resulting fro.m the decay of the

Mogul administration The stability ot the insitutions

whose history can be traced justifies us in asking whether

we can carry back through the Moslem period those other

institutions on which Moslem chronicles throw so little

light—the Brotherhood, the peasants outside the Brotlier-

hood, and the minor tenures, which have been described

above.

As to the minor tenures, it may be said with confidence

that no inference can be drawn from their non-appearance

in the chronicles, because they would have been mentioned

only by accident. The village servants are obviously an old

institution, the methods of their remuneration bear the

stamp of antiquity, and, in the absence of anything like

evidence to the co.itrary, it is reasonable to infer that their

tenure of small areas of land has persisted from very early

times. Somewhat similar considerations are applicable

a The c irly Bnc;lisli Tceords of the Upiier Doah eoutaia owMiojwI

referenci-s to the hahihir, or vjllige Tt will be romembereu t

the regul itioii' of AUuddiu Kli.ilji mentioned the balahar as ropresonti s

thelowebt s-tratum m the lural iiopuUtiou.
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to the small charitable tenures, which I guess to be an
institution of old standing; but the area falling under these
heads is proportionately so small that they call for mention
rather than detailed discussion. The real problem is the
silence of the chronicles regarding the organisation of the

peasants within the village.

As to this problem, it is well to recall that the evidence

available is very unequally distributed over the Moslem
period. We have a comparatively large amount of detail

regarding the efforts of a few outstanding administrators

to deal directly with the individual peasants; but these

are episodes only, when measured by years, and our sources

are very imperfect for the much longer intervals when, in

the absence of an Alauddin or a Sher S'lah, we must assume
that the revenue administration worked on lines too uii-

sensational to attract a chronicler’s attention It is un-

likely that we should hear much of a village organisation

during the episodes of activity when the administration

was trying to get behind that organisation to the individuals

who composed it, while in the remainder of the p eriod there

was nothing for a chronicler to tell

The scanty indications of the existence of a regular

organisation group themselves round the niugaddani, that

is, the Headman, and the Accountant We have seen that,

at the end of the Moslem period, villages dealt with the

authorities only through muqaddams, and the early English

records show that the prominence of these men tended to

obscure the position occupied by the other peasants, so

that, ]ust at first, some muqaddams looked like the land-

owners for whom the English administrators were seeking.

It is safe to identify these prominent men with the muqad-

dams mentioned in Aurangzeb’s farman to Rashik Das,

where they appear as potential oppressors of the peasants.

We may again identify the muqaddams of Aurangzeb’s time

with those who appear in Akbar’s detailed instructions as

taking part in the seasonal assessments; and also with the

kalantaran-i deh, whom the Emperor regarded as potential

oppressors of the peasantry.*^ Viewed from above, then,

ijirt, 1 . 286 . .Liiiott’s IranaUtiou of tlie paaiugo (ii. 45 ) is not >oxact.

Tlie compiler of tins portion of tUo Am used various words to denote the

promiueiit men 111 .1 vill.ige

—

muiiiiddiiin, h ihiiitiiran-i deh, rais-i deh, etc.;
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the muqaddams of Mogul times were very like the muqad-

dams described in the passages already quoted, men with

sufficient power to render them a danger to the other

peasants in the village.

When we go back to the fourteenth century, the groqnd

is less firm, for there are a few instances in Ziya Barni’s

chronicle where the word muqaddam seems to refer to the

Chief of a considerable area, but in most cases the natural

interpretation is identical with that of later times It

must be remembered that Arabic names for Indian in-

stitutions can in no case be older than the twelfth cenuiry,

and it is not necessary to assume that the official terminologj

was fixed all at once. We have seen that the word zamindar

had not been definitely chosen to denote a Chief in Ziya

Barni’s time, though it was coming into use in that sense,

and I suspect that the term mnqaddain, as denoting a village

Headman, was, so to speak, crystallising out at the same

period; it might still carry the unspocialised meaning of a

leader or a prominent man, but, when used in relation lo

a village, it had become practically specialised It is

probable then, though it is not formally proved, that the

institution of village-Headmen continued through the

Moslem period, and dates from Hindu times.

In the same way, the few chance references to the vihage-

accountant seem to furnish definite evidence of continuity

Under Alauddin as under Aurangzeb, we have seen this

functionary recording the village-accounts in such a form

that they might be of great value to the administrator,

while Akbar’s rules for collectors show him incidentally at

his daily work, keeping records which could serve as a check

on the officials employed in assessment and collection.

We cannot argue with entire certainty from the Headman

to the Eiotheihood, because, as we have seen, the word

muqaddam covered managers in villages of all sorts; and a

student reasoning in vacuo might contend that the muqad-

dams of whom we read during the hloslem period were in

all cases managers of villages without a Brotherhood, or,

ejcumiiiatloii of tlu- vaiious )iussagt'& no time oE

betwucii tlicse teiins, and [ take them to lie one lust-irn'e of .i.

common feature in tUii portion of tlie work, the .itteiiil't to secure

ut’iiost
1
ossiible v.ii ifty of diction by a ft ee use of synonyms.
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in other words, that Brotherhoods did not then exist. We
may, however, wait until thi*! hypothetical student appears;

for the present I perfer to take the Brotherhood as a very

old Hindu institution, one which bears the marks of its

antiquity on its face, and we may infer with a high degree

of probability that many, though not necessarily all, the

muqaddams mentioned in Moslem chronicles were repre-

sentatives of a Brotherhood of the kind which has survived

Moslem rule, and which is known, in some parts of India,

to have existed before the first Moslem conquests. Whether
some of them represented villages without a Brotherhood,

is a question on which I have found no evidence. It is

passible that at one time the Bi otherhood was a universal

institution, and that all the c.ises where it is not found ai’e

to be explained as instances of disintegration; it is also

possible that in some circumstances new villages were
established in conditions under which a Brotherhood failed

to grow up; but, in the absence of evidence, speculation on

these alternatives would be unprofitable.

The remaining question, the existence during the Moslem
period of resident peasants outside the Brotherhood, is

also one on which I have found no direct evidence. The
most important fact in tins connection is, I think, the wide

distribution throughout Noithern India of the castes which

have specialised in intensive cultivation—the Aram, the

Mali, the Kachhi, the Loiri It is conceivable that this

distribution may have occurred in comparatively recent

times, but it looks older; possibly the traditions of these

castes, which, so far as I konw, have never been studied

from this point of view, might thro v some light on the

question, but for the present I must leave it open. On the

whole, it seems to me to be reasonable to accept the current

view that the existence of a Brotherhood was an ordinary

feature in villages throughout the Moslem period
;

but, at

the same time, it would be unsafe, in the existing state of

knowledge, to assuini cither that the institution was uni-

versal, in the sense that there was a Brotherhood in every

village, or that it was exclusive, in the sense that there

were no resident peasants outside its circlq.



Chapter VII

The Outlying Regions

1. THE DECCAN

I HAD hoped to conclude this essay by an account of the

agrarian developments in the different States into which

the first Moslem kingdom of Delhi broke up, but the materials

within my reach have proved to be too scanty for such an

undertaking. In the case of Malwa, I have found nothing

beyond a passage^ showing that Assignment were common

in the early part of the sixteenth century; while the available

chronicles of Guiaiat allow us to see only that, during the

period of independence, the great bulk of the country was

shared between assignees and tributary Chiefs. In neither

case have I been able to discover any contemporary account

of the position of the peasants under the local dynasties,

while it will be recalled that the description of these two

provinces given in the Ain are obscure, so that it would be

dangerous to base any argument on them regarding the

conditions which prevailed at the time of the Mogul conquest

These two kingdoms must therefore be passed over, and

this chapter confined to two regions—the Deccan and

Bengal.

The term Deccan denotes a'geographical region rather

than a precise unit of administration, and has to be inter-

preted by the facts of any particular period; but, in the

language of the Moslem chroniclers, it usually meant what-

ever area, beyond the line of the Narbada, was under

Moslem rule, its southern, and fluctuating, boundary being

the Hindu territory subject to Vijayanagar. We have seen

in Chapter II that Alauddin Khalji carried the Moslem

* Bayley, 353, for Malwa ;
5— 16, and pasaim, for Gujarat,
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arms across the Narbada, and, during a portion of the

fourteenth century, there were Deccan provinces subject to

Delhi Alauddin did not introduce his distinctive revenue-

system in this tract, and practically all we know about it is

tHat~ the practice of Farming existed. Judging by the

particular instances recorded, the farms were given for

large areas, entire provinces or groups of provinces; and,

in the reign of Muhammad Tughlaq, they were held, some-

times at least, by mere speculators.

The disintegration of the Delhi kingdom resulted in the

formation of two Moslem States in the Deccan, Khandesh

in the North, and beyond it the Bahmani kingdom. About

the end of the fifteenth cenluiy the latter broke up into

five units, Berar, Ahmadnagar, Golconda, Bidar, and

Bijapur, so that in the sixteenth centur.y there were six

powers in all, which were reduced to three by Akbar’s

annexation of Berar and Khandesh; and the absorption of

Bidar by its neighbours. For the history of these two

centuries we are dependent almost entirely on the chronicle

written by Muhammad Qasim Firishta,^ whose work

suggests that he was not interested in agrarian questions.

We learn from it incidentally that Assignments were com-

mon, and that Reserved areas existed, in the Bahmani

kingdom (320,356); but there is nothing to show what

share of the produce was ordinarily claimed by the king,

or how it was assessed and collected, nor are there any

details of interest relating to the organisation of the village

or the other topics at present under our consideration. We
have seen, however, that assessment by nasaq had been the,

rule for a long time in Berar when it was annexed by Akbar

and that probably the same system prevailed at the same

period in Khandesh: for the kingdoms further to the South

I have found no similar informatiom. The exact meaning

of the term nasaq in this connection is uncertain, as has

already been explained. It points definitely to assessment

on a village (or a larger area), not on individual peasants;

^ The references to Firishta are to the Cjwnproe lithographed text of

1873; I have chedeed the relevant passages by the Eomhay edition giving

Briggs’ test, and fonnd no material differencei Briggs’ translation u
quite useless for administrative details oniug to the looseness of the

ter minology employed by him.
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whether the assessment was made with the headmen, or

with farmers not belonging to the village, is a question on

which I have found too little evidence for a confident de-

cision, and it is possible that both these alternatives may be

covered by the term.

The first definite landmark in the agrarian history of this

portion of the country is the system of assessment introduced

by Malik Ambar in Ahmadnagar, at the time when he was

struggling to maintain the independence of part of that

kingdom against Jahangir. The evidence of traditions

which survived into the British period show^ that the

changes then made were important, but I have failed to

determine their precise nature. I have found no con-

temporary account, while the descriptions’ given by Grant

Duff and Robertson, v/hich appear to be the foundations

of all that has been written on the subject, are somewhat

obscure, and differ in points which must be regarded as

essentia] Grant Duffs concise account was based prin-

cipally on certain Maratha MSS
,

which are not now

identifiable, but which can scarcely be contemporary

sources; according to it, Malik Ambar abolished Farming,

and substituted a collection of “a moderate proportion of

the actual produce in kind, which, after the experience of

several seasons, was commuted for a payment in money

settled annually according to the cultivation ” A footnote

adds that his authorities showed the State’s claim as two-

fifths of the produce, while tradition put the money-com-

mutation equal to about one-third. According to this

account, the sequence of assessment methods was, first

Farming, then Sharing in kind, then Measurement at cash-

rates, or something very like it.

Robertson’s description was based on traditions collected

by him in the district of Poona; but he was obsessed by

James Grant’s erroneous account" of Todar Mai’s system,

which he supposed had been imitated by Malik Ambar, and

his efforts to make tradition square with what he believed

Todar Mai to have done involved him in a good deal of

^ For GifiiU Duff, see his Eiatory of the Vahrattas, i. 95(editioii of 1®)-

Bobertson’s Ei'iioit is in Scfecffoji of Papers from the Seeords of tut

h. I. Bouse, Vol. IV (1826), pp. 397 ff.
* Giant’s E'l’count is discussed la the next section.
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guess-work. According to him, Malik Ambar abolished

the practice of Sharing, and established “a fixed rent m
kind,” which, later on, was replaced by “a fixed rent in

money”; and various passages in the Report show that he

used these terms in their natural sense, so that he could

speak of “a permanent village settlement,” with a revenue

independent of seasonal fluctuations Elsewhere, however,
he refers to grain-rates charged on tho bigha, and he allows

that the fixed money-rent existed in only 110 villages out

of 290 in the region covered by his enquiries He did not

find any precise statement of the share claimed, but guessed

it to be less than one-third

Malik Ambar’s final method was then either a cash

Demand, fixed annually on the basis ol: cultivation, or a

Demand fixed once for all, either in cash or in grain, and

independent of changes in cultivation. In tho present stale

of our knowledge, no decision can be made between these

alternatives, though, m the circumstances ol the time,

the former is the more probable The duiation ol his

method, whatever it was, is also uncertain. He died about

the year 1626, and his methods may have died with him,

but in any case they could scarcely have suivivcd the

calamities of the next ten years The Deccan was desolated

by the great famine of 1630, and the lighting which preceded

the final annexation of Ahmadnagar completed the dis-

organisation of agriculture: it is quite certain that “fixed

rents” in Robertson's phrase could not have continued to

be paid, and it is very doubtful if the machinery required

for the system indicated by Grant Duff could have continued

to function.

All we know is that the economic and financial position

of the Deccan as a whole remained unsatisfactory for some
years after the Mogul annexation of Ahmadnagar. The
administrative organisation of this region was altered more

than once, but eventually' four Alogul provinces were con-

stituted, all of which were sometimes placed under a single

Viceroy. After some time. Prince Aurangzeb was appointed

to this post; and, beginning about the year 1652, an entiie

reorganisation of the revenue-system was undertaken,
1 IJjdbli.iliiiuiii ii 1. M. 205 , 11, 710 11.
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which, so far as it is possible to judge, appears to have been

conceived and executed on statesmanlike lines.

The work was entimsted to an officer named Murshid '

Qali Khan,' who was appointed Diwan, first in the two

southern provinces, and then for the whole region. He

was a foreigner, a native of Khorasan, who came to India

in the service of Ali Mardan Khan, and enjoyed a share of

the lavish patronage which fell to the followers of that officer

after he transferred his allegiance from Persia to India.

Murshid Quli’s first recorded appointment was that of

Faujdar in the Punjab hills; then he beca-ne Master of the

Stables, and then Bakhshi of Lahore, from which post he

was sent to the Deccan as Diwan. Ho had thus, so far as

the chronicles show, no previous experience of revenue work

in India,

The immediate need of the country wa to collect peasants

with adequate resources, and in this matter the practice of

the North was followed, in that reliance was placed mainly

on the vUlage headmen. The headmen, we are told, were

encouraged and rewarded, advances in cash were given to

them, and competent men were chosen for those villages

where the headmen had disappeared At the same time

the possibilities of restoration were ascertained by an

extensive survey, in which the culturable lands were dis-

tinguished from the unproductive areas. This, too, was

in accordance with northern practice, if we may accept

Badauni’s account that Akbar’s collectors began by ex-

amining the whole country, and selecting the areas capable

of cultivation. The novelty of Murshid Quli Khan’s work

lay in the methods of assessment.

The account which we are following states that up to

this time neither Meusuremeit nor Sharing had been

^ Tor Marslii'l Quli KIiiuS \vork> sue M i.tsu-uluuirai lUi
Khwafi,i.714, 731 If. T>i3 te\-t of Kliwifi is fluid, and tUe

pp. 714. 731 are coutr.idietory 111 dotiilsi .iii'l so eoadeiisBl as to J
intelligible by tliennelresj biU the full acconat given from

p. 732iii IS clear and piecise. It agrees eloselv ivltli tbit m
r, ^-itli

umra, so closely th.it probiblv cillier one ivas copied from the otuur

Verbal chingesi or the two weic taken from .i common source; m
case they mist be legirdil as ooastitnting a single

.,mi.

Murshid Qiili must of course be distiiigiilshcl from the olucer or ti

natuC) who w.is so prouiiiiuiit a figure iii Beng.il h ilf .i century mt i

who is bettei kuown by his title of Jaf.ii Khan.
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practised in the Deccan. The old-established unit of

a^essment was the plough; “each headman or peasant who,
with one plough and team, cultivated what area he could,

and sowed what crop he chose, paid a small sum for each

plough”; the amount demanded for a plough differed ac-

cording to the pargana, and no enquiry was made as to the

yield. It may be questioned whether this statement is

precisely applicable to the entire region, because uniformity

over so large an area is somewhat improbable, while it is at

variance with the traditional accounts of Malik Ambar’s
reforms in Ahmadnagar

,
but we may reasonably infer that

plough-rents, the existence of which can be traced into the

British period, were at this time the prevailing system in a

large part of the Daccai.^ Murshid Quli Khan did not

abolish plough-rents altogether, but he introduced Sharing
and Measurement as a’ternatives, so that he had three

methods in'all, applied doubtless in accordance with local

conditions—the backward tracts assessed on the plough,

the more developed villages by one of the new alternatives,

but with a definite preference for Measurement.
The system of Sliaring now introduced was that which I

have described in Chapter I as “differential,” that is to say,

the share claimed was not uniform for all crops, but differe I

with circumstances. For crops depending on rain, the
State took one-half the produce

; for crops irrigated from
wells, the claim was one-third for grain, while high-grade
crops, such as sugarcane or poppy, were charged at varying
rates from one-fourth downwards to one-nmth according

to variations in the cost of production
;

and lastly, for

crops irrigated from canals the rales varied somewhat from
those for wells, but are not stated in figures

In Measurement, on the other hand, all crops were

charged at cash-rates, on the basis of one-fourth of the

produce valued at local prices In the conditions prevailing

in this region, where rains-crops cover most of the area, a

marked inducement was thus offered to accept Measurement
1 I have not tr.ieel iiidopondoat evidence to show that plougli-ients

prei iiled 111 Khindesli or Bsrar, but, if they di I, the fart uould not Ijc

luconsiiteut with the ,t itement that assessment by nasaq was the rule m
these iirovinccs under Akhar, the headmen, or farmers, might agree to pay

.1 lump oum for the village, .ini dmtribute it over the pemnts oa the

hisis of ploughs, insteid of cultivatol urci, oi gitliered ]iimIulc.
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instead of Sharing
;
the bulk of the land would then pay

one-fourth, instead of one-half, and it would be only jj

villages with large areas of high-grade crops that tht

peasants would ordinarily prefer to be assessed by Sharing

The account does not say that peasants were in fact give

a choice, but, remembering that at the moment the mail

object was to attract peasants to desolate country, it

reasonable to infer that an option was given to them, similar

to that which Akbar had authorised in order to secure

extension of cultivation in the North.

The differential scale of Sharing now appears in Indian

records for the first time, apart from the early episode in

Sind, which has been mentioned in Chapter I. As we have

seen, it forms one of the main distinctions between the

Islamic and Hindu agrarian systems, and th e fact that ib

introducer was a foreigner is suggestive
;
it looks to me as if

Murshid Quli Khan had been familiar with differential Shar

ing when he was working in Persia under Ali Maria n
,
and

had drawn on his Persian experience when he was sent tn

reorganise the Deccan, but there is no positive evidence on

this point. How far this method was adopted in practice

is a question on which I have found no information, but the

account I have been followmg lays stress rather on the

spread of the alternative method of Measurement, which is

said to have become popular owing to Murshid Quli’s sagacity,

and which, as we have seen, was in all ordinary cases more

favourable to the peasantry. No explanation is given oi

the selection of one-fourth as the share of the produce to be

claimed under this method, and it is permissible to take it

as a proof of Murshid Quli’s practical statesmanship, that

he should have discarded the dangerously high proportion

which was at this time established in the North, That he

attended to details as well as principles may be gathered

from the recorded tradition that, in cases where the measure-

ments were open to suspicion, he would hold one end of the

measurmg-rope himseli
;

and, after allowing for rhetorica

exaggeration, it is reasonable to infer from the statement o

the authorities that his policy resulted in a progressive

increase in cultivation, and consequently in revenue, in the

region where it operated.
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In the course of the next half century, most of this region

fell into the hands of the Marathas, whoso agrarian policy

is outside the scope of the present essay; but the South-

eastern portion came under the rule of Asaf Jah, the founder

of the modern State of Hyderabad, and, as will be ex-

plained in the next section, this fact is of historical im-

portance for the beginnings of the British administration in

Bengal

It remains to mention the position in the States of Gol-

conda and Bijapur, which, though paying tribute, were
still outside the Mogul Empire at the time of Murshid Quit’s

reorganisation. I have found no contomporarv account of

the position in Golconda during the sixteenth century, but

early in the seventeenth the country was wholly under the

farming-system in its worst form, the amount payable

being settled annually by auction,'^ and the system was
clearly of old standing at the time when the descriptions

we possess were written. We have seen in an earlier

chapter that farming was practised in this region in the

fourteenth century, and we find it in full swing in the

seventeenth; if there were any changes in the interval, they
are not recorded in any of the authorities which have come
to my notice; and the inference that farming continued

throughout seems to me to be piobable, but is not estab-

lished by direct evidence.

Under the annual auction-farm, the pressure on the

peasants was necessarily at its maximum; as Methwold
wrote, the King’s subjects were “all his tenants, and at a

rack tent”; and the only limit on exaction was the risk of

driving the peasants to rebel or abscond. The sharo of the

produce which they were expected to pay is not on record,

but it can scarcely have been a factor of much practical

importance when the farmer was concerned only to realise

the greatest possible sum, and had no reason to think of

the future. I have not found contemporary records of the

^ MethT\olfl, 0 ^ the Tmigdom „f GnlcT mu} i, riircluii Kn
'Itli edition. V^’sci tplioii a/ the T)ununll'^ of huuj hnlehiia

in the Dutch rolleetion of vovages known as Beain ende Voorlgangh vni

de..O. I. Compagnie (ii. 77 ff.l. The evidence regarding Gnliond.i

and Biiapiir is discussed at greater length in Ftoth ATcbat to .awrano-cii,

Ch. VUI, sec. 3
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later history of this region, the bulk of which came iinHg

the rule of Asaf Jab, and is now comprised in the Hyderabad

State; but Farming is said* to have been the rule throughout

the eighteenth century, and to have continued until its

abolition by Sir Salar Jang in, or shortly after, the year

1853.

For the remaining kingdom, Bijapur, I have found scarcelj

any information. A few chance entries in Dutch records

show that Farming existed in the seventeenth centuiy, but

they do not suffice even for such a general description as

has been given for Golconda, and by the end of that centurj
•

the bulk of the country had passed to the Marathas In

the absence of contemporarv records, it is useless to speculate
^

as to the details of its agrarian system during the peried

of Moslem rule.

The agrarian position in the final southward extension

of Moslem rule can be traced in the Regulations issued b\

Tipu Sultan in the year 1785 for a portion of his kingdom of

Mysore. I have failed to find the Persian text of these

regulations, but the extant translation- preserves many of

the technical terms, and justifies the following description

Peasants in this region held their land (rule 3) on one of two

tenures, either Contract, or Sharing; in the latter case, the

State claimed half the produce, and apparently this tenure

was preferred, because collectors were ordered to see that

the proportion of land under it was maintained. Stress

was laid on the peasants’ duty to cultivate (2), and on the

improvement of cropping (4) ; and advances or other con- .

cessions (2, 15-18, 21, 26-28) were authorised to secure

these objecto, while headmen were to be flogged (9) for

default. Stress was laid also (34-36) on the construction

and maintenance of irrigation-works and other improve- .

ments; and, speaking generally, the regulations embody

the traditional policy, under which the peasants were to

be kept under strict discipline, and encouraged, or com-

pelled, to make the best use of their land. It was the

collector’s duty to attract peasants when the numbers were

1 Imperial Gazetteer, xiii. 280.
. ^

^British India Analysed, pp. Iff. The book is anonymons, bufk
’

catalogued in the British Museum under the name Grerille,
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-insufficient (10), and he was liable to a fine (49) for each
plough lost by the absconding of peasants.

The collector was formally directed to deal with individ-

ual peasants, but the practice of farming a village was recog-

nised (8, 9, 16, 39), and it may be inferred from the detailed

provisions that farms were, at any rate, common. The
collector was paid by a commission on the amount he reali-

sed; out of the total, he had to defray the salaries of his

sanctioned staff (53), and the balance was his personal

remuneration, so that he had a direct pecuniary interest in

his work.

In the case of these regulations as of some others which
have been examined in previous chapters, the only comment
that is required is that their results must have depended
mainly on the quality of the administration. An honest

and zealous collector, under competent supervision, could

have worked the system with satisfactory results; without

these qualities, the life of the peasants could have been made
almost intolerable. The numerous prohibitions show that

abuses were expected, but their frequency is a matter of

coniecture; and here, as elsewhere, the conditions of peasant-

life must have depended very largely on the presence or

absence of competition for land. So long as opportunities

for migration existed, they set a limit to oppression or ex-

tortion; where the peasant was tied to his village by the

want of any accessible refuge, a limit can scarcely be said

to have existed.

2. BENGAL
The agrarian history of Bengal is of peculiar interest,

because it was in Calcutta that the early British adminis-

trators acquired the terminology which they carried with

them to the North, and which combined with other circum-

stances to involve them in the mass of misconceptions

described in Holt Mackenzie’s Memorandum; but for Bengal

as a whole I have found in the no^rthern literature scarcely

anything beyond the statement in the Ain (i. 389) that

Akbar maintained the methods of assessment which were

in force at the time of annexation; and such information

as I have been able to gather from the earlier sources relates

only to a few villages along the Hugli, which were possibly
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not typical of the province. The story of there villages must

be told at some little length, because it appears to

furnish a clue to some of the early difficulties of British

administration in other parts of India. As I understand the

position, Englishmen were first brought into contact with

agrarian matters in a region were the local terminology

differed from that which was employed in the North; and

the subsequent difficulties resulted to some extent from the

application of this local terminology to regions where it

was not previously in use.

The story begins in the sixteenth century with the decay

of the port of Satgaon, and the consequent migrations of its

population Most of the migrants moved to Hugli, which,

as a centre of foreign trade, came practically into the

possession of the Portuguese At this time the country

near Hugli was largely unoccupied, and we are told that,

before the Mogul annexation. Portuguese individuals had

ob tained farms (ijara) of portions of it at a low revenue.'

In view of the conditions which prevailed, it is reasonable

to infer that these farms were in the nature of clearing*

leases, that is to sav, a fixed annual pavment was accepted

for vacant land, which the farmers had to bring under culti-

vation in order to obtain a profi t These particular farms

were apparently brought summarily to on end when Shah-

jahan expelled the Portuguese from Hugli; his orders

specified that the intruders were to be exterminated, while

in the course of the operations detachments were sent into

the neighbouring villages “to send the Christians of the

ijaradars to hell,” meaning, I suppose, the Christian tenants

whom the Portuguese farmers had settled on the land.

While, however, most of the migrants from Satgaon had

moved to Hugli, a few Hindu families had gone further

down the river, and founded two settlements, which were

named Govindpur and Sutanuti. They, or their successors,

also obtained possession of an existing village nained De '

Kalkata, and the throe places can bo spoken of as ‘ the t ree

Towns,” in the phrase used in the early British recor s.

1 T> i. 434, 437. „ , , , oriT Fort
2 The rclev.iiit lecoicls .nre .•ilntr.irted m Early Annals,

•nj+ij],

William, A copy of 1lic of tlic tlirco towns is in t

Mnscnm, Add. 24, 03^, Xo. 39.
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When the first Fort William was being constructed in

Sutanuti, the English merchants naturally desired to obtain
possession of some land in its immediate vicinity, and in the
year 1698, with the sanction of the provincial Vicero3

i’, they
bought the rights (whatever thej' were) of the holders of

these three Towns. In the sale-deed, the holders were
styled zamindar, and the English understood the trans-

action as a purchase of the zamindari, or, as they rendered
the word, “the right of renting” the Towns

In this transaction the word zamindar can be read in one
of two ways. Taken in its general sense, it may mean
“holder of land,” denoting the fact of possession, but

implying nothing as to the title on which possession is based;

and this was probably the meaning current in the locality

at this period. In the alternative, it might denote holding

land by some particular title (whatever it was) derived

from the Moslem ruler. Neither of these alternatives can

be made to agree with the precise use of the -word zamindar

in the literature of Northern India, where, from the four-

teenth to the eighteenth century, it denoted possession by
a particular title antecedeit to Moslem rule, that is to say

its application was limited to the class which I have desig-

nated as Chiefs The founders of Govmdpur and Sutanuti

obviously cannot be brought within this class; and in point

of fact the officials at Delhi did not describe the rights

purchased by the Company as zamindari. In the year

1717 the Surman Embassy obtained a farman^ from the

Emperor Parrukhsiyar, which, among other provisions,

confirmed the existing English tenure of the three Towns,

and sanctioned the acquisition of others on the same tenure.

The extant translations of the farman speak of “the renting

of the three Towns,” the phrase which the English authorities

took as the equivalent of zamindari; but the farman itself,

which had been examined in draft in the Revenue Ministry,

speaks not of zamindari, but of taluqdari, the term which,

as we have seen, had by this time come into use in Northern

India to denote possession, whatever the title might be.

1 The teit of the farman is given alongside of the translation, in I. 0.

Heeords, Home Mise., Vol. IjXIX, p. 130. The sinction for the .addiliounl

towns (lid not become operative, and eonse'iiieiitlj’ there are no illustr.i<ivg>

documents regarding them.
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At this time then, Calcutta meant by zamindari what
’

Delhi meant by taluqdari; and, in the precise official lan-

guage of the North, the East India Company became bv

purchase the taluqdar of the three Towns. The merchants

however, continued to employ the local term, and proceeded

to extend its use; the Member of Council who was placed in

charge of the three Towns was designated Zamindar, and,

in accordance with the practice of the period, the term

“black zamindar” was applied to his Indian assistant

Here, I think, we find the germ of the idea which appears

from time to time in the English records, that the word

zamindar denoted a collector of rent, remunerated by

salary or commission, as the case might be; and that meaning

IS a very long way from the established northern use of a

hereditary Chief with claims antecedent to Moslem rule.

Thus the nature of the Company's tenure cannot be

inferred from the designations applied to it, which are

general, and not specific. The Records show its Collector

as granting leases (patta), subject to a maximum rate, which

had apparently been fixed by superior authority, collecting

rents, and managing the villages in general; and as paying an

annual sum of about Rs 1290 to the local revenue-collectors,

who demanded it in the usual three instalments,^ sometimes

for the King, and at others for the assignee in possession.

So much is clear, that the Company was not liable to a

changing annual assessment, but paid a stated sum, which

the merchants regarded as invariable. I suspect that what

they acquired was really an old farm (ijora) in the nature of
‘

a clearing-lease; and this may be the implication of the

Company’s promise^ that “particular care shall be taken to

r The farman puts tlie annual piiyment at Bs. 1195-6, but the Companj
,

stated the “rent” as Rs. 1281-6-9 {Early Annals, IT, i. >

recorded payments for the years after 1717 total about Rs. 1290, wt

exact amounts varying by small sums according to the denomination ot

the rupees in which payment was made. I conjecture that the extia

amount miy hive denoted some cesses added to the oiigmul sum, ano

this miy bo the moaning of the phiase “somothiug more” m the bom

panv’s petition (If, ii. 60), ‘ ttio reit . acoordiag to the King s boo

amounts to 1194.14, and soni 'thing more, which is yeaily paid in®

tliG Trcj,siirv« ^ ^

^ Early AnnalsjH, li. 60. There is a discrepancy in the transl.stioM >

of the documents of 1717. Tho farmuu, or general sanction, from

-Sraperor was accompanied by a batch of partl"ulir orders ,

each point separately, the 28tU of which rcl iled to the gr iiit ot
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make them (the Towns) flourish,” a phrase which points to

the development of vacant land. It would be rash to use

the word “permanent” of any transaction entered into by
a government of the period; but it is clear that the fixed

payment had already become established when the Company
acquired its rights, and the question of possible future en-

hancement does not appear to have been raised in the course

of the negotiations. Whatever the tenure really was, the

fact remains that the origin of the early English use of the

word zaraindar is to be found in connection with this trans-

action; whether the Company’s tenure was technically

ijara or something else, the English in Calcutta were led to

call it zamindari, and they became habituated to the word
in the sense of collecting rents from tenants and paying

revenue to government—the sense which later on they

carried into Northern India.

Whether this sense of the term prevailed generally in

Bengal, or was confined to the neighbourhood of the Hugh,
is a question to which I cannot give a definite answer based

on contemporary sources. I have not had opportunities

of studying any records of the local history during the

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, and I cannot

offer a confident account of what happened in the province

at large during the interval between the preparation of the

Ain and the appointment of the East India Company as

Diwan in the year 1765. If, however, we may accept

Sir John, Shore’s later account^ as correctly representing the

facts of that period, the word zamindar carried throughout

Bengal the wider meaning which, we have seen, was current

in Calcutta. Shore recognised that the zamindirs of

Akbar’s time were what I have called Chiefs, that is to say,

men with claims antecedent to the establishment of the

Mogul government, and enjoying hereditary positions subject

to recognition by the Emperor. The great majority of the

The tranaUtlou o£ tlie former speaks of “lenting, ” but lu the latter the

term used is “farming”; andj since the translations wore made at the same
timei and presumably by the same staff, the difference may well indicate

a difference of language in the originals. 1 have failed to trace a Persian

version of this order, and the question cannot therefore bo settled dehnitcly,

but it is possible that “farming” in the translation may represent ijara

in the missing original.
t bhorc’s lliuiitc of 2nd Aprili 1788j reprinted in Firminger, ii. 737.
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Bengal zamindaris had, however, come into existence after

Akbar’s reign. At first the position was definitely official,

that of a revenue collector with certain stated remuneration;

but the collector developed into a Farmer, paying a fixed

sum, and making what he could; and then the Farmer be-

came assimilated by degrees to the Chief, acquiring heredi-

tary claims, and obtaining the same designation, which thus

came to cover Chiefs, Farmers, and collectors alike. Ac-

cording to this account, the Bengal zamindar of the eighte-

enth century was precisely the counterpart of the taluqdar

of Northern India at the same period, a person in possession,

whatever his title might be.

This view appears to me to be, at the least, probable;

but it IS not so easy to accept the account of the revenue

assessments during the same period which became current

in Calcutta through the labours of James Grant; and which

is the starting point of most of what has recently been

published on the subject.^ Grant’s studies were carried on.

as he tells us, in Hyderabad, the capital of the State founded

by Asaf Jah, Here he obtained access to records relating

to Murshid Quli Khan’s reorganisation of the revenue

system of the Deccan, a portion of which was included

in Asaf Jah’s territory. In his “Political Survey of the

Northern Circars,” which was written in 1784, he described

Murshid Quli’s methods with substantial accuracy; but he

added the erroneous statement that they were a servile

copy of those which had been introduced in Northern India

in the time of Akbar by Raja Toclar Mai Shortly after-
^

wards, he applied the conclusions reached in the “Political

Survey” to the affairs of Bengal in his better-known

“Historical and Comparative Analysis of the Finances of

Bengal,” the whole argument of which is based on the view

that Todar Mai made a detailed assessment on the peasants

throughout Bengal on the lines which Murshid Quli followed

in the Deccan.
1 Grant’s two worki wjre ropniilel t) tlio f

of the Select Ojiunittee on the .Vf lir-) of tlu I'l G i., 1 U 2 , the '

as Appeali'c 13, thi - ‘.Vn ilysls” .is Apoeiliv 4. Po'-tiou-s of them iis

been discn-seJ by .t-rchleieon Pirm'ngec in his recent e litiou of the n
Beport, an:l by Mr. .VieoU in the Elirljj Kevanue Eistory

imt
I h.ave eiim'uod sonis of Grant’s .vo'k in J. B .V. S., J in. I”2o, p. .

wjvjn that piper w is written, T hid not fnlly realised the ameig J

liude. lying the term "aggregate.”
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According to Grant, the history of the assessment of

Bengal was as follows :

(1) About the year 1582, the revenue-Demand on the

peasants was fixed in detail by Todar Mai at figures repre-

senting one-fourth of the average produce. The set the

standard of Demand; and collections were made according

to h: by zamindars, who were annual contracting farmers,

with stated allowances by way of commission, and small

estates, their entire legitimate receipts never exceeding

ten per cent, of the Demand.

(2) This Dem and was revised by Shah Shuja in 1658,

but its basis was not altered; some accrued increases (of

unexplained nature) were incorporated in the figures, and

also the Demand on territory annexed by conquest, or

transferred to Bengal from other provinces

(3) A similar revision of the Demand was made by

Murshid Quli, or Jafar Khan in 1722.

(4) Thenceforward, successive levies were made on the

zamindars in the form of cesses, the basic Demand re-

maining unchanged.

If this account is true, then the position which we know
existed in the “three Towns” about the year 1700 was
almost typical of the general position in Bengal from 1582

to 1722, that is to say, the State’s Demand for revenue was

almost unchanged, the recorded increases representing

mainly territorial rdjustmentE. Excluding these, the un-

explained enhancements were 151 per cent, in the 76 years

between 1582 and 1658, and a further 13] per cent, in the

next 64 years. If then Grant’s figures represent the De-

mand, the enhancement made was almost negligible; and
I gather from his obscure explanation that he understood

it to be local, not general, particular areas having been re-

assessed for special reasons, so that the bulk of the province

would have been paying a fixed Demand, increased only

by any exactions made surreptitiously in excess of the

authoritative figures.

Whether Grant’s pixscnlalion is correct is a question

which I cannot answer with certainty. A definite verdict

would have to be based on independent study of his author>3

ties, the volumes of old Persian accounts and other documents
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to which he refers in general terms; I have not seen

these, and I cannot trace any later reference to showwhetha
or net any of them still exist. It is certain, however, that

Grant’s starting-point w’as wrong. His statement that Toda

Mai made a detailed assessment of the province is hiS'

torically impossible, as Shore pointed out, and it is directly

at variance with the official record in the Ain, that Akbar

maintained the irethcd of assessment (nasaq) which he found

in force; whether the word nasaq denotes Group-assessment,

or Farming, or both, it excludes the possibility of such a

detailed assessment as Grant asserted His statement

that the basis of the assessment was one-fourth of the

produce must also be incorrect, for in Todar Mai’s time the

State’s claim was uniformly one-third; the figure of one-

fourth was obviously derived from Grant’s early studies oi

the Deccan assessment, which he was led to believe was a

servile copy of Todar Mai’s work Grant’s account, there-

fore, cannot be accepted in its entirety, and the initial

misapprehension affects the whole of his argument.

In my opinion, the most probable reading of Grant’s

earlier figures is that the documents which he used referred

to Valuation, not Demand. I have given in Appendix

G

my reasons for holding that the statistics in the Ain, for

Bengal as for the other provinces, probably represent the

Valuation in force at the time when the record was compiled

The Bengal figures, which Grant took as showing Todar

Mai’s assessment of Demand, w'ould on this view be in fact

the first and summary Valuation of a newly acquired

province, made by Todar Mai, or under his orders, on the

basis of whatever data were available at the time of an-

nexation, probably the records maintained by the former

Government. This view clears up the obvious difficulty

that Todar Mai could not possibly have assessed in detail

the Demand on those portions of eastern Bengal, which had

not fallen into Akbar’s hand; it is easy to understand that,

finding Chittagong, for instance, shown in the old records

as still part of the kingdom of Bengal, he should have in-

cluded it in the Valuation, pending the time when its pos-

session should be obtained; while it is quite certain that,

ifi this region, at least, he coxild not have carried out thp
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elaborate detailed assessment attributed to him by

Grant.

On this view we should regard the revisions made by

Shah Shuja and Jafar Khan as corrections of this original

Valuation, incorporating the territory which had been

acquired in the interval, and those increments of the figures

for particular areas which had been made from time to time.

This reading is in accordance with the fact that all three

records were known to Grant under the name of "aggre-

gates” (jama), the word which is appropriate to Valuations,

and which would necessarily appear in the titles of such

records. The idea of Valuation had, however, become
obsolete before Grant took up his duties in Bengal, and it

would be natural for a man in his position to understand
"aggregate” in the alternative sense of Demand, which
has survived in India into the present century.

It does not, however, follow from this view that Grant’s

elaborate discussion was entirely irrelevant, because it is

quite possible that, in the case of Bengal, the Valuation may
in fact have come to set the standard of the Demand made
by the State, not indeed on the peasants, as he supposed,

but on the Intermediaries whom it recognised. In Bengal,

the position of the provincial Diwan at the beginning ot

the seventeenth century must have been particularly diffi-

cult. His duty was to raise the maximum revenue from

the Reserved area, which, on Grant’s figures,^ considerably

exceeded the area given in Assignment
;
but he had, so far

as we can see, absolutely nothing in the way of standards

by which to check the work of the local assessors, beyond

the Valuation made when Bengal was brought into the

Empire. To have allowed the assessors a free hand would

have been utterly at variance with Mogul administrative

practice, and it would be the obvious course to check their

assessments by the Valuation, the only record available in

the Diwan’s office, and to call for explanations in cases

where the annual assessment fell belov/ that standard.

For the next half century, the assessments, taken as a

1 Analysis, !>. 255 ft. I am douWful as to ILc signifieauce of Grunt’s

figures for Assignments, 'wliicli do not explain themselves, and can he

interpreted m more wuys than one; but in any case the Beserved areas

\vere important o
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whole, could hardly have been expected to rise above this

standard, because, with foreign trade interrupted, and a

consequent scarcity of silver, prices remained abnormally

low,^ and the province generally was depressed. When,

therefore, the Valuation was revised in 1658, there would be

no accumulated data to justify a general rise, though

particular regions may have yielded the small increa'e

shown in Grant’s figures.

Economic conditions began to change rapidly about this

time with the large influx of silver imported by the Dutch

and English Companies ;
and Grant conjectured, with some

‘

probability, that at first the change was reflected, not in an

enhancement of the formal Demand, but in the imposition

of private cesses. If this is true, then the decay o£ the

Mogul administration under Aurangzeb would explain how,

in formal documents, the Demand on the Intermediaries,

based, as it had come to be, on the original Valuation, would

be shown as fixed, the actual enhancement being intercepted,

by subordinates; and in this way we should reach the position

as presented by Grant in the first half of the eighteenth

century, a Demand on the Intermediaries nominally almost

unchanged for more than a century, but increased by

cesses, first taken privately, then brought formally on to

the record, and growing by degrees, until, about the year

1755, the total recorded Demand on the Intermediaries

was about double the original standard.

This explanation of Grant’s account is, it will be observed,

conjectural. My reasons for offering it are, firstly, that the

account, as it stands, is ii-reconcilable with the known

administrative methods of the Mogul Empire; and, secondly,

that it holds the field in all recent discussions of eighteenth

century conditions in Bengal, It is not ab.'^olutely incon-

ceivable that Akbar’s administrators should have adopted,

from the outset, methods entirely at variance with their

usual practice, and established in Bengal a revenue-Demand

not ordinarily alterable from year to year
;
but it seems to

1 I disciisied tlieso facU iu i’lom AUbtir 1o Aiitnng~eb, W8 ff- I there

suggestei tint tlie anuual drain of silver up country might hnw been m

the order of 50 lakhs of lupee^, Grant asserted (Analysi-oj 523) ''liM tm

drain ivas at least a kror yearly, but, ag.nin, I am doubtful as to his autnoiny

i't- this statement.
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me much more probable that this peculiar feature of Bengal
developed gradually under the pressure of exceptional

circumstances, until figures which were originally prepared

for use in granting Assignmo-ils became eventually a stan-

dard of the recurring Demand on the Intermediaries, not
liable to alteration, but liable to be supplemented by cesses

in the way that Grant describes. There is no doubt that

the fixed ideas which Grant brought with him from Hyder-
abad to Bengal coloured the whole of his work in the latter

province, and, as I have said above, I have had no oppor-

tunity of checking his interpretation of the statistics by
the documents which we used; what I have attempted is to

offer an hypothesis of his account, which may perhaps be
of assistance to students of any local records of the period

that may still survive.

On this hypothesis, we may say provisionally that, when
Bengal was annexed by Akbai’, there were some Chiefs, and
some old-established Farmers, how many we cannot say,

both classes paying fixed sums by way of Demand; and
that, apart from the areas so held, the officials or assignees

dealt with the villages either through Farmers or through

the headmen. The Valuation of the province, made
primarily for administrative use, came, in the absence

of any other data, to set the standard of the Demand made
by the State, and the officials came, as Shore stated, to

occupy the position of Farmers, paying the amount of the

Valuation, and making what they could As time went on,

the distinction between Chiefs, Farmers, and officials

disappeared, because there was in fact no difference in the

incidents of the various positions, and all alike came to be

known as zamindars. The English records already quoted
suggest that this transition may heve been complete by the

end of the seventeenth century, but their application is

limited to so small an area that further evidence is required

for a conclusion on this point. While, however, the Demand
on the Intermediaries was not formally varied, they were
not allowed to retain the entire profits resulting from the

restoration and development of commerce which occurred

in the second half of the seventeenth century; the existing

Demand was supplemented by cesses, which were increasecb
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from time to time, and which in fact operated to maintain

the claim of the State to a share in the produce of the I

country, though the developments which had occurred
1

necessarily tended to obscure the fundamental nature of

that claim. It was through this obscurity that the earliest

British administrators had to grope their way to a workable

agrarian system.
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Conclusion

In the foregoing chapters I have set out the evidence I have

been able to collect regarding the agrarian system which

operated in India during six centuries ol Moslem rule.

Readers who have followed thus far will probably share the

impression with which I leave the subject, a sense of the

inequality with which the evidence is distributed both in

time and in space. We know much, if not everything,

regarding certain periods during which the State entered

into direct relations with some, or all, of the peasants owning

its authority
;

but, nieasareJ by time, these periods are

merely episodes, and wc know very much less of the rest

of the story. A few groat names—Alauddiii, Slier Shah,

or Akbar, Todar Mai, or Murshid Quli—stand out like

mountain-tops rising clcar-cut above a sea of mist
;
but for

a just appreciation of their signilicanco we need to obtain

a view of the much wider country which the mist conceals.

I cannot claim to have presented that view as a whole, but

in places the mist allows occasional glimpses of portions of

it, and in the paragraphs which follow, I base on these

glimpses a hypothetical reconstruction, which I offer, not

as fact established by evidence, but as tentative inference,

to be confirmed or modified in the hght of further knowledge.

It seems to me to be a probable view that, just^ before

the establishment of Moslem rule, the Hindu Kings or

Chiefs in Northern India dealt ordinarily, though not ex-

clusively, with the village, or on occasion with an aggregate

of villages, as a unit, fixing the revenue-Demand to be paid

for the season, or the year, either with the headmen or with

a farmer as circumstances might permit. The aim wou

be to realise an amount corresponding to whatever share of

the produce the King or Chief might claim, but theie

be air element of bargainit^ in the transaction, and the

201
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arrangement would necessarily offer a prospect of re-

muneration for headmen or farmers, sufficient at least io

make it worth their while to enter into it. Inside tie

village, this Demand would be realised by the headmen froE

the individual peasants by a charge on the plough, or b;

Sharing, or by Measurement, according to whatever custoi

might have grown up in the locality; and it would be opec

to the King or Chief at any time to dispense with the head-

men or farmers, and enter into direct relations withtbe

peasants on the basis of the customary method, whatever

it might be.

In such an environment, the establishment of Mosleir

rule would take one of two forms. If the Hindu King or

Chief submitted, and agreed to pay tribute, things would

go on as before, except that the Chief, no longer a King

would probably try to recover the amount of the tribute

from his villages by increasing the Demand on them, i

process which would be possible in some conditions, if not

in all. If the King or Chief did not submit, and lost hb

position by conquest, the conquerors would step into his

place, and would probably continue the existing relatioui

with the villages as the line of least resistance, until cu

cumstances arose which called for a change.

The first recorded change is that which was made b;

Alauddin Khalji; and the motives by which he was in-

fluenced, as they are indicated by the chronicler, are

consistent with the view that the position which I have

sketched hypothetically prevailed in fact during the-

thirteenth century. Tne Cniefs and headmen, we are told-

were retaining a share of the income of the kingdom whic

rendered them politically dangerous, while the burdw

the Demand was unequally distributed as between

and the weak. Consequently Alauddin set Chiefs and nea

men aside, and entered into direct relations withH

peasants of a large portion of the kingdom, selecting ®

general adoption one of the various methods of deta

assessment whicli prevailed at the time.
_

In the circumstances of the period, his action mus

regarded as the tour de force of an exceptionally strong

administrator, and his system died with him. A very e
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years later we find the Revenue Ministry pestered by
farmers and their touts, an arrangement natural to a

period of administrative collapse, on the assumption I

have made that the practice of Farming was already familiar,

but almost impossible to explain if Farming was previously

imknown. A little later, we find the main burden of de-

tailed administration passed on to assignees, who continued

to carry it, with very brief intervals, up to the eighteenth

century.

For the dark period which separates Sher Shah from
Firuz, we have slight but sigaiOca it indications that the

village was the unit ordinarily dealt with by the King and
his assignees. The strong administration of Sher Shah
was marked by the resumption of direct relations with the
peasants in a portion of the kingdom, and his example
was followed for a time by Akbar, but by the middle of the
seventeenth century, the village had again become the
unit, a position which continued until the end of Moslem
rule. The inference is, I think, permissible that, in the
circumstances of the time, a s3'stem based on direct relations

with individual peasants was not practicable as a per-

manent general arrangement. An exceptionally strong

administration might carry it out successfully over wide
areas for a short time, and doubtless individual Chiefs and

assignees might do the same on a smaller scale; but the

administrative burden was too heavy to be borne for long.

The village was there, and the line of least resistance was
to bargain for its revenue, either with its headmen or with

a farmer, as circumstances might permit.

While, however, an element of bargaining would ordin-

arily enter into assessment, the basic idea of taking some

definite share of the pioduce certainly persisted, We
know that Alauddin claimed half the produce, and it is

possible that this was a somewhat larger share than had

been claimed in the thirteenth century, because his object

was to deprive the Chiefs and headmen of a portion of the

income which they had previously enjoyed. We know,

too, that some sort of reduction was made by his successor,

but its amount is nowhere stated, and the next established^

fact is Sher Shah’s claim to cre-third. It seems to me to
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be probable that this figure was of old standing, and not

an innovation; and, in the absence of records, the guess
,

is perhaps admissible that the reduction made after

Alauddin’s death was from one-half to one-third, and that

this figure continued to be the standard, until, some time

in the first half of the seventeenth century, the maximum

claim was raised to one-half. It is possible, then, though

it is certainly not proved, that the share of one-third, which

was recognised by commentators on the Hindu Saciod

Law as the highest permissible claim, was in fact the

general claim in Northern India in the twelfth century, that

it was accepted by the Moslem conquerors, and that, apart

from the ephodo of Alaudcliu it persisted into the Mop'!

period as a traditional standard, too familiar to everjbodj

to find a place in the chronicles.

It is also possible that the general rule in the twelfth

century may have teen more flexible, the claim varying

from one-third to onc-half according to circumstances, that

particular Moslem lulers selected one figure or the other as

they judged best, and that the claim indicated in Aurang-

zeb’s farmans was in accordance with the ancient tradition

of the country. Yle have seen that in Udaipur, up to the

present century, the claim was cither ono-thiid or one-half,

and this may be a survival of the same tradition, unin-

fluenced by Moslem practice. On the available evidence,

either of these hypotheses seems to be admissible, not, o!

course, as a conclusion, but as a basis on which to consider

any new facts which may come to light.

As regards the form in which the peasants’ payments

were made, we know of two occasions on w'hich, for par-
^

ticular reasons, collections were ordered to be made in
|

grain
;
and we know, or have reason to think, that in some

^

backward tracts the same practice prevailed as a regular •

thing. In the North, however, the periods of general grain-

collection were clearly episodes of short duration, and we

must regard payment in cash as the ordinary rule from the

thirteenth century onwards. I have not come across a

single instance of payments in grain being made by headmen

.

or farmers; and since in these cases the assessment was

ordinarily made in money, we may safely infer that paymen s
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usually took the same form. Whether or not cash-

payrrient existed before the Moslem conquest is a question

which must be left to students of the Hindu records, but it

is certainly one of the characteristic features of the Moslem
administration.

When we look at the period as a whole, two figures stand

out as normally masters of the peasants’ fate. They are

not the King and the Minister, nor the assessor and collector,

but the farmer and the assignee. The two institutions were
not mutually exclusive, for, as wo have seen, assignees

sometimes farmed their Income : bu)
,
taken together, they

formed the backbone of the whole agrarian system Neither

institution is inherently bad
;
both mu.st be judged according

to their conditions, and, most of all, their duration. As a

mattffr of history, in Moslem India the tenure of assignees,

as of farmers, was oidinarily far loo short, and always far

too uncertain, to justify expenditure of capital or effort

on a constructive policy of development. The only prudent

course was that which was in fact usually adopted, to take

whatever the peasants could be made to pav. and leave tho

future to look after itself. In his analysis of the conditions

prevailing in the middle of the seventeenth century, Bernier

put the following argument into the mouths of the dom.inat t
j

classes with whom he w^as familiar, officials, assignee.s, and

farmers alike :

“Why should the neglected slate of this land create

uneasiness in our minds ? and wh^'’ should we expend our

money and time to render it fruitful ? We may be deprived
of it in a single moment, and our exertions would benefit

neither ourselves nor our children. Let us draw from the

soil all the money we can, though the peasant should starve

or abscond, and we should leave it, when commanded to

quit, a dreary wilderness.”

In the circurr stances which prevailed, the logic of that

argument is not open to question ;
and it may stand as the

epitaph of the agrarian system to which it was applied.

I^have sometimes been asked by students whether the

agrarian system prevailing at one epoch or anothu' is to be

classed as ‘-zamindari” or “ryolwari.” The question

involves something of an anachronism, for the clear-cn"
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distinction denoted by the two words only emerged as a

result of the discussion of early British administrators;
,

but, so far as it can be answered at all, the answer must be '

that the Moslem system ordinarily comprised both elements.

The power of the Chiefs varied inversely with the strength

of the central administration, but they persisted throughout

the period, and their position was in essentials that of the

ir.cdein ysmindar, liable to pay. or account for, an annual

sum fixed in advance, and making what they could out of

the peasants under their control. The distinction between

the two periods is found mainly in the modern tenancy

legislation, which determines the relation between land-

holder and peasants in detail ; so far as we know, similar

limitations were rot ordinarily imposed on the Chiefs by

the Moslem governments.

On the other hand, the Reserved areas might certainly

be described as ryotwari during the periods when salaried

officials dealt directly with individual peasants. When the

officials dealt with the headmen, an element of uncertainty

is introduced by the dual position occupied by these repre-

sentatives, for every headman was potentially a zamindar,

though many acted merely as agents of the peasants.

^When again the officials dealt with farmers, the modern

classification cannot be applied, for, so long as the fauns

were for short periods, the tenure was too uncerlain to be

classed as zamindari, and it is only towards the close of tie

period that it acquired a degree of stability justifying t e

application of that term.

The position of an assignee was no less ambiguous, lor

while he sometimes exercised powers approximating o

those of a modern zamindar, his tenure was ordinarily ar

too short and precarious for him to be called by that name.

Again we have to allow for the multiplication of authorities.

An assignee might receive his income from farmers dealing

with headmen, who in their turn dealt with the peasan s,

and in such a case the rights now known as zamindari were

distributed between various individuals. It is not t en

by the road of formal classification that the student shou

approach the subject. His need now is the need whic

'Holt Mackenzie pressed on the early British administrators,
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to escape the domination of theories and terminologies,

and to get down to the facts.

Finally, a few words may be said regarding the economic

significance of the facts which have been brought together.

The idea of agricultural development, progressing slowly but

continuously, was already present in the fourteenth century,

and probably was never entirely lost
;
but the political and

social en'dronment was usually unfavourable to its fruition

The high pitch of the revenue Demand, approximating to

the full economic rent, could be lustified from Islamic texts

by anyone who might care to take the trouble, but its actual

motive was to bo found in the needs of successive adminis-

trations and their officers
;
and its influence was necessarily

increased by the miscellaneous exactions, prohibited from

time to time, bai recurring regularly after each prohibition.

The direct result was to take from the peasant whatever he

could be made to pay, and thus to stereotype low standard

of living ;
but in addition there wa^ the further effect o^

requiring the peasant who was making money to conceal

his good fortune from everyone outside the village, and

perhaps even from his neighbours. Thus the normal position

was a contest between the administratien and the peasants,

the former endeavouring to discover and appropriate what

the latter endeavoured to retain and conceal—an environ-

ment in which agricultural development could not be

expected to make much headway.

If the land had bean fully occupied, such a position could

not have continued for long, because competition among

peasants would have resulted in an increase of their payments

to a point where either life ceased to be worth living, or

the administration was forced to change its attitude, as in

fact was to happen in the nineteenth century over the

greater part of India. Throughout the Moslem period,

however, there was usually land to spare, and the risk of

losing peasants set soma limit to administrative exactions.

It is, I think, probable that the risk frequently became a

reality in one part of the country or other, and that local

depopulation occurred from time to time, though not on a

scale to attract the chroniclers’ attention; but two instam.x.J
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stand out in history, the desolation o£ tha River Country

under Muhammad Tughlaq, and the general economic

collapse after the middle of the seventeenth century. In

both cases the administration strained the existing system

to the breaking-point, and the system in fact broke down

,

but during the longer periods when the system worked, its

worot incidents were the repression of individual energy

and tiie concentration on a barren struggle to divide, rather

than a concerted effort to increase, the annual produce of

the country. This was the damnosa haereditas, the legacy of

loss, which Moslem administrations left to their succesbois,

and which is still so far from final liquidation.

1



Appendix A
INDO-PERSIAN TERMS FOR LAND-REVENUE

Various expressions which occur in the literature of the
Moslem period have been treated by translators as synonyms,
and rendered as “land-revenue,” or more shortly, “revenue,”
a word which, as used in India, is itself ambiguous. For the
purpose of interpretation it is necessary to distinguish bet-
ween some of these expressions, and to formulate a precise
phraseology The conclusions stated in this appendix are
derived from a collection of all the relevant passages which
I have found in the Indo-Persian literature recorded in the
List of Authorities (Appendix I), from the thirteenth century
Tabaqat-i Nasiri, down to the chronicle of Khwaft Khan,
which is nearly five centuries later

For the present purpose it is advisable to discard the am-
biguous word “revenue,” and I use the following terms in
the precise sense stated opposite to each.

Produce.—The gross yield of crops, whether staled by
weight or by value.

Demand.—The amount or value of Produce claimed as
the share of the State, whatever the system of assessment,
and whoever the actual claimant.

Income —The amount realised or expected from the

Demand granted or assigned to an individual.

Valuation.—An estimate of the probable future Income
from any area, required in order to facilitate the allocation of

Grants or Assignments to claimants entitled to a stated

Income.

The expressions which require consideration ar? as follows:-

1. Kiiaraj. As explained in Chapter I, sec 3 this is a precise

term of Islamic law, denoting the Iributo claimed from con-

quered land left in the possession of non-Moslems, and enuring

for the benefit of Moslems in general. With the development
of separate Moslem States, this latter incident came to be

eliminated in practice, and kharaj was expended by the King
who collected it from his dominions. The word gradually

becomes less common in the literature, being replaced by
other expressions noted below, but, almost wherever it i-

209
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used, it is precise in the sense of Demand; the only exceptions

which have been noticed are a few rhetorical passages where

the plural is used to signify exactions in a wide sense- 1

“demands,” not “Demand,”—and these are easily recognised,

2 Mal. The general sense is “wealth,” or "property,"

but in administrative use two special senses are found.

(a) In the military department, the word meant “booty

taken in war.”

(b) In fiscal administration, it ordinarily meant Demand,

but occasionally it was used more widely to denote the whole

system under which Demand was assessed and collected, as

in the phrase mulki wa mail, which corresponds to the now

familiar “general'’ and “revenue” administration

The two special senses are sometimes difficult to dis-

tinguish. Thus in a passage in the Akbarnama (iii. 3161,

Mr Beveridge rendered “revenue,” where I think “booty"

would make better sense, because the officers whose morale

was being destroyed by untimely claims lor mal were not

usually Demand-payers; the point is, I think, that they were

being pressed to account for booty which they were alleged

to have misappropriated Ordinarily, however, there is no

difficulty in discovering which sense is intended.

Mal is sometimes found in combination. Malwajibi is a

recognised term for Demand, and is not ambiguous Malguzar

is usually adjectival, meaning “Demand-paying”; the modern

use as a substantive, “Demand-payer,” has not been noted in

the literature earlier than Khwafi Khan, where it appears

(e.g. i, 704). Malguzari denotes the act, or process; of
,

Demand-paying. I have not found it used in its modern

sense of Demand in the Persian literature
;

but the sense

occurs in one of the earliest British records (Rev., 1. 169).
|

3. Next may be noted a group of expressions which are ,

picturesque but also precise, denoting Demand, regarded as

the King’s remuneration. They are compounded of a word

meaning wages, such as parany or dastmuzd, and another

meaning sovereignty (as jahanbani), or guardianship (as

pasbani) . They have been noticed only in sixteenth-century

documents, e.g. Ain, i. 298.

4. Bazkhwast and Bazyapt are occasionally used for the
f

Demand on cultivation, but they belong properly to the

Jlpccounts side of the administration, and usually mean
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"recovery”; that is, they mav refer to any claim by the State
against an individual, whether it be for Demand, or for a

debt, or for property misappropriated, or for the balance of an
account. So for as I can find, the two words are synonymous.

5. Mtttalaba. In the earlier literature this word denotes
“the process of demanding.” The modern use as “Demand”
seems to occur first in the Badshahnama (II. 365) ;

it is well
established in Khwafi Khan

6. Mahsul —This word does not occur in any general
sense, and its technical use is ambiguous Ordinarily it means
Demand, but in some cases it certainly denotes Produce,
and, in a few average-Produce Khwafi Khan sometimes
distinguished the first two senses bv wrilng mahasul-i iinsi

for Produce, and mahsul-i mal for Demand (e g i. 731. 734);
but as a rule he, like the earlier writers, used the word by
itself, and the context is the only guide to its interpretation.

The earliest writers usually meant Demand, and this sense

prevails throughout the unofficial literature A clear instance

of “Produce” is Ain.l. 286, which refers to the mahsul having
been removed from the field: another is in Aurangzeb’s
farman to Muhammad Fashim where (4. 14) the Demand is

fixed at half the mahsul: and thcie are a few cases elsewhere
in which the word can he read as Produce, but they are not
entirely free from ambiguity.

The special meaning of “averagc-Produce,” occurs in Ain,

i 297 fF, and there is no doubt about it. because we have a

formal definition, followed bv numerical examples, showing
how the average was calculated The same sense is appro-

priate in one or two other passages in the Ain, but I think it

must be regarded purclv as office-iargon, and it would be
dangerous to read it into the unofRcial literature.

7. Hasil, which is etymologically related to mahsul, has,

like it, the two meanings of Demand and Produce
;
and the

two words are sometimes used for the sake of variety of

diction, as when Jahangir wrote (Tuzuk, 252), that there is

no mahsul on fruit-trees, and that the basil is remitted when
cultivated land is planted as a garden Here the word
obviously means Demand; equally clcarlv it means Produce
in the phrase hukm-i hasil, which Ziya Barni uses to denote

assessment by Sharing.

The commonest use of the word is. however, to denote

Income: in this use it is contrasted with Valuation, as in the
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passages given below. It will be remembered that an officer's

remuneration was usually fixed in cash. Sometimes the

salary was paid by the treasury, but ordinarily it was ad-

justed by assignment of the Demand, on a stated area The
'

Income actually received from an Assignment necessarily
varied with the season and other causes; and did not necess-

arilv agree with the Valuation, or estimate of Income, on the

basis ot which the Assignment had been allocated

8. Jama.—This word carries the general sense of “aggre-

gation” or “total.” and occurs in the literature both m this

meaning and also in at least three specialised senses

(a) In the Accounts department, it meant the receipt-side

of a cash account, as contrasted with kharch, the expen-

diture-side.

(b)
,

(c) In revenue administration, it may mean either

Demand or Valuation according to the context
;

and the

failure of translators to recognise this ambiguity probably

accounts for most of the difficulty experienced by students

in understanding the technical literature of the subject.

(b) Demand Khwafi Khan occasionally (e.g. i. 403, 714) 1

wrote the full phrase, jama-i mal, or “aggregate of Demand," *

and wherever this phrase occurs, the sense of Demand is clear.
'

This writer, however, also used jama alone, and some earlier

writers followed the same practice; in such cases, the context I

is the only guide to the meaning In some official documents, !

all oi them referring to local administration the sense of

Demand is clear. The most notew'orthy case is Aurangzeb’s '

tarman to Rashik Das, where jama is used consistently to

denote the Demand on a peasant, and the same meaning is

appropiiate m Akbar’s rules for collectors and their clerks

(Am, 1 2C6-88), though in some of these passages the word
;

need not mean more than “total.” In the unofficial literature, ,

the sense of Demand is exceedingly rare, and I have found '

no clear instance earlier than the eighteenth century; it is ap- '

propnate in one passage in Saqi (345), and it occurs ni Khwafi

Khan (e q i. 583, ii 782) alongside of the alternative sense

(c) Vclu'ition When used in connection with the headquar-

ters a.lministration, jama refers uniformly to the Valuation

for Assignment
;

and, according to the context, may denote

either the figure at which a particular area was valued, or the

i^q-prd of Valuation of the Empire as a whole. Apparently the
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word in this sense is an abbreviation Afif wrote (94) jama-i
mamlakat, or “valuation of the kingdom”; in the Akbarnama
(ii. 270), we have iama-i parganat. “valuation of the parganas”;
in the Ain (i. 347), jama-i wilavat. “valuation of the coun-
try”; and in the Iqbalnama(ii 287), jama-i qasbat wa qariyal,

“valuation of the parganas and villages.” In the course of

the seventeenth century, these phrases, which I take to be
equivalent, gave way to jama-i dami “which is common
in Khwafi Khan, and must refer to the fact that salaries

continued to be stated m terms of dams, though for other
administrative purpose the rupee was the ordinary vnit of

value.

The first Valuation we meet in the literature is that
which was sanctioned by Firuz The passage relating to

it is discussed in Appendix C; the passages relating to

Akbar’s general Valuations are examined in Appendix E,

and here it will suffice to refer to two mcidciits of his reign

which go far to establish the technical sense of the woid.

(1) After the conquest of Gujarat. Todar Mai made a
hurried journey m order to effect the “ascertainment of the
aggregate” (tahqiq-i jama) of the newly acquired territory

(Akbarnama, iii. 65—67) This operation is described in Mr.
Beveridge’s translation as a “settlement of the revenue,” a
technical phrase which nowadays denotes assessment of the
Demand; but the circumstances and the context show that
this was not the object of Todar Mai’s visit The country
had just been distributed among assignees, whose business
it was to establish the Mogul administration, and there was
neither time nor scope for an assessment of the Demand
throughout the provinces. The clear meaning of the passage
is that Todar Mai made a summary Valuation of the Assign-
ments which had recently been granted, and, on return
to the capital, handed over the Valuation statement to the
headquarter recoi ds-office, so that it could be used by the
clerks in adjusting the accounts of the assignees

This interpretation is placed beyond doubt by the parallel

passages’ in the Tabacjat-i Akban The first of these tells us

1 Add. e543 ft' , 229, 23P. Tlie jcudein.g iii Plliot. v. 370 , “tl'o rpvemiea

of Gujaiat li.ad Jiot liii’ii i>a!il iij' .'-.iti'-f.idoiily, ” 11 o I'oi'.t of the

lir&t passage. It was i,ot a question of “paying up” the jama, but of

a document reaching the headquarter recoi d-oflice; under no conceivable

lircumstajices loiild the lecord-ollice, liandle “revenues” The jhi.ise

“royal exnhcquei,
’

' again does not accurately iciireicnt dafiarkhuiia, _
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that “pinre the iatna-i mamalik of Gui’arat had not reached
headouarter record-office after ascertainment. Raja

Todar Mai was sent to Gujarat to determine the iama-i
wilavat accuratelv, and make over the amended schedule
to the record-office” The second records that the Raja,

'

“who had pone to Guiarat to correct the iama-i wilayat re-

turned to Court, and (after compliments) presented the
amended record relatinp to the iama of Guiarat.” We may
infer that the nrovincial administration had been instructed

to ascertain the true Valuation, but had failed to do so;

conseauentlv- the Raia was deputed to effect the business.

It will bo noticed that this writer speaks first of the “aggre-

Pate of the rrovinre<= ” then of the “aggregate of the coun-

try.” ard •'hen of the “aggregate of Gujarat,” the three

phrases being obviously synonymous.

(2) Again the, Akbarnama fiii 726 ff.) attributes the

ants’ rebellion in Kashmir shortly after its annexation

Pill
(the opnression exercised bv the new assignees, who

I

yi
,'ides other mistakes) had foolishlv demanded the full

a Here iama cannot mean Demand, because to demand

Demand would be neither folly nor oppression. The

, I

^.it is that the original Valuation on which the Assignments

he granted was excessive; and the attempts of the assig-

I

|l; to reali.se their full expected Income, without consider-

n of the actual position, drove the peasants into rebellion

t this is the true reading is clear from the action taken by

,,Fmneror Fir.st, in order to deal with the actual emer-

()[] tv, be limited the assignees’ Income to one-half of the Pro-

f OliP.in accordance with the local standard of Demand, and

, .i.ijrd them to refund to the peasants whatever they had

collected in excess of this amount: next, in order to provide
,

m
for the future (Johalnama, ii 45.3). he ordered the pre-

paration of a new Valuation, which should be in accordance

with the facts, and would thus prevent the recurrence of

similar trouble

The sense “Valuation” persists in the literature of the

seventeenth centurv. Thus the Badshahnama records (II.

360). that when the Chief of Palamau was, after some

trouble, br.'ought into the Empire, a jama of one krorot

dams was fixed on his countrv. which was then assigned

to him at this figure. Here jama cannot nossibly mean the

Demand on the peasants; the transaction was, I take it,

purely formal, in the sense that there was no question oi
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any money being received or paid. All that was done was to
fix an arbitrary Valuation, and allow the Chief to retain his
actual position, but in point of form as an assignee instead of
an independent ruler.

The contrast between the Valuation, or estimated Income,
and the Hasil, or Income actually realised, is brought out in

a passage in the same chronicle {II 397), which records the
grant as reward (inam) of the port of Surat, the Valuation
of which was one kror of dams, or 21 lakhs of rupees, but the
Income (hasil) had risen to 5 lakhs owing to the increase in

foreign trade. Similarly we read (11.108) that the Income
of Bagiana had fallen to one-half of the Valuation after the
famine of 1630, and numerous passages in this chronicle and
in those which follow it give the Valuation of districts or

provinces as an indication of their wealth or importance.

As is explained in Chapter V, A'^signments had become
unpopular early m the eighteenth century, and, in the
troubles of the time, the idea of a Valuation seems to have
become unfamiliar The changes introduced early m the
British period, under which the Demand was assessed for a
term of years, resulted in a coalescence of the two ideas

denoted by jama, because a Demand intended to be paid for

a term of years is substantially the same thing as an estimate

of the Income derivable during those years Thus in modern
times, the ‘revenue” is both De.nand and Valuation, because
the two figures have coalesced, but the idea of Valuation still

persists m the “nominal revenue.” which is assessed for

administrative purposes on levenue-free villages. This

nominal revenue is not meant to be paid, and consequently
is not Demand; it is in fact a Valuation calculated on the

income of the landholders, on the basis of which various

cesses are assessed.



Appendix B
PROVINCIAL GOVERNORS IN THE THIRTEENTH AND

FOURTEENTH CENTURIES.^

The words "Province” and “Governor” are used m Chapter
II to represent two groups of terms, which I take to be either
precisely synonymous, or else distinguished only by minor
aifferences, of no practical importance for our present pur-
pose. The first group is wilayat. wall. The word wilayatis
used in the chronicles in various senses, which can almost
always be recognised with certainty from the context: it raav
meari (I) a definite portion of the kingdom; that is a
province; (2) an indefinite portion of the kingdom, lhat is a
ract or region; (3) the kingdom as a whole, (4) a foreign
nj^ntry; (5) the home-country of a foreigner (in which last

derived form has recently become naturalised in

|lish as “Blighty”! Wali occasionally means the rulei
1 foreign country, but the ordinary sense is Governor of

the kingdom, that is to sav,' a localised oITicei

||
ying directl5' under the orders of the King or his

J|\usters.

yo far as I know, it has never been suggested that the

held anything but a bureaucratic position at this period,

and the word Governor represents it precisely, as is the case

throughout the history of Western Asia. The position is

different in regard to the second group of terms, iqta, mttqfi

(more precisely, iqta‘, muqli‘^. Various translators in the

nineteenth century rendered these terms by phrases appro-

priated from the feudal system of Europe, their practice has

been followed by some recent writers, in whose pages we
meet “fiefs,” “feudal chiefs,” and such entities; and the

ordinary reader is forced to conclude that the organisation of

the kingdom of Delhi was heterogeneous, with some provin-

ces ruled by bureaucratic Governors (Wali), but most of

the country held in portions (iqta) by person (Muqti), whose
position resembled that of the barons of contemporary
Europe. It is necessary, therefore to examine the question

whether these expressions represent the facts, or, in

1 Tlic sulistance of tills Appendix vraB printed in tUe Journal of Iniisi

II\story, April 1928.

216
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other words, whether the kingdom contained any element to
which the nomenclature of the feudal system can properly be
applied. The question is one of fact. The nature of the
European, feudal system is tolerably well known to students;
the position of the Muqtis in the Delhi kingdom can be
ascertained from the clironicles; and comparison will show
whether the use of these archaic terms brings light or con-
fusion into the agrarian history of Northern India.

The ordinary meaning of Tqta in Indo-Persian literature
is an Assignment of revenue conditional on future service.
The word appears in this sense frequently in the Mogul
period as a synonym (along with tuyul) of the more familiar
jagir; and that it might carry the same sense in the thirte-
enth century is established, among several passages, by the
story told by Barni (60, 61) of the 2000 troopers who held
Assignments, but evaded the services on which the Assign-
ments were conditional. The villages held by these men are
described as their iqtas, and the men themselves as iqtadars.
At this period, however, the word iqta was used commonly
in a more restricted sense, as in the phrase “the twenty
iqtas,” used by Barni (50) to denote the bulk of the kingdom.
It is obvious that “the twenty iqtas” points to something of

a different order from the 2000 iqtas in the passage just

quoted; and all through the chronicles, we find particular

iqtas, referred to as administrative charges, and not mere
Assignments. The distinction between the two senses is

marked most clearly by the use of the derivative nouns of

possession; at ihis period, iqtadar always means an assignee

in the ordinary sense, but Muqti always means the holder of

one of these charges. The question then is, was the Muqti’s

position feudal or bureaucratic?

To begin with, we may consider the origin of the nobility

from whom the Muqtis were chosen. The earliest chronicler

gives us the biographies^ of all the chief nobles of his time,

and we find from them that in the middle of the thirteenth

century practically every man who is recorded as having
held the position of Muqti began his career as a pyal slave.

Shamsuddin Iltutmish, the second effective king of Delhi,

who had himself been the property of the first king, bought

foreign slaves in great numbers, employed them in his

household, and promoted them, according to his judgment of

their capacities, to the highest positions in his kingdom.

1 T. Nasiri, book sxii. p. 229 S. I follow the Cambridge History in

using the form Iltutmish for the name usually written Altamsh,
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The following are a few sample biographies condensed

from this chronicle.

Tagliau Klian (p. 242) was purchased by Shamsuddin, and employpd ii

succession as page, keeper of the x)eii-case,i food-taster, master of tli

stable, Muqti of Badaim and Muqti of Lakhnaiiti, where the insiguu

of royalty were eventually conferred on him.

Saifuddin Aibak (p. 259) was inirehased bv the king, .’nd emplojel

successively as keeper of the wardrobe, sword-be'irer, Muqti of Sinn'iia,

Muqti of Baran, and finally Vakil-i dar, apparenlly, at this period, the

highest ceremonial post at Couit.*

Tiighril Khan (p. 26i) al^o a slave, was =iiccessively depiitv-tister,

court-usher, master, of tiie elephants, master of the stable, Muqti of Sirhiiid,

aud 1 iter of Lahore, Kaiiauj and Awadh m sueeessioii; finally he receW
Lakhnauti, where ho assumed the title of king.

Ulugh Khan (p. 281), afterwards King Bilh.in, is said to have bcloagcl

to a noble family in Turkistan,® but was enslaved iii eircumstaucpi w'lic'

are not recorded. lie was taken foi sale to Baghdad, and thentc fn

Gujarat, from where a dealer brought him to Delhi, and sold him to tiii

King. He was employed first as personal attendant, then as m,aster or

sport, then master of the slible, thou Muqti of Ilansi, then Lord C’lamhsr

lain, and subsequently became, first, doputy-Kiug of Delhi, and thn

King in his own right.

It seems to me to be quite impossible to think of such a

nobility in terms of a feudal system with a king merely first

among his territorial vassals; what we see is a royal house-

hold full of slaves, who could rise, by merit or favour, from

servile duties to the charge of a province, or even of a

kingdom—essentially a bureaucracy of the normal Asiatit

type. The same conclusion follows from an examination oi

the Muqti’s actual position: it is nowhere, so far as I know,

described in set terms, but the incidents recorded in the

chronicles justify the following summary
1. A Muqti had no territorial position of his own, and no

claim to any particular region; he was appointed by the King,

1 Dawat-dar, The dietionary-nieamiig of “Sceiet-iry of State” doci

not ,seem to be appropriate lieie, for we are told th.it on one oce,isioi

Tagban Khan was sharply punislicd for losing the king’s jewelled pen-ease

and I take the phrase to denote the offisial lusponsiblc for the care of tlu

king’s writing materials. In later times the Chief Uawitd.ar was a liigl

oifieer^

® The exaet status of the vahil-i dar at this pei iod is a rather comple'

question, but its discussion is not iieeessai y for tho present purpose.

3 The ehronicloT is so fulsome iu his praise of B ilb m, under whom

h

was writing, that, this statement may be merely a piece of fl ittery, Im

there is nothing intrinsically improbihlo iu it, h.iviiig log.ird to the m
oumstjuces of tho time Wilting lu the next cciituiyi llni Bituti reeordw

(iii. 171) a much loss complimeutary tradition; it is unnecessary for JO*®

enquire which account is true, because both are in agreement on W
essential point, that Balban was brought to India as a slave.
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who could remove him, or transfer him to another charge at
any time. The passages proving this statement are too
numerous to quote: one cannot usually read ten pages or so
without finding instances of this exercise of the royal auth-
ority. The biographies already summarised suffice to show
tlist in liiG thiitcGnth contury h ]V[uc[ti lisd. no nGCGSssry
connection with any particular locality; he might be posted
anywhere from Lahore to Lakhnauti at the King’s discretion
Similarly, to take one example from the next century Barni
(427 ff ) tells show Ghiyasiiddin Tughlaq, on his accession
allotted the iqlas among his relatives and adherents men
who had no previous territorial connection with the places
where they were posted, but who were apparentlv chosen for
their administrative capacity. Such airangements are the
antithesis of anything which can properly be described as a
feudal system.

2. The Muqti was essentially administrator of the charge
to which he was posted This fact will be obvious to any
careful reader of the chronicles, and many examples could
be given, but the two following are perhaps sufficient. Barni
(p. 96) tells at some length how Balban placed his son
Bughra Khan on the throne of Bengal, and records the advice
which he gave on the occasion Knowing his son to be slack
and lazy, he insisted specially on the need for active vigilance
if a king was to keep lus throne, and in this connection he
drew a distinction between the position of King {iqlimdari)
and that of Governor (wilayatdari)

;

a King’s mistakes were,
he argued, apt to be irretrievable, and fatal to his family,
while a Muqti who was negligent or inefficient in his gover-
norship {wilayatdari)

,

though he was liable to fine or dismis-

sal, need not fear for his life or his family, and could still

hope to return to favour. The essential function of a Muqti
was thus governorship, and he was liable to fine or dismissal

if he failed in his duties.

As an instance from the next century, we may take the
story told by Afif (4l4), how a noble named Ainulmulk,
who was employed in the Revenue Ministry, quarrelled with
the Minister, and was in consequence dismissed. The King
then offered him the post of Muqti of Multan, saying, “Go to

that province (iqta), and occupy yourself in the duties

(karhtt wa kardarha) of that place” Ainulmulk replied:

“When I undertake the administration {‘amal) in the iqto,

and perform the duties of that place, it will be impossible

for me to submit the accounts to the Revenue Ministry; I
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will submit them to the Throne” On this, the King

excluded the affairs of Multan from the Revenue Ministry,

and Ainulmulk duly took up the appointment The language

of the passage shows the position of a Muqti as purely

administrative.

3. It was the Muqti’s duty to maintain a body of troops

available at any time for the King’s service. The status oi

these troops can best be seen from the orders which Ghiyas-

uddin Tughlaq issued^ to the nobles “to whom he gave iqtas

and wilayats.” “Do not,” he said, “covet the smallest

fraction of the pay of the troops. Whether you give or do

not give them a little of your own rests with yc)u to decide;

but if you expect a small portion of what is deducted in the

name of the troops, then the title of noble ought not to he

applied to you; and the noble who consumes any portion of

the pay of servants had better consume duct.” This passage

makes it clear that the strength and pay of the Muqtfs

troops were fixed by the King, who provided the cost; the

Muqti could, if he chose, increase their pay out of his own

pocket, but that was the limit of his discretionary power in

regard to them.

4. The Muqti had to collect the revenue due from hh

charge, and, after defraying sanctioned expenditure, such ai

the pay of the troops, to remit the surplus to the King's

treasury at the capital To lake one instance (Parni, 220 if),

when Aluddin Khalji (before his accession) was Muqti oi

Karra and Awadh, and was planning his incursion into the

Deccan, he applied for a postponement of the demand ioi

the surplus-revenue of his provinces, so that he could emplo;

the money in raising additionnl troops; and promised that

when he returned, he would pay the postponed surplus-

revenue, along with the booty, into the King’s treasury.

5. The Muqti’s financial transactions m regard to both

receipts and expenditure were audited by the officials of the

Revenue Ministry, and any balance found to be due koiu

him was recovered by processes which, under some kings,

were remarkably severe. The orders of Ghiyasuddin

Tughlaq, quoted above, indicate that under his predecessoB

holders of iqtas and wilayats had been greatly harassed lu

the course of these processes, and he directed that they wwe

not to be treated like minor officials in this matter. &yenty

seems to have been re-establidied in the reign of his bou

Muhammad, for Barni insists (pp. 556, 574) on the contras

s Barni, 431. Por a full translation of the passage, see Appendix Oi
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furnished by the wise and lenient administration of Piruz,
under whom “no Wali or Muqti” came to ruin from this

cause. The processes of audit and recovery thus varied in

point of severity, but they were throughout a normal feature
of the administration

This statement of the Muqti’s position indicates on the

face of it a purely bureaucratic organisation. We have
officers posted to their charges by the King, and transferred,

removed, or punished, at his pleasure, administering their

charges under his orders, and subjected to the strict linancial

control of the Revenue Ministry. None of these features has

any counterpart in the feudal system of Europe; rnd, as a

student of European history to whom I showed 1 he foregoing

summary observed, the analogy is not with the feudal

organisation, but with the bureaucracies which rulers like

Henry II of Englaiid attempted to set up as an alternative to

feudalism, The use of feudal terminology was presumably

inspired by the fact that some of the nobles ot the Delhi

kingdom occasionally behaved like feudal barons, that is to

say, they rebelled, or took sides in disputed successions to

the throne; but, in Asia at least, bureaucrats can rebel as

well as barons, and the analogy is much too slight and

superficial to justify the importation oi feudal terms and allu

the misleading ideas which they_ connote The kingdom wa?L

not a mixture of bureaucracy with feudalism: its administra-j

tion was bureaucratic throughout.

The question remains whether there were differences ir

status or functions between the Wali and the Miiqti Ihhj

chronicles mention a Wali so rarely that it is impossible to

prepare from them a statement similar to what has bcci J

offered for the Muqti. The constantly recurring double

phrases, walis and muqtis, or iqtas and wilayats, show that

the two institutions were, at any rate, of the same general

nature, but they cannot be pressed so far as to exclude the

possibility of differences m detail. A reemt writer has

stated that the difference was one of distance from the

capital,^ the nearer provinces being iqtas and the remote ones

but they eanuot be distinguished either as inlayats oi as iqta .
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wilayats; but this view is not borne out by detailed analysis

of the language of the chronicles. Looking at the words
themselves, it is clear that Wall is the correct Islamic term
for a bureaucratic Governor; it was used in this sense by
Abu Yusuf (e.g. pp. 161, 163) in Baghdad, in the eighth

century, and it is still familiar in the same sense in Turkey
at the present day. I have not traced the terms Iqta or

Muqti in the early Islamic literature to which I have access

through translations, but taking the sense of Assignment in

which the former persisted in India, we may fairly infer

that the application of iqta to a province meant originally

that the province was assigned, that is to say, that the

Governor was under obligation to maintain a body of troops

for the King’s service It is possible then that, at some
period, the distinction between Wali and Muqti may have

lain in the fact that the former had not to maintain troops,

while the latter had ; but, if this was the original difference,

it had become obsolete, at any rate, by the time of Ghiyas-

uddin Tughlaq, whose orders regarding the troops applied

equally to both classes, to “the nobles to whom he gave

iqtas and wilayats.”

The chronicles indicate no other possible distinction

between Wali and Muqti, and the fact that we occasionally

read^ of the Muqti of a Wilayat suggests that the terms

were, at least practically, synonymous. The possibility is

not excluded that there were minor differences in position,

for instance, in regard to the accounts procedure of the

Revenue Ministry, but these would not be significant from

the point of view of agrarian administration. In my
opinion, then, we are justified in rejecting absolutely the

view that the kingdom of Delhi contained any element to

which the terminology of the feudal system can properly be

applied. Apart from the regions directly under the Revenue

Ministry, the entire kingdom was divided into provinces

administered by bureaucratic Governors; possibly there may

have been differences in the relations between these Gover-

nors and the Ministry, but, so far as concerns the agr^ian

administration of a province, it is safe to treat Wali and

Muqti as practically, if not absolutely, synonymous.

It may be added that the latter term did not survive for

long In the Tarikh-i Mubarakshahi, written about the

middle of the fifteenth century, the title is preserved m
summaries of earlier chronicles, but in dealing with his own

1 For mstaiice> T. Nasiri; Maqti of the Wilayat of Awadh (246, 247);

Muqti of the Wilay.it of Sarsuti (p. 256). As has been said above, Sana

(96) describes the duties of a Muqti by the term Wilayatdari.
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times the writer consistently uses the term Amir. This
term had already been used by Ibn Batuta a century earlier;

he speaks of Indian Governors sometimes as Wali, sometimes
as Amir, but never, so far as I can find, as Muqti; and pos-
sibly Amir was already coming into popular use in his time
Nizamuddin Ahmad, writing under Akbar, usually substi-

tuted Hakim, as is apparent from a compa'^ison of his

language with that of Barni, who he summarised; Firishta

occasionally reproduced the word Muqti, but more commonly
used Hakim Sipahsalar, or some other modern equivalent;

and Muqti was clearly an archaism in the time of Akbar.



Appendix C
SOME FOURTEENTH-CENTURY PASSAGES

Some o£ the most important passages bearing on the agrarian

system of the fourteen+h century are difficult to follow, and

extant translations, where any exis<-, are not always exact.

The renderings of these passages offered below are meant

to be strictly literal, any departure from the original being

indicated;bybra'’kets; the technical expressions are discussed

111 the notes which follow the translations. The clauses are

set out, punctuated and numbered for convenience of

reference; the texts are continuous, and as a rule are not

punctuated.

I. Alauddin’s Revenue Decree

(Text, Barni, 287 Translations, Elliot, iii. 182, and J. A.

S. B vol. xxxix. p. 382, the last with Blochmann’s notes).

1. Sultan Alauddin demanded from learned men rules

and regulations, so that the Hindu (1) should be ground

down,
2. and property and possessions, which are the cause of

disaffection and rebellion, should not remain in his house;

3. and in the payment of the Demand one rule should

be made for all alike from Chief to sweeper (2)

;

4. and the Demand on the strong should not fall on the

weak;
5 and so much should not remain to the Hindu (1) that

they should ride on horseback, and carry weapons, and wear

fine clothes, and enjoy themselves;
6. and to make two regulations (3) m pursuance of the,

aforesaid object, which is the chief of all objects of

government.
7. The first (regulation),—that those who cultivate,

whether small or great,,shall cultivate according to the rule

of measurement and the biswa-yield(4),
8. and shall pay half without any deduction;

.

9. and in this paying there should be no distinction

between Chiefs and sweepers(2); .

10. and not a jot should be left to the Chiefs by way oI

Chiefs’ perquisites (5).

(The text goes on to the second regulation, imposing a

tax on grazing.)

224
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Notes.

(1) “Hindu.” As explained in Cihapter II, Barni uses this word in
a narrow sense, to denote the el.assea above the ordinary peasants, so that
in fact it is almost a synonym for Chiefs and headmen in this context.

(2) “From Chief to sweeper.” As Vhuta wa balahar. Balahar is
not a Persian word, and it is quite safe to follow Blochmann in identifying
it with the common Hindi name fo,* a low-caste menial, employed in the
village as a general drudge. In the Upper Doab, which was Barm’s
country, the balahar is almost always a sweeper by caste,! end, since the
word is obviously used to denote the lowest rank of the rural population,
the rendering “sweeper” probably gives what was in the writer’s mind;
there is no actual English equivalent.

The word transliterated provisionally .is khnta has not been found
elesewhere in the literature, and has fo be interpreted from the parallel
passages, which are faiily numerous in Barni. It appears indifferently
as khut and khuta, and these cannot be distinguished. The antithesis

to balahar indicates that the khut must be looked for among the rural
aristocracy, and all the passages confirm this. Khut is commonly coupled
with the headman or muqaddam (e.g. 288, 291, 324, 430, 479, 55’4), while
in two passages (288) he is linked with the chaudhri, or p.argana headman,
as well as with the muqaddam

; .and his perquisites were on the same
footing (430) ns those of the muqaddam.

Barni does not use the woi d zamindar for a Chief (subject to the King)
until nearly the end of his book (539, 589), and it never appears in his

discussions of agrarian policy; we find khut wherever we should expect

to find zamindar, and the only leasonable interpretation is that the latter

word was coming into use during his lifetime, and gradually superseding

khut, BO that the two arc lu fact synonymous. If we read zamindar in

every passage where khut oecuis, we get perfectly good sense; if they are

not synonyms, then we mu.st hold that the imiiortant class of khuts, as

known to Birin, Irul become absolutely extinct when the next chronicler

wrote, and that the equally important class of zaniindiirs had inysterioie ly

come into existence, a hypothesis as unreasonable as unnecessary.

The identity of the word khut is doubtful. Blochmann took it as the

rare Arabic word, rendered by Steingass as “a limber twig; a corpulent

man, yet handsome and attire,” but did not indicate how such a word

could come to denote a Chief. The MSS. T bale seen do not show the

vowels, and it is. possible that the piowunciation was different, and that

we are dealing with a word formed independently in India; but, whatever

be the origin of the word, its me.aning in Barni is clearly that of Chief.

Blochmann arrived by analysis at the correct lesult, that the phrase in-

dicates the extremes of rural society, but the rendering “landowners and

tenants” which he endorsed involves both a logical non-sequitur and an

historical anachronism.

The suggestion has been made that the word under discussion is really

Indian in origin, lieing identical with the Marathi word Vhoti which i-.

familiar in the Konkan; but the fact that Banri wrote the word with two

Arabic letters (kh and t) makes its derivation from any sanskritic language

highly improbable. The word hhot has not been traced further back than

1 For the balahar ’s position, see Hev. Sel., ii. 97,
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the sixteenth century kingdom of Bijapnr, and a possible explanation o(

it is tliat the Arabic khut passed into the Deccan at the time of Alanddin’s
conquest, and became naturalised there as VTiot That there were Uots
in Guiarat also, before the Mognl eoi'qnesti appears from a doeument
published tiy Professor Hodival.i (Studies in Farsi Eisiory, p, 204), but

their position is not explained ; it is possible that the Arabic word, wlucli

quickly Iiecame obsolete in the Noith, survived in Gujarat, as m tlic

Konkin, iii the Indianised form, but more documentary evidence is neces-

sary on this point.

(3) This clause is ungrammatical as it stands. It would be easy to

read awar'land for awardan, putting a full stop at the end of clause 5. The
translation would then be : “And two regulations were made in pursuance

of the aforesaid object,” which makes grammar and sense. Barni’s

grammar, however, is not immaculate, and the text may show what be

actually wrote.

(4) "The rule of Measurement and the biswa-yield, ” huJem-i masnhat iro

wafa-i biswn.

Barni mentions two "hukms” or rules for assessment, Masahat and

Basil, i.e. "measurement” and “produce” ; he docs not describe the

methods, but the passage which follows will make it clear that klnsabat

involved allowances for crop-failure, which were not required in Basil

Unless we take these two terms to denote methods which have become

entirely forgotten, we must identify them with the two which I have culled

Measurement and Sharing, which, as wo have seen, wore equally famihnr

to Hindus and Moslems at this period, which reappear, though mlb

different names, in the sixteenth century, and which persisted into the

nineteenth. The woid Masahat gives place to yorib or paimaish in the

official records of the Mogul period, but it seems to have survived in local

use, for as late as 1832 the "native measuring staff” was known as tie

“masahut establishment” (Bev, Sel, ii. 378). Basil can be read quite

naturally as denoting the process of Sharing the produce, and, so far as

I can see, it can carry no other suggestion.

The phrase "wafa-i biswa” does not occur except in Barni, and can he

read here merely as a repetition or duplication of what precedes it. “it-

liancP on the unit of area,” ‘‘biswa’' denoting the smaller unit, 1^20tb

of the bigha. Passages in the next two chronicles, however, indicate

that the word wafa had acquired tlie technical meaning of yield of crops,”

and this is prolnhly tho meaning here; “liiswa-jield” would then in-

dicate the stand.ird outturn per unit of area, which was a necessary datum

for the method of Measurement. The decisive pass.ige is in T.^Muhirak-

shalii (Or. 5318, f. 34r.), where, in a description of the oppression in the

River Country under Muhammad Tughlaq. we read Kisht-ha mi-

jiaimudaiid wa wafa-ha farmani mi-bastand
;

“they used to mcasnrq the

fields and fix the yields by ordinance.” Here it does not seem possible to

take wafahii in any other sense. The same sense is required in Afif, IcO,

where the word oeciirs twice: and taking these examples into account, it

is permissible to infer that Barm also was familiar with this
_

technical use

of the word. I have not found this use in the Mogul period, and pie-

sum.ibly it beciumo obsolete.

(5)

“Chiefs ’ perquisites ” ; huquq-i khutan. It can be inferred from

the passage which follows that these perquisites consisted of exemption

from revenue of a proportion of hind, allowed to the Chiefs in return lor
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the eeTTiees they rendered; Ghiyasuddin considered that they should be
satisfied with this allowaneej so its amount must have been subst.mtiali
but there is no record of the extent of land allowed. The same passage
shows that the Chiefs were suspected of levying revenue for tliemselves
from the pea.sants : this is probably the implication of clause 4, tint the
peasants were in fact paying revenue which ought to fall on the Chiefs or
headmen.

II, GHrSTASUDDIN’S AGRARIAN POLICY.

(Text, Barni, 429, checked by Or. 2039. Translation J.A.S
B., vol. xl. p. 229. The translation in Elliot, iii. 230, is very
incomplete.)

I applied to Mr. R Paget Dewhurst for help with this ex-
ceedingly crabbed passage, and he generously furnished me
with the following translation. The notes marked (D) are
also his

;
the others are mine

1. He fixed the revenue of the territories of the kingdom
equitably according to the “rule of the produce” (1),

2. and relieved the peasants of the territories and the
kingdom from innovations and apportionments based on
crop-faliure (2) ;

3. and with regard to the provinces and country of the
kingdom he did not listen to the tales of spies and the
speeches of enhancement-mongers (3) and the bids (literally

acceptances) of revenue-farmers.

4. He also ordered that spies and enhancement-mongers
and revenue-farmers and land-wreckers should not be
allowed to hang (literally, wander) round the office of

Ministry,

5. and he instructed the office of the Ministry not

make an increase of more than one-tenth or one-eleventh

the provinces and country on surmise and guess-work or

the reports of spies and the representations of enhancemt

mongers, \/\

6. and that efforts should be made that cultival Jr

should increase every year and the revenue be enhan>.i.u.

9very gradually,

7. and not in such a way that the country should be

ruined all at once by heavy pressure and the path of increase

closed.

8. Sultan Tughlaq Shah frequently remarked that the

revenue should be taken from the country in such away that

the peasants of the country should extend cultivation,

9. and the established cultivation become settled, and

every year a small increase should take place.
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10. He used to say that you ought not to take all at once
so much that neither the established cultivation should be

maintained nor any extension be made in the future

11. When kingdoms are obviously ruined (literally, are

ruined and show themselves ruined) it is due to the oppres-

siveness of the revenue and the excessive royal demand,

12. and ruin proceeds from destuctive Muqtis and
officials.

13 Also with regard to the exaction of revenue from the

peasants Sultan Tughlaq Shah used to give instructions to

all the Muqtis and governors of the territories of the

kingdom,

14. that the Hindu should be kept in such a condition

that he should not become blinded and rebellious and refrac-

tory from excessive affluence,

15. and that he should not be compelled by poverty and

destitution to abandon cultivation and tillage.

16. The observing of the standards and principles men-

tioned in collecting the revenue can be earned out by

typically eminent statesmen and experts,

17. and the essence of the art of statesmanship in regard

to Hindus (4) is the fulfilment of the aforesaid instruction.

18. Further in regard to the collection of revenue it is

related of Sultan Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq Shah, who was a

very experienced, far-sighted, and prudent sovereign,

19. that he urged on the Muqtis and governors investi-

gation and consistency in the collection of revenue,

20. so that Chiefs and headmen should not impose a

separate assessment on the peasants apart from the king’s

revenue;

21. and if their own cultivation and pasturage be not

brought under assessment, perhaps their perquisites as

Chiefs and headmen, on the supposition that they pay

nothing on this, may suffice them and they may make no

additional demand.
22. It cannot be denied that abundant responsibilities

rest on the neck of Chiefs and headmen, so that if they too

contribute a share in the same way as the peasants, the

advantage of being Chief or headman would disappear.

23. And as for those among the amirs and maliks

(5) whom Sultan Ghiyasuddin advanced, and to whom he

gave iqtas and provinces,

24. he used not to hold it permissible that they should be

brought before the Ministry just like (ordinary) officials (6)
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and that the revenue should be demanded from them as
from officials with rudeness and severity,

25. but he used to give instructions to them saying,

26. “If you wish to be exempt from the burden of being
summoned before the office of the Ministry and that you
should not be exposed to pressure and discourtesy,

27. and that your credit as an amir or malik should not
be changed to humiliation and discredit.

28. make slender demands on your iqtas,

29. and reserve out of that slender demand something
for your own agents,

30. and do not covet the smallest fraction of the pay of
the troops.

31. Whether you give or do not 'give a little of your own
to the troops rests with you to decide

32. But if you expect a small portion of what is deducted
in the name of the troops,

33. then the name of amir and malik ought not he
employed by the tongue in respect of you.

34. and the amir who devours a portion of the pay of
servants had better consume dust.

35. But if maliks and amirs from their own country
and provinces a half-tenth or half-eleventh and the one-tenth
or one-fiftecntli of the revenue,

36. and take the perquisites of iqta-holding and gover-

nors,

37. no occasion has arisen to forbid this to them, and to

demand it back and to exact it by pressure on the amirs

would be altogether deplorable

38. Similarly it the agents and deputies (7) of the country

and provinces should appropriate a half or one per cent, in

addition to their salary,

39. they ought not to be disgraced for this amount, and
it ought not to be recovered from them by beating and
torture and imprisonment and fetters.

40. But if they appropriate considerable sums (8) and
write off deductions from the revenue demand, and carry off

large sums by way of mutual sharing from the provinces

and country,

41. such treacherous persons and thieves should be given

disgrace and humiliation with beating and torture and im-

prisonment and fetters, and what they have abstracted

should be taken from them together with their family stock.”
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TBXIVNOTBS.

Cl. 3. “Bids.” Paz raftanlha in text is clearly a blunder for m.
iruftaniha [D].

4. “Land-wreckers>” reading mulcliarriban for muhazziban. Ot
2039 can be so read.

7. “not in such a way, ’ ’ reading na for ta, as Or, 2039,

26. “If yon wish, ’ ’ reading khwahed for khwahad, as Or. 2039',

„ “not to be exposed,” reading nayuftad for biyuftad, as Or. 2039.

38. “should appropriate, ’ * reading isabat for isayat, as Or. 2039.

Notes.

(1) “Eule^of the produce, ” huTcm-thastl. See note 3 to the preoedug

passage.

(2) “Crop-failure,” hud wa nahud-ha. The technical force of tlh

phrase, literally “existence and non-existences,” is fixed by Akbar’s

assessment rules (Ain, i. 288), in which the clerk is directed to deduct tie

nabud and record the bud, that is, to exclude fiom the measured area the

area on which the crop had failed. Presumably the word apportionments,

qismat, refers to the process of classifying the area of failure. The word

“nabood” survived into the nineteenth century in the wider sense of a

deduction from the gross asses'.ment (Sev. Sel.i. 305).

(3) “Enhancement-mongers,” miiwaijiran. This word, which is sot

in the dictionaries, may safely be referred to the technical sense of taufr

as any secret profit derived from land. In a later pa'snge (574), Barm
uses the equivalent taufir-numayan, i,e. discloser of secret profit. It is

clearly a bit of office jargon, and Mr. Dewhurst adopted the expression

“enhancement-monger,” which I coined as a rough equivalent.

(4) “Hindu” in this passage has obviously tho same restricted meaning

as in that which precedes it.

(5) “Amirs and maliks, ” At this time there were three recognised

titles of nobility, Khan, Amir, and Malik ; here the words are best le.id

loosely as denoting “nobles.”

(6) “Officmls. ” amilam 'ummal. The word ‘amil had not yet been

specialised to denote a definite post, but meant any executive official.

(7) “Agents and deputies,” Icarlcunan wa mutasarrifan.^ Karknnis

etymologically an agent. I am not clear whether by this time it had

become specialised as “clerk,” the meaning it usually bears inthesu-

teenth century; some passages can be read in this way, but others are

doubtful, and perhaps specialisation was in progress, but was not complete.

I have found no passage to indicate whether or not mutasarrif denoted a

particular post ; the word occurs in connection with the local hureaucracy,

and may mean cither subordinates in general, or a partioufer class of

subordinates.

(8) “Considerable sums, ” mu’tadd-ha. I take this to mean “a coa-

siderable sum, ” literally “a thing counted,” and hence “a thing woita

counting.” (D.)

The words iqta and Muqti, which are preserved in the translation, hwe

been discussed in Appendix B. Their preservation is intended to bn"?

out the force of the recurring duplications.
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III. Firttz Shah’s Second Reguiation.

(Text, Barni, 574; no published translation has come to my
notice. The chapter containing this Regulation, along with
several others, is highly eulogistic and rhetorical, and too
great weight must not be given to all the assertions which
it contains, but there is no reason to distrust the account of
the general policy adopted by Firuz)

,

1. Second Regulation It was ordered that the revenue-
Demand and the poll-tax(l) shall be collected according to
the “rule of the produce”;

2. and “apportionments,” and “increase of demands,”
and “crop-failures,” and “large demand based on surmise,”
were entirely removed from among the peasants (2)

;

3. and revenue-farmers and land-wreckers and enhan-
cement-mongers (3) were not allowed to infest the provinces
and the kingdom.

4. And a reduction was made in the mahsul-i mu‘mal-
ati(4), so that the peasants may pay willingly without
difficulty or severity;

(5) and no roughness or violence was used towards the
cultivators, who are the keepers of the treasury (5) of

Moslems,

Notes.

(1) The reference to the poll-tax, jiziya, is puzzling. According to

Afif (383), this tax in Pelhi was a fixed sum per head payable in cash

It is possible that, in the case of peasants, it may h.ave been assessed along

with the revenue, and varied with it; but it is equally possible that the

phrase is loose, “revenue and poll-tax” being used to describe the liabilities

of non-Mosleni subjects in general terms.

(2) This clause must be read as enumerating the familiar exactions

on the peasants. Apportionments, gismat, and crop-fniluics, na'budhn,

occur in the preceding ]>assage ilu'iadOhti is there tahen as exactions of

considerable amount, and the addition here of tasaiiieari must mean that

these exactions were arbitrary, “based on surmise.”

(3) This clause also is an echo of part of the previous passage, referring

to the various pests that appeared naturally in connection with the

revenne-assesment.

(4) MahsuJ-i mu'amaJaii. I have not found any parallel passage to

indicate the meaning of this phrase. From the context, it appears to

denote some impost on the peasants, different from the Tcliaraj or revenue,

but its nature is a matter for conjecture.

(5) Treasury, VaU-ul-mal. Tlus is a iireeise phrase of Islainic Ini,

denoting the receptacle for Vharaj and other sources of income whi^ wci c

in theory for the benefit of Moslems in general, though by this time in

India they were in fact part of the revenue of the State.
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IV. Firuz Shah’s Assessment.

(Text, Afif, 94. I have found no translation; only one
sentence is given in Elliot, iii. 288.)

1. The king . . settled the Demand (1) of the kingdom
afresh. And for the settlement of that Demand Khwaja
Hisamuddin Junid was appointed.

2 . The excellent Khwaja, having spent six years in the

kmgdom.

3. (and) having settled the Demand according to the

“rule of inspection,”(2)

4. determined the “aggregate” (3) of the kingdom at 675

lakhs of tankas in accordance with the principle of

sovereignty.

5. During forty years during the reign of Firuz Shah the
‘ ‘aggregate” of Delhi was the same.

NOTES

(1) '‘Demand)” maliaul. Afil occasiouully ube.s this word in the sense

of reTCnuo Demand, that is, as a synonym for fchora./, never, so far ail

("in find, in the other sense of ‘‘produce of the soil,” which occurs in some

later writers.

(2) “Buie of inspcttion.” hnim-t »nMShfl7i«(7i/, oecuis, so far as I knoir,

nowhere else in the literature. Darni tells ns in the preceding passagt

that Firuz, at his accession, adopted the “rul" of the produce. ” Afif’s

.'iccoiiijt lefers to the same period, for this a; pointmcnt was made very

Soon after the King’s first arrival at Delhi ; cither then one of the writers

made a mistake, or the two expressions mean the 'amc thing. A mistalie

impiobable, for old liureaucrats like the writci.s do not misuse technical

terms: on the other hand, Afif’s vocabulary differs from that of Barniia

seieial eases, such as “khut” or “pargana,” so that verbal divergence

need not suggest erroi. The general idea conveyed by mushahnda is

“witutssing, ” “obseiving”; and in order to lecomilc the two statements,

all that j.’ necessary is to take this word as denotiiig Sharing-by-(stimation,

the reference being to the iieisons who observe or inspect the condition

of the grow ing eroi) in order to estimate the yield. Wc may say then that,

while Dai 111 tells us that Sharing was proiscnbcd, Afif tells us that it was

Shilling by Estimation, not actual Division. On this interpretation the

disappeaianee of the teim mvshahada can be leadily understood, because

the official literature of tlie Mogul period employs the Hindi name Jeankm

to denote the process in question. i

The revenue-Demsnd under this system varied from season to seas(»

with the area sown and the produce reaped, so that the phrase “to settle,

Oastatii must not be read in the sense of fixing beforehand the number of

tankas to be paid; I take the meaning to be tliat the arrangements for

assessment were leorganised aftei the confusion which had developeo

during the previous reign.

(3) “Aggregate,” jama, has in the later literature two well-defind

senses, as has been explained in Appendix A. Used for jama-i maiiit
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denotes the_ aggregate revcnuc-Demand; used for jama-i wilayat (or

parganat)i it means the Valuation on tlie liaeis of ttMcIi assignments were
allocated. In this passage it cannot bear tbe former sensei because the
determination of the aggregate is stated as a separate process from tbe
settlement of the revenue-Demand, whUe a Demand varying with the

season is obviously incompatible with a Demand remaining unchanged
for forty years. In the text we have jama-i mamlakati which may fairly

be read as a variant of the later phrase jama-i wilayati and Valuation mnhes
perfectly good sense. We have seen in Ch. II that a Valuation existed

in the previous reigui and it is in fact a necessary feature of any system

of Ass^nments; we have seen also tliat the existing Valuation had diverged

widely from the facta. I read this passage as telling us that the Khw.ija

brought the assessment-syatem into orderi and) on the basis of six years’

experience, framed a new Valuation, which remained in use throughout

the rmgn.
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ASSESSMENT BY NASAQ

In the text I have followed generally the description of

Akbar’s methods of assessment which was offered in a paper

written some years ago in collaboration with Mr. Yusuf Af
(J. R. A S., 1918, pp. 8 ff.). I have seen no published

criticism of the conclusions there put forward, but some

scholars have informed me that objection has been taken in

India to the identification of the term nasaq with a particular

method of assessment, and it is perhaps desirable to go into

this point in somi little detail. The objection, as it has

been represented to me, is to the effect that, since nasaq

bears a well-defined sense in the general literature of the

period, this sense must be accepted throughout, and it is

not permissible to deduce another, and inconsistent, sense

from isolated passages. My answer is that the general sense

of the word makes nonsense of passages written by expert

officials; and that, since we are not entitled to assume that

they wrote nonsense, we must infer that, in these passages,

the word is used in a specialised, technical sense, which

prevailed at the time alongside of the general meaning, but

subsequently became obsolete. The coexistence of two

senses, general and technical, is of course no isolated

phenomenon. In English at the present day, we may write

of the manners and customs of a foreign nation, and equally

we may write of the customs levied at a foreign seaport: in

the first case we are using the word “custom” in its general

sense, in the second we give it the specialised, technical

meaning of taxes on imports levied by the State, taxes into

v.ffiich no element of custom now enters. Similarly, the

Persian word dastur, which in our period had various general

meanings, one of them being “custom,” meant also, in its

technical use, a schedule of a'ssessment-rates fixed by author-

ity, and in no sense customary. There is no difficulty then

m the co-existence of a general and a specialised meaning

for a particular word.

In its general sense nasaq means “administration,” and at

this period it was used as one of a group of terms denoting

the administrative charge of a country, province, or district.

234
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-We read frequently of a Viceroy being posted to the nazm wa
nasaq, or to the zaht wa rdbt, or to the hirasat wa hukumat,
of his province, and meet also the connected expression
tansiq wa tanzim in cases where an officer was posted to
organise the administration in newiy-acquircd territory.

The general sense is thus clear, and it may be observed that
the objection under consideration applies equally to the
interpretation of zaht adopted in the text, though I have
not heard that this interpretation has been questioned.

That this general meaning may make nonseii'e in some
contexts can be shown by examples. The Am tells us (i.

296) that, under Sher Shah and Salim Shah, Hindustan
passed from glialla bakhshi to zabt No one, so far as I know,
has disputed the identification of the former term with the
method of assessment which I describe as Sharin the divi-

sion of the crop between State and Peasant; and in this passage
zabt must be an alternative method. To sav that Hindustan
passed from Sharing to Administration (in the general sense)

makes nonsense: zabt must mean a method of assessment
different from Sharing, and the other passages where the
words is used in the Ain bear out the interpretation that it

denotes the method of Measurement, but usually with the
implication of rates fixed in cash and not in grain. This

sense is rare in the general literature of the period, but it

occurs in a passage in the Akbarnama (ii. 333), which tells

us that in the 13th year Shihabuddin Ahmad Khan, on
appointment to the charge of the Reserved lands, having set

aside the annual zabt, established a nasaq ” Here again the

general meanings of the two words make nonsense, or at

least I can get no idea out of the statement that “the annual

administration was replaced by an administration In order

to make sense, the two words must be taken as denoting

different species of the same genus; and since zabt is one

method of assessment, nasaq must be some alternative

method. The same interpretation is necessary in order to

make sense of the description of the Gujarat practice (Ain. i.

485), “mostly nasaq, and paimaish is little practised,” where

the contrast between two alternative methods is unmistak-

able; and it brings sense and order into the classification

employed in the “Account of the Twelve Provinces,” where

Multan, for instance, is described as “wholly zahti” Allah-

abad as partly zabti, Berar as “for a long time nasaqi,” while

in Bengal (i. 389) “the demanding of revenue proceeds on

nasaq.’’ This last phrase, indeed, is sufficient by itseli to

establish the proposition that nasaq denotes a partial r

method of assessment.
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In the official literature of period then, nosaq must be
read as denoting a particular method of assessment other

than Sharing or Measurement, with both of which it is

specifically contrasted. Apart from Farming, the only other

method disclosed by the literature is that which I describe

as Group-assessment, viz, assessment of a lump sum on

the village (or occasionally the pargana) by agreement with

the headmen as representing the peasants, the distribution

of the assessment over the individual peasants being left in

the headmen’s hands. Nasaq is nowhere defined in the

literature of Akbar’s reign, but the few facts on record

regarding it allow us to identify it with Group-assessment, for

which no other specific name has been found. Thus the reasons

for Shihabuddin Ahmad’s change of method already referred

to are indicated in the statements that the work of a.-;RP.-!sitig

the Reserved lands was heavy, while honest officials were

scarce, and that the annual zaht involved very great expense

and led to corrupt embezzlement: consequently, the object

of the change of method was to simplify and cheapen pro-

cedure, and diminish opportunities for official corruption;

and these would be secured by Group-assessment. Again,

nasaq might clearly be made with the headmen, for Akbar’s

rules for collectors laid down (Ain, i. 286) that in Reserved
areas nasaq should not be made with the headmen, because

of the risk of inefficiency and oppression. Thus nosoq might

be made with the headmen, was simpler and cheaper than

Measurement, and offered fewer opportunities for official

corruption, but involved the risk of oppression if the head-

men were strong, and of loss if they were weak. This des-

cription applies precisely to the method of Group-assessment
as we meet it in Aurangzeb’s farman (which is discussed in

Ch V.), and in the earliest English records (Ch. VI): while

there is nothing said about nasaq which is in any way incon-

sistent with the identification We have then either two

methods of assessment, not distinguishable by any recorded

fact, and certainly very much alike, or else we have one

method, named but not described in the official records of

Akbar’s reign, described but not named in Aurangzeb’s
farman. It seems to me that the latter alternative may
reasonably be accepted, at least until some evidence comes

to light showing that a real difference existed.

There remains, however, a possibility that the term may
have been used in a wider sense so as to cover Farming as

well as Group-assessment. As has been pointed out

elsewhere, the two method look very much alike when
viewed from above, though the difference may be obvious
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and important to the peasant inside the village. In each
case the collector has to deal with an individual who has
engaged to pay a lump sum on account of a village, or some
larger area; it may make little difference to him whether
that individual is a member of the village or an outsider;

and it is, I think, conceivable that, m the official view, a
single term might have been used to cover both arrange-
ments. I have found no passage which lends any direct

support to the view that nusaq, in the re.^itricted, specialised,

sense, may refer to Farming: this restricted use appears, so

far as I know, only in the literature of Akbar’s reign, and
there is nothing to suggest that he countenanced Farming,
the method of all others most opposed to his recorded ideals;

the details which we possess point rather to Group-assess-

ment;- and, on the evidence available, I think it is permis-

sible to adopt the interpretation I have given above. The
possibility that the term includes Farming cannot, however,

be definitely ruled out; and the matter must be left open
pending the discovery of further evidence.
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AIN-I DAHSALA.

The primary source for the development of Akbar’s revenue
administration is a short chapter in the Ain (i 347), bearing

this title. Its interpretation is exceedingly difficult,’ for the

account is greatly condensed, the language is technical, and

there are some grounds for suspecting that the concluding

passage may have been mutilated. Blochmann’s text of th's

chapter is not satisfactory. In one important passage it

cannot be interpreted; it differs materially from his best MS,

that which he denoted H, and which is now numbered Or

2169 in the British Museum; and there are no footnotes to

indicate the various readings which in fact exist. I have

found in the literature no satisfactory interpretation of the

chapter as a whole, while various misleading inferences

have been based on phrases divorced from their context

The following MSS. have been used in the interpretation

which f now offer; those in the Bodleian Library were

examined for me by Sir Richard Burn, the rest by myself,

British Museum, or, 2169: Add. 5609, 5645, 6546, 6352, 7652

Royal Asiatic Society, 116 (Morley).

India Office, 264-68, and 270 (Ethe),

Cambridge University Library, NN. 3, 57, 15

Bodleian Library, 214-16.

These MSS. have not yet been critically studied as a

whole, and their relative value is consequently uncertain,

Judging by dates, where these are known, Or. 2169 is

decidedly the best, but, as Blochmann recorded in his

preface, it is “by no means excellent,” and there are a few

obvious errors in the chapter under examination; nevp
theless, it is probably much nearer to the original in point

of time than any other in the list. Of the others, RAS. 116

belongs to the middle of the seventeenth century, and this is

probably true also of Add. 6552; the remainder are appar-

ently later.

The text of the chapter falls into five paragraphs, whi^I

mark with capital letters, and discuss in order, The translation

238
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'flfifered is meant to be quite literal, except that conventional
compliments are omitted or condensed

;
ambiguous expres-

sion are given in the original, and discussed in the inter-

pretation.

(A)

Translation. From' (or. At) the beginning of the reign,

every year experts used to ascertain the price-currents, and
lay them before the throne*;

and, taking the schedule of crop-yields and the prjces

thereof, used to fix the schedule of cash-rates,

and abundant distress used to occur

Notes.— (1) The MSo. vary, as, usual, between the pre-

positions az and dar.

(2) The words wala dargah show that the prices to be

used in commutation required the Emperor’s sanction, a

detail of some importance, because it helps to explain why
commutation ultimately broke down.

Interpretation. This paragraph repeats the information

given m an earlier chapter (i. 297), that at first Akbar adop-

ted a schedule of crop-rates (ray‘) which had been sanctioned

by Sher Shah, commuting the gram-Demand based on it into

cash-rates (dastur) on the basis of current prices
;

it adds

only that the result was very unsatisfactory.

(B)

Translation. When Khwaja AbdulMajid Asaf Khan was

Vazir, the jama-i wilayat was raqami,

and “they ” used to show' whatever they pleased with

the pen of enhanced salary.*

Seeing that the kingdom was not extensive, and that

promotion of officers used to be frequent,

there used to be increase and decrease from bribe-taking

and self-interest.

Notes, (1) There is no subject for the verb, which musi

be read as the common locution, impersonal for passive ; T

mark this locution by inverted commas

(2) Afzudatan is not in the dictionaries. I take tan in

the regular office-sense of “salary,” the phrase indicating

that a rising salary-list was the motive for vhateier vas

done at this time.

Interpretation. Abdul Majid had ceased to be Vazir in

the eighth year of the reign, when he had "turned from t>ie
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pen to the sword” (Akbarnama, ii. 182). I have not traced

the date of his appointment to the post, but a passage quoted
below shows that the reference is to the fifth year or earlier,

As has been explained in Appendix A, the word jama,

standing by itself, is ambiguous, and may mean either

Demand or Valuation. Taking the former sense, the passage

could mean only that at this time the Demand on the peasants

was fixed arbitrarily to meet the rising salary-bill, and that

corruption supervened The word raqami, which by itself

does not mean more than “written,” would on this inter-

pretation have a derived sense, pointing to an assessment

made merely with the pen, that is to say, not based on the

facts of productivity, but framed to meet requirements

The following objections apply to this interpretation

(1) The phrase jama-i wilayat is of the type which in other

passages points to Valuation, not Demand (2) At this time,

salaries were ordinarily paid by Assignment, so that the

change would not meet the emergency which is indicated;

arbitrarily increased assessments might bring more mon^
into the treasury from Reserved lands, but the treasury did

not pay salaries as a general rule. (3) These arbitrary

assessments would supersede the methods described in para-

graph A, and would render detailed assessment-rates unne-

cessary: we should therefore have to regard the assessment-

rates from the sixth year onwards, tabulated in Ain

Nuzdahsala, as irrelevant to the actual assessments. We
should have two processes going on side by side—seasonal

calculation of a mass of assessment-rates not intended to be

used, and arbitrary fixing of the Demand without reference

to the rates. (4) The idea of assessments fixed in the lump

is something of an anachronism: all the discussions of this

period point to rates applied to varying crop-areas, not to

sums independent of the area of production. (5) We know

from the Akbarnama (ii. 333) that assessment by rates

charged on the measured area, the practice described in

paragraph A, was in fact stUl in force in the Reserved areas

in the twelfth year, because its discontinuance is recorded

in the thirteenth year. We should have to infer then that

this period of arbitrary assessments intervened between two

periods of Measurement, though the resumption of Measure-

ment is nowhere stated.

All these difficulties disappear if we take the phrase jawM
wilayat to denote the Valuation. On this reading, the word

raqami might either carry the meaning “arbitrary,” M
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suggested above, or, what is, I think, more probable, it would
be office-name of the record in question, used to distin-

guish it from some other Valuation which it had superseded.
In the latter case, it might have meant merely “written,” or,

as Mr. Beveridge has suggested in a note on the passage in

the Akbamama discussed below, it might indicate that the
record was in the raqam notation ; but, whatever its origin,

it would be in fact a label.

On this reading, the first sentence tells us that, while
assessment was proceeding on the lines given in paragraph
A, the Valuation in use was “arbitrary,” or “the Raqami.”
according to the guess adopted

;
and we are told further

that the figures in it were altered to meet the needs of the

moment, and that corruption ensued. The salary-list became
excessive owing to frequent promotions, and the kingdom
was too small to bear the charge

;
the Revenue Ministry

consequently wrote up the Valuation without reference to

facts, so that officers would get Assignments which, on

paper, were adequate to meet their claims, but which could

not, in fact, yield the Income charged on them. With this

procedure, corruption was obviously inevitable.

Taking the paragraph by itself the^ “Valuation” is a

much more probable interpretation than Demand, and this

view is confirmed by two parallel passages,

(a) The Akbarnama (ii 270) tells^ us that in the 11th

year Akbar “turned his attention to the jama-i parganat, and

under his orders Muzaflar Khan set aside the joino-i roqoiru-i

qalami, which, in the time of Bairam Khan, had been m-
minaily increased for the sake of appearances owing to the

number of men and the smallness of the country >
3ud mat

(sc. the increase) had always reinained entered in the public

records, and was tools of corruption.”

The force of qalami in this passage is uncertain My ^iend

Mr. R, Paget Dewhurst has suggested to me that it is merely

a repetition of raqami, and that the two words together

mean “recorded”' my own idea is that it may point to the

JlSeAHirk;., “^olk of the pen ” commonly the

Clerks in the public offices, so that it is a sort for

writing iargon—“the raqami jama, to use the office name.

SSkS “time” ended in the fifth regnal year
;
we

c4 ?hus date the transaction as lyin^ and

Abdul Majid’s vazarat, not later than the fifth year.
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It seems to me to be quite impossible to read this passage
as referring to a new assesment-system introduced after

the failure of the one described in paragraph A. It tells us

distinctly that certain figures had been nominally increased

for the sake of appearances, a statement which cannot
possibly refer to Demand-to-be-collected

;
it tells us, as the

Ain tells us, that the point was a heavy salary bill in a small

kingdom
;
and it tells us also that the nominal increases

made in or before the 5th year still remained in the records

in the 11th year, and were used for corrupt purposes. Clearly

we are not concerned here with any annual assessment of

Demand
;
but if we follow the opening phrase, as I read it.

and take the subject of the orders as the Valuation, the

meaning is obvious. In the early years, the salary bill

exceeded the available resources, and the Valuation in use

was written up for the sake of appearances, so that officers

would get Assignments yielding the sanctioned Income on

paper, but not m fact
;
and these false entries remained in

the Valuation until Akbar ordered a new one to be prepared,

(b) Another account of the same transaction is given in

the Iqbalnama (p. 213) ;
it is clearly a paraphrase of the

Akbarnama, but different wording enables us to see how the

later writer understood the earlier. “In the beginning of

the reign, when Bairam Khan was Chief Minister, the

revenue officials, having fixed the jama of the Empire

{mamnlik-i mahrusa) ,
by summary computation and estimate,

(and)
,
because of the large numbers of the army and the

narrowness of the Empire, having made a pillar of snow,

offiered it to men as salary.”

The phrase “pillar of snow” almost explains itself, but it

may be illustrated from an anecdote told by Khwafl Khan

(1.735). The accountants had on one occasion prepared a

long and fantastic list of recovery-demands against a certain

collector : on seeing it, the Minister said, “Bring this pillar

of snow into the sunshine, and recover whatever remains

of it after the hot weather.” We have then a "jama of the

Empire,” so inflated that it could be described in this con-

temptuous phrase, offered as salary. A Demand meant to

be collected could not possibly be described in these terms

;

and, taking the three passages together, we must conclude

that jama-i wilayat, or parganat, or mamalik-i mahrusi

denotes the Valuation, on the basis of which Assignments

were allocated.

It follows that paragraphs A and B are to be read as referr-
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ing to the same period; they give us, not two successive
assessment-systems, but the first phase of Akbar’s revenue
administration There were two main branches, assessment
of the Demand, and allocation of Assignments: we are told
how the first broke down, and how the second was aifected
by falsified figures There was thus urgent need for reform
in both branches, and the next paragraph indicates what
was done in the second phase.

(C)

Translation. And when this supreme office (sc the
vazarat) fell to Muzaffar Khan and Raja Todar Mai,

in the 15th Ilahi year "they” took the taqsiniat-i mulk
from the qanungos,

(and) having completed the mahsul by estimate and
compulation, a new jama came into force.

Ten qanungos were appointed, who, having received the
schedules from the local qanungos, continued to deposit

them in the record-office.

Although it (sc the new jama) fell somewhat below the
former, yet there was a very great distance from it (sc. the
former) to the hasil.

Interpretation These clauses give in succession (a) the

action taken, (b) the method of work, and (c) the result

The action was in three stages, taqsimat-i mulk, mahsul, and||

javia. The first phrase has no parallel, while the second ana

third are ambiguous; and the parallel passages must be

examined in order to ascertain the meaning.
,

We have seen already that the Akbarnama tells us tha"

in the 11th year Muzaffar Khan set aside the origins

Valuation, described as raqami: the passage continues, qanun

^

gos and experts of the whole Empire, having, accordin;r

to their own ideas, recorded the actual-yield (hal hasil) or

the country, fixed another jama. Although in point of lact

it (the new jama) was not an actual yield, yet in com-

parison with the former jama it is not far (sc. from the

truth) to call it an actual yield.”

Allowing than in this pa.ssage the Akbarnama is dealing

with Valuation, and not with assessment, the passage

explains itself. The experts determined the actual-yield and

made a new Valuation on its basis, not taking it as it stood,

but keeping near it.
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As has been explained in Appendix A, the commonest
meaning of hasil is the Income derived by an assignee as
contrasted with with the Valuation of his assignment- but
the word is also used simply as a synonym for mahsill (m
the sense of Damand), and may be taken here in this mean-
ing, as being an elegant variation of the language of the Ain
This passage thus fixes the sense of jama and mahsul in
in paragraph C, but throws no light taqsimat.

The parallel passage in the Iqbalnama, already quoted in
part, goes on to tell that Akbar ordered Muzaffar Khan “to
summon the qanungos and chaudhris of the parganas to
Court, and having determined an actual- yield (hal hasil) m
accordance with the facts, to determined the jama of the
country intelligently, equitably, and accurately.” This passage
agrees closely with the Akbarnama, on which it is obviously
based.

We have then to see what meaning can be assigned to

taqsimat~i mulk, a term for which I have found no parallel

in the literature. The root QSM points to the idea of divid-

ing the produce, as in the phrases qismat-i ghalla, or kharaj-i

muqasama. To my mind, the only reasonable view is that

taqsimat-i mulk was the office name for the schedules which,
as a subsequent clause tells us, were taken from the local

qanungos and deposited in the record office: each schedule
would be headed “Apportionment {taqsim) of Pargana so-

and-so,” and the whole file would be called “The apportion-
ments of the Empire.” This view explains the awkward
plural of the abstract noun, and makes perfectly good sense.

It also explains why the phrase is unique; there is no other

.known occasion on which this procedure was followed, and no
other reference to these particular schedules, which became
.obsolete a few years later.

I think then that the Ain, having in the preceding

paragraph stated the case for reform in both branches of the

revenue administration, here deals with the reforms in both

in a single sentence, a process which is justified by the fact

that the two, though distinct, were closely connected. The
stages were:

—

(1) Qanungos prepared new schedules showing the appor-

tionment of produce on the lines of Sher Shah’s schedule,

but separately for each pargana, instead of a single schedule

for the whole Empire. These would, by themselves, provide

the necessary reform in assessment, but not all the materials

for a new Valuation.

(2) From these schedules, the Demand (mdhsul), or actual-

yield (hal hasil,) of the Empire was calculated or estimated,
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This co^d easily be done by applying the rates shown in thenew schedules to actual or estimated, crop-areas Actual
areas would be on record for the Reserved lands, but in the
case of Assignments it might be necessary to estimate if the
records of area were not considered satisfactory, or were not
available.

(3) On the basis of these calculations a new Valuation
was made: not, as we are told, identical with the calculated
Demand, but near it, and thus a great improvement on the
old Valuation, which had lost all touch with facts.

The reform then was twofold, providing new schedules
of assessment-rates, and also a new Valuation, the two things
which were wanted. The Ain mentions both: the Akbar-
nama is dealing only with Valuation, and says nothing about
assessment-rates, which the author had not in view.

The schedules are not described, or incorporated, in the
Ain, but it is possible to infer their nature. We know from
another chapter in the Ain (i 297) that the basic rule-one-
third of the average produce—which gave the original
Demand-rates, was still in force in the fortieth regnal year,
and we are justified in inferring that the taqsims conformed
to it. We know further that the taqsims, like the original
schedule, showed the Demand m terms of produce, because
seasonal commutation was still required, as the next para-
graph of the text will show. The fact that the work was
done by the qanungos, the repositories of local agrarian
knowledge, makes it certain that the schedules were local
A separate schedule was prepared for each pargana, and
deposited, as such, in the record-office: this can mean only
that assessment was now based on local productivity, not
on the average productivity of the empire. Analysis of the
rates actually charged, as given in Ain Nuzdahsala, shows
clearly that there was in fact a general change in assessment
in the 15th year; new crops then come into the schedules,
the provinces diverge more widely, and, inside each province,

the gap between maximum and minimum rates widens—as

would necessarily follow when local schedules replaced a

general one, because there would then be, inside the pro-

vince, two variables instead of one, rates and prices, instead

of prices only.

These considerations, taken together, appear to me to

settle the nature of the taqsimot-i mulk. That they were
not incorporated in the Ain can be accounted for by their

bulk. The original schedule, which is given as a historical

document, fills nearly three pages of Blochmann’s text
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from Multan to Allahabad, the country to which this chapter
applies, there were more than a thousand parganas, so that
some 3000 pages would have been needed to give taqshns
prepared on the same lines for each pargana.

There remains an apparent discrepancy in date. The
Ain speaks of the 15th year, while the Akbarnama and
Iqbalnama have the parallel passages under the 11th year
Mr. Beveridge, in a note to his translation of the Akbarnama,
suggested that there had been confusion somewhere between
the two words, which are nearly identical in Persian script;

the only real difference is between p and y, and this is a

matter of three dots instead of two The suggestion,
however, raises difficulties. So far as the Akbarnama is

concerned, there is no question of a copyist’s error: it is a

strictly chronological work, and we should have to suppose
that Abul Fazl, whose chronology is ordinarily precise, put
this event four years too early, a mistake which is conceiv-
able but distinctly improbable It would be easy to alter

15th to 11th in the text of the Ain, but in my opinion it

would not be justifiable. Of the 12 MSS. which I have
myself examined, 10 have the initial p clearly marked, and
the remaining two are nearer p than y: copyists must have
been quite familiar with this pitfall, and the obvious
efforts to make the p clear cannot be disregarded.'

Again, the table of rates, which indicates a general change
in assessment in the I5th year, indicates equally an absence

of change between the 10th and the 12th Again, the Akbar-
nama tells us (ii. 333) that in the 13th year, the assessment
of the Reserved lands by Measurement was given up, and

Group-assessment substituted: it is highly improbable that

revised rates sanctioned in the 11th year should be discarded

in the 13th, but it is quite likely that rates which had

absolutely broken 'down should be discarded, and a tempo-

rary arrangement made, while waiting for the new rates to

be sanctioned.

My reading is that Akbar took up the question in the 11th

year, as the Akbarnama, followed by the Iqbalnama, states,

and ordered a new Valuation to be prepared; that it took

three years to make the necessary enquiries and calculations;

and that, as the Ain states, the new Valuation came into

1 Sir Biehard Barn informs me tbat, of the Bpdloian MSS., 15th is quits

clear in 214, but 215 has I Ith.
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force in the 15th year, when the new assessment^-rates also

began to operate. The interval does not appear to be excessive
when we remember that over a thousand qanungos were con-
cerned, with only ten supervisors—one man to hundred or

more—and that schedules for adjoining parganas must have
required comparison and agreement, so that the sickness or

slackness of one man might have delayed the work of many
parganas. That the process was gradual is shown by the

use of the past-continuous tense, and the probabilities are

that it went on for a considerable time

My interpretation of paragraph C, taken with the other

relevant passages, is thus that the defects recorded in para-

graphs A and B were noticed, and reform was ordered, in

the 11th year; that the reforms took time, and the method
of assessing the Reserved lands was changed temporarily in

the 13th year without waiting for their completion; but that

in the 15th year, new assessment-schedules and a new
Valuation came into force Our authorities were, however,

interested in the latter rather than the former; they do not

say expressly that new schedules were introduced, but the

Ain mentions them in the cryptic phrase taqsimat-i mtilk,

and figures given in the preceding chapter show that they

were in fact introduced

At this point there is a notable omission in the Ain, which

tells nothing of the fate of this second^ Valuation, The gap

can be filled from the Akbarnama, which records (iii. 117)

that before the 19th year the officials at headquarters used

to increase the Valuation arbitraril5'’, and used to open the

hand of corruption in decreasing and increasing, so that the

Emperor’s officers were dissatisfied and ungrateful. To

remedy the evil, Akbar placed most of his officers on cash-

salaries, and brought most of the Empire under direct

administration (so that for the time being no Valuation

would be reauired) . The reason for the Am s silence on

this important change can only be guessed: we may assume

bad drafting, or we may infer

since it was clearly discreditable to the Ministry t at

Valuation should have to be set aside within a few years of

its introduction, because it had been

know is that the account is incomplete, and that here as .

some later years, facts are recorded in the Akbarnama which

ought to have appeared in the Ain.

The next clause, D, passes to the breakdown of commu-

tation. "
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(D)

Translation. And when, through the wisdom of the
Sovereign, the Empire was greatly extended.

every year there used to be abundant distress in price-
ascertainment,

and various difficulties used to arise from delay.

Sometimes the peasant would have to complain of (?)
excess-demand,

and sometimes the assignee would have to lament arrears.

His Ma]esty proposed a remedy, and established the

jama-i dahsala (which gave general satisfaction)

Interpretation. The emergency is clear. With the ex-

tension of the Empire, delays in iixing commutation-prices
became serious, and caused much inconvenience Obviously,

collections must start promptly if they are to be made at all;

and, when the prices required Imperial sanction, as we have

seen was the case, local officers would sometimes have to

start collections in advance of orders. Then, when the

orders came, there would be difficulties if the sanctioned

rates proved to be different from those which had been

assumed. I am not sure of the exact force of ajzunkhwahi.

If it means “excess-demands” as I have rendered it, the

point would be that peasants had paid too much; if it means

“supplementary-demands,” they would have paid too little;

but in either case the inconvenience to peasants, as well as

assignees, is obvious.

The emergency then is clear, but the remedy is obscure.

So far in this chapter of the Ain jama has meant Valuation,

but a new Valuation would be no remedy for the evil stated.

If the word has here its other technical sense of Demand,

wo must suppose that Akbar fixed cash-demands in lump

sums, as they are fixed at the present day; but we know

from other passages, notably Akbarnama, iii. 381, and Ain-i

Amalguzar, that such demands were not fixed. What was

done was to introduce the Dasturs, or schedules of cash-

Demand rates, applicable in place of grain-rates, so that the

need for commutation disappeared. I know of no passage

where jama can possibly mean schedules of rates, or ^y-
thing of the kind: in both the technical senses, the root-idea

of “aggregate” is clearly present.

The parallel passage in the Akbarnama (iii. 282), is again

important. One of the occurrences of the 24th year
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was, we read, “the fixing of the jama-i dahsala" We then
read that local prices used to be reported regularly for use
in commutation, and^ that, as the Empire extended, delays in
tn6 reports cd.us6ci disscitisfcictioii, whilo soihg of th.6 rGportGrs
were suspected of “straying from the path of rectitude ”

Thus the emergency was the same: and it is added that the
officials were helpless, but that Akbar himself solved the
problem.

In both records then, and I have found no other account,
tnG ddhsalcL is named as furnishing an alternative to
commutationj and, since we know what the actual alternative
was, we must infer that this known alternative could be
described officially by this title. How the title can have
come into use, is a question which must be reserved until
the remaining paragraph has been discussed,

(E)

Translation. From the 15th to the 24th year “they”
added up the mahsul-i dahsala, and took 1 /10th of that as
harsala;

but “they” took the 20th to 24th years as ascertained,
and the five previous from the statements of upright men.

And also taking into account the (figures known as) mal-i
jins-i kamil, “they” took the year which was greatest, as the
table shows.

Interpretation. Mahsul obviously cannot mean “produce”
in this context, and must be taken as Demand. The first

two clauses are plain. An average was struck of the Demand
for ten years. Actual figures for the last five were available,

because, as we have seen, most of the provinces had been
brought under direct administration by orders issued in the
19th year; for the earlier years there would not be complete
figures for Demand, because most of the country was then
assigned, and consequently it would be necessary to collect

whatever data were available, presumably from qanungos
and from managers employed by assignees. Clearly, then,

the Ain speaks of averaging the Demand, and not the

demand-rates, because the rates were on record (they are

in Am Nuzdahsala), for the whole period, and collection of

secondary data for them would not have been required.

Interpretation of the third clause depends on the reading

adopted. Here, Blochmann’s text is not supported by any
of the MSS I have consulted, and is contradicted by Or. 2169,
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which was his best authority The MSS. I have seen fal

into two groups. One group runs the two parts of the clausf

into one, readinsj “wa har sal jins-i kamil afzun hud” (RAS
116, and I. O. 266, 267, 268, 270). Jins-i kamil bears thi

precise meaning of high-grade crops, such as sugarcane o

poppy, which were encouraged by the Revenue Ministry ot

fiscal grounds, as yielding a larger Demand per bigha; thi

reading then asserts as a fact that cropping steadily im
proved. The assertion would not be absolutely irrelevant

because it would record the success of the new arrangements
but it is awkwardly placed, and does not fit in with th

concluding words, because there is in fact no table showin,

such an increase. My reason for rejecting this reading i

that, if it were the original, I do not see how the othe

readings could have arisen from it by gloss or error. On the

other hand, a copyist, confronted with some of the alter-

native readings, might in despair pick out enough to make
an intelligible sentence, omitting the apparently surplus

words; or possibly the original MS. may have been altered

in editing at this point, and the alterations were obscure.

In the remaining MSS. the texts agree generally except

for the second and third words, and for a few casual

variations, which can be neglected. The second and third

words stand as follows:

—

har sal printed text.

har mal I. 0. 264, Add, 6546, 7652.

partal I. O. 265.

har sal bar mal Add. 5645.

tar mal Add. 5609.

har hal Cambridge.

niz mal Or. 2169, Add. 6552.

Such diversity is very unusual, and I can account for it

only on the view that the original contained some highly

technical phrase, which was unintelligible to copyists outside

the Ministry, that it was distorted almost from the outset,

and that various attempts were then made to obtain sense.

Or. 2169 is much the earliest of the dated MSS., and Add.

6552 is also early, “probably 17th century”; their reading

gives a technical sense, much better than anything which

can be read into any of the remainder; while it is easy to see

how distortion can have come, if the cryptic phrase mal-i

jins-i kamil were either badly written or misunderstood. I

therefore adopt this reading.
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As to distortion mol is easily misread as sol if the loop of
the mim is left open, as sometimes happens

;
and, given sal

to turn niz into har would be easy and natural Har hal
tor mol, and portol would be “shots,” made by puzzled
copyists

;
har sal bar mal, the work of a man with conflicting

MSS. before him. At any rate, the authority for mol is
much better than that for sal

As to meaning, mol-i jins-i kamil denotes Demand-on-
high-grade-crops. Now, from the 14th to the 17th century,
we find the development of high-grade crops forming one
of the two main lines of the policy of the Revenue Ministry,
the other being extension of cultivation : it is, at the least’
probable that the Ministry tabulated figures year by year to
show the progress made in this direction

;
and I read the text

as saying that, having struck an average of the Demand, the
officials also took into account these figures for the Demand
on high-grade crops, and, for them, took the maximum
instead of the average

Now the averaging of the Demand, as to which the text
is clear, would not be the way to obtain the new Demand-
rates, which we know were introduced at this time, but

would be an obviously proper basis for a useful Valuation.

This consideration proves, to my mind, that paragraph E
tells of the preparation of a new Valuation, not new
Demand-rates. It is clear that an average Demand for the

past ten years was struck: would this average be a good

Valuation by itself? or would it require adjustment? We
must remember that the work was in charge of Shah
Mansur, whose reputation as a meticulous accountant is

notorious. One can almost hear him insisting that such an

average would be unfair to the State, because it would

undervalue villages where high-grade crops were extending.

‘‘We must accept the average,” he would argue, “for crops

dependent on the rains; but in a case where the State has

sunk wells, or made advances, and thereby fostered a large

extension of sugarcane or poppy, why should we surrender

any part of the benefit to the assignee? Suppose sugarcane

has risen steadily from 2 to 10 in the course of the decade,

why value the village as if the figure were only 6? The

wells are there, the assignee can maintain the area at 10

by proper management, and, if he fails to do so, he deserves

to lose. To make the Valuation fair to the State, we must

raise the calculated average-Demand by substituting the

maximum for the average on these high-grade crops. That

is what the Ain tells us was done, on the reading I adopt ^
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According to the reading, then, the Ain tells us that

what was done was either to strike an average of Demand,
or else to strike an average and then adjust it. Either

course is irrelevant to the emergency caused by the break-

down of commutation ; both are equally relevant to the

preparation of a new Valuation, and thus paragraphs D and

E are apparently illogical. The emergency was that com-

mutation had broken down : the remedy was a new jama,

which, from the details given, was obviously a Valuation,

The last words of the paragraph give a further illogicality,

They refer to “the table,” but the tables which follow in

the text, as we have it, are those of the Demand-rates, which

we know were introduced at this time to meet the commu-
tation emergency.

One other point must be mentioned. As has been shown

in Chapter IV, numerous detailed references in the Akbar-

nama prove that the practice of Assignment was in fact

reintroduced in the old provinces in, or just after, the 24th

year. This must have been intentional, though no order is

on record, and consequently a new Valuation must have

been prepared at this time, because Assignments could not

be made without one
;
the paragraph under examination cm

be understood only as describing the preparation of this

third Valuation
;
so that, from the facts on record, it is

certain that two distinct, but connected, operations were

were carried out at this time—preparation of the cash-

Demand schedules, and of the third Valuation. The account

in the Ain points to both of these, but so obscurely that we

must infer either that it was badly drafted, or that it was

mutilated in editing.

We must now turn to the parallel passage in the Akbar-

nama, (iii. 282). It tells as we have seen, that Akbar devised

the jama-i dahsala as a remedy for the breakdown of com-

mutation, and proceeds :
—

‘‘the essence of the device is that,

having determined the hal-i dahsala of each pargana

from the variations of cultivation and the range of

prices, he established 1 /10th thereof as mal-i harsaU,^

as is explained in detail in the last volume of this vvork.

The Ain is the last volume of the Akbarnama, and hence

this sentence should be read as a condensed ppaphrase

of what we are examining. In that case, hal-i dahsala

represents mahsul-i dahsala, and mal-i harsala represents

harsala. The latter may be accepted as the same thing m
more elegant language

;
mal is the widest of the revenue

terms, and, while it often means Demand in the strict sen^

there is no difficulty in reading it as the average calculated
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from the actual figures of Demand. I have found no parallel

for hal-i dahsala, but hal is a very wide word, and we can
render “a ten-year state” without straining it. The figures for

Demand would include the effect of variations of cultivation

and prices, because they had been assessed on the actual

cultivation in each season, at rates which varied with prices;

and the passage can thus be read as an elegant, but inade-

quate, summary of what the Ain records, while it cannot
be read as complementary, supplying something which the

Ain omits.

There is nothing then in the Akbarnama to clear up the

apparent illogicalities in the Ain. The last of them would
disappear if we assume that, following the words, “the table

shows,” the draft contained a statement of the third Valua-

tion, and then an explanation of the Demand schedules ,

that the former was struck out as unnecessary, because the

Account of the XII Provinces was to contain the Valuation

brought upto date
;
and that the latter disappeared acciden-

tally in the process of revision, so that the Demand sche-

dules were made to follow directly on the account of the

Valuation. This is possible, for there are other signs of

hasty editing, but there is no evidence on the point.

As to the main illogicality, two explanations can be

suggested. In the first place it is possible that this portion

of the chapter may have been substantially altered, a first

and full draft having been greatly curtailed by the editor

As has been related in Chapter iV, various passages in the

Akbarnama show that, about this time, there was friction

in the Ministry between Shah Mansur, who was there all

the time, and Todar Mai, who returned from time to_ time

in the intervals of military duty. It is quite conceivable

that the draft may have contained a good deal about tnese

old squabbles, which was struck out by the editor as unne-

cessary or inconvenient. Shah Mansur was in

inconvenient topic,' for there were doubts whether ms

execution for treason was justified ;
Abul Fazl deals with

him cautiously in the Akbarnama; and it is y

^

his name does not appear in paragraphs D and E, thougn he

was solely responsible for carrying out the operati y

record, and the responsible officers are duly ^

earlier paragraphs. Faulty condepation of a lengt y

might produce the illogicality of the text as it stands, but

more than this cannot be said.

1 See. V. Smitk AUar the Great Siogul 194 ff.
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The alternative is to treat the expression jama-i dahsala
as a bit of jargon which had gained temporary currency
in the Ministry, and has survived only in these passages
denoting neither aggregate-Demand nor Valuation, but the
whole of the special operations carried out in the Ministry
in the 24th year, operations which produced both the new
schedules of Demand and new Valuation, each of them
based on “the Decade,” and consequently very closely

related, though the calculations must have been distinct.

Taking the phrase as an office-label of this sort, the illogi-

cality disappears, because the special operations denoted by

it did in fact offer a remedy for the emergency The inade-

quacy of the account remains, because only one operation

is described where there must have been two
; but we have

seen already that the Ain is on occasion incomplete. In

regard to the change in the 19th year, the hiatus can be

filled, as we have seen, from the Akbarnama; in the piesent

case, the Akbarnama merely summarises the Ain. and does

not complete it, but we are not entitled to hold Abul Fazl

down to meticulous detail, that it is not matter for surprise

that he should have contented himself with summarising
materials on a matter of purely technical interest. Office-

labels may depart far from etymology, and the use of a

name properly applicable to a part in order to denote the

whole IS not inconceivable, when the part was the most

important in the eyes of the men who used the label.

This alternative then seems to me to be quite tenable

but it is not established by evidence. The established facts

are: (1) new schedules of Demand-rates were introduced

at this time, and are on record m the Ain
; (2) a new

Valuation was required at this time, because the practice

of Assignment was being revived (3) the operation descri-

bed in paragraph E would give a satisfactory Valuation,

but would not give the Demand-schedules which are on

record, and which we know to have been used for assess-

ment from this time onwards. The paragraph must be

read as describing the preparation of the new Valuation,

because it cannot be read in any other way consistent with

the established facts: the only point which remains uncertain

is the reason why it took its actual form.
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LEGENDS OF TODAR MAL

I have mentioned in Chapter IV that, in describing Todar
Mai’s work, I have followed the contemporary records, and
discarded the account contained in the eighteenth-century
chronicle of Khwafi Khan: my reasons for discarding it are
given in this Appendix.

The account in question is introduced by the statement
that Todar Mai’s work was proverbial throughout Hindustan,
and consequently some notice of him was required. It then
records in succession his activities in connection with the
coinage, his methods of assessment, and his system of

advances to peasants; and then breaks into a long lament on
the degeneracy of the writer’s days, when nobody paid any
heed to the peasants, the land had reverted to jungle, and
an upright official was popularly regarded as an incompetent
fool.

As regards coinage, this account asserts definitely that
Todar Mai introduced the silver rupee of 11 (sic) mashas,
superseding the “black” tanka, which up to his time was the
only currency; silver tankas had indeed been struck, but they
were used only for rewards to foreign envoys and to artists,

were not generally current, and were sold as bullion Now
the Ain records (i 26) that the silver rupee, of 11^ mashas,
was introduced in the time of Sher Shah. It is quite

incredible that the official record of Akbar’s administration

should deprive him of the credit of this reform if he was
entitled to it; while the extant specimens of the silver

coinage of Sher Shah and Islam Shah are so numerous as to

place the fact of their currency beyond dispute In this

case, then, the writer of the account has clearly credited his

hero, Todar Mai, with the achievement of an earlier re-

former; and consequently the account as a whole is not

above suspicion.

As regards Todar Mai’s methods of assessment, the des-

cription given is as follows:

For grain-crops of both seasons depending on the rains,

Todar Mai settled that half the yield should be taken as

revenue.

For irrigated crops (grain, pulse, sugarcane, opium,

turmeric, etc.), after one-fourth had been deducted for

expenses, one-third was taken for grain, while for high-class

crops like sugarcane, etc., the rates varied, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, or

1/7, according to the crop.

255
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If desired, a fixed cash-charge was levied on the bigha for

each crop, which was called Raja Todar Mai’s dastur-ul

‘amal and dhara.

This account points to two alternative methods of assess-

ment, differential Sharing, and Measurement at cash rates

The contemporary records which I have followed in the text

give no hint of differential Sharing; and they show clearly

that Todar Mai’s Measurement-rates were not fixed in cash,

but were stated in grain, and commuted on annual prices

The discrepancy is therefore serious.

In estimating the value of this account, it must be remem-
bered that the text of the chronicle is very uncertain

Colonel W N Lees is quoted in Elliot’s History (vii 210)

as writing that “no two copies that I have met with—and
I have compared five apparently very good MSS—are

exactly alike, while some present such dissimilarities as

almost to warrant the supposition that they are distinct

works.” So far as I know, no attempt to settle the text has

yet been made; the first volume issued in Bibliotheca Indka

promised a critical preface, but the promise has not yet been

fulfilled, and no description is extant of the MSS. which wen
used by the editor. In the present case, however, it is

apparent that this account did not form part of the origins

chronicle, but is a later insertion It is given in two places

in the printed text, the notes to which show that in two

MSS. It is inserted (p. 155) under the sixth year of Akbar's

reign, while in a third (p. 195), it appears under the 34th

year. It is scarcely possible to suppose that an integral

portion of the original chronicle should have become dis-

placed in this way; the facts point clearly to a later insertion,

which was made in two copies at the first mention of Todai

Mai, and in another at the record of his death. I am not

prepared to express a definite opinion on the question

whether the insertion was made by Khwafi Khan, or by

someone else. The style of the chronicle is not uniform:

this account resembles some portions of it, but not others;

and it may well be that the portions which it resembles are,

other insertions by the same hand.

The account, whoever wrote it, is thus separated from

the facts by 150 years or more It is also separated from

them by distance, for the chronicle belongs to the literature

of the Deccan, not of Hindustan. The word dhara, which is

given as a synonym for dastur-ul 'amal points to the

of origin: in Hindi it means primarily a stream, and tlie

dictionaries of Forbes and Platts indicate no technical use.
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but in Molesworth's Marathi Dictionary it is rendered as
“the usual rate (of rents, prices, etc.).” No Moslem writing
in Hindustan would have needed to give such a word as an
equivalent for a common expression like dastur-ul ‘amal,
but the Marathi synonym comes in naturally in the Deccan.’
We have then a late account drawn up in the Deccan

Now the methods of assessment described in it are sub-
stantially those which, as is related in Chapter VII, Murshid
Quli Khan had introduced into the Deccan about the year
1655, and which clearly left a strong impression on the
locality. There is no reason for supposing that Murshid
Quli was practically familiar with the word of Todar Mai,
but there is no difficulty in the idea that, when he started
work in the Deccan as a stranger, he should have invoked
the traditional authority of Todar Mai for his innovations.
Where he established Measurement, he was in fact working
on Todar Mai’s Imes, and the Deccan, which had no first-hand

knowledge of Todar Mai, might very easily attribute to him
the whole of Murshid Quli’s work, when in fact he was
entitled to credit for only portions of it. To the extent that
Murshid Quli introduced Measurement, he was a follower,

though not a servile copyist, of Todar Mai: if his method o±

differential Sharing was, as it seems to me, a novelty in India,

then the traditional fame of Todar Mai was sufficiently great,

and also sufficiently vague, to carry it also. At any rate, it is

clear from the accounts of Murshid Quli’s work that it was
regarded in the Deccan as based on that of Todar Mai;

Khwafi Khan (i. 732), and the Maasirulumra (iii. 497) are in

agreement on this point, though not on others; and it was
doubtless this southern tradition which was absorbed later m
the century by James Grant, when he described Murshid

Quli’s work as servilely copied from that of Todar Mai.

It may be noted that this southern account of the work of

Todar Mai is not in agreement with the Maasirulumra, which

was also compiled in the Deccan during the eighteenth

century. The description there given (i. 127) is clearly

condensed from the Ain and the Akbarnama, and gives no

support to the view that the Eaja’s methods included

differential Sharing. I have found no other releimnt passage

in the literature, so that the account in Khwafi Khan appears

to stand alone; and, taking its date and locality into account,

it cannot be accepted as contradicting the contemporary

evidence on which I have relied in Chapter IV.

I think then that the statement that Muphid Quli was a

servile copyist of Todar Mai may fairly be described as

legendary Another legend, found in some early English
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writers, is that Todar Mai was himself a copyist, and that
the Ain-i Akbari derives directly from Timur’s Institutes.

The original of this work is not known to be in existence, but
a Persian version, said to have been made in the reign of

Shahiahan, was published in 1783, along with an English
translation by Major Davy, under the editorship of Joseph
White Doubts have been thrown on the authenticity of this

work. If it is a later forger3', the idea that Todar Mai copied

from it is ruled out; but, assuming it to be genuine, a com-
parison of it with the Ain negatives decisively the view of

direct derivation. Naturally some of Timur’s institutions,

particularly in the military departments, survived into

Akbar’s time, and consequently some resemblances in detail

exist between the two works; but (1) the assessment-system,

and (2) the practice in regard to Assignments, show material

differences.

(1) Timur’s assessment-system, as described on pp. 360

ff. of White’s edition is of the distinctive Islamic type, based

on differences in the water-supplj', while the Ain nowhere
recognises such differences.

(2) Timur’s practice regarding Assignments (pp. 236 ff.)

was that allocation was made by lot, that an Assignment
was held for three years, that it was then inspected, and that,

if the assignee was found to have oppressed the peasants, he

received no salary for the next three j^ears. In Mogul India,

allocation was not by lot, but by favour of the Diwan, the

term of holding was indeterminate, and there is no record of

any process of inspection, or oi a prescribed penalty for

oppression.

There is nothing in the Ain to suggest that Akbar’s

Revenue Ministry accepted the Institutes as authoritative, or

indeed had even heard of them. The work is not mentioned

in the historical essay on taxation (i. 289), where wo should

except to meet it, while the fact (if it be a fact) that a trans-

lation had to be made in the reign of Shahjahan suggests

that nothing of the kind existed previously. There are no

grounds, therefore, for the view that Todar Mai used the

Institutes as his guide; and all that can be said is, that, if he

knew of their existence, he departed widely from their

provisions in his practice.
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THE AGRARIAN STATISTICS IN THE AIN

In this Appendix I discuss certain features of the statisticalmatter contained in the “Account of the Twelve ProSs ”
which has been described in Chapter IV. sec. 6. At the end
of the account of each province there is a paragraph givingthe provincial figures

; following this, each district (sarkar)
IS treated in order, a sentence giving the district figuresbeing followed by a table giving those for each sub-division
jpargana or mahal), together with occasional notes showing
the existence of forts, minerals, or, in a few cases, natural
curiosities. The general arrangement may be exemplified
'

paragraph dealing with the province of Agra (Ain,

“Sixteen districts and 20o subdivisions belong to it
Measuied land, 2,78,62,189 bighas, and 18 biswas. Aggregate
(jama), 54,62,50,304 dams. Out of this, 1,21,05,703| dams
Grants. Local force, 50,681 cavalry, and 577,570 infantry

’

221 elephants.” '

The paragraphs dealing with the other provinces are
generally in the same form, the most important variation
being the omission of any reference to measured land in the
case of certain provinces.

We may regard these statistics either as compiled specially
for record in the Ain, or, more probably, as a reproduction
of records already existing in the Revenue Ministry

; but on
either hypothesis we must treat them as a whole, and recog-
nise that, to the compilers, there was probably some con-
nection between the different items, which justified them in
setting out, for instance, the strength of the local forces
alongside of the Aggregate and the Grants.

Looking first at the figures for Measured land, we find

areas given for the whole, or the greater part, of ten
provinces—Multan, Lahore, Delhi, Agra, Awadh, Allahabad,
Malwa, Ajmer, Bihar and Gujarat. The first eight of these
are the provinces which Akbar brought under direct ad-
ministration in the 19th year ; we know therefore that in

them (or rather in the greater part of them) the cultivated
land had in fact been measured for assessment during a
series of years. On the other hand there is no record of area

for any part of Bengal (including Orissa), Khandesh, Berar,

Sind, Kashmir,' and Kabul, provinces where there is no

259
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reason for thinking that assessment by Measurement had
ever been introduced. It is reasonable to infer from these

facts that the records of area are confined to the regions

which had at one time or other been so assessed
; and this

inference is supported by an examination of the cases in

which areas are not recorded for a portion of a province.

The following districts in the ten measured provinces have
no record of areas : Kumaun in Delhi, Bhathghora in

Allahabad, Garha and Marosor in Malwa, Jodhpur, Sirohi,

and Bikanir in Ajmer, Monghyr in Bihar, and Sorath in

Gujarat. In all these districts we either know or have good

reason to believe that either the Mogul administration did

not function effectively, or that it functioned through the

local Chiefs.

So far then as the provinces and districts are concerned,

we may infer a connection between the record of areas, and

the practice, at some period, of assessment by Measurement;
in the cases of Bihar and Gujarat, we have to assume that

Measurement had been introduced for a time, not in the

19th year, but probably at same later period.

Area-figures are wanting for a number of subdivisions in

districts which as a whole had been measured It is possible

to suppose that in these cases, or in some of them, the figures

had been lost
;
but it seems to me more probable that, in

some of them at least, the subdivisions had in fact escaped
Measurement, and that local jurisdiction in them remained
in the hands of Chiefs.

Turning now to the figures given in dams as Aggregate,
the question arises whether these represent the Demand
made on the peasants in some particular year or series of

years, or the Valuation used in the Ministry for administra-

tive purposes. The former view has been taken by, I think,

ail previous writers on the subject, including myself
;
and it

was reasonable, or at least tenable, on one or other of two
hypotheses, firstlj’’, the hypothesis of an assessment fixed in

money, secondly, the hypothesis of a continuance of direct

administration. If, however, both of these have to be

rejected, we are almost driven to the conclusion that the

figures must represent Valuation, not Demand.

The first hypothesis was accepted by various writers in

the nineteenth century, who considered that the operations

of the 24th year consisted m fixing a cash-Demand to be

paid year by year by each village, in the same way as the

Demand has usually been fixed during the British period.
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The idea comes naturally to British administrators, but
I think it is an anachronism, and it is certainly contradicted
by the records of Akbar’s time. Thus the first of Todar
Mai’s amending regulations sanctioned in the 27th year
insisted (Akbarnama, iii. 351) that the assessment
should be made strictly according to the dastur-ul
a'vial, or schedule of cash-rates to be charged on the area
under each crop, and subsequent clauses dealt with
the measurement of crop-areas in each season. Similarly
the rules for collectors and their clerks (Ain, i. 286—288)
show the assessment-procedure in detail. The crops on
the ground were measured, areas of crop-failures were
deducted, the Demand on each peasant was calculated
on the area so adjusted, and these figures were then
totalled for the village, giving an assessment statement on
the basis of which the revenue for the season was to be
collected. If these documents mean anything at all, they
mean that in the 27th year, and in the 40th, the prescribed
method of assessment was Measurement; the Demand on a
village was not lump sum fixed beforehand, but was calcu-
lated by applying fixed Demand-rates to the area cropped in

each season

As to the second hypothesis, so long as direct adminis-
tration continued, with the Demand assessed by Measure-
ment, it v/ould have been possible to provide figures showing
the aggregate of Demand. The rules for collectors and their

clerks show that assessment-statements for each village

were forwarded to headquarters season by season, and, sr

long as this procedure was followed, there would have beei

no difficulty in compiling the figures for aggregate Demancj
on subdivisions, districts, and provinces; in fact it would bci

safe to assume that such compilation was regularly carried

out for administrative purposes, so that the figures woulc
be available for the officials who drafted the Account of the

Twelve Provinces.
^

If, however, we accept the conclusion reached in Chapte.
^

VI and it seems to me to be fully established by the evidence

that direct administration lasted for only five years, afte

which the Assignment-system was re-introduced, then it is

scarcely possible that the figures under discussion can re-

present an existing record of the Demand at the period

when the Ain was compiled. There is no suggestion in the

rules, or elsewhere, that seasonal assessment-statements

were required from assignees, and the figures for current

Demand available at headquarters would be limited to the

comparatively small portions of the Empire which were

then Reserved. On the other hand, the prevalence ol
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Assignments from the 24th year onwards makes it certain
that a Valuation of the Empire must have been in regular
use in the Revenue Ministry We must then choose between
two alternatives; either the compilers of the Account incor-
porated the Valuation current at the time; or they collected
a vast amount of information, not already on record, regard-
ning the current Demand made on the peasants by a multi-
tude of assignees, which they incorporated with the
Ministry’s figures for Demand in the reserved areas The
former course would be obvious, natural, and easy; the
latter would be exceedingly difficult, and I doubt whether it

would have even suggested itself to the compilers in the
circumstances of the time. I have found no direct evidence
on the question, and it is necessary to enquire which alter-

native IS supported by the statistics

We may allow that it would have been possible, though
difficult, to collect figures for Demand from the assignees;

and that, in the provinces where Measurement was in force,

the areas assessed could have been obtained from the same
sources v/ith a few exceptions, represented by the blanks
for some subdivisions in the statistics, We may allow
further that it might have been possible to obtain figures

for Chiefs’ holdings, representing either tribute paid

by the Chiefs, or their Demand on their peasants—we
cannot say which. There remains what seems to me the

insupeiable difficult.v of accounting for the figures lor areas

iying outside the Empire. These are found principally

under the province of Bengal: how can we explain the de-

tailed figures for, e.g the district of Chittagong (Ain, i 4L'61,

which was never administered by Akbar, either directly

or through assignees’ I can detect no relevance in the

collocation of Demand with the strength of the local forces,

or various other details given in the statistics, but these are

matters of minor importance, the figures for areas outside

the Empire are, to my mind, the great obstacle to accepting

the hypothesis that we are detailing with statements of

Demand, compiled specially for the “Account.”

The alternative view, that we have here the current

Valuation of the Empire, presents no difficulty. For the

older provinces, this would be the Valuation made in

the 24th year, but kept up to date ;
while for the newer

orovinces we would have figures representing the Valua-

,ion made at the time of annexation. Taking as an

example of the older provinces the paragraph relating to

\gra, which has been quoted above, we have first the

,otal Valuation. From the latter we have of course to
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exclude the Grants, because, where a Grant was in
existence, its Income would not be available for the
assignee of that region. The record of Valuation migh'*' be
expected to contain the particulars which would have to be
entered in the documents issued to the assignee, and he
would certainly have to know the Grants already existing
within the limits of his Assignment. He would equally
require to know the strength of the local forces. The Ain
contains no rules for the embodiment or control of these
forces, and tells us only (i 175) that thev were furnished bj'

the Chiefs To cal! them up would be the work of the local
administration, of the collector or the assignee, as the case
might be

;
and the latter would require to know the extent

of his liabilities in this respect Wc must assume that the
original record specilied eacii village in each subdivision,
and that the figures we possess are the totals which the
original record contained, first for the subdivision, then for
the district, then for the province, such a record, in the form
we possess, would be necessary, and also sufficient for

furnishing the assignee with a precise statement of his claims
and his liabilities, whether he received a single village or an
entire district

Turning to the later acquisitions, we have seen in Appen-
dix A that, in the cases where the procedure is on record,

the first step after conquest was to distribute the territory

among assignees, whose business it was to organise the

administration
,
and that a Valuation was .made summarily

in other to enable the Revenue Ministry to regulate the

assignees’ accounts. In the case of Gujarat, the time spent

by Todar Mai in the country was too short for anything in

the nature of detailed local investigations, and the most

probable view is that he obtained access to the records of

the previous Government, and made the Valuation on their

basis. It is possible that the figures given for Gujarat are

this initial Valuation, as amended by Todar Mai in the 23rd

year, and in that case the area-figures might date from

before annexation ;
but 1 think it is more probable that tne

area-figures indicate that assessment by Measurement 'lad

been introduced for a tune after annexation, though tne

fact is not mentioned in the chronicles.

The figures we possess for Bengal can be interpreted on

the view that they represent a summary Valuation made or

the same lines, that is to say, that they were bashed on uie

records of the previous Government, which included '-hitta-

gong and the other tracts recently lost to Arakan. The
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same view accounts for certain peculiarities in their presen-
tation, such as the inclusion of miscellaneous revenue as a
“subdivision,” the entire absence of any reference to Grants
and the omission of any detail of the local forces by sub-
divisions I find it impossible to suggest an alternative
hypothesis v/hich would account for all these features, but
they fall naturally into line on the view that the record, as
we have it, was based on records kept by the previous
Government, and consequently reproduced peculiarities in

which the local practice had differed from that of the older
Mogul provinces. Taking it as a preliminaiy Valuation of

this kind, we may infer that it was found to be unsatisfactory,
for one of Jahangir’s earliest recorded actions (Tuzuk, 9)

was to appoint a Diwan to revise the Valuation; there is,

however, no record of the result, and from the later history

discussed in Chapter VII it appears as if the figures in the

Ain remained substantially unaltered till the middle of the

seventeenth century.

As regards Khandesh, which in the Am is called Dandes,

we find (i. 474) the “aggregate” given in Berar tankas (of

24 dams), and we are told that Akbar increased the original

figures by 50 per cent at the time when the fortress of Asir

was taken, this event marking the definitive conquest of the

country We thus have the old and the new aggregate, and

the action taken here was clearly what I have suggested

was taken in Bengal, in that existing ligures were adopted
as a basis. It is hard to believe that Akbar should have

signalised his conquest by summarily raising the Demand on

the peasants by so large a proportion, a course which would
necessarily increase the difficulties of establishing his rule

;

but, if “aggregate” here means Valuation, what happened

was that Akbar, having reason to believe that the old Valua-

tion understated the facts, ordered such an increase that the

new Valuation should correspond more closely with the

Income which his assignees could hope to realise Here, as in

Bengal, there is no record of Grants, while the local forces

are not enumerated, though their existence is mentioned.

In Berar, the “original aggregate” of krors of the local

tankas had heen raised (i. 478) by the “Deccanis,” that is to

say, the previous rulers, and a further increase was made

after the Mogul conquest Here we have another instance

of figures being taken over liom the previous regime, and

enhanced by the new government, anfi again there is the

improbability ot an enhancement of Demand at conquest

;

while, on the other hand, an adjustment of the existing

Valuation would be a natural proceeding.
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The figures for Tatta, or Lower Sind, which was also a
later acquisition, contain no indications of value for the
present purpose

;
but, taking Bengal, Khandesh, and Berar

together, it may fairly be said that there is no difficulty in
the view that the figures which we possess represent Valua-
tions made at, or shortly after, annexation, and based on the
records of the previous governments. In the case of Bengal
we do not know whether the earlier figures were accepted
as they stood, or were adjusted ; in the other two provinces
we know that the earlier figures were increased by the first
Mogul rulers On the other hand, the Bengal figures cannot
be read as a statement of the actual Demand

; and there is

no particular reason for taking the figures for Khandesh or
Berar in this sense.

The considerations which have now been stated do not
amount to formal proof, but they seem to me to establish a
definite probability that the statistics in the “Account”
reproduce the Valuation which was in use in the Revenue
Ministry at the time when it was compiled On this view,
their value for the historian is substantially greater than I

had previously supposed Taking them as representing the
Demand for a single, unspecified, year, it was necessary to

ask whether the year was typical of the period, or was
exceptioml, and that question could not be answered with
entire confidence. Taking them as representing the Valua-
tion, we have the data on which the Ministry relied for a
very important branch of the administration. It is true that

similar data bad been falsified on two occasions earlier in

the reign
;
but it is also true that on each occasion Akbar

had intervened to put things right. It is reasonable to

suppose that he took measures to secure that the third

Valuation for the older provinces, made in the 24th year,

should be honestly maintained, and the absence of any later

record of a general re-Valuation suggests that this was done

effectively. For the older provinces, then, we have, on this

view, data which were good enough for the administration,

indicating the Income which could be expected to accrue

:

the figures for the later acquisitions would necessarily be

of less value, because based on less experience.

I suggest then that the figures we possess for the older

provinces are most probably the Valuation based on the

ten-year average of assessed area and Demand calculated in

the 24th year, but modified in detail on experience gained

in the next 15 years, so as to be more or less up to date at

the time when the record was incorporated m the Ain. 1
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have found only a single passage indicating that modification
took place, but it suggests that the practice was normal
it is Bayazid’s account of the dispute over his pension ‘

which has been referred to in the notes to Chapter IV,

When Bayazid was getting past work, Akbar granted hini

by way of pension a pargana which was entered at a

Valuation of Hi lakhs of dams
;
when he went to the

Revenue Ministry to settle the matter, Todar Mai objected

that another claimant had agreed to a figure of 16 lakhs for

the pargana in question, and urged him to do the same, fte

result being. I take it, that he would have had to pay the

difference to the Treasury. Bayazid refused, Todar Mai

lost his temper, and, when neither would give way, Pathulla

Shirazi, who was then Imperial Commissioner inten'ened,

and took the case to Akbar, who ruled that Bayazid was to

have the pargana at the old Valuation. This anecdote

suggests, what is in itself probable, that the Revenue
Ministry, concerned primarily with finance, made a practice

of raisng the existing Valuation in any case where there

was reason to regard it as below the truth In the ordinary

course, we could not expect to find any record of such a

practice, part of the routine of the Ministry, and for this

isolated notice we have to thank the garrulity of the old

collector, who inserted his personal experiences into what

was intended to be a chronicle of the period.

The view that the Valuation was modified in detail would

help to explain a feature of the statistics which has been

the subject of frequent comment—discrepancies between

recorded totals and the sum of the items. In some cases

such apparent discrepancies probably result from copyists’

errors, in others from accidents in printing,® but it is obvious

that they might also arise from piecemeal modifications,

It would be a nuisance to correct the successive totals for

subdivision, district, province, and Empire, on each occasion

when the figures for a village were modified, and it would

be a greater nuisance to distribute the modification over

subdivisions and villages in cases where an officer accepted

an entire district at an enhanced Valuation
;

it is quite

possible therefore that some of the discrepancies were in

fact present in the original record from which the statistics

were reproduced.

1 Bayazid) f. 154.

2 The Arabic digits used in Bloebinaiin 'b text aic iiaiticiilarl} lU™

to break in printing, and traces of such an accident aie not always visible.

I have found that owing to this cause two copies of Hie printed text imj

differ materially, one having a line of« say, seven digits, while another b»>

six, or eight.
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One of the most mteresting questions arising out of these
statistics is the interpretation of the figures relating to coun-
try in the possession of Chiefs. As an example, we may
take the “district” of Bikanir, in the province of Ajmer
(Ain, i. 512), It contained II subdivisions, with an aggregate
of 4,750,000 dams, and furnished a local force of 12,000 horse
and 50,000 foot The subdivisions are named, but no figures
for them are given, the district being clearly treated as a unit;
and there are naturally no figures for area. I think these
entries can safely be taken as indicating that this “district”
was in fact the territory of Baja Rai Singh, who served as
one of Akbar’s high officers, and that the local force
represents the contingent which he had undertaken to fur-
nish when required. The aggregate may be read in one of
two ways, either as tribute, or as an nominal figure. We
know that at some periods Chiefs paid an annual
tribute, not assessed by the year, but fixed by agree-
ment in advance; and, from the financial standpoint, such
a tribute would be properly regarded as a Valuation, because
it would indicate the probable future Income, though, from
the nature of the case, this particular Income would not
ordinarily be assigned to anyone except the Chief I have,

however, found nothing to show whether Akbar in fact

claimed tribute from Bikanir or the other Chiefs in Ajmer,
and it is possible that the figure is purely nominal.

An example of how such nominal figures might come into

the Valuation is given by the account in the Badshahnama
(II. 360) of the submission of the Chief of Palamau. The
Viceroy of Bihar had been ordered to reduce this Chief

to submission, and marched into his territory. Eventually

the Chief agreed to pay a lakh of rupees as peshkash,

or present, and he was then appointed formally to the

Emperor’s Service, his country was valued at a kror of

dams, and was forthwith assigned to him. In this case the

Valuation must be regarded as purely nominal. The Chief

retained his country, but in point of form he now held it

in Assignment from the Emperor instead of as an independent

ruler, and there was no question of tribute being paid, apart

from the ceremonial peshkash. Such an arrangement was

so obviously convenient that there ^ no difficulty in suppos-

ing it to represent a common practice; and, in the absence of

positive evidence, the question remains open whether the

recorded Valuation of a Chief’s country represents tribute

actually paid, or is merely a nominal figure, arrived at in

the course of negotiations for a formal submission. My own
guess is that practice varied, and that some Chiefs paid
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tribute while others did not, but, so far as Akbar’s reign

is concerned, I cannot advance facts in its support.

Another example of the entries relating to Chief’s country

may be taken from the district of Kumaun in the province

of Delhi (Ain, i. 521). Here, out of 21 subdivisions, the

Valuation of five was “undetermined” or, in other words,

no arrangement had been come to with the Chiefs; for the

remaining 16, the Valuation is given without further details

and as in the case of Bikanir, the question remains open

whether anv payment of tribute was actually made or

claimed. Further examples of the same kind will be fond

in other provinces but I hnve discovered no case in which

it is possible to say with certainty whether Akbar claimed

tribute or not; and the only point on which we can be

reasonably sure is that the figures do not represent what

the country was worth to the Chiefs, or, in other words, they

furnish no indication of the Demand made by the Chiefs

on the peasants in those regions.

So for then as the more important Chiefs are concerned,

it is possible, subject to the ambiguity as to payment of

tribute, to interpret the statistics in the light of our know-

ledge of the period: the question remains whether it is

possible to trace the smaller Chiefs, who certainly existed

at this period. The statistics treat each subdivision as a

unit, and consequently it is hopeless to look for traces of

Chiefs holding less than a complete subdivision; but there

are certain indications, of varying value, which suggest

that some entire subdivisions were held by Chiefs, and it may

be of service to students of local history to explain what

these indications are.

(a) In a measured district, the absence of area-figures

for a subdivision suggests that it may have been left in the

hands of a Chief, so that assessment by Measurement had

not been extended to it.

(b) When the Valuation is given in a round figure, there

is a suggestion that it may have been fixed in a lump, and

not built up from the figures of constituent villages.

(c) The absence of any record of Grants points vagudy

in the same direction; or it would be more accurate to

say that a record of Grants suggests that there was no Chief,

since it is scarcely conceivable that Grants would have

been made in a Chief’s territory.

(d) Other indications may occasionally be found in the

composition of the local forces
;
while a note of the existence
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of a fort may be significant, because one can scarcely think
of a Chief without a fort.

As an example of the way in which such indications may
serve, we may take the subdivision of Ajaigarh in the
district of Kalinjar (Ain. i. 430). It is the only subdivision
of the district for which area-figures are missing; the
Valuation is a round figure (two lakhs of dams), the only
one in the district; there are no Grants

;
and there is ‘‘a

stone fort on a hill.” These facts make it permissible to

conjecture that at this period a Chief was left in possession

of tiiis wild bit of country, either paying a small sum as

tribute, or merely recorded as “worth” that sum; the student

of local history may find here something to explain or

corroborate local records or traditions, in themselves of

uncertain validity.
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GLOSSARY

Note—The words explained in this Glossary are given
in the simplified spelling used in the text, the precise transli-

teration being added in brackets where necessary. The
numbers, with c. affixed, denote the period, in centuries.

Abadi. Carries the general sense of populated and cultiva-

ted country, population and cultivation necessarily going
together Used to describe a condition, it is best rendered
as “prosperity"’: when applied to a process, it denotes
“development.” The modern sense, “the village site,”

does not occur in the literature. The related word,
abadani, denotes “development.”

Altamgha (Altamgha). Grant-under-seal; a special tenure
introduced by Jahangir (vide Ch. Y, sec. I).

AMiL ('Amil). In 13~15c an executive official in general.

From Akbar’s time onward, has also the specialised

meaning of collector of Reserved revenue, as variant of

the official designation ‘amalguzar in this sense, synony-
mous with krori. In 18c. used also to denote a

Governor, i. e an officer in charge of the general adminis-

tration.

Amin. An official designation. Under Sher Shah, probably

one of the two chief officials in a pargana (but see under
Amir). Under Akbar, an official on the staff of a

"Viceroy, whose precise duties are not explained. In 17c.,

a revenue-assessor - under the provincial Diwan.

May also, apparently, be used in a wider sense to denote

an officer’s “deputy” or “assistant.”

Amin-ul Mulk. The designation of Fathulla Shirazi, when
appointed by Akbar to control Todar Mai : may be

rendered “Imperial Commissioner.” The designation

does not recur.

Amir. In 13-14c., a rank of nobility, inferior to Khan and

superior to Malik. In 15c., also a provincial Governor.

In Bayley’s version of the T. Shershahi (Elliot, iv.) used

for a pargana official, but all the MSS. I have seen have

Amin, and I take this to be correct reading.

270
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Balahar. a Hindi word denoting a village menial; discussed
in Appendix C.

Banjara. Itinerant grain-merchant: synonym, karavani
Batai. (Batai) Sharing produce by Division,

Bigha. The ordinary unit of area; its size varied within very
wide limits, both by place and by period.

Biswa. One-twentieth of a bigha.

Chakla. (Chakla). In 17c., the area of Reserved land placed
in charge of an officer denoted chakladar. In 18c . an
administrative area in Bengal

CnATjDnRi (Chaudhri). The headman of a pargana,

Chautii (Chauth). The claim, nominally one-fourth of the
revenue, made by the Marathas on country which they
overran, but did not administer.

Daftar. a record. Daftarkhana, record office

Dam. Under Akbar, a copper coin, w'orth about 1 /40 rupee,
but varying in exchange with the silver price of copper.
In 17-18c.. a nominal unit (40 to the rupee) in which the

Valuation was recorded, and in terms of which salaries

were fixed, and Assignments made
Dastur Has various general senses, “custom,” “permission,”

“a Minister.” Under Akbar and later, a schedule of

assessment-rates stated in money, an abbreviation of

dastur-ul ‘amal

Deu. a village in the Indian sense, which is nearly that of

“civil parish,” that is, a small area recognised as an ad-

ministrative unit, not necessarily inhabited: synonyms,

Mauza, Qariyat.

Dhara. a Marathi word, applied in 18c. to Murshid Quli’s

schedule of assessment-rates

Duarma. The Hindu Sacred Law, prescribing the duties of

all classes, including kings, and not liable, in theory, to

alteration.

Diwan, Diwani. Discussed in Introduction. In 13-14c.,

Diwan meant a Ministry. In 16c., (1) the Revenue Minis-

ter, (2) a nobleman’s steward. In 17c., (1) a high official

in the Revenue Ministry, (2) the provincial Revenue

Officer. Diwani in 16c. meant the Revenue Ministry; in

17c. and later the revenue and financial administration

as a whole; in 19c., the Civil Courts

Doab (Du-ab). A region lying between two rivers, esp^ialJj

tli&t betwcGn the Ganges end the Jumna (vide Ch, II,

sec. 1).
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Farman. a formal order issued by Empetor or King.

Fatwa. An opinion given by a jurist on a question of

Islamic Law.

Faujdar Ih 14c
,
a military officer, corresponding roughly

to General of Division, as being directly under the Gene-
ral in chief command. In 16-18c

,
an officer in charge of

the general administration of a portion of a province:
ordinarily he was not concerned with the revenue ad-
ministration, but in 18c. an officer was occasionally Diwan
as well as Faujdar.

Faujdari. The post, or the charge, of a Faujdar: from
17c., also the general, as distinct from the revenue, ad-

ministration; and hence, in later times, criminal, as dis-

tinct from civil, jurisdiction.

Fawazil (Fawazil). In 13-14c
,
the surplus-revenue which

a provincial Governor had to remit to the Treasury, after

defraying sanctioned expenditure.

Gram. Anglicised from Portuguese grao: a pulse (Cicer

arietinum)

.

Gumasiita (Gumashta)
,
An assistant or subordinate. In the

Ain, applied to subordinates employed by the collector

in Reserved land.

GuNJAYisn (Gunjayish). “Capacity,” “room.” The technical

sense is obscure: discussed in Ch. V, sec. 2,

H.\kim (Hakim) Not a precise designation, but used to

denote any high executive officer, whether Viceroy of a

province or Governor of a smaller area.

Haqq (Haqq), In addition to the general senses—right,
justice, truth, etc.—denoted in 13-14c., the perquisites

allowed to Chiefs, usually in the form of land free from

assessment

Haqq-i shirb, a term of Islamic law, denoting the right

accruing to a person who provided water for irrigation.

Hasil. (Hasil). Discussed in App. A Sometimes used as

synonym for Mahsul, denoting either Produce or De-

mand, according to the context. From 16c. usually means

Income, as contrasted with Valuation.

Havali (Havali), Environs; but in 13-1 4c., havali-i Dehli

denoted a definite administrative area west of the Jumna.

Hindu (Hindu) Usually carries the ordinary sense, but in

Barni (14c.) restricted to the Hindu rural aristocracy, or

classes superior to ordinary peasants.
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Hindustan (Hindustan). In 13-14c., the country 'ying East
or South of the centre of Moslem power; in 14c., usually
the country beyond the Ganges; from 16c., India North
of the Narbada.

Ijara. 16-1 8c.. a Farm of revenue The Farmer is usually
Ijaradar; also Mustajir.

Inam (In'am). A reward. Applied specially to gifts made
by the King, whether in the form of a sum of money, or

a stipend paid in cash, or a Grant of revenue. In 17c.,

commonly a Grant of revenue made to a high officer as a

supplement to his Assignment.

Iqta (Iqta‘). An Assignment of revenue; synonyms. Jagir.

Tuyul, In 13-14c., also a Province, vide App. B.

Iqtadar (Iqtadar). Holder of an Assignment. (Not used in

the sense of Governor of a Province, who was designated

Muqti.)

Jagir, An Assignment of revenue. Synonyms, Iqta, Tuyul.

Jama (In Arabic, Jam', in Urdu, usually Jama‘). Aggregate.

Discussed in App. A. (1) In accounts, the credit-side.

(2) In Revenue, either Demand or Valuation, according

to the context. The phrase jama-i dahsala is discussed in

App. E.

Jarir. A land measure; also, the measuring instrument. In

16c., used to denote assessment by Measurement, as

synonym of Paimaish.

Ji/jya. The personal tax imposed by Islamic law on non-

Moslem subjects.

Jowar. a millet. {Andropogon sorghum.)

Karavaniyan. Used by Barni to denote the itinerant grain-

merchants, usually called Banjaras.

Karkun. Literally, agent or deputy. From 16c., usually

means clerk, writer. The same meaning is appropriate m
some 13-14C, passages, but they are too few to show wRh

certainty whether the word had become specialised by

that period.

Khalisa (Khalisa). Land Reserved for the State, as opposed

to land Assigned or Granted to individuals.

Kharaj (Kharaj) Discussed in App. A. The tribute imposed

bv Islamic Law on non-Moslems permitted to r^ain in

occupation of conquered land: in India, revenue-Demand

KhS denotes country liable to Kharaj, as distinguished

from country paying tithe (Ushr)
. ^
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Kharip (Kharif). The rains season, and the crops grown in it

Khidmati (Khidmati). A present given by an inferior to a

superior.

Khut (Khut). Discussed in App. C, Used only by Barni, to

denote Chiefs.

Kuwaja (Khwaja). Usually an honorific title In 13c..

designation of an officer on the staff of a province, whoso

functions are not clearly indicated.

Kroii. a measure of distance, about 11 miles.

Kror. Ten millions (100 lakhs).

Krori. In 16c., the popular designation ol the collector of

Reserved revenue, known officially as ‘Amalguzar. In

17c
,
used officially in this sense, and also to denote the

collector employed by an Assignee

Laku. One hundred thousand.

Madad-i Ma'asii. a Grant of land for subsistence.

Mahal (Mahal) Under Akbar, a revenue-subdivision, corre-

sponding usually, but not invariably, with pargana; and

occasionally applied also to a head of miscellaneous

revenue. The modern form, mahal, does not appear be-

fore 18c.

Mahsul (Mahsul). Discussed in App. A. May mean, accord-

ing to the context, either Produce or Demand; and, in 16c

official documents, also the average-Produce calculated

for assessment-purposes

Mal. Discussed in App. A General sense, property or

possessions. In agrarian matters usually means Demand,

but sometimes has the wider sense of revenue-adminis-

tration. In the Army, denoted booty taken in war.

Maiik. In 13-14c., a rank of nobility, inferior to Amir.

Later, an honorific title used more vaguely.

Malik. Carries the general idea of sovereignty or dominion.

In Islamic law, applied to an occupant of land, and used

in one of Aurangzeb’s farmans to denote a peasant.

Malikana, in the British period, denotes an allowance

made to a landholder, or claimant, excluded from posses-

sion.

Masahat (Masahat). Measurement, Survey. In 14c., de-

noted the process of assessment by Measurement, which

in later times was called Jarib, or Paimaish.

Masha. An Indian weight, equal to 15 grains.

Maund. Anglicised form of Mann, a unit of weight contain-

ing 40 ser. The size of the unit varied with both time

and locality.
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Mauza (Mauza‘) In. 13c
,
used generally in a wide sense as a

place or locality; later, denotes a village (in the Indian
sense)

;
synonym of Deh.

Milk. A Grant for subsistence, resumable at pleasure.

Moth (Moth). A pulse (Phoseolus Aconitijolius)

.

Muhasaba (Muhasaba) . Audit of an official’s accounts.

Muhassil (Muhassil) Etymologically, a collector. In 14c.,

an official with unspecified functions, appointed by the

King in the territory of a Chief.

Muhassilana, in 16c., denoted fees paid in connection

with revenue-collection.

Muqaddam. In 13-14c., sometimes a leading or prominent
man; sometimes, specifically a vdlage-iieadman. From
16c., the latter use predominates.

Mu(jASAMA In Islamic Law, assessment -on production, _ as

opposed to occupation (which latter is Muwazzaf vide

Wazifa)

Muqti (Muqt'i), Discussed in App. B, In 13-14c
,
a pro-

vincial Governor; obsolete by 16c.

Muqti‘1 (Muqti'i) . This word has been found only in one

passage (Ain, i. 296), and its meaning is uncertain; it may
point to either Farming or Assignment.

Mushauada (Mushahada). Discussed in App. C, where I

interpret the word as Sharing-by-estimation, the Hindi

kankut. Does not occur after 14c.

Mutalaba (Mutalaba). Discussed in App. A. The early

use is to denote the process of demanding, or recovery:

from 17c., it may mean the amount of the revenue-

Demand.
Mutasarrif (Mutasarrif). Minor officials; I am doubtful

whether it denotes some particular official, or a class oi

officials.

Naib, Deputy. In 13-14c., denotes an officer sent to a pro-

vince to perform the duties of the Governor, when the

Governor held also a Court appointment, or was employed

on other duty.
. „ j »

Nasaq. Discussed in App. D. The general sense is order

or “administration.” Under ^bar aPPlied to a parti

cular form of revenue-administration, which I identify

with Group-assessment, though it may cover also Farming.

Paimaish (Paimaish). Measurement. In 16c., denoted the

process of assessment by Measurement, as a synonym f

Jarib.
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Pargana. The Indian name for an aggregate of villages.

Came into official Moslem use in 14c., partially superse-
ding Qasba.

Patta (Patta) . Lease. The document given to a revenue-
payer, indicating the sum which he had to pay.

Patwari (Patwari) . The village-accountant, a Hindi terra

adopted from the outset in Moslem administration.

Qabuliyat. Written undertaking given for the payment of

revenue; the counterpart of a Patta.

Qanungo. The pargana accountant and registrar. The
position certainly existed in the Hindu period, but the

Hindi designation appears nowhere in the chronicles,

The word Qanun in 13-14c. had not acquired the modern
sense of “law,” but denoted “custom” or “practice”; and

Qanungo must be interpreted, not as “expounder of law,”

but as “interpreter of custom,” i.e, it denotes the men to

whom Moslem administrators looked for information

regarding the customs of their Hindu subjects.

Qariyat. a village, synonym of Deh,

Qasba (Qasba). The current meaning “town” has not been

found in the chronicles The earliest writers used qasba

to denote a pargana; from Afif onwards, pargana was

adopted as a Persian word, but qasba survived as an oc-

casional synonym.
Qazi (Qazi) An official in the Islamic system, with duties

mainly judicial, but also executive: there is no precise

English equivalent, but in the Mogul period the Qazi

might, be described as the judicial assistant of the

Governor.

Qismat-i Giialla ( Ghalla). Division of grain. In 16c.

a name for assessment by Sharing.

Rabi (Rabi). In India, the winter; the^crops grown in winter

and harvested in spring.

Rai, Raja, Rana, Rao. Hindi terms denoting a King or

Chief, whether independent, or paying tribute or revenue

to the Moslem King,

Raqami. a description applied to Akbar’s first Valuation.

Its precise significance is obscure, as explained in App. E.

Ray.‘ In 16c., denotes a schedule of crop-rates prepared for

assessment purposes, and showing the Demand in terms

of produce: opposed to Dastur, a schedule of cash assess-

ment rates. The word has survived locally in Benares

in the sense of “rent-rate ”
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Ryot (Anglidsed from of Ra'iyat). A herd, the peasantry as
a body. The use to denote an individual peasant has not
been found in the chronicles; the use to denote a parti-
cular form of tenure (ryotwari) belongs wholly to the
British period.

Sadr (Sadr). In the Mogul period, the designation of a
high officer whose duties included the supervision of
Grants. (Vide Blochmann’s note on the Sadrs of Akbar’s
reign, in his translation of the Ain, i 270 ff.)

Salami. A present offered to an official on approaching
him.

Sahkar. In the chronicles usually means a treasury',

whether belonging to the king or to a noble. Under
Sher Shah, denoted an administrative district, i e an
aggregate of parganas; under Akbar, a revenue-district.
The modern meaning “Government” does not appear
clearly in the chronicles.

Ser. a unit of weight, one-fortieth of a maund, and, like

the maund, varying with time and with locality

SiTiQQ (Shiqq). Division. Apparently at first a military

term; an expeditionary force (lashkar) was divided into

main groups (fauj), and these again into smaller groups
(shiqq). In 14c

,
an administrative area, either a pro-

vince, or a division of a province (vide Ch. II, sec, I).

In 15c
,
a province. Not used in later times in this sense.

Shiqqdar (Shiqqdar). At first, a military rank (vide shiqq);

later a revenue subordinate. Under Sher Shah, one of

the officers on the staff of a pargana, also a revenue-

collector employed by an Assignee. The term survi-

ved into 18c. to denote a subordinate revenue-official,

usually an Assignee’s servant.

SuBA (Suba). In the Mogul period, a province of the

Empire.

SUYURGHAL (Suyurghal). In the Mogul period, allowances

granted by the Emperor, whether paid in cash, or by
Grants of land.

TAFiftQ. The distribution of the Demand, determined by
Group-assessment, over the individuals composing the

group.

Taluq (Ta'alluq). Dependency. Came into use at end of

17c. (vide Ch. V, sec. 5), to denote possession of land,

whatever the title Has been specialised in the British

period to denote particular titles, which differ in different

provinces. Taluqdar denotes the holder of a taluq.
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Tanka. The chief monetary unit, 13-16c. (See Thomas,
Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, where the unit

IS discussed at length)

.

Tuyul. An Assignment of revenue, synonymous with Jagir,

Iqta.

UsuR (‘Ushr). The tithe levied under Islamic law. Usliri

denotes country liable to tithe, as opposed to kharaji.

Vakil. In 13-14c., the Vakil-i dar was apparently the

highest ceremonial officer at the Delhi Court. In the

Mogul period, the Vakil was Prime Minister, and superior

to the Vazir; but the post was not always filled, and,

when it was vacant, the Vazir was practically Prime
Minister

Uazir. In 13-14c
,
the Prime Minister, who in practice held

charge of the revenue and financial administration. In

the Mogul period, when there was a Vakil (g.v.), the

Vazir was Revenue and Finance Minister, and was some-

times described as Diwan; when there was no Vakil, the

Vazir was m charge of general, as well as revenue,

administration.

Vazarat denotes the post of Vazir

Wafa. Lit. “faith,” “reliance,” was used m 14-15c. in the

technical sense of the yield of crops (vide App. C.).

Wali. Usually a provincial Governor (vide App. B); some-

times the ruler of a foreign country.

Wazifa (Wazifa). In Islamic Law, denotes a periodical

payment for the occupation of land, and the derived word

muwazzaf denotes ass&ssment on occupation, or what I

call Contract-holding (vide Ch. V. sec. 3). In the

chronicles, Wazifa usually means a charitable or compas-

sionate allowance granted by the King, and paid in cash,

as distinguished from a Grant of land or revenue (milk,

or madad-i ma'ash) occasionally it is applied to a Grant

of revenue.

WiLAYAT Commonly in 13-14c., a province under a Wali

(vide App. B)
;
but may mean also, (I) the kingdom, (2)

a tract or region, (3) a foreign country, (4) the hom^
country of a foreigner. The meaning “province” had

practically disappeared in the Mogul period.

WiRAN. Deserted. Applied to a village which had been

abandoned and was uncultivated.

Z.ABT (Zabt). Discussed in App. D. In Akbar’s time, the

system of assessment by Measurement as then practise.

The adjective zabti was used to denote an area where the
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system was in force. In later times zabti denoted a revenue-
rate, or rent-rate, levied on the area sown, and varying with
the crop.

Zamindar. Lit. “Land-holder ” The word does not neces-
sarily imply any particular claim or title, and in I8c. was
used in Bengal to denote any sort of holder (vide Ch. VII,

sec. 2). In the literature of North India, from 14c. onwards,
it meant what I have called a Chief, that is, a landholder
with, title or claim, antecedent to Moslem rule, commonly a
Raja, Rao, or some other Hmdu King, or ex-King, who had
become tributary to the Moslem State. It is occasionally

applied also to rulers who had not become tributary.
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LIST OF AUTHORITIES

Note.—This list is not intended to be a complete biblio-

graphy of the subject, but is confined to those authorities

which I have found it convenient to cite by abbreviated

titles. Other works which are quoted rarely will be found
fully described in the text or notes.

Abu Yusuf. Abou Yousuf Yakoub Kitdb el-Kharadj, tr.

E. Fagnan. Paris, 1921.

Add. The recognised description of one series of the MSS.
in the British Museum, The number which follows the

word is that of the particular MS. in Rieu’s catalogue, or

in the list of later additions.

Afif. Shams-i Siraj Afif Tarikh-i Firuz Shahi, Bibl. Ind.

Partial translation in Elliot, iii. 269.

Ain. Shaikh Abul Fazl ‘Allami. Am-i Afcbari Bibl. Ind.

The MSS. consulted by me are detailed in Appendix E.

Translation by Blochmann and Jarrett, Bibl Ind.

Aiyangar. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar. Ancient India.

London and Madras, 1911.

Akbarnama Shaikh Abul Fazl ‘Allami Akbarnama, Bibl

Ind Translation by Beveridge, Bibl Ind.

ARTnASASTRA. KautUiyu’s Arthasastra, tr. R Shamasastry.

2nd edn. Mysore, 1923.

Baburnama. The Emperor Babur. Baburnama, tr. A. S.

Beveridge. London, 1921,

Badauni. Abdul Qadir al Badaoni, Muntakhab-ut Tawankh.
Bibl. Ind. Translation by Rankin and Lowe in Bible. Ind.

Badsuahnama. Abdul Hamid Lahawri. Badshahnamdh.
Bible. Ind. Partial translation in Elliot, vii, 3.

Barni. Ziyauddin Barni. Tarikh-i Feroz Shahi. Bibl. Ind.

I have referred also to Or. 2039. Partial translation in

Elliot, iii. 93.

Bayazid. Bayazid Sultan Tarikh-i Hvmayun. MS. in the

India Office (Ethe, 223). MS. translation by Erskine,

Add. 26610.
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Bayley. Sir E. C. Bayley. The Local Muhammadan Dynas-
ties, Gujarat. London, 1886.

Bernier. Francois Bernier. Travels In the Mogul Empire,
translation edited by Constable. London, 1891.

Bibl. Ind. Bibliotheca Indica, the general title of the series

of texts and translations issued by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal.

Blochmann. H. Blochmann’s translation of vol. i. of the

Ain (g.u.)

Cambridge History. The Cambridge History of India, Vol III,

edited by Sir Wolseley Haig. Cambridge, 1928.

Delhi Records. Punjab Government Records, vol. i. Delhi

Residency and Agency, 1307-57. Lahore 1911.

Duncan Records. A Shahcspear Selections from the Dun-

can Records. Benares, 1873

Early Annals. C. R. Wilson. Early Annals of the English

in Bengal. Calcutta, 1895-1917.

Early Travels. Early Travels in India, 1583-1619. Edited

by W. Foster. London, 1921.

Elliot. The History of India as told by its own Historwns

Edited from the posthumous papers of Sir H. Blhot, by J.

Dowson. London, 1867-77.

Firishta. Muhammad Kasim Firishta. Tarikh-i Eirishta.

Lithographed text Cawnpore, 1873 Translation entitled

History of the Rise of the Mahomedan Power in India till

the year a.d. 1612, by J Briggs. London, 1829.

Firminger. The Fifth Report from

the House of Commons on the affairs of the Lastimm

Company, 28th July, 1812 Edited by the Venerable W. K.

Firminger. Calcutta, 1917.

Futuhat. Sultan Firuz Shah Futuhat-i Firuz Shahi. MS.

Or. 2039. Translation in Elliot, iii. 374.

Gujarat Report Dutch MS. report on the markets of

^ oSar^ bSore 1630 a.d. No. 28 of the W Gdeynssen de

jS Collection in the Record Office at the Hague. The
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Imperial Gazetteer, The Imperial Gazetteer of India
Oxford, 1909.

I. O. The India Office. I. O (Ethe) stands for Ethe’s cata-

logue of the Persian MSS. I.O. Records stands for the

MS. records preserved in the Office.

Iqbalnama. Mu'tamad Khan. lahalnama-i Jahangiri. Litho-

graphed text. Lucknow, 18/0. Extracts translated in

Elliot, vi. 400.

Jarrett. H, S. Jarrett’s translation of vols ii and iii of the

Ain (q u

)

J.A.S B. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Calcutta,

J.R.A.S. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. London.

Khwafi Muhammad Hashim Khwafi Khan Muntdkliab-ul

Lubab. Bibl. Ind. Partial translation in Elliot, vii. 207.

Maasirulumra, Shah Nawaz Khan Ma’asir-ul Umra.

Bibl. Ind.

Old Fort William. C, R. Wilson Old Fort William in

Bengal. London, 1906.

Or. The recognised description of one series of the MSS. in

the British Museum. The number which follows the

word is that of the particular MS. in Rieu’s catalogue,

or in the list of later additions.

Pelsaert. The Remonstrantie of Francisco Pelsaert, trans-

lated as “Jahangir’s India”, by W. H Moreland and

P. Geyl. Cambridge, 1925.

Rev. Sel. Selections from the Revenue Records, North-West

Provinces. Vol. i, covering 1818-20. Calcutta, 1866.

Vol. ii, 1822-33, Allahabad, 1872.

Roe, The Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to India, edited by

Sir W. Foster. London, 1926

RAS, (Morley). Morley's catalogue of the Persian MSS. in

the library of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Salih. Muhammad Salih Kambu. ‘Amal-i Salih. Bibl. Ini.

Extracts translated in Elliot, vii. 123.

Saqi. Muhammad Saqi Musta'idd Khan. Ma’asir-i ‘Alamgin.

Bibl. Ind. Extracts translated in Elliot, vii. 181.

T. Akbari. Nizamuddin Ahmad. Tabaqat-i Akbari (or

Akbar Shahi. Partly published in BibZ. Ind. ;
partM

translation in Elliot, v. 17 7. For the unpublished portions I

have used Or. 2274, Add, 6543, and RAS, 46 (Morley).
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T. Mubarakshahi. ' Yahya bin Ahmad. Tarikh-i Mubarak-
shdhi. MSS. Or. 5318, Or. 1673. Partial translation in
Elliot, iv. 6.

T. Nasiri. Minhaj-us Siraj Tabaqat-i Nasiri. The portion
relating to India is in Bibl. Ind. Partial translation in
Elliot, ii. 259

T. Shershahi. ‘Abbas Khan Sarwani. Tarik-i ShershaM.
MSS. Or. 164 and 1782; I.O. (Ethe) 219 and 220. Partial

translation in Elliot, iv. 301.

Terpstra. H. Terpstra. Dc Opkomst der Wester-Kwartieren
van de Oost-Indische Compagnie. The Hague, 1918.

Tuzuk. The Emperor Jahangir. Tuzuk-i Jahangir. Text
edited by Syud Ahmud. Aligarh, 1864. Translation,

“Memoirs of Jahangir,” by A. Rogers, ed. H. Beveridge.

London, 1909-14,
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Abdul Majid Asaf Kliaiit Khwaja,
239

Abdul Qadir Badaiini quoted, passim

;

estimated, 100

Absconding, causes and conse-

quences, 135, 142-3, 144ff.,

152, 165, 189, 205, 207

Abu Yusuf Yiqub, 281, quoted,

14, 15

Abul Fazl ‘All.imi, Shaikh, 280;
quoted, pissim; estimated,
80-1

«Account of the T'velve Provinces,”
117ff., 259fE.

Afghan Dynasty, sec Lodi
Afghan Kings, Govei noi-n in Hin-

dustan, 21, 72

Afif, see Shams Afif

Agra, Pi'oTince of, under Akbar°
Assessments of, 82, 90, 118

Direct administration of, 96
Statistics of, 259, 262

Agrarian Conditions

TTiiuIm (see also Dharinn), 12, 13

Moslem, HIT
,
pas'<im

Agrarian History of
Bengal, I891f.

Deccan, the, ISOIT.

Mogul Dmpire, 82fr.

Agrarian Policy of
Akbar, 11 Iff.

Alanddin Khalji, 26, 37, 38, 202,
203-4

Asaf Jail, 187, 188

Aurangzeb, 124, 125, 132ff., i48,

171n„ 204, 236
Suece.ssoi.s of, 175ff,

Balban, 27-8, 30-1

Paiid Kh 'n, 69ff.

Piruz, 59ff.

Ghiyasuddin, 40-1, 43, 45, 54,
227ff.

Jahangir, 127-8,211
Moslem rulers, 62-3

Summary of, 20 Iff.

Muhammad Tughlaq, 46ff.

Murshid Quli Khan, 17, 184

Sayyul dynasty, 57
Shallj.ahan, 131

Sher .Shall, 74ff., 203, 235
Agrarian StatisticB in the Ain,

259fl,

Agrarian System
British period, diversity of, 166,

167
Hindu period, 2ff., 201-2

Moslem period, I4ff.

l3th and 14th centuries,

summary, 62
Summary, 20 Iff.

Agricultural Lind. Competition for,

xii

British period, 161-2

Moslem period, 129, 189, 207

Ownership of, discussed, 4, 63,

64, 139-40, 157-8

Ahniaduag.il, 181

M.ihk Amb.ir’s Assessment Srs

tern 111 , 182-3

Position of, under Akbar, 1 18

Airt-i Mbari, the, 280; quoted as

Am, 73-4, 80- Iff., passim-,

estimated, 81, 117-18; le

lation of, to the Alhar-

llama, 80ff.

-Agrarian .Stitistics in, 117ff.i

259fl.

Aiii-i Dahsahi, discussed', 238ft'.

Ain-i Nustlahsala, 240, 245

Ainnlmulk, 219-20

Aiyaiigar, Pi of S. K., 280, quoted 12

Ajaigarh, position of, 269

Ajmer (Rajputana), Province, 24.

34, 145

Agrarian statistics of, 259, 260

Chiefs in, 119, 122

Direct administration in, 96

Position of, under
Akbar, 119

Alanddin Khalji, 34

Ajudhiya, see Awadh
Akbar, Mogul Emperor

Eeign of, 80ff-, et passim

Authorities for ih., 280

Agrarian policy of , H

1

Annexations hy, assessments in,

181, 185ji., 199

Assessment methods of, 825.,

llSfl., 149, 177, 181,185ii.,

189, 199, 235, 244, 261

Assignments under, 92fE., 116,

248-9, 252, 255. 261

Audit and Recovery under, 43,

106-7

284
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Akbaii Mognl E^mpeTor-rcontiMfed
Cesses nbolisbed by, 61, IM
Chiefs under, llSff., 193, 267if.
Coinage of* 255, 271

Collections under, in easli. 69
76,83, 114, 126

Collectors under, S6, lOOff., 184
Buies for, 1 1 1-12, !3i.

Crop-rates under, 170, 175, 239
Bemand under, 83, 86-7, 261
Direct administration under, 96,

lOOff., 247
Grants under, 98ff.

Headmen under, 111, 112
Provinces under, position ot, 1 i7ff.

Reclamation rules of 1 13-14, 129
Regulation system of, 1 lOff.

118ffi.

Reserved areas under, 85, 109, 110,

116-17, 125,240,246
Share of Produce claimed by,

17,82-3, 119, 135
Summary, ll7ff.

Valuations under, 77-8, 94fi:.,

156, 213fP., 240, 259, 262ff.

ATsharnama, the, 280; quoted, pus-
aim, estimated, 80

Relation of, to the Ais-t AhVan,
80-1

Alauddin Khalji, King of Uellii,

23, 3lfl., 201 ; reign of,

authorities for 31, Siii. ft.,

280
Agrarian policy of, 26, 31, 37,

38, 202, ^03-4

Assessments under, 38

Assignments under, 35, 39, 40
Attitude of, to Islamic Law,

19-20

Chiefs under, 32£., 224, 227

Collection in grain under, 37, 38,

62

Aligarh=Ko’l, 23
All ihabad, Provinee of, under

Akbar,82, 118, |22
Assessment in, 90, 235
Direct administration of, 96
Statistics of 1 18, 259, 260

Allamgha, see Grant under Seal
Ami{=Of5cial, 230

or Krori, the under -Vurangeeb,
134n., 135

A>Hin=A8sessor, 135; discussed,

74 &«., 270; under Aurang-
zeb, 133n., 134

Amir use of the term, 74, 223, 230-

270
Ainroha, Province, 24
Apasiamba quoted, 3a-

Arihasastra, 281, quoted, 4 h., 5n-i

12s., 13

Asaf .lah of Hyderabad, Agrarian
policy of . 187,188

As'tmi, term discussed, 159

Assessment (see also Group iiiid

ludividunl Assessment,
Measurement, Kasaq,
Sharing), 40, 41

on Brotherhoc ds. 171

in the Deccan by
Malik Ambai, 182

Mursbid Quli Khun, 184

Thiough Intermediaries, 6, BIT.

Timur ’s system of, 258

Todai Mill's methods of, 86,

255ff.

Under Moslem ruleis

Akbar, 82ff.. !l81i.. 149, 177,

181, 185. 189, 199, 235,

244, 261

Alauddin Kbal;)i, 38
Aurangzeb, 129, 135ft.

Babu, 79

Parid iChan, 70-

1

Conquest by, of the Deccan,

25, 31, 180-1

Grants by, 32, 39
Headmen under, extortion by,

34, 69-70

Price control by, 36
Reforms and Regulations of, 26,

29, 32£f., 48, 64, 69-70,

176fl„ 178

Revenue measures of, 33)9’-, 44,

178,202-3

Text of Decree, rendering of,

and notes, 224ff.

Reserved regions under, 38

Share of Produce claimed by, 17,

33, 44, 62
Summary, 38

Ali Murdan iChun, 134

Firiiz, 54, 232
Ghiyasnddin Tughlaq, 40, 71

.Jahangir, 127, 211

Muhammad Tughlaq, 46ff.

Sher Shah, 75ff., 1 13, 149

Assessment circles, 86, 88, 176

Assets, concealment of ,
1 7

1

Assignees, 9, 12, 91, 129, 149, 150,

205, 248

Assignments (see also Valuation),

12. 13, 16; 62-3, 217

246; explained, 910

Audit of, 151

Decay of system of, 15011.

Duties attached to, 151, 217

Moslem period _
Akb.ir, 92fE., 1 16, 248-9, 252,

254
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Moelsm penod->ooflttouad
Alaudclm, 35, 39, 40
Aiirangzeb, 138

Babur, 79
Piruz, 55ft'., 67
Ilum.nyun, 79
IsUni ahah, 78
Jahangir, 97-8, 130-1

Muhainmad Tughlaq, 51-2

Lodi dynasty, b7-8, 62, 73
Sayyid dynasty, 67

Shjii Alam, 151

iShahjahan, 126

iSikaudar Lodi, 72
Sninmary, 205-6

Various regions

Bahmani Kingdom, 18

1

Bengal, 197

Deeean, 181

Gujarat, 129, 180

Malwa, 180

Audit and Becovery, 42-3, 94, 106,
151,220-1

Auraugzel), Viceroy of the Deeean,
183, and Mogul Emperor,
116

Admiiiistrative dyaicliy under,
133

Agiarian policy of, 124, 125,

132ff
,
148, 171 204

Assessments under, 124, 129, 135
Assignments under, 138, 151,215
Cesses abolished by, 61, 138
Farming under, 148

Finance of, 129

Intermediaries under, ISOlf., 198
Islamic ideas applied by, 132ff.,

I39ft'.

Orders of, 124, 125, 132ff., 148,
171,1.. 177,204, 236

Beserved areas under, 132, 133,
148

Share of produce claimed by,
135, 198

.Sharing under, 135

Awadli=OudU, Province, 24
Under Akbar, 82
Direct administration of, 96
Begiilatioii system in, 118
Statistics of, 259

Ba bub, Mogul Emperor
Assignments by, 79
Chiefs under, 79
Memoirs by (Babnrnama), 79,

280
Badaun, Province, 24
Badauni, Abdul Qadir, 280; quoted,

pas.iiui; estimated, 100

Baden Powell, B. H., quoted, 171

Badshahnama, the, 280; quoted,

pasinm
Baglana, 'Valuation of, 215
Bahlul, founder of the Lodi dynast}’

67
Bahmani Kingdon, 181

Bahraieh, Province, 24
Bairam Kliau, 82, 95, 241
Bait-ul ma7=Treasury (g.u.), 231

Bolal»ar=VilIage servant (q.v.)

176&7I.; 224,225
Balban, King, 25, 26 &»., 21, 45,

21^ 219
Agrarian policy of) 27-8, 30-1

Attitude of, to Islamk Law, 19

Biography of, 218
Baliya, 138
Bal Krishna, Dr„ quoted, 'in

Baran, Provineo, 23
Barm, see Ziya Barm
Baudhayana, quoted in , 5u.

Bayana, Province, 24
Baya’iid, 94m„ 108n.., I08n„ 117,266

Bashhwast, deflned, 210-11

Baeyaft, deftned, 210-11

Benares Province or Zemindarry,

157.

Bengal, Kingdom, 24, 62
Bengal, Province,

Assessment of, 120, 189S., 235

Assignments in, 1 97

Cesses in, 195

Chiefs, in 191,194
Farming in, 190, 195, 199

Statistics, of, 262ff.

Valuation of, 155, 196

Zamindars in, 19 Iff.

Berar, Chiefs in, 122

Position of, under Akbar, 1 18

Assessment liy nasaq, 181,

185b., 235
Statistics of, 259

Valuation of, 264, 265

Bernier, F., 281; quoted, passim;

estimated, 146

Bhatbgora District, Position of,

under Akbar, 1 18

Statistics of, 260

Bidar, 181

Bihar, Province, 24

Position of, under Akbar, 120,

122

Statistics of, 259, 260

Bihar, North, see Tirhut

Bij'apur, Kingdom of 181, 188

Bikanir District, position of, under

Akbar, 119

Statistics of, 260, 267

Bloehmann. M., 281; quoted, ol,

225, 238
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Brpiaspati, quoted, 3)i., ^n,
Britisli admuiistration, beginnings

of, 157ff.

Brotherhoods, described, I61ff.,

178-9

Assessment on, 171

Bulandshahr, see Baran

Ceded and Conquered Provinces
157

Intermediaries in, 158, 172ff.

Village organisation, leOfF.

Ceases abolished by
Akbar, 61, 138

Aurangzob, 61, 138

Firuz, 61, 138

Private, 198

Chahla=eae\e, under Aurangzeb,
134, 271

Chapparband or hhiidlashf ex-

niained, 16i

CUarit-ible tenures, 161, 177

C7iaucZ/iri=Pargana-lieadman (q-v.)

19,69,271
Chaulh, eicplained, 152, 271

Chiefs, Hindu
Described, 8

British period, 172, 1732.
Moslem period,

Akbar, 1182,, 193, 267
Alauddm, 322., 224, 227
Babur, 79

Farid Khan, 69, 71

Firuz, 58-9

Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq, 41-2

Lodi Kings, 69,71
Sayyid Kings, 66
Slier Shah, 75

Bight or perquisite of 28, 30,

174, 225, 227
Titles of, 8, 18&n., 276

Cliltoi, Proviiiee, 25

Position of, under Akbar, 119

Chittagong, District, 196

Statistics of, 262, 263

Cliunar, Assignment attached to, 96

Cliques, dominant, under Auraiig-

zeb, I36n.

Coinage, 255, 271

Collections, 8

Cash
British period, 170

Hindu period, 52.

Moslem period, II, 21, 37, 69,

83, 204-5, 239

Beign of

Akbar, 69, 76, 83, 114, 126

Aurangzeb, 132, 136-7

Tipu Sultan, 188-9

Collect!ons—conUnucd
Grain, various periods, 37-8, 62,

68-9, 72, 204-5

Bcigns of
Alauddin, 37, 38, 62
Lodi Kings, 68, 72, 76

Summary, 2012.
Collectors, under

Akbar, 96. 1002., 184

Begulations for, 111-12, 133
Tipu Sultan, Bogulations for,

188-9
’

Commutation under Akbar, 84
Failure of, 87, 248-9, 252

Competition for Land, see Agricul-
tural Land, Comjietitioii
for

Contract-holding.'i, explained, 8
Biitish period, 162, 170
in Mysore, 188

in Udaipur, 13, 141

under Aurangzeb, 140-1

Ciop-f.iilnre, 65
Allowanees for, under

Akbar, 90, 113-14, 230
Aurangzeb, 134

Firuz, 231

Ghiyasuddin Tiighlao, 40, 41,

227, 230
Crop-rates, imder Akbar, 85, 170,

175, 239

Cropping, improvement of, 50, 59,
112,134,189

Cultivation, c2orts to increase,
made by

Akbar, 101, 112-13

'Aurangzeb, 132, 134-144

Firuz, 65
Miihauimad Tughlaq, 50, 51

Cultivator, see Peasant

Dahanla, see Ain-i Dahsula
Dam (coin), 271

Dandes, see Kbandesh
Dastur, meanings of, 234, 271

Dastvr-ul ’amal, 256, 257, 261

and Dhara, 256-7

Daulatabad=Deogir, Province, 25,

48
Deccan, the Kingdom of, 62

Provinces of, Conquest of by
Alauddin Khalji, 25, 3i,

180-1

Agrarian history of, 1802.,

Assessments of, 181

Malik Ambar’s, 182-3

Mnrshid Quli Khan’s, 17,

1842.
Assignments in, 181
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Provinces of—continued
Ghauth in, 152, 271

Bifierential Sharing in, 185, 186
ramine in, 183, 215
Farming in, 181

Headmen in, 182, 184, 185
^leasuicnient in, 185-6

Mogul administration of, 183ff.

Jiegiou defined, 180-1

Bef niters, treatment of, 101, 142,

188

I)e/i=Village 18,271
Dcllii, Country oh desoiibed, 23,

desolated, 48
Bellii, Moslem Kingdom of, 15,

17, 12, 21ir., 34,62
Administrative organisation of,

21ff.

Collapse of, 62, 153

Moslem Governors, 21

Delhi, Province under
Akhar, 82, 118

Assessment of, redueed, 90
Direct administration of, 96
Eegulation System in, 118

Stoitistics of, 259, 260
Demand -Revenue, 16-17 passim

Distriljutiou of, 137 Sen.,!!!
Indo-porsian terms foi, 209ff.,

232-3, 240, 241
Term explained, 33«.
Terminology discussed, 232-3,

240fl.

Cmlei Moslem rulers
Akbar, 83, 86-7, 260, 262
Alaiiddin, 33, 62
Auiangzeb, I35ff.

Paiid Khan, 69, 70
Firuz, 54, 56
Ghiyasuddin Tuglilaq, 40, 43
Lodi dynasty, 73, 76
.Shall Sbuja, in Bengil 195,

197

Billing Last Phase, 168if.

Deogir=Daulatabad, Piovince, 25
Capital of Muhammad Tughlaq,

48
Dependency, history of the term,

153-4

Bengal, 191

17th and 18th Centuries, 150ff.,

172fi.

Depopul.ition, (see also Absconding),
49, 145, 146-7, 207-8

Dhirma, 2ff., 16, 17, 271

na propel tj, 174

on Share ol produce claimable by
King, 204

Dift'ereiitial Sharing, 16, 17, 255-6
in the Deccan, 185, 186

Dipalpur, Province, 24
Direct administration, under Akhar

96, lOOff., 247
Division, sharing by, 7
Diictiii, Diiifini,

'

history of the
teims, xiv-xv, ineaniDgs
oL at ditferent piriods, 78,

Provincial, 109, 1331i'„ 148, 19?
Auiaiigzeb's Oideis and, 132ff.

Doab, the, 34, 27

1

Misuse of name, 23
Peasants’ payments in, British

period. 169-70

Dorn, A., quoted, 67 h.
Dowsou, Prof., quoted, 45
Duncan, Jonathan, Records of, 281,

quoted, 157«., 1601f.

Dyarchy, Administrative, Mogul
period, 109, 272

Reign of Aurangzeb, 133

Rast India Co., in Bengal, 189ff.

Ejectment or dispossession of De-

faulters, 9, 142

Elliots’ His lory, 281, quoted,

passim
Epidemics, 145-6

Estimation, Bhaiing by. 7

P-VAiiNE, Bilim’s use of the term,

36«.

13th and 14tU Ceiituiics, 36ii.,

50
I7th Centiny, 145, 183

Earid Khan, see also ,Shcr Shall

Agrarian policy of, 69ff.

iVssessmcnt under 70ff , 90-

1

Assignments under, 69fl.

Chiefs under, 69, 71

Share of produce claimed by, 70

Sharing under. 69

Treatment by, of rebels, 70

i’armans of Auiangzeb, described,

132

Terminology of 1 33
Farming

British peiiod, 172-3

Hindu period, 3, lOff,, 16

Aloslem period, 10, 15, 203

Summary, 205
Reigns of

Alaiiddiu Khalji, 39, 40, lo-

Auiangzeb, and bis sup-

cessors, 148, 154-5, 158

Firuz, 61

Ghiyasuddiu, 42
.Taliangir, 128
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MoBlem period

—

Beigns of)—continued
Lodi Kings, 73
Alnhammad Tugblaqi 46-7, 52
Qutbuddiii, 40
Sher Shah, 73

Vaiioiis regions
Bengal, 190, 199
Bi.iiipur, 187, 188

Oeeean, 181

Goleonda, 187, 188

3Iysorc, 189

Farruklisiyar, Emperor, 191

PathiiUa Shirazi, 105, 109,266
Fat teas, 139
Faujdar, Faujdarii 109, 272
Fawusil, see Surplus-income
Firislita, Aluliammad Qasim, 181,

281 ; quoted, passim
Eiruz Shah, King of Delhi, 22, 24,

62; reign of, 52fE,; autho-
rities for, 52, 28

1

Agraiian policy of, 59ff.

Assessment uuder, 52, 232
Assignments under, 55ff,. 67

Attitude of, to Islamic law, 20,

53,61
Ceases abolished by, 61, 138

Character of, 53

Chiefs uuder, 58-9

Farming under, 61

Goreniors under, 43
Grants, liberal by, 58, 63

Irrigation works of, 59ff., 65

ilemoir by, 52
Parentage of, 38-9

Prices under, 57

delations of, with Peasants, 55ff.

Bevcmie Regulations of, 53-4,

57, 60, 61, 213, 214

fchare of Produce claimed by,

53-4

Valuation under, 57, fcO, 61, 213,

232-3

Water -rate of, 60-1

Fortesque, T., quoted, 164-5

Fruit-trees, assessment of, 127, 21

1

Fuiuliax, quoted, passim, 281

Fyzabad, sec Awadh

Gabha District, statistics of, 260

Gautama, quoted, 3m., _5m.

GhaFa-baklishi, meaning of, 235

OhiYasuddin Tnghlaq, King of

Delhi, reign of, 40ff., 222.

authority for, 40n.

Agrarian policy of, 40-1, 43, 45,

54, 227ff

Assessment under, 40, 71

Ghiyaauddin Taghlaq,—coitiiuuad
Chiefs under, 41-2

Farming under, 42
Governors under, 42-3, 220
Revenue measures of, 40ff., 78, 227
Share of Produce claimed bv. 40.

43, 44
'

Gliur, tribute from, 16

Goleonda, 181, 1S7, 188

Gondwana, 122
Goiakhpur, 24, 58, 169

Governors of Provinces, 15

13th and 14tb centuries, 21-2,

216£E.

Beigns of
Alauddin, 38-9

Firuz, 43, 54-5

Ghiyasuddin, 42-3, 220
Siiyyid Kings, 66

Grant, James, quoted and dis-

cussed 182, 194ff,257
Gi.mt-Duff, James, qiioted, 182, 183
Grant-under-iSeal, 12G8
Grants, term explained, 10

Hindu period, 10

Moslem period, 10

!3th century, 27

Beigns of

Akbar, 90ff., 268-9

Alauddin, 32, 39

Firuz, 58, 63
Islam Shah, 78

Lodi Kings. 72, 73

Group-A°ses3ment
Hindu period, 9, 13

Moslem period, 13, 15, 149

Nasaq identified with, 85, 236-7

System discussed, 125

Beigns of
Akbar, 83, 85, 1 12-13, 125

Aurangzeb, 124, 135, 136, 137

Jahangir, 125

Lodi Kings, 67
Gujarat, Kingdom of, 62, 180

Gujarat, Province, 24
Agrarian system in, i29ff,. 180

Assessment of, 235
Assignments in, 129, 180

Position of, under Akbar, 121-2

Grants reduced in, 99

Statistics of, 259, 260
Valuation in, 213-14, 263

Gulbadon Begam, 281, quoted, 79
passim

OuHjuyish, 272, discussed, 136n.

Gwalior, 24

EaJtim, 223, 272
Hansi, Province, 24

Irrigation in, 60 ^
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H-'irdlia, King of Kiiuauji in., 12

Basil, aieaniogs of. 21 1-I3i 226i
230, 243ff., 272

Uasil-i Tcamil, 155-6

Basil-i sinurat, 155

Baiali 23 &n.
Ha-vsknis-, W., quoted, 9471., 117w.,

130

Headnieii. see also Village Organisa-
tion

Paigana, 10, 1 1, 19, 32ii., 34, 69
Vill.ige, 10, 1

1

British period. I63ff.

Hindu period, 19, 225
Moslem period, 19, 177

in the Decean, 184, 185
Duties of, 168

Extol tion b}-, 34, 69-70, 135-6

1 3tli Century, 30, 34
I7lh Century, 149

Preqiiisites of, III, 225
Under Akbai, 111, 112

Alauddin, 34, 69-70

Aurangzeb, 135, 136, 137
laliangir, 127-8

Lodi dynasty (Farid Khani, 69
Usurping, 164, 171

Bedayii, The, quoted, 60
Hindu, restiictod nie.iiung of 32a..

225, 228, 230
Hindu gran an system, 2fE., 201-2

Hindu Siici cd Law, see Dharmn
Hindustan (passim), defined, 21»,,

in
Hissdr, s( e Hansi
Holt Maikenzie, quoted, 149,

159-60, 189, 206
llugli river, Faiuiing along, 190fiC.

Humayun, Mogul Emperor, Assign-
ments under, 79

Hyderabad, agrarian policy in, 187,

IBN Batiita, 281, quoted, passim
Ibrahim Lodi, of Agra, 70

Colleetions under, in grain, 68
Imperial Service under Akbar, 93,

95, 101-2

Inam, sec Bewards
Income (see also Basil), defined, 209

Indo-Persian term for, 211-12
Eeign of Akbar, 93ff., 24 Iff.

Aurangzeb, 151, 155
Firiiz, 56, 57

Lodi Kings, 72
M. Tughlaq, 51, 52

Individual Assessment, 7

Indo-Persian terms for Land-
fievenue, 209ff.

Inspection, Buie of, £32
Intermediaries, Sbsessmeut through,

6, 8ff.

Defined, 3

Moslem period, 11,15

Payments of, assessed and made
in terms of cash, 1

1

Intermediaries under, and in

Aurangzeb and his successors,

150ff.

Piruz, 58
British pel rod, I72ff.

Iqbaliiama, the, 282, quoted, passim

Iqta, Iqiadars, 27-8, 216ff., 273

Irrigation Works iindei

Aurangzeb, 134

Firuz, 59ff., 65

yhahj.-ihan, 131

Tipu Sultan, 188

Islam Shah, Assignmenls under. 7S

Coinage of, 255

Giants undei, 78

Islamic Agiarian System, 1411.

Islainie Law
Attitude to, of

Ah.uddin Kli.ilji, 19:20

Aurangzeb, 132ft , I39ft.

Baiba n, 19

Firuz. 20, 53, 6

1

Muhnnunad Tughlaq, 20

JAFAIt Khan, 184,,., 195, 197

.r;jgir=:ABsigmneut 12,217

Jahangir, Mogul Emperoi, reigo of.

124ff.

Administration of, 126

Agrarian policy of, 127-8

Jllamr/lia grants of> 127-8

As.-jcssments under,

Assignments undor, 97-8, 130-1

Farming undei, l28

Finance under, l£6, 128

Pea'-ants under, position of.

129ff., 211

Beseived areas ui'der, 128

Valuation of Bengal under, i55,

264
Jama=Valuation (Q-n.), ml®

of, diseufsed, 79,i., Irii

212, 232-3, 240

Jama-i dami, see Valuation

Jarib, term explained, 69n., 2(3

it revolt, 153

lunpur, Kingdom of, 62

luiipur, Province and Citj, 24

ms-i Icamtl, and mal-i ’

terms discussed, 249, 250ff.

,fffy„=Personal, of foil, 1®*’

231, 2(5
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iJodhpuT Sistrietj position under
^ Akbar, 1 19

Statistics of, 260

Kabul Province, Statistics of, 259

Kalinjnr District, Statistics of, 269
Kanau], Province, 24, 1 19n.

Karra, Province, 24

KarTciirt, meaning discussed, 230,

273

Kashmir, under Akbar, Statistics

of, 259

Valuation in, 214

Khalisa see Eeaerved Land
Klialji and Tughlaq dynasties,

Moslem Agrarisii sy stem
under, summary of, 62ff.

Khan, tide, 230

Khandesh Kingdom of, 62, 181

Position ot, under Akb.ii, 118,

121, 181, 264, 265

Klianjahan M.iqbul, 53ii

Kharap 273; discussed, 209-20;

toiin exjilaiued, 14-15

Kharaji, see Tribute-land

Khondamir, quoted 79

K}iuf=Chief, 18, 274; term discussed

225-6

KUvrali Khan, 282; quoted, passim;
estimated, 150, 255S.

King, Hindu, Position and duties

of, 2, 3

King and Peasant, relations between

Hindu period, 2ff

15tU century 30-1

Kol, see Aligaih

Ki 01 is, the under

Akbar, lOOH.

Aurangzeb, 133ii., 13^

Kumauii District, under Akbar
Chiefs ’ rule in, 118

Statistics of 260, 268

LaboubEbs, 3, 160

Lahore, Province, 24, 62

Position of, under ii.kbar, 82

Enhancement in, 90

Direct administration of, 96

Begulation system in, 118

Statistics of, 259

Laklmauti, 24

Lambardar, 163)1. ,,n„n
Landholder, evolution of, 149-50

Landowners, Britisli (early) ad-

ministration and, 157-8

Land-1 eveiiue, p(issim,defined, 1

5

Indo-persiau terms for, 209fE.

L.iw, Sacred Hindu, see Dharma

Lees, Colonel W. N., quoted, 256
Local forces, 259,262, 263, 264. 267,

269
Lodi dynasty, the 67 ff.

Assignmonts under, 67-8, 72, 73
Chiefs under, 69. 7

1

Chronicles of, 67ff.

Collection in grain under, 68, 72,

76
Farming Under, 73
Group-assessment under, 67

Grants by, 72, 73
Prices under, 68-9

Reserved Lands under, 68
Share of produce claimed by 72,

Iffl Umra, the, 282; quoted
passim; estimated, 126

Madad-i ma’ash, term explained,

99)1.

ilahoba, Proviiice. 24

ilahsal, term discussed, 211, 232,

243, 244, 249
Mahsul-i daJisala, the, 249
Maitstil-i mu ’aTtiaiatu term disoussed,

231

Hal, and compounds, deflned, 210
ital’i jins-i IsamU, term discussed,

249fE.

Main, 230, 274
MaliJi, 139, 274
Malik Anihar, assessincut sy stem of

182-3

Malikana, term explained, 143, 274

Malwa, Kingdom of, 62, 180

Malwa, Province, under Akbar, 82,

119, 122

Chiefs in, 122

Direct administration of, 96

Statistics of 259, 260

under Alauddin, 34

Manrique, quoted, 142-3

Manu, quoted, 3))., 5))., 12

Marathas in the Deccan, 152

Marosor District, statistics of, 260

JIfosaiiat—rule of assessment, 226

Masaliq-ul Absar, quoted, 51

ilfousrs=VilIage, 18, 275

Measurement {see also Jarib), ex-

plained, 7

British period, 149, 171

Hindu period, 7, 13, 202

in Islamic System, 15fE., passim

1 3th and 14th Centuries, 34

17th Century, 124-5

Under
Akbar, 88fF., 112ff., 255-6,

259ff,

Alauddin Klualji, 33, 224, 236
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MeasuTemeat—^Under—eontinnei
Auiangzebj 124, 139, 137
Farid Khan, 69
Ghiyasuddin Tnglilaq, 40-1

Lodi dynasty 67
Sher Siiah, 73. 74, 75, 77

Various regions

Deecan, 185-6, 257
Twelve Province, 259fE.

Udaipur Mewar, 13

Meerut Province, 23
Melicndy Ally Khan, quoted, I71fl.

Merchants, professional, I3th cen-

tury, 37 &H.
Mfttliword, tv., quoted, 187

Mewat, 23, 37 ;
under Babur, 79

Milk, explained. 99«., 275
Minhnj-ul Sir.ij, 282; quoted, pas-

sim; catimated, 26
Mogul Bmpire, agrari.in history of,

82S.
Moira, Lord, quoted, 149

Monghyr District, statistics of.

260
Mongols on frontier, 13th Century,

24, 31, 35

Moslem period, agi.irian system in,

Mff., summary of> 62,

20iif.,

Assignmouts in ; aiimmarv of
205-6

Muhammad Tughlaq, King of Delhi,

23, 43; reign of, 45ff.,

authoiities for, 45, 280,

281

Agrarian jiolicy of, 46
Centraliziiig attempted, 46
Assessments under, 46<f

Assignments under, 51-2

Attitude of, to Islamic Law, 20
Capital tr.insferred by, 48, 49
Character of, 45-6

Development policy of, 49-50
P.11 ming under, 46, 47, 52
in the Deccan, 181

Beserved Land under, 48fC.

Biver country desolated under,
48 sqq., 65, 208

Valuation under, 52
iluTiaaaia, see Audit and Eecovery
Multan, Province of, 24

Demand in, lemp. Sher Shah, 75
Under Akbar, 82, 1 18, 235
Direct adminib-tration in, 96
Begulatiou system in, 181

Statistics of, 259
Uuqaddam, see Hqadman
Muqasama tenure, 140, 275
Mvqtt, 2I6fP , 275
MtiqtiH, term di‘-(ussed, 74, 275

Mursbid Quli Khan, career of, 184 r
Bevenue system of, in the Deccan.

17, 184ff.
'

Mushahada, 275; discussed, 232
Mutalaia. 275; discussed, 211
Mutaaarrif, 230, 275
Muwaffiran, 227, 230
'M.tiwa3Zaf=waisifa tenure (q.ti.), 140

Mnzaffar Khan, 85, 86, 96, 104, 105,

243fP.

Mysore, Bevenue system in, 188-9

Nabada, quoted, 3/i. 5 k.

Xasaq (see also Group-assessment),

85. 234fE., 275, in

Bengal, 120, 196

Berar, 121, 181

Gujarat, 121

Khandesh, 121, 181

Orissa, 121

Nineteen Year, Ain discussed, 83ff.

Nizamuddin Ahni'id, 282, quoted,

passim
Nuniz, quoted, 12/i.

Nusadahsala, see Nineteen Year Am

Official misconduct under
Akbar, 101, 103

Alauddin Kbalji, 35
Muhammad Tughlaq, 50

Orders of Aurangzeb, see under

Aurangzeb
Orissa, Position of, under Akbar,

121, 122; statistics of.

259
Oudh, see also Awadb

Chiefs m, Mogul period, 123

Struggle for teriitory, 153

Traditional histories of, 174-5

Landholders of (Taluqdars), 174,

175

Ownership of Land, see under

Agricultural Land

PadUkasht, explained, 161

Pa<i»arsft=Mea3uroment, 226, 235,

275
Palamau, Valuation in, 214,_ 267-8

Pargano=ag^regate of villages,

Pargana-aceountant, see Qanungo,

19, 34, 69, 271

Paigana-headman, 9, 19, 34, 69, 271

PaTgana-ofdcials, 19

Patta, explained, 71, 164, 192

Pattidars, see Brotherhood

Patwarh see Village Aceountaut
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Ireasaiits, paatim defined. 3
Classification of. British period.

161

Defaulting, 142-3

Duties ot, 3
Position of, under
Ahhar, 115

Jahangir, 129ff.

Shahjahan, 131-2

Tipu Sultan, 188-9

Bights of, in

British period, 161

Hindu period, 4
Moslem period, under Anr.ancreb

140ff.

Scarcity of, undei Aurang/eb.
146-7. 152, and in the
eurrly 12theentaiy, 161-2

Pelsacrt, P‘, 282 quoted, passim
Personal Tas=Jicii/n, 14, 231

Feshhash, paid liy Chiefs, 267

Plague, 17th century, 145-6

Plough-revenue, Deccan, 185

Poll-fci3=:JiriJ«i, 14, 231

Population, growth of, l7tU cc-utury

144

Portuguese, the, in India, Parnung
by, 190

Prasad, Air. Ishwari, quoted, 17h.,

44fl., 45

Pi ices and Price-control, under

Alauddin, 36

Akbar, 84-5

Lodi dynasty, 68-9

Later rulers in Bengal, 198

Produce (passim), defined, 3, 209

Indo-Persi<\n terms for, 21

1

Share of, see Share of Produce
Property, and Chiefs’ Bight, distinc-

tion between, 174

Province, defined, 23, 216

Provinces, passim see also Ceded
and Conquered Provinces

Divisions of,̂ 5
Position of,* under Akbar, 82ff.,

96-7, 117ff.

13tb and 14th Centuries, enum-
erated, 23fi-, organisation

of, 25-b 7
Punjab Provinces, 34 /

Qdbtiliyat, explained, 71

Qn?i»«po=Pargi«na Accountant, 19,

73, 86, 243, 270

Oanungo, Prof,, quoted, 7671., 221

Qanvrt go-Tiites, 73, 82, 83, 86fl.»

244

Qasba, defined, la, 19, -76

Qismai-i p7(alla=Sanng, 69n,, 276

Qutittddtn, King of Delhi, 21

Qutbuddin Ebalji, King of Delhi,
reign of, 40, 44

Satf rank, 8, 18, 58, 276
Ranyat, term explained, 19, 277
Raja, rank, 276

Bajpntana^ see Ajmer
Rana, rank, 8. 18, 276
Banliiambhor, Assignment attached

to, 96
Bao, Mr, C. H quoted, 5w.

Rao, rank, 8, 276

Ragamt, 276; term discussed 240-1

Reclamation Rules of Akbai, 113-14,

129

Record of Bights, the first, 158

Recovery (see also Audit and
Recovery). Indo-Persian
Icrms for, 210-11

Reg ulatiou system of Akbar, llOff.,

118ff.. general view of,

Il5ff.

Bent, Pixed, 183

Eepresentiitives (see a Iso Inter-

medi.iries) Assessment
through, 9

Besei ration and Assignment, distinc-

tion between, 117, 125

Beserved Land=Kiirti!sa, defined,

29

Adniinistr.ition of. under

Akbar, 83ff., 109ff., 240, 246

Alauddin, 38

Anrangzeb, 132. 133. 148

B.alimani kingdom, I8l

Bengal, 197

Jahangir, 128

Lodi Kings, 68

Muhammad Tughlaq, 48ff,

13tb century, 29

I7tb century, 125

Shahjahan, 126, 147

Revenue Ministry, see Diwan,
Diwani

Rewards (Inam), 93 98

Biver Country, the described, 23

Under Alauddin Khulji, 34, 37,

38

Muhammad Tughlaq, 48-51,

208

Bobertson, C., quoted, 182-5

Roc, Sir T .282; quoted. 128e

BohilkbanJ. 34, 38, 169

Bupee, introduction of, 255

Byot (see also Peasant), Sti., 18,

277

Rvotmri, 277; term discussed,

205-6
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SACKED La-Wi Hindui see Dharma
Sa dr> office of i 99, 277
Saifuddiii Aibak. 218
Saliii, 282
Sal-i kamil see Year, Standard
Salim Sliali, asaessment under. 235
Sanuud, P] ovinee, 24
Sninbhal, Province, 24

Measurement in, 75
SaiuUla, Pi ovinee, 24
Saqi, 282
itai-bastd, teim diacusaed, 137)i.

Sarliai: or district, 73; other
nieanings, 277

Sarkar, Prof. J„ quoted, passim
Satgaon, 190

Sajyid Dyn.ist.v, 66
Agrarian eonditions under, 67

Assignments under, 67
Chiefs under, 66

Security of tenure, 63, 64, under
Jahangir, 127

Serfs, 3

Service tenure, 161, 176 &)i,

Shah Alam, Assignments under, 151

Shahiahan, Mogul Emperor, reign

of< 126

Administration undei, 126, 131,

147

Agraiian policy of, 131

Assignments under, 126

Finance under, 126

Irrigation norks of, 65, 131

Peasants ’ position under, 131-2

Eeserved areas under, 126, 147

Shah Mansui, 104, 105, 251ff,

Shah Shuia, Tlemaud under, 195,
197

Shams Afif, 280; quoted, passim;
estimated, 22, 52-3

Shams ’ddm lltutmish. King of
Uellii, 217

Sharaf Qai, minister of Alauddiii,

34, 35
Share of Produce claimed by Rulers

or Kings
British period, 168

Hindu period, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9
Moslem period under
Islamic system, 8fl., 15

Akbar, 17, 82-3, 1 19, 135
Alauddin, 17, 33, 44, 62
Auraiigzeb, 135, 198
Piru/, .Shall 53-4

Ghiyaauddin Tugblaq, 40, 43,
44

Jahangir, 125

Lodi dynasty, 72, 74
^ Sher Shah, 17, 75, 76

Suniiiiarj, 62-3, 201, 203, 204

Share of Produce—continued
Various regions

Bengal, 158

Deccan, 185

Mysore, 188

Udaipur, 1 3, 204
Sharing, passim, term defined, 6, 7,

235

by Division and by Estim.ition,

7, 232
British period, 168
Hindu period, 3, 7, 1

3

Moslem period, under lal.imic

system, 15, 202, under,

and 111

Akbar, 112, 119

Anrangzob, 135

Farid Khan, 69
Firuz, 54, 61

Ghiyasuddiii Tughlaq, 40, 41,

43-4

Sayyid dynasty, 67
17th century, 149

19th Century, 149

Various legions

Deccan, 185

Mysore, 188

Tatta, 1 19

Udaipiir-Mewar, 13

Sher Shall King of Tlnidiistaii

(see also Farid Khan), 69,

72; reign of, 74fE., authori-

ties for, 74 &a.
Administi ative measures of, 74ff.

Agrarian policy of, 74ff.i 203

Assessmeiiti under, 75£f 82-

J

Coinage of, 255
Collections under, 239

Measurement under 41, 73, 74,

75, 77

Shaie of Produce claimed by,

17, 75, 76
Shihabuddiii Ahmad Khan, 85, 235,

236 ,

Shiqq, 277 ; discussed 25, 74b.

Shtqqdar, 277 ;
discussed, 74 &ii.

Shore, Sir John, quoted, 193, 196

Sikandar Lodi, As.signmQiits under,

\72
Sind, ArMis in. Differential Scale

of, 17n.

Statistics of, 259
Sind, Lower, see Tatta
Sirhind, Province, 24

Sirohi District, position "luh

Akbar, 119; statistics of

260
SI ives, royal, 217-18

Sail-rates, 169, 170, 175

•Sorath District, Statistics of. 260
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Suleraniti, the, looted, J 7

SurplnB-incnma, 29&«.
Suyiirghal, term explained, 98, 271

Sweeper caste (Balahar), I76«.,

224, 225

Tahaqai-i AUvrii the, 282; quoted,
passim

Tahaqat-i NosiHt 283: quoted,

passim; estimated, 2b
Tafnq, term explained, I37« , 277
Taglian Khan, 218
TaUiq, 277; defined, 150

Taluqdar, 277; term defined, 154

Tunica, 255
Taqsimat-i mullc, 243,245
TariUi-i Mvlaralcshahi, the, 283;

quoted, passm ;
estimated,

66
Tarilh-i Slier Slialii, the, 283,

estimated, 69».

Tatta, position of, under Akbar,
119

Sharing in, 1 19

Valuation m, 265

Ten-ye.ir rates of Akbar, 82, 88, 89,

248ft,; enhanced and re-

duced in Lahore, 90;

applicable to Assignments,
91-2

Tenures (see also Assiguinents)

security and inseturity ot,

63, 64, 205; under Jahan-

gir, 127, 130-1

Charitable, 161, 177

Service, 161, 176

Terminology, discussed, xiii, lii,

191ft:., 209ff.

of -Vurangzeb 's Farmans, 133

in British pei iod, 159, 189, 190ff.

Hindu, 19

Moslem, 18-19

Terry, E., quoted, I30&K.

Thomas, E., quoted 60n,

Three Towns, the, 189ff., 195

Timariots=Assignees, I48».

Timm's Iiistiiiiics, 258

Tipu Sultan, Begulations of, 188-9

Tirhiit, Province, 24

Tithe-land and Tribute-land, dis-

tinction between, 14-15,

20, 140, 273

Todar Mai, Bajii, 196, 201, 253

Assessment rates of, 86fl’., 94«.,

nos, 243. 261, in Bengal

1
182, 194, 195, 196

* Audit measures ofj lOJ; 103, 106

Legends of, 103ff , 255ffw 266

Position and Career of, 103ff.

Torture, recovery by, 42-3

Treasury, the, 231&n.
Trench, Mr. G. C., quoted, 13

Tribute-land, see Tithe-land and
Tribute-land

Tughril Khan, 218
Tuzuk, 283; quoted, passim
Twining, T., quoted, I62n

UDAIPUE-MEWAE, Agr.iriau system
in, 13

contract-holdings in, 13, 141

King’s share of produce in, 13, 204
TJ'-hi, Pshi—Titbe land, ij.v.

Valuation (see also Jama), term
cxphiiued. 56, 209, 212,

240

Iiido-Persian teims for, 21211.

3Iadc under

Akbar, 94fE., 213lf., 240ff., 259.

262ft.

Piruz, 57, 60, 61, 213, 232-3

Jahangir, 153. 264

Muhammad Tughlaq, 52

Sikandar Lodi, 72

17th Century, 155-6

Statistics of, iu

Baelana, 215

Bengal, 155, 196, 197, 2625.

Berai, 264, 268

Guj.irat, 213-14, 263

Kashmir, 214

Palamau, 214, 267-8

Surat, 215

Tatta. 265

Van Twist, J., quoted, l29n., 130

Vasislitlia, quoted, 3n., 5«.

A'’azii, histoiy of the term, xir, zv,

278

Vijayanagar, Kingdom of, 180

Agrarian System in, 12

Villages, passim; terms for, 18-19,

271, 276
ViUaec-aecountants=PatHiori, 19»

63, n In., 276

Under Akbar, 114, 177, 178

Alauddin ^alji, 35, 178

Aurimgzeb, 136, 177, 178

Sher Shab, 73

Village Ilpadmen, see Hgadmeu,
Village

Village organisation, (see also

Brotherhood), 19, 160ff.

14th century, 63ff.

Under Akbar, 111

Aurangzeb, 136-7

Successors of, 175, 1775,

/
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Village-iierVaiits, 1 60. 16Ii 166,

176&flu225
Villiae-i dcrelictj 165, 166

ViiJiiiu, quoted, 3n. '

Tr('li= Govenioi (q.vO> 216fE-, 278

atei r ite, 60-1, 131

Wa^Lfn. 278; term explained, 99 h.,

140n.

WtJ I, explained, 216ff , 278

Ylati, stand ird, 156
Yuan Gliwang, quoted, 5n., 12

Ziiht, meaning of, 169a.,
235

Zabti rates, 169n., 278-9

Zafarabad, Province, 24
Zainiudar=Chiof, 8, I8&«., 159a.,

178; discussed, 225, 278
in Bengal, 19 1 if.

Zamindari, 205-6

Zamiudars, Village, explained,
I49&M.

Ziya Barni, 280; quoted, passim;
estimated, 27, 45




